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This dissertation is concerned with the topics termination and productivi-
ty, which are both key aspects of program correctness. Termination is the pro-
perty of programs to finish their computation within a finite amount of time.
When infinite data is potentially processed, termination cannot be expected.
For specifications of infinite data structures, e.g. as used in lazy functional pro-
gramming languages, productivity captures the natural concept of (constructi-
ve) well-definedness. The two counterparts productivity and termination are
intimately linked to each other: a specification of an infinite data structure is
productive if every finite prefix of the infinite structure can be evaluated in fi-
nite time, that is, if the evaluation of this prefix terminates. We now briefly
introduce both central topics.
1 Introduction
Termination
A program working on finite data is usually considered to be (totally) correct if
it terminates (halts) in finite time and produces valid output (with respect to a
given specification) for every valid input. Along with the increasing attention
for program verification (as witnessed by the Turing Award 2007 [11]), we ha-
ve seen an extensive development of termination techniques for term rewriting
over the past years. To mention a few: recursive path orders [16, 31], polynomial
interpretations [27, 34, 30] with real or negative numbers [15, 33, 24], depend-
ency pairs [6, 23], semantic labeling [46], matrix interpretations [25], and for
context-sensitive TRSs [9, 3, 4, 22, 2, 5] (see further Section 4 for a brief intro-
duction of context-sensitive rewriting). The tremendous progress in the field of
automated termination analysis is indicated by the annual Termination Compe-
tition [42] where the tools are compared by evaluating their performance on a
large collection of TRSs, the Termination Problem Database (TPDB).
The termination part of this thesis is concerned with global, local, and ou-
termost termination. In [25], a novel termination method for string rewriting
systems (SRSs) has been presented, called the matrix method. We have extended
this method to term rewriting systems, and implemented it in the termination
prover Jambox [18]. The matrix method is very powerful. Using this method,
Jambox scored 2nd in category ’TRSs’, and 1st in the category ’SRSs’ of the Ter-
mination Competition of 2006 [42]. Taking into account that SRSs are just a
special form of TRSs, Jambox has proven even more TRSs terminating than the
long-standing winner Aprove [20]. By now (2009) the matrix method is incor-
porated in all mainstream termination provers.
Outermost rewriting is a rewriting strategy where a redex occurrence may be
contracted as long as it is not a proper subterm of another redex occurrence. This
strategy is of special interest due to its application in functional programming
(in particular, lazy evaluation), and the close connection with productivity. We
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devise different transformations from TRSs to context-sensitive TRSs in such a
way that termination of the target system implies outermost termination of the
original system. As a result state-of-the-art termination methods for context-
sensitive rewriting become available for proving termination of outermost re-
writing. These transformations have been implemented in Jambox [18], making
it the most successful tool for proving outermost termination in the Termination
Competition of 2008 [42].
The usual study of termination is concerned with ’global termination’, that
is, termination for the set of all terms. However, termination and productivity
are a priori properties of individual terms or more generally of sets of terms; we
call this the local termination problem. Surprisingly, for term rewriting systems
not many results are known about local termination. We do a first step in this
direction by providing a complete characterisation of local termination in terms
of monotone partial Σ-algebras, and local infinitary normalization in terms of
continuous, weakly monotone, strict Σ-algebras.
Productivity
In the last two decades interest has grown towards infinite data, as witnessed
by the application of type theory to infinite objects [14], and the emergence of
coalgebraic techniques for infinite data types like streams [38]. While termina-
tion cannot be expected when infinite data are processed, infinitary notions of
termination become relevant. For programming with infinite structures, pro-
ductivity is what termination with well-defined results is for programming with
finite structures. For the correctness of programs dealing with such structures
one must guarantee that every finite part of the infinite structure can be evalua-
ted, that is, the specification of the infinite structure must be productive. In this
thesis we focus on productivity of stream specifications. An example of a stream
specification is shown in Figure 1.1.
M→ 0 : zip(inv(M), tail(M))
tail(x : σ)→ σ
zip(x : σ, τ)→ x : zip(τ, σ)
inv(0 : σ)→ 1 : inv(σ)
inv(1 : σ)→ 0 : inv(σ)
Figuur 1.1: Stream specification of the Thue–Morse sequence.
The specification is indeed productive, evaluating M, we obtain the Thue–Morse
sequence in the limit:
M = 0 : 1 : 1 : 0 : 1 : 0 : 0 : 1 : 1 : 0 : 0 : 1 : 0 : 1 : 1 : 0 : . . .
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The usual analysis of productivity [44, 39, 14, 26, 40, 10], also adopted here,
is a quantitative analysis that disregards the identity of data. We call such ap-
proaches data-oblivious. We devise a method for proving productivity that is
for a rich class of stream specifications provably optimal among all such data-
oblivious approaches. This means that in order to improve on our algorithm
one has to proceed in a data-aware fashion. At the time of writing this thesis, a
first step in this direction has been done, see [48] by Raffelsieper and Zantema.
There outermost termination is used for proving productivity.
Outline
The above introduction of productivity leaves space for different formalisations
of the concept depending on the underlying notion of rewriting and the applied
rewriting strategy. In Section 2 of this Introduction we introduce and discuss
different formalisations of productivity. In Section 3 we give an overview of the
papers contained in this thesis.
Section 4 is devoted to technical preliminaries, restricted to notions that al-
ready play a role in this Introduction, and go beyond the very basics of term
rewriting. We cover abstract rewriting systems (ARSs), strategies, in particular ou-
termost rewriting, and infinitary term rewriting.
In general, the chapters in this thesis are self-contained. For general reference
and a more complete introduction to ARSs and term rewriting we mention [41,
29, 28].
2 Formalising Productivity
For programming with infinite structures, productivity is what termination with
well-defined result is for programming with finite structures. Productivity cap-
tures the intuitive notion of unlimited progress, of ’working’ programs produ-
cing defined values indefinitely.
In lazy functional programming languages like Haskell, Miranda or Clean
the use of data structures, whose intended semantics is an infinite structure,
is common practice. For the correctness of programs dealing with such struc-
tures one must guarantee that every finite part of the infinite structure can be
evaluated, that is, the specification of the infinite structure must be producti-
ve. Programs dealing with such infinite structures can very well be terminating.
For example, consider the terminating Haskell program ’prime’ implementing
a version of Eratosthenes’ sieve:
prime n = primes !! (n-1)
primes = sieve [2..]
sieve (n:xs) = n:(sieve (filter (\m -> m ‘mod‘ n /= 0) xs))
where prime n returns the n-th prime number for every n ≥ 1. The func-
tion prime is terminating, despite the fact that it contains a call to the non-
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terminating function primes which, in the limit, rewrites to the infinite list of
prime numbers in ascending order. To make this possible, the strategy with
respect to which the terms are evaluated is crucial. Obviously, we cannot fully
evaluate primes before extracting the n-th element. For this reason, lazy func-
tional languages typically use a form of outermost-needed rewriting where only
needed, finite parts of the infinite structure are evaluated.
The notion of ’productivity’ (sometimes also referred to as ’liveness’) was
first mentioned by Dijkstra [17]. In the functional programming literature the
notion of ’productivity’ has arisen, initially in the pioneering work of Sijtsma [39],
as a natural strengthening of what in our setting are the properties WN∞ and
UN∞. Since then several papers [44, 39, 14, 26, 40, 10] have been devoted to
criteria ensuring productivity.
Heuristics
A specification of an infinite structure is called productive if not only the defi-
nition can be evaluated continually to build up a unique infinite normal form,
but the resulting infinite expression is also meaningful in the sense that it is a
constructor normal form. Here, a constructor normal form is a term solely built
from constructor symbols: D(Σ) := {root(l) | l → r ∈ R} is the set of defined
symbols, and C(Σ) := Σ \D(Σ) is the set of constructor symbols.
For example, the following is a productive specification of the (infinite) stream
of zeros:
zeros→ 0 : zeros
Indeed, there exists only one maximal rewrite sequence from zeros and this
ends in the infinite constructor normal form 0 : 0 : 0 : . . .. In finitary rewriting,
a rewrite sequence is called maximal if it is infinite (has length ω), or ends in a
normal form. Here and later we say that a rewrite sequence ρ : t0 → t1 → t2 →
. . . ends in a term s if either ρ is finite with its last term being s, or ρ is infinite
and then s is the limit of the sequence of terms ti, i.e. s = limi→∞ ti.
Now, consider the following stream specification:
J→ 0 : 1 : even(J)
including the defining rules for the stream functions involved:
even(x : σ)→ x : odd(σ) , odd(x : σ)→ even(σ) ,
where even (odd) returns a stream consisting of the elements at its even (odd)
positions. The infinite normal form of J is 0 : 1 : 0 : 0 : evenω, which is not a
constructor normal form. For this reason, we say that the specification of J is
not productive (although the specification is WN∞ and even SN∞).
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We remark that interpreting the rewrite rules as equations (that is, replacing
’→’ by ’=’), the system of equations has infinitely many solutions for J. Howe-
ver, productivity is not equivalent to unique solvability. This is illustrated by
the following stream specification:
Z→ h(Z) h(x : σ)→ 0 : h(σ)
where Z is ranges over infinite streams. The stream of zeros 0 : 0 : 0 : . . . is the
unique solution for Z. However, this solution cannot be obtained constructively
by evaluating the specification:
Z→ h(Z)→ h(h(Z))→ h(h(h(Z)))→ . . . hω
The specification of Z is not productive. Although the specification has a uni-
que solution, it is not well-defined. Productivity is a constructive form of well-
definedness capturing the intuitive notion of well-definedness in systems with
rewriting semantics such as term rewriting and functional programming.
Note that the above specification of Z can easily be turned into a productive
specification, e.g. by making h more ’lazy’ (postponing the pattern matching):
Z→ h(Z) h(σ)→ 0 : h(tail(σ)) tail(x : σ)→ σ
Formalising Different Notions of Productivity
The rather vague description above leaves open several choices that can be ma-
de to obtain a more formal definition. We explore several naturally arising choi-
ces:
(i) productivity with respect to strategies,
(ii) strong productivity, and
(iii) weak productivity.
The notions arise as analogues to normalization with respect to strategies, strong
normalization and weak normalization in term rewriting. For an analysis of the
degree of undecidability of these notions, see Chapter 9.
For formalising productivity we use the framework of infinitary rewriting re-
stricted to rewrite sequences not exceeding lengthω. Then, if a rewrite sequence
ends in a constructor normal form, it is guaranteed that every finite prefix will
be evaluated (stable) after finitely many steps.
(i) Productivity with respect to Strategies
We propose to think of productivity as a property of individual terms with res-
pect to a given rewrite strategy. This reflects the situation in functional program-
ming, where expressions are evaluated according to a built-in strategy. In lazy
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functional programming languages like Haskell and Clean, these strategies are
usually based on a form of outermost-needed rewriting with a priority order on
the rules (a strict order > on the rules, defining which rule has to be applied in
case there are two rules applicable at some position).
The following is a slightly modified specification of the stream of zeros:
zeros→ 0 : id(zeros) id(σ)→ σ (1.1)
This specification is considered productive as well, although there are infini-
te rewrite sequences that do not even end in a normal form, let alone in a
constructor normal form: e.g. by unfolding zeros only we get the limit term
0 : id(0 : id(0 : id(. . .))). However, outermost-fair rewriting (see the definition
below) of the specification yields a constructor normal form in the limit.
Definition 1. A redex occurrence in a term t is called outermost if it is not (strict-
ly) contained inside another redex occurrence in t.
Definition 2. A rewrite sequence ρ : t0 → t1 → . . . is called outermost-fair [41] if
there is no tn containing an outermost redex which remains an outermost redex
infinitely long (that is, which is never contracted).
A strategy  is called outermost-fair if all rewrite sequences with respect to
 are outermost-fair.
Remark 3. Outermost-fair rewriting (that is, the class of all outermost-fair re-
write sequences) is itself not a strategy, and also not a history-aware strategy (in
the sense of strategies as defined in Section 4.1). Roughly speaking, if you consi-
der a certain outermost redex, then every outermost-fair strategy has to enforce
that this redex is reduced (i.e. is eliminated) or becomes non-outermost after a
bounded number of steps. However, then there exists an outermost-fair rewrite
sequence which leaves this redex untouched for a longer period of time. A pos-
sibility to obtain outermost-fair rewriting as strategy is to generalise strategies
to subsets of maximal, possibly infinite rewrite sequences.
In general, normal forms can only be reached by outermost-fair rewriting se-
quences. For this reason it is a natural choice to consider productivity of terms
with respect to outermost-fair strategies. However, for non-orthogonal rewrite
systems outermost-fairness is not always sufficient. The following stream spe-
cifications admits rewrite sequences to constructor normal form, but that also
have divergent rewrite sequences:
maybe→ 0 : maybe maybe→ sink sink→ sink (1.2)
This example illustrates that, for non-orthogonal stream specifications we need
more than outermost-fairness. The term maybe is only productive with respect
to strategies that always apply the first rule.
Now we give the definition of productivity with respect to a strategy.
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Definition 4. A term t is called productive with respect to a strategy if all maxi-
mal rewrite sequences starting from t end in a constructor normal form.
We note that in the definition we do not restrict to outermost-fair strategies.
If a term t is productive with respect to  , then all  rewrite sequences from
t are outermost-fair. Nevertheless, this does not imply that is (for all terms)
an outermost-fair strategy. For example, the evaluation strategies employed in
functional programming languages like Haskell are not outermost-fair; but they
behave outermost-fair for a large class of terms.
In the case of non-deterministic strategies we require here that all maximal
rewrite sequences end in a constructor normal form. Another possible choice
could be to require only the existence of one such rewrite sequence (see ’weak
productivity’ below). However, we think that productivity should be a prac-
tical notion. Productivity of a term should entail that arbitrary finite parts of
the constructor normal form can indeed be obtained by rewriting. The mere
requirement that a constructor normal form exists leaves open the possibility
that such a normal form cannot be approximated to every finite precision in a
computable way.
Orthogonal TRSs. For orthogonal TRSs outermost-fair (or fair) rewrite strate-
gies are the natural choice for investigating productivity because they guaran-
tee to find (the unique) infinitary constructor normal form whenever it exists
(see [41]).
(ii) Strong Productivity
The notion of ’strong productivity’ arises as the analogue of strong normaliza-
tion in infinitary term rewriting. In contrast to strong normalization where all
rewrite sequences are taken into account, for strong productivity we consider
only outermost-fair rewrite sequences. The reason has already been mentioned
above: only outermost-fair rewrite sequences can reach a constructor normal
form. As a consequence, strong productivity is not a strengthening of produc-
tivity with respect to strategies. It is, however, a strengthening of productivity
with respect to outermost-fair strategies.
Definition 5. A term t is called strongly productive if all maximal outermost-fair
rewrite sequences starting from t end in a constructor normal form.
For example zeros in (1.1) is strongly productive, whereas (1.2) is not.
(iii) Weak Productivity
A natural counterpart to strong productivity is the notion of ’weak producti-
vity’: the existence of a rewrite sequence to a constructor normal form. Here
outermost-fairness does not need to be required, since rewrite sequences that
reach normal forms are always outermost-fair.
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Definition 6. A term t is called weakly productive if there exists a rewrite sequen-
ce starting from t that ends in a constructor normal form.
For non-orthogonal TRSs the practical relevance of this definition is questio-
nable since, in the absence of a computable strategy to reach normal forms, mere
knowledge that a term t is productive typically does not help to find a construc-
tor normal form of t. For orthogonal TRSs computable, normalising strategies
exist, but then also all of the variants of productivity coincide.
Weak productivity only requires the existence of an arbitrary (maybe non-
computable) rewrite sequence to a constructor normal form. This is the weakest
possible notion of productivity if we understand productivity as reaching a me-
aningful object by means of evaluation by rewriting. Both specification, (1.1)
and (1.2), are weakly productive.
Productivity for Orthogonal TRSs
For orthogonal TRSs strong productivity, weak productivity and productivity
with respect to outermost-fair strategies coincide. As already discussed, other
strategies are not very reasonable since non-outermost-fair rewrite sequences
cannot reach a constructor normal form. For orthogonal TRSs there always exist
computable outermost-fair strategies, and whenever for a term there exists a
constructor normal form, then it is unique and all outermost-fair rewrite se-
quences will end in this unique constructor normal form.
As a consequence, for orthogonal TRS T we simply say T is productive for
t if T is strongly productive for t.
Definition 7. Let T be an orthogonal TRS, and t a term. We say T is productive
for t if T is strongly productive for t.
This definition then coincides with weak productivity and productivity with
respect to outermost-fair strategies:
Lemma 8. Let T be an orthogonal TRS and t a possibly infinite term (t ∈ Ter∞(Σ,X ),
see Section 4). Then the following properties are equivalent:
(i) T is productive for t.
(ii) T is strongly productive for t.
(iii) T is weakly productive for t.
(iv) T is productive for t with respect to any outermost-fair strategy.
Bewijs. We have (i) ⇒ (ii) by definition. The implication (ii) ⇒ (iii) follows
from the existence of outermost-fair rewrite sequences. Moreover, the implica-
tions (iii) ⇒ (iv) and (iv) ⇒ (i) hold, since outermost-fair rewriting is an infi-
nitary normalising strategy for orthogonal rewrite systems (see [41, Chapters 4
& 12]).
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Moreover, we note that orthogonal TRSs have the property UN∞ (infinitary
unique normal forms) [41], that is, whenever t  n1 and t  n2 for nor-
mal forms n1 and n2, then n1 ≡ n2. As a consequence, for orthogonal TRSs
the constructor normal form is uniquely defined, independent of the chosen
(outermost-fair) evaluation strategy.
Remark 9. As a consequence of Lemma 8, termination and productivity with
respect to outermost-fair rewriting are strongly related. A term t is productive
if and only if for all depths n ∈ N, the evaluation of t (using outermost-fair
rewriting) of the first n constructor levels of t terminates.
This connection has also been exploited in [48]. There, outermost terminati-
on is used as approximation for outermost-fair termination, and employed for
proving ’global’ productivity of all ground terms Ter(Σ,∅).
Discussion
The Relation of Productivity with WN∞ and SN∞. Note that, productivity is a
strengthening of WN∞ and not of SN∞, that is, even for strong productivity we
require only outermost-fair rewrite sequences to end in a normal form. Definiti-
on 4 captures the intuitive notion of well-definedness of specifications of infinite
structures in lazy functional programming languages like Haskell, Miranda or
Clean. For example, consider the following Haskell program:
alt = tail(alt’)
alt’ = 0:1:alt’
Here, alt is perfectly well-defined, rewriting to an infinite list in the limit.
However, if we only unfold alt’ without reducing tail, we get
tail(0:1:0:1. . .)
after ω many steps in the limit. Thus, although the stream constant alt in this
system is SN∞ we have to use an outermost-fair strategy to obtain a construc-
tor normal form of alt within ω many steps. Another example is the Haskell
program:
zeros = f(c)
c = c
f(x) = 0:f(x)
The system is not SN∞, since the term f(c) rewrites to itself. Nevertheless,
Haskell evaluates zeros to a list of zeros, infinite in the limit. The reason is
the one mentioned above: every lazy functional programming language essen-
tially uses some form of outermost-fair or outermost-needed rewriting strategy,
also called ’lazy evaluation’, see e.g. [35]. Thus, zeros is strongly productive
(productive with respect to outermost-fair strategies).
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Non-orthogonal TRSs. For non-orthogonal TRSs the constructor normal forms
are not necessarily unique. This raises the question whether uniqueness of the
constructor normal forms should be part of the definition of productivity. We
consider a specification of the stream of random bits:
random→ 0 : random random→ 1 : random
Every rewrite sequence starting from random ends in a normal form. However,
these normal forms are not unique. In fact, there are uncountably many of them.
We have chosen for not including uniqueness of normal forms into the definition
of productivity since these properties should be independent (like termination
and confluence). By a result from [29] every orthogonal TRS has the infinitary
unique normal forms property; we also have unique normal forms whenever
employing a deterministic rewriting strategy.
3 Origin of the Chapters
The first four chapters included in this dissertation are concerned with termina-
tion and finitary term rewriting; this covers
• the matrix method for proving termination,
• transformational methods for proving outermost termination,
• an investigation of local termination, and
• a study of the computational complexity of different properties of term
rewriting systems.
Afterwards, we move on with infinitary rewriting; in particular,
• productivity of stream specifications,
• the study of data-oblivious productivity,
• methods for proving infinitary normalization, and
• the complexity of Fractran and productivity.
Matrix Interpretations
for Proving Termination of Term Rewriting
We present a method for automatically proving termination of term rewriting. It
is based on the well-known idea of interpretation of terms where every rewrite
step causes a decrease, but instead of the usual natural numbers we use vectors
of natural numbers, ordered by a particular non-total well-founded ordering.
Function symbols are interpreted by linear mappings represented by matrices.
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This method allows to prove termination and relative termination. A modifica-
tion of the latter in which strict steps are only allowed at the top, turns out to be
helpful in combination with the dependency pair transformation.
By bounding the dimension and the matrix coefficients, the search problem
becomes finite. Our implementation transforms it to a boolean satisfiability pro-
blem (SAT), to be solved by a state-of-the-art SAT solver.
The article included in this thesis is a slightly rewritten version of:
[P1] Jo¨rg Endrullis, Johannes Waldmann, and Hans Zantema. Matrix Interpre-
tations for Proving Termination of Term Rewriting. Journal of Automated
Reasoning, 40(2-3):195–220, 2008.
which is in turn an extension of:
[P2] Jo¨rg Endrullis, Johannes Waldmann, and Hans Zantema. Matrix Interpre-
tations for Proving Termination of Term Rewriting. In Proc. Conf. on Au-
tomated Reasoning (IJCAR), volume 4130 of LNCS, pages 574–588. Springer,
2006.
From Outermost to Context-Sensitive Rewriting
We define two transformations from term rewriting systems (TRSs) to context-
sensitive TRSs in such a way that termination of the target system implies outer-
most termination of the original system. In the transformation based on ’context
extension’, each outermost rewrite step is modelled by exactly one step in the
transformed system. This transformation turns out to be complete for the class
of left-linear TRSs. The second transformation is called ’dynamic labeling’ and
results in smaller sized context-sensitive TRSs. Here each modelled step is adjoi-
ned with a small number of auxiliary steps.
As a result state-of-the-art termination methods for context-sensitive rewri-
ting become available for proving termination of outermost rewriting. Both
transformations have been implemented in Jambox [18], making it the most
successful tool in the category of outermost rewriting of the last edition of the
annual termination competition.
The article included in this thesis is an extension of [P3] with the transformation
’dynamic labeling’, and an experimental evalution of the transformations:
[P3] Jo¨rg Endrullis and Dimitri Hendriks. From Outermost to Context-Sensitive
Rewriting. In Proc. Conf. on Rewriting Techniques and Applications (RTA),
volume 5595 of LNCS, pages 305–319. Springer, 2009. Best paper award.
Local Termination
The characterisation of termination using well-founded monotone algebras has
been a milestone on the way to automated termination techniques, of which
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we have seen an extensive development over the past years. Both the semantic
characterisation and most known termination methods are concerned with glo-
bal termination, uniformly of all the terms of a term rewriting system (TRS). In
this paper we consider local termination, of specific sets of terms within a given
TRS.
The principal goal of this paper is generalising the semantic characterisation
of global termination to local termination. This is made possible by admitting
the well-founded monotone algebras to be partial.
The interest in local termination naturally arises in program verification,
where one is interested only in sensible inputs, or just wants to characterise the
set of inputs for which a program terminates. Local termination is also of inte-
rest when dealing with a specific class of terms within a TRS that is known to be
non-terminating, such as combinatory logic (CL) or a TRS encoding recursive
program schemes or Turing machines.
We extend our approach to local, relative termination, and show how some
of the well-known techniques for proving global termination, such as stepwise
removal of rewrite rules and semantic labeling, can be adapted to the local case.
We also describe transformations reducing local to global termination problems.
The resulting techniques for proving local termination have in some cases alrea-
dy been automated.
One of our applications concerns the characterisation of the terminating S-
terms in CL as a regular language. This language had already been found in [45],
via a tedious analysis of the reduction behaviour of S-terms. These findings
have now been vindicated by a fully automated and verified proof.
The article included in this thesis is an extension of:
[P4] Jo¨rg Endrullis, Roel de Vrijer, and Johannes Waldmann. Local Termination.
In Proc. Conf. on Rewriting Techniques and Applications (RTA), volume 5595 of
LNCS, pages 270–284. Springer, 2009.
In comparison with [P4] we show how the language of normalizing S-terms
and a corresponding termination proof can be found fully automatically. Our
method is applicable to TRSs for which strong and weak normalization coinci-
de, that is, in particular orthogonal, non-erasing TRSs. Moreover, we include a
section on the RFC-method. We transform local termination on the right-hand
sides of forward closures to global termination of a labeled system. Then termi-
nation of the latter sytem implies global termination of the original TRS.
Degrees of Undecidability in Term Rewriting
Undecidability of various properties of first order term rewriting systems is
well-known. An undecidable property can be classified by the complexity of the
formula defining it. This gives rise to a hierarchy of distinct levels of undecida-
bility, starting from the arithmetical hierarchy classifying properties using first
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order arithmetical formulas and continuing into the analytic hierarchy, where
also quantification over function variables is allowed.
In this paper we consider properties of first order term rewriting systems and
classify them in this hierarchy. Weak and strong normalization for single terms
turn out to be Σ01-complete, while their uniform versions as well as dependency
pair problems with minimality flag are Π02-complete. We find that confluence is
Π02-complete both for single terms and uniform. Unexpectedly local confluence
for ground terms turns out to be harder than local confluence for open terms.
The former property isΠ02-complete while the latter is Σ
0
1-complete (and thereby
recursively enumerable).
The most surprising result is on dependency pair problems without mini-
mality flag: we prove this to be Π11-complete, which means that this property
exceeds the arithmetical hierarchy and is essentially analytic.
The article included in this thesis is a slightly rewritten version of:
[P5] Jo¨rg Endrullis, Herman Geuvers, and Hans Zantema. Degrees of unde-
cidability in rewriting. Technical Report abs/0902.4723, CoRR, February
2009.
A part of this technical report, in particular the results on (local) confluence for
open terms and dependency pair problems, has been published as:
[P6] Jo¨rg Endrullis, Herman Geuvers, and Hans Zantema. Degrees of Undeci-
dability in Term Rewriting. In Proc. Conf. on Computer Science Logic (CSL),
volume 5771 of LNCS, pages 255–270. Springer, 2009.
Productivity of Stream Definitions
We show that productivity is decidable for a rich class of recursive stream defi-
nitions that hitherto could not be handled automatically. Whereas productivity
is undecidable for stream definitions in general, we show that it can be decided
for ‘pure’ stream definitions. An example of a pure stream definition is shown
in Figure 1.2.
M→ 0 : zip(inv(even(M)), tail(M))
zip(x : σ, τ)→ x : zip(τ, σ) even(x : σ)→ x : odd(σ) tail(x : σ)→ σ
inv(x : σ)→ i(x) : inv(σ) odd(x : σ)→ even(σ)
i(0)→ 1 i(1)→ 0
Figuur 1.2: Example of a pure stream specification.
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For every pure stream definition the process of its evaluation can be mo-
delled by the dataflow of abstract stream elements, called ’pebbles’, in a finite
’pebbleflow net(work)’. And the production of a pebbleflow net associated with
a pure stream definition, that is, the number of pebbles the net is able to produce
at its output port, can be calculated by reducing nets to trivial nets.
The article included in this thesis is a slightly rewritten version of:
[P7] Jo¨rg Endrullis, Clemens Grabmayer, Dimitri Hendriks, Ariya Isihara, and
Jan Willem Klop. Productivity of Stream Definitions. Theoretical Computer
Science, 411(4–5):765–782, 2010.
which is in turn an extension of:
[P8] Jo¨rg Endrullis, Clemens Grabmayer, Dimitri Hendriks, Ariya Isihara, and
Jan Willem Klop. Productivity of Stream Definitions. In Proc. Conf. on Fun-
damentals of Computation Theory (FCT), volume 4639 of LNCS, pages 274–
287. Springer, 2007.
Data-Oblivious Stream Productivity
We are again concerned with productivity of specifications of infinite streams
of data. In comparison to [P7] we drop all restrictions on the pattern matching
in the left-hand sides of stream functions. For this generalised class of stream
specifications productivity is no longer decidable, but we obtain sufficient con-
ditions for productivity.
The common essence of all previous approaches [44, 39, 14, 26, 40, 10], al-
so adopted here, is a quantitative analysis that disregards the identity of data,
thus leading to approaches that we call data-oblivious. The above mentioned
approaches employed data-oblivious reasoning (without using this name for it)
to find sufficient criteria ensuring productivity, but did not aim at optimality.
We present a method for proving productivity that is provably optimal among
all such data-oblivious approaches. This means that in order to improve on our
algorithm one has to proceed in a data-aware fashion.
At the time of writing this thesis, in [48], a data-aware approach for proving
productivity has been proposed. This method employs outermost terminati-
on for proving ’global’ productivity of all ground terms Ter(Σ,∅). To our best
knowledge, [48] is the first fruitfully automatable, data-aware method for pro-
ving productivity.
The article included in this thesis is a slightly rewritten version of:
[P9] Jo¨rg Endrullis, Clemens Grabmayer, and Dimitri Hendriks. Data-oblivious
Stream Productivity. In Proc. Conf. on Logic for Programming, Artificial Intel-
ligence, and Reasoning (LPAR), volume 5330 of LNCS, pages 79–96. Springer,
2008.
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Proving Infinitary Normalization
We investigate the notion of ’infinitary strong normalization’ (SN∞), introduced
in [29], the analogue of termination when rewriting infinite terms. A (possi-
bly infinite) term is SN∞ if along every rewrite sequence each fixed position is
rewritten only finitely often.
In [47], SN∞ has been investigated as a system-wide property, i.e. SN∞ for all
terms of a given rewrite system. This global property frequently fails for trivial
reasons. For example, in the presence of the collapsing rule tail(x : σ) → σ, the
infinite term t = tail(0 : t) rewrites to itself only.
We give a complete characterisation of the ’local version’ of SN∞ using inter-
pretations into weakly monotone algebras (as employed in [47]). Actually, we
strengthen this notion to continuous weakly monotone algebras (somewhat akin
to [21]). We show that tree automata can be used as an automatable instance of
our framework; an actual implementation has been made available.
The article included in this thesis is a slightly rewritten version of:
[P10] Jo¨rg Endrullis, Clemens Grabmayer, Dimitri Hendriks, Jan Willem Klop,
and Roel de Vrijer. Proving Infinitary Normalization. In Conf. on Types for
Proofs and Programs (TYPES), Revised Selected Papers, volume 5497 of LNCS,
pages 64–82. Springer, 2009.
Complexity of Fractran and Productivity
Fractran [13] is a simple Turing-complete programming language invented by
Conway. We prove that the question whether a Fractran program halts on all po-
sitive integers n > 0 is Π02-complete. By encoding Fractran programs as specifi-
cations of infinite lists, we establish that this notion of productivity with respect
to strategies is Π02-complete even for a class of surprisingly simple specificati-
ons. Therefore it is harder than termination of individual terms Σ01. In additi-
on, we explore generalisations (weak and strong productivity) of the notion of
productivity, and prove that their computational complexity is in the analytical
hierarchy, thus exceeding the expressive power of first-order logic.
The article included in this thesis is a slightly rewritten version of:
[P11] Jo¨rg Endrullis, Clemens Grabmayer, and Dimitri Hendriks. Complexity of
Fractran and Productivity. In Proc. Conf. on Automated Deduction (CADE),
volume 5663 of LNAI, pages 371–387. Springer, 2009.
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4 Preliminaries
4.1 Abstract Rewriting Systems
We give a brief introduction of abstract rewriting systems which closely follows
the presentation of [41, Chapter 8] by van Oostrom and de Vrijer.
Definition 10. An abstract rewriting system (ARS) is a quadruple 〈A,Φ, src, tgt〉
where A is a set of objects, Φ is a set of steps and src : Φ → A, tgt : Φ → A
mappings called source and target, respectively.
We employ symbols→,, (possibly indexed) to range over ARSs, a, b,
c, . . . , x, y, . . . to range over objects, and ϕ, ψ, . . . to range over steps. Figure 1.3
gives an intuitive rendering of ARSs with the two maps src and tgt from steps
Φ to objects A.
object step object
src tgt
Figuur 1.3: Abstract rewriting system.
If ϕ is a step with source src(ϕ) = a and target tgt(ϕ) = b we write ϕ : a → b
or a→ϕ b. We then say that ϕ is a witness for the existence of a step from a to b
(that is, a witness for ∃ϕ. a→ϕ b).
Definition 11. Let →1 = 〈A1, Φ1, src1, tgt1〉, and →2 = 〈A2, Φ2, src2, tgt2〉 be
ARSs. Then→1 is called a sub-ARS of→2, denoted→1 ⊆→2, if A1 ⊆ A2,Φ1 ⊆
Φ2, and src1 and tgt1 are the restrictions of src2 and tgt2 toΦ1, respectively.
Definition 12. An object a ∈ A of an ARS→ = 〈A,Φ, src, tgt〉 is called a normal
form if there exists no step ϕ ∈ Φ such that src(ϕ) = a.
Definition 13. A strategy for an ARS → is a sub-ARS  of → with the same
objects and normal forms.
Remark 14. A strategy for an ARS → = 〈A,Φ, src, tgt〉 picks a subset of the
steps. In Definition 13 we require that the strategy has the same normal forms
as the ARS →. In other words, for every object a which is the source of some
step, the strategy has to pick at least one step ϕwith source a.
We introduce labelings of ARSs which establish the basis of history-aware
strategies. This technique allows for endowing objects with additional infor-
mation which can be changed by the rewrite steps. In this way the rewriting
history of an object can be recorded in its label and traced throughout rewriting.
Labelings are bisimulations:
Definition 15. A relation B is a bisimulation between ARSs →1 and →2 if the
objects and steps of→1 are related to the objects and steps of→2, respectively,
(that is, B ⊆ (A1×A2)∪(Φ1×Φ2)) such that the following two conditions hold:
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(i) if a B b, then B relates each step from a to some step of b (forth)
∀a B b. (∀ϕ. src(ϕ) = a =⇒ ∃ψ. src(ψ) = b∧ϕ B ψ) ,
and each step from b to some step from a (back)
∀a B b. (∀ψ. src(ψ) = b =⇒ ∃ϕ. src(ϕ) = a∧ϕ B ψ) .
(ii) ifϕ B ψ, then the objects and targets of both steps are related (relator), that
is:
∀ϕ B ψ. src(ϕ) B src(ψ)∧ tgt(ϕ) B tgt(ψ) .
We call related objects bisimilar, see Figure 1.4.
B
B
1 2
B
B
1 2
B
B
B1 2
Figuur 1.4: Bisimulation: forth (left), back (middle), relator (right).
A labeling is a special case of a bisimulation.
Definition 16. A labeling of an ARS →1 = 〈A1, Φ1, src1, tgt1〉 is an ARS →2 =
〈A2, Φ2, src2, tgt2〉 together with a bisimulationL between→1 and→2 for which
the following conditions hold:
(i) for every a2 ∈ A2 there exists a unique a1 ∈ A1 such that a1 L a2, and
(ii) for every ϕ1 : a1 →1 b1 and a1 L a2 there exists a unique ϕ2 : a2 →1 b2
such that ϕ1 L ϕ2. The correspondence must be bijective and we use
L(a2, ϕ1), called a2-label of ϕ1, to denote the step ϕ2 which corresponds
to a2 and ϕ1.
A rewrite labeling L consists of a labeling L together with an initial labeling func-
tion i : A1 → A2 that maps objects of→1 to bisimilar objects of→2.
Pictorially the conditions of rewrite labelings can be rendered as in Figu-
re 1.5.
That is, every labeled object a2 has an unique pre-image a1, every step ϕ1
together with a labeling a2 of its source src(ϕ1) uniquely determines the corres-
ponding labeled step and every object a1 is related to its initial labeling i(a1).
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! • i(•)L L
L
!
1
!
2
L
Figuur 1.5: Rewrite labeling: inversely functional, unique labeling, initial labeling.
Example 17. Figure 1.6 shows a rewrite labeling. Here→1 = 〈A1, Φ1, src1, tgt1〉
where A1 = {a}, Φ1 = {ϕ,ψ} and the source and target of the steps ϕ and
ψ are a. Furthermore →2 = 〈A2, Φ2, src2, tgt2〉 where A2 = {aϕ, aψ}, Φ2 =
{ϕA, ϕB, ψA, ϕB} with sources and targets as depicted. Then the labeling L (bi-
simulation) relates objects and steps as follows:
• on objects a L aϕ and a L aψ, and
• on steps ϕ L ϕA, ϕ L ϕB, ψ L ψA and ψ L ψB.
a aϕ
aψ
ϕ
1
ψ
1
2
ψB 2
ϕB
2
ϕA
2
ψA
i
Figuur 1.6: Example of a rewrite labeling.
Intuitively the labeling ’remembers’ which step has been applied. This allows
for the introduction of history-aware strategies.
Definition 18. A history-aware strategy for an ARS→ is defined as a strategy for
a labeling L of→.
Definition 19. An ARS or a (history-aware) strategy is called deterministic if all
its objects are the source of at most one step.
We remark that for the ARS →1 from Example 17 (Figure 1.6) there exists
no deterministic, history-free strategy that fairly alternates between ϕ and ψ.
Such a strategy will either only consist of ϕ or ψ (since a is the only object of→1). However, using the labeling from Figure 1.6 we can define a history-aware
strategy that fairly alternates between ϕ and ψ, see Figure 1.7.
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aϕ
aψ
2
ψ2
2
ϕ2
Figuur 1.7: History-aware strategy for the ARS from Figure 1.6.
4.2 Infinitary Term Rewriting
We give a brief introduction to infinitary term rewriting, the theoretical frame-
work for our study of productivity of infinite objects such as streams, that are
computed in an infinite timescale. Infinitary term rewriting is a natural extensi-
on of ordinary, finitary rewriting, by allowing terms to have infinite branches,
and admitting rewrite sequences to be transfinite, requiring convergence at each
limit step. For further reading we refer the reader to [41, 29].
Infinite Terms
Infinite terms can be introduced in several ways: as partial mappings from the
set of positions N∗ to the alphabet symbols of some signature Σ, or by means of
coinductive notions, or as the completion of the metric space of finite terms with
the usual metric based on the familiar notion of distance that yields distance
2−(n+1) for a pair of terms that are identical up to and including level n from
the root, but then have a difference (see Definition 20). In this complete metric
space of finite and infinite terms we have the notion of Cauchy convergence. All
of these notions of infinite terms turn out to be equivalent.
Canonical examples are infinite (term) trees, infinite streams of data, or infi-
nite λ-terms. For infinite λ-terms, see [8] for untyped infinite λ-terms, and [1] for
simply typed infinite λ-terms. In mathematical and physical theories the use of
such infinite objects is common-place in the form of infinite expansions and po-
wer series. In λ-calculus a particular class of infinite λ-terms is known as Bo¨hm
trees [7].
We introduce terms as partial mappings from the set of positions N∗ to sym-
bols of the signature Σ. Let N+ := N \ {0}. We consider a finite or infinite term
as a function on a prefix closed subset of N∗+ taking values in a first-order sig-
nature, respecting the arity of symbols. A signature Σ is a set of symbols f, each
equipped with an arity ](f) ∈ N. Let X be a set of variables. Then, a term over Σ
and X is a partial map t : N∗+ ⇀ Σ ∪ X such that:
(i) its root t() is defined;
(ii) its domain is prefix closed: p ∈ dom(t) whenever pi ∈ dom(t), for all
p ∈ N∗+ , i ∈ N+;
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(iii) symbol arities define the number of immediate subterms: for all p ∈ N∗+ ,
if t(p) ∈ X then pi 6∈ dom(t), for all i ∈ N+, and if t(p) ∈ Σ then t(pi) ∈
(Σ ∪ X ) iff 1 ≤ i ≤ ](f).
The set of terms over Σ and X is denoted by Ter∞(Σ,X ). The set of positions
Pos(t) of a term t ∈ Ter∞(Σ,X ) is the domain of t. A term t is called finite if
the set Pos(t) is finite. We write Ter(Σ,X ) for the set of finite terms. We use the
symbol ≡ to indicate syntactical equality of terms. For positions p ∈ Pos(t) we
use t|p to denote the subterm of t at position p, defined by t|p(q) := t(pq) for all
q ∈ N∗+ . Moreover, we write t[s]p for the term obtained by replacing the subterm
t|p at position p in twith s.
For f ∈ Σ and terms ti ∈ Ter∞(Σ,X ) we write f(t1, . . . , t](f)) to denote the
term t ∈ Ter∞(Σ,X ) that is defined by t() = f, and t(ip) = ti(p) for all 1 ≤ i ≤
](f) and p ∈ N∗+ . For constants c ∈ Σ we simply write c instead of c(). We use
x, y, z, . . . to range over variables.
The standard metric on terms is:
Definition 20. On the set of terms Ter∞(Σ,X ) we define a metric d by d(s, t) = 0
whenever s ≡ t, and d(s, t) = 2−k otherwise, where k ∈ N is the least length of
all positions p ∈ N∗+ such that s(p) 6= t(p).
Infinite Rewriting Sequences
In ordinary, finitary, rewriting theory rewriting (reduction) sequences are just
finite or infinite. This view is much more refined in infinitary rewriting, by
allowing rewrite sequences of any countable ordinal length. The passage over
limit ordinals is given by a strengthened notion of Cauchy convergence, called
’strong convergence’.
Note that Cauchy convergence of reduction sequences is not yet sufficient to
make a reduction sequence ’connected’, as it should be; without extra require-
ments it could jump at a limit stage to a totally unrelated term. So, we evidently
have to impose the requirement of continuity that at a limit stage λ the reduction
sequence proceeds with the limit of the prefix up to λ. Thus, e.g., in the reduc-
tion sequence t0 → r1 → . . . tω → tω+1 → . . . the term tω equals limi→ω ti
(see [29] for several examples of transfinite reductions sequences).
Example 21. We consider the TRS consisting of the rules:
A→ B(A) B(x)→ C(x)
Starting from the term Awe first applyω-many times the first rule:
A→1 B(A)→2 B(B(A))→3 B(B(B(A)))→4 . . .
obtaining, in the limit, the infinite term B(B(B(. . .))) which we abbreviate by
Bω. Then we continue rewriting this limit term by applying in each step the
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second rule to the topmost (outermost) occurrence of a symbol B:
B(B(B(. . .)))→ω C(B(B(. . .)))→ω+1 C(C(B(. . .)))→ω+2 . . .
Note that the source of the step→ω coincides with the limit of the terms limi→ω ti.
In this way we obtain a rewrite sequence:
A→ω·2 C(C(C(. . .)))
of lengthω · 2 ending in the infinite normal form Cω.
Strong convergence is Cauchy convergence with the extra requirement that
the ’activity’, that is the depth of the successive redex contractions ( ’firings’) in
a rewrite sequence, has to go deeper and deeper when approaching a limit or-
dinal. For the rationale of this requirement and a more detailed introduction we
refer to [28, 41]. Here we just mention the essential benefit of this requirement:
it provides us with a natural notion of ’descendant’ or ’residual’, also in limit
passages.
We formally introduce term rewriting systems and transfinite rewrite se-
quences.
Definition 22. An infinitary term rewriting system (TRS) is a pair 〈Σ, R〉 consisting
of a signature Σ and a set R of rules with finite left-hand sides such that for all
rules `→ r ∈ R, ` is not a variable, and all variables in r also occur in `.
A substitution is a map σ : X → Ter∞(Σ,X ). For terms t ∈ Ter∞(Σ,X ) and
substitutions σ we define tσ as the result of replacing each x ∈ X in t by σ(x).
Formally, tσ is defined, for all p ∈ N∗+ , by: tσ(p) = σ(t(p0))(p1) if there exist
p0, p1 ∈ N∗+ such that p = p0p1 and t(p0) ∈ X , and tσ(p) = t(p), otherwise.
Let
e
be a fresh symbol,
e 6∈ Σ ∪ X . A context C is a term from Ter∞(Σ,X ∪ {e})
containing precisely one occurrence of
e
. By C[s] we denote the term Cσ where
σ(
e
) = s and σ(x) = x for all x ∈ X .
A TRS T induces a rewrite relation on the set of (infinite) terms as follows.
Definition 23. Let T be a TRS over Σ. For terms s, t ∈ Ter∞(Σ,X ) and p ∈ N∗+
we write s →T,p t if there is a rule ` → r ∈ R, a substitution σ and a context C
with C(p) =
e
such that s ≡ C[`σ] and t ≡ C[rσ]. We write s→R t if there exists
a position p such that s→T,p t.
A (strongly continuous) rewrite sequence of ordinal length α is a sequence of
rewrite steps (tβ →T ,pβ tβ+1)β<α such that for every limit ordinal λ < α we
have that if β approaches λ from below the following conditions hold:
(i) the distance d(tβ, tλ) tends to 0, and, moreover,
(ii) the depth of the rewrite action, i.e. the length of the position pβ, tends to
infinity.
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The sequence is called strongly convergent if the conditions (i) and (ii) are fulfilled
for every limit ordinal λ ≤ α. In this case we write t0  T tα, or t0 →α tα
to explicitly indicate the length α of the sequence. Note that this ordinal will
always be countable (see [29, 41]). In the sequel we will use the familiar fact that
countable limit ordinals have cofinalityω.
A transfinite rewrite sequence that is not strongly convergent will be called
divergent. Note that all proper initial segments of a divergent reduction are yet
strongly convergent.
Orthogonal TRSs and Compression
The vast majority of TRSs we consider in this thesis are ’orthogonal rewrite sys-
tems’. These systems have been widely studied, and admit an extensive and
elegant theory.
Definition 24. A TRS is called orthogonal if all reduction rules are left-linear (no
variable occurs twice in the left-hand side), and there are no critical pairs (see
Definition 25).
The ’critical pairs’ are the overlaps between the rules of a TRS:
Definition 25. Let T be a TRS, and let ρ1 : `1 → r1 and ρ2 : `2 → r2 be rules
from T . Then ρ1 has a ’critical pair’ with ρ2 if there exists a non-variable position
p ∈ Pos(`1), that is, `1(p) ∈ Σ, such that `1|p and `2 have a common instance.
Let σ and τ be substitutions for which `1|pσ ≡ `2τ is the unique (up to renaming
of variables) most general common instance. Without loss of generality let σ be
minimal in the sense that dom(Σ) = Var(`1|p) and let the variables introduced be
fresh, that is, Var(`1|pσ)∩Var(`1[
e
]p) = ∅. Then 〈`1σ[r2τ]p, r1σ〉 is called critical
pair of ρ1 with ρ2. Note that `1σ[r2τ]p ← `1σ→ r1σ. A critical pair 〈s, t〉 is called
trivial if s ≡ t.
In an orthogonal TRSs every transfinitely long rewrite sequence can be com-
pressed, by a dove-tailing strategy of redex selection, to a rewrite sequence with
the same begin and end point, but of length ≤ ω:
Lemma 26 (Compression Lemma [41]). Let T be a left-linear TRS and s→αT t be a
strongly convergent rewrite sequence of length α. Then there exists a rewrite sequence
s→βT t with β ≤ ω.
As a consequence, for orthogonal rewrite systems we can restrict to the sub-
framework of infinitary rewriting where one only considers rewrite sequences
of length not exceeding ω, the first infinite ordinal. Hence, whenever conve-
nient, we can avoid the transfinite realm. Nevertheless, transfinite reductions
frequently offer a more elegant way of studying the reduction behaviour of
terms.
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Example 27. Note that, for non-left-linear TRSs the lemma does not hold. For
instance, consider the TRS:
f(x, x)→ c a→ s(a) b→ s(b)
Then
f(a, b)→ω f(sω, sω)→ c
inω+ 1 steps. However, we do not have f(a, b)→≤ω c.
The Basic Properties
We briefly recall the basic properties pertaining to finite rewriting:
• CR is the Church–Rosser or confluence property, stating that every pair of
coinitial reductions can be prolonged to a common reduct.
• UN is the immediate corollary to CR that ensures the uniqueness of nor-
mal forms (terms without redexes): two finite reductions ending in normal
forms, end in the same normal form.
• The property SN, strong normalization or termination, states that there are
no infinite reductions, or rephrased, that every reduction must terminate
eventually.
• Weak normalization (WN) states that there exists a reduction to normal
form.
As is well-known, for orthogonal TRSs the properties CR and hence UN always
hold, and this is even so for weakly orthogonal TRSs, where trivial critical pairs
are allowed.
In the realm of infinitary reductions the finitary properties introduced abo-
ve generalise to analogous notions CR∞, UN∞, SN∞, WN∞ indicated by the
superscript∞:
• The property CR∞, infinitary Church–Rosser or infinitary confluence, sta-
tes that infinitary reductions starting from the same (finite or infinite) term
can be prolonged to a common reduct, using infinitary reductions.
• The property UN∞, infinitary unique normal forms, states that two such
co-initial infinitary reductions cannot end in two different possibly infinite
normal forms.
• Infinitary weak normalization, denoted WN∞, states that there exists an
infinitary reduction to normal form.
The generalisation of SN to SN∞ is more subtle. Roughly speaking, it means
that we are bound to find a normal form when we reduce, transfinitely, long
enough:
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• The property SN∞, infinitary strong normalization, states that there exists
no (possibly transfinite) divergent rewrite sequence.
This entails that it is guaranteed that the reduction cannot ’stagnate’ at some
finite level. For a more precise discussion of this notion we refer to [29] or [41].
For the general background we mention that for orthogonal TRSs the property
CR∞ does not always hold, due to the possible presence of ’collapsing’ reducti-
on rules (they have as right-hand side a single variable). However, UN∞ does
hold for orthogonal TRSs. Remarkably, for weakly orthogonal TRSs UN∞ may
fail. In [29] it is proved that the global versions of SN∞ and WN∞, where ’global’
means that they hold for all terms, are in fact equivalent, even without the con-
dition of non-erasing rules (as the analogous equivalence for finite reductions
requires).
Outermost Rewriting
Outermost rewriting is a rewriting strategy where a redex may be contracted as
long as it is not a proper subterm of another redex occurrence. The main reason
for studying outermost rewriting is its practical relevance: lazy functional pro-
gramming languages like Miranda [43], Haskell [36] or Clean [37], are based on
outermost rewriting as an evaluation strategy, and in implementations of rewri-
te logic such as Maude [12] and CafeOBJ [19], outermost rewriting is an optional
strategy.
Definition 28. A redex in a term t is called outermost if it is not (strictly) contai-
ned inside another redex occurrence in t.
Definition 29. In outermost rewriting, only outermost redexes may be contracted.
Note that outermost rewriting is indeed a strategy: if a term is not in normal
form, it contains some outermost redex.
Example 30. We consider the TRS T consisting of the following rules:
a→ f(a) f(x)→ b
Clearly, T is not terminating, as witnessed by the infinite rewrite sequence:
a→ f(a)→ f(f(a))→ f(f(f(a)))→ . . .
However, the system is outermost terminating. Indeed, the second step in the
rewrite sequence above is not an outermost step, since the contraction takes
place inside another redex. The only (maximal) outermost rewrite sequence the
term a admits is:
a→ f(a)→ b
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Context-Sensitive Rewriting
Context-sensitive rewriting [32] is a restriction on term rewriting where rewri-
ting in some fixed arguments of function symbols is disallowed. For a more
complete introduction to context-sensitive rewriting we refer to [32].
A mapping µ : Σ→ 2N is called a replacement map (for Σ) if for all symbols f ∈
Σ we have µ(f) ⊆ {1, . . . , ](f)}. When we define a replacement map µ, the case
for constants a ∈ Σ is left implicit, as we always have µ(a) = ∅.
A context-sensitive term rewriting system (µTRS) is a pair 〈T , µ〉 consisting of
a TRS T and a replacement map µ. The set of µ-replacing positions Posµ(t) of a
term t ∈ Ter(Σ,X ) is defined by
Posµ(x) = {⊥} for x ∈ X
Posµ(f(t1, . . . , tn)) = {⊥} ∪ {ip | i ∈ µ(f), p ∈ Posµ(ti)} for f ∈ Σ
In context-sensitive term rewriting only redexes at µ-replacing positions are con-
tracted: we say s µ-rewrites to t, and denote it by s →T ,µ t, whenever s →T ,p t
with p ∈ Posµ(s). For instance, consider the one-rule TRS T :
a→ cons(b, a)
and let µ be given by µ(cons) = {1}. Then, obviously T is non-terminating.
On the other hand, the context-sensitive TRS 〈T , µ〉 is terminating, because the
replacement map of the symbol cons allows rewriting only in its first argument.
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Abstract We present a method for automatically proving termination of
term rewriting. It is based on the well-known idea of interpretation of
terms where every rewrite step causes a decrease, but instead of the usual
natural numbers we use vectors of natural numbers, ordered by a parti-
cular non-total well-founded ordering. Function symbols are interpreted
by linear mappings represented by matrices. This method allows to pro-
ve termination and relative termination. A modification of the latter in
which strict steps are only allowed at the top, turns out to be helpful in
combination with the dependency pair transformation.
By bounding the dimension and the matrix coefficients, the search pro-
blem becomes finite. Our implementation transforms it to a boolean satis-
fiability problem (SAT), to be solved by a state-of-the-art SAT solver.
1 Introduction
Since a few years the emphasis in the research area of termination of term rewri-
ting is on proving termination automatically. Several tools have been developed
for this goal. In the annual Termination Competition [2] these tools are compa-
red. This competition has given a new drive to the quest for automated methods
to obtain termination proofs for term rewriting.
The tools do apply established methods (path orderings, dependency pairs,
interpretations, labellings) as well as new methods (RFC match bounds). Two
insights are that general methods can be restricted to special cases, gaining effi-
ciency without losing too much power, and combining methods may lead to
strong improvements. We present here one such phenomenon: termination
proofs from interpretations into a well-founded monotone algebra. This is a
well-known general theme, but our point is
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• the special choice of the algebra, and
• the special implementation of how to find suitable interpretations.
The carrier of the algebra consists of vectors of natural numbers on which we
define a well-founded ordering that is not total. Each function symbol is inter-
preted by a suitable linear mapping. This method allows to prove termination
and relative termination. It has been proposed for string rewriting by Hofbauer
and Waldmann [13]. In the present paper, we discuss its extension to term re-
writing and a modification that allows to prove relative top-termination, i.e., a
variant of relative termination where the strict steps are only allowed on top le-
vel. The latter is very helpful when using the dependency pair transformation.
In order to cover the two-sorted nature of the dependency pair transformation,
our monotone algebra setting is presented many-sortedly.
We have implemented the method by bounding the dimension and the ma-
trix coefficients, resulting in a search problem with a finite but typically huge
search space. This is solved by transforming this finite search problem to a
boolean satisfiability problem (SAT), and using the state-of-the-art SAT solver
Minisat, version 2, [4]. This performs surprisingly well on the Termination Pro-
blem Data Base [17], see section 8.
The main part of the paper is organized as follows. We present a many-
sorted monotone algebra framework for relative termination and relative top-
termination in Section 3, generalizing earlier results on monotone algebras. Then
we choose the matrix instance of this framework in Section 4. Later, we combi-
ne this with the Dependency Pair method in Section 5. Next, in Section 6 we
compare our method with the matrix method for string rewriting. Our imple-
mentation is described in Section 7 and its performance is discussed in Section 8.
In Section 9 we give some limitations of the approach and discuss bounds on re-
duction lengths.
Our methods are illustrated by examples. They are kept simple for the sake
of presentation. Nevertheless some of them can not be proved to be terminating
by any of the tools that participated in the Termination Competition 2006 [2]
and do not use the techniques described in this paper.
A preliminary version of this paper appeared as [5].
2 Preliminaries
Let S be a non-empty set of sorts, and let Σ be an S-sorted signature, being a set
of operation symbols each having a fixed arity in S∗ × S. An S-sorted set A is
defined to consist of a set As for every s ∈ S. For an S-sorted set X of variable
symbols let Ter(Σ,X ) be the S-sorted set of terms over Σ and X , that is, the
smallest S-sorted set satisfying
• xs ∈ Ter(Σ,X )s for all xs ∈ Xs, and
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• if the arity of f ∈ Σ is ((s1, . . . , sn), s) and ti ∈ Ter(Σ,X )si for i = 1, . . . , n,
then f(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ Ter(Σ,X )s.
A term rewriting system (TRS) R over Σ,X is an S-sorted set in which for every
s ∈ S the set Rs consists of pairs (`, r) ∈ Ter(Σ,X )s×Ter(Σ,X )s, for which ` 6∈ Xs
and all variables in r occur in `. Pairs (`, r) are called rewrite rules of sort s and
are usually written as `→ r.
An S-sorted relation→ over an S-sorted setA is defined to be an S-sorted set
for which→s ⊆ As ×As for every s ∈ S.
A substitution σ : X → Ter(Σ,X ) is defined by a map σs : Xs → Ter(Σ,X )s
for every s ∈ S. These extend to terms in the obvious way.
For a TRS R the (S-sorted) top rewrite relation
top→R on Ter(Σ,X ) is defined by
t
top→R,s u if and only if there is a rewrite rule ` → r ∈ Rs and a substitution
σ : X → Ter(Σ,X ) such that t = `σ and u = rσ. The (S-sorted) rewrite relation→R is defined to be the smallest S-sorted relation satisfying
• if t
top→R u then t→R u, and
• if ti →R,si ui and tj = uj for j 6= i, then f(t1, . . . , tn) →R,s f(u1, . . . , un)
for every f ∈ Σ of arity ((s1, . . . , sn), s) and every i = 1, . . . , n.
For S-sorted binary relations we write · for sort-wise relation composition,
and ∗ for sort-wise transitive reflexive closure.
An S-sorted relation→ is called well-founded or terminating if for no s ∈ S an
infinite sequence t1, t2, t3, . . . exists such that ti →s ti+1 for all i = 1, 2, 3, . . . .
A TRS R is called terminating if→R is terminating. Termination is also called
strong normalization; therefore the property of R being terminating is written as
SN(R).
A binary relation →1 is called terminating relative to a binary relation →2,
written as SN(→1/→2), if for no s ∈ S an infinite sequence t1, t2, t3, . . . exists
such that
• ti →1,s ti+1 for infinitely many values of i, and
• ti →2,s ti+1 for all other values of i.
We use the notation →1/→2 to denote →∗2 · →1 · →∗2; it is easy to see that
SN(→1/→2) coincides with well-foundedness of →1/→2. If a notion pertains
to relation, then when applied to TRS we mean their underlying rewrite relati-
ons. For example, SN(R/S) is shorthand for SN(→R/→S), and SN(Rtop/S) for
SN(
top→R/→S).
For S consisting of one element all of these S-sorted notions coincide with
the well-known corresponding notions in the one-sorted setting.
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3 Monotone Algebras
A Σ-algebra (A, [·]) is defined to consist of an S-sorted set A, and for every f ∈ Σ
a function [f] : As1×· · ·×Asn → As, where ((s1, . . . , sn), s) is the arity of f. This
function [f] is called the interpretation of f.
Let αs : Xs → As for every s ∈ S; this collection of maps αs is written as
α : X → A. We define the term evaluation [·, α] : Ter(Σ,X )→ A inductively by
[x, α] = αs(x),
[f(t1, . . . , tn), α] = [f]([t1, α], . . . , [tn, α])
for f ∈ Σ and x ∈ Xs.
Definition 1. An operation [f] : As1 × · · · × Asn → As is monotone with respect
to an S-sorted binary relation→ on A if for all ai, bi ∈ Asi for i = 1, . . . , n with
ai →si bi for some i and aj = bj for all j 6= iwe have
[f](a1, . . . , an) →s [f](b1, . . . , bn).
A weakly monotone Σ-algebra (A, [·], >,&) is a Σ-algebra (A, [·]) equipped with
two S-sorted relations >, & on A such that
• > is well-founded;
• > · & ⊆ >;
• for every f ∈ Σ the operation [f] is monotone with respect to &.
An extended monotone Σ-algebra (A, [·], >,&) is a weakly monotone Σ-algebra
(A, [·], >,&) in which moreover for every f ∈ Σ the operation [f] is monotone
with respect to >.
The combination >,& is closely related to the notion of reduction pair in the
dependency pair framework, e.g. in [8]. A crucial difference is that the relations
in a reduction pair are relations on terms that are closed under substitutions,
while in our setting they are relations on the arbitrary (many-sorted) set A.
In the sequel we often omit sort information, e.g. writing [t, α] > [u,α] rather
than [t, α] >s [u,α]. A TRS given without sort information is assumed to be one-
sorted, i.e., S consists of one element.
The one-sorted version of extended monotone algebra where & is left impli-
cit by defining it as the union of > and equality is called well-founded monotone
algebra in [18, 19]. A main theorem states that a TRS is terminating if and only
if there is a well-founded monotone algebra (A, [·], >) such that [`, α] > [r, α] for
every rule ` → r and every α : X → A. First we show that for relative termina-
tion we have a similar characterization based on extended monotone algebras,
but not on this earlier version of well-founded monotone algebras.
Theorem 2. Let R, S be TRSs over a signature Σ. Then
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1. SN(R/S) if and only if there exists an extended monotone Σ-algebra (A, [·], >,&)
such that [`, α] > [r, α] for every rule `→ r in R and [`, α] & [r, α] for every rule
`→ r in S, for every α : X → A.
2. SN(Rtop/S) if and only if there exists a weakly monotone Σ-algebra (A, [·], >,&)
such that [`, α] > [r, α] for every rule `→ r in R and [`, α] & [r, α] for every rule
`→ r in S, for every α : X → A.
Bewijs. For the ’if’-part of part 1 assume such an extended monotone algebra
(A, [·], >,&) exists; we have to prove SN(R/S). So assume an infinite reduction
t1 →R∪S t2 →R∪S t3 →R∪S · · ·
containing infinitely many R-steps. Choose α : X → A arbitrary. Due to mo-
notonicity with respect to > we obtain [ti, α] > [ti+1, α] if ti →R ti+1, and due
to monotonicity with respect to & we obtain [ti, α] & [ti+1, α] if ti →S ti+1.
Since > · & ⊆ > we obtain > · &∗ ⊆ >, hence for ti →R ti+1 →∗S tj we ob-
tain [ti, α] > [tj, α]. Since there are infinitely many R-steps this gives rise to an
infinite decreasing sequence with respect to >, contradicting well-foundedness.
The proof of the ’if’-part of part 2 is similar; now all→R-steps in the assumed
infinite reduction are
top→R-steps, by which monotonicity with respect to > is not
required.
For the ’only if’-part assume SN(R/S), respectively SN(Rtop/S), holds. Choo-
se A = Ter(Σ,X ), and [f](t1, . . . , tn) = f(t1, . . . , tn) for all f ∈ Σ. Define
> = (→R/→S)+ and & = (→R∪S)∗, respectively > = (top→R / →S)+ and
& = →∗S. Then (A, [·], >,&) satisfies all requirements; where well-foundedness
of > is concluded from the assumption SN(R/S), respectively SN(Rtop/S).
For the relations >,& we typically have in mind some more properties, like
transitivity of both > and &, reflexivity of &, and & · > · & ⊆ > ⊆ &. However,
from the proof of Theorem 2 we see that these properties are not essential.
For this characterization of relative termination the general notion of exten-
ded monotone algebra is essential: it does not hold for the restricted case where
& coincides with the union of > and equality, as is shown by the following
example.
Example 3. Let R consist of the rule f(f(x))→ f(g(f(x))) and let S consist of the
rule f(x)→ g(f(x)). Define (A, [·], >,&) by
• A = N× N,
• [f](m,n) = (m+ n, 1) form,n ∈ N,
• [g](m,n) = (m, 0) form,n ∈ N,
• (m,n) > (m ′, n ′) ⇐⇒ m > m ′ ∧ n ≥ n ′,
• (m,n) & (m ′, n ′) ⇐⇒ m ≥ m ′ ∧ n ≥ n ′.
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It is easily checked that (A, [·], >,&) is an extended monotone algebra. More-
over, if α(x) = (m,n) we obtain
[f(f(x)), α] = (m+ n+ 1, 1) > (m+ n, 1) = [f(g(f(x))), α]
and
[f(x), α] = (m+ n, 1) & (m+ n, 0) = [g(f(x)), α],
proving SN(R/S) by Theorem 2. The reader may observe the matrix/vector
flavor of this proof; indeed this proof coincides with a proof found by the matrix
method as will be described in this paper.
Assume that for R, S an alternative extended monotone algebra exists in
which & coincides with the union of > and equality and the properties of The-
orem 2 hold. Fix α arbitrarily. Then [f(x), α] & [g(f(x)), α], so either [f(x), α] =
[g(f(x)), α] or [f(x), α] > [g(f(x)), α]. The first case contradicts [f(f(x)), α]) >
[f(g(f(x))), α], hence we have [f(x), α] > [g(f(x)), α]. But then by monotonicity
of [g] with respect to >we obtain
[f(x), α] > [g(f(x)), α] > [g(g(f(x))), α] > [g(g(g(f(x)))), α] > · · · ,
contradicting well-foundedness. Hence for this example it is essential that &
differs from the union of > and equality.
Now we arrive at the general theorem for extended monotone algebras as
we will use it for proving (relative) termination by matrix interpretations.
Theorem 4. Let R, S be TRSs over a signature Σ.
1. Let (A, [·], >,&) be an extended monotone Σ-algebra such that [`, α] & [r, α] for
every rule `→ r in R ∪ S and every α : X → A. Let R ′ consist of all rules `→ r
from R ∪ S satisfying [`, α] > [r, α] for every α : X → A.
Then SN((R \ R ′)/(S \ R ′)) implies SN(R/S).
2. Let (A, [·], >,&) be a weakly monotone Σ-algebra such that [`, α] & [r, α] for
every rule `→ r in R ∪ S and every α : X → A. Let R ′ consist of all rules `→ r
from R satisfying [`, α] > [r, α] for every α : X → A.
Then SN((R \ R ′)top/S) implies SN(Rtop/S).
Bewijs. For part 1 assume SN((R \ R ′)/(S \ R ′)). Take any infinite reduction
with respect to R ∪ S. From Theorem 2 part 1 we conclude SN(R ′/(R ∪ S)), so
this infinite reduction contains only finitely many R ′-steps. So after removing a
finite initial part, this reduction only consists of (R∪ S) \R ′-steps. Since SN((R \
R ′)/(S \ R ′)) this remaining part contains only finitely many R \ R ′-steps. So
the original infinite reduction contains only finitely many R-steps. Hence we
proved SN(R/S).
For part 2 assume SN((R\R ′)top/S). Take any infinite reduction with respect
to
top→R ∪ →S. From Theorem 2 part 2 we conclude SN(R ′top/(R ∪ S)), so this
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infinite reduction contains only finitely many
top→R ′ -steps. So after removing
a finite initial part, this reduction only consists of
top→R\R ′ -steps and →S-steps.
Since SN((R \ R ′)top/S) this remaining part contains only finitely many
top→R\R ′ -
steps. So the original infinite reduction contains only finitely many
top→R-steps,
proving SN(Rtop/S).
The basic way to apply Theorem 4 is as follows. If SN(R/S) (or SN(Rtop/S))
has to be proved then try to find an extended (or weakly) monotone Σ-algebra
satisfying the conditions for which R ′ is not empty. Then the proof obligation
is weakened to SN((R \ R ′)/(S \ R ′)) (or SN((R \ R ′)top/S)). For this we again
apply Theorem 4 in the same way. This is repeated until R\R ′ = ∅, for which the
remaining proof obligation SN((R \ R ′)/(S \ R ′)) (or SN((R \ R ′)top/S)) trivially
holds. Proving termination rather than relative termination is a special case of
this approach: then S is empty in SN(R/S).
If this approach finishes in one step, i.e., R \ R ′ = ∅, then also Theorem 2
could have been applied with the same result, as we did for Example 3.
In Example 9 we will show that in the setting of Theorem 2 part 2 it is
not allowed to remove rules from S: SN((R \ R ′)top/(S \ S ′)) does not imply
SN(Rtop/S), where S ′ consists of the rules ` → r from S satisfying [`, α] > [r, α]
for every α : X → A.
Application of Theorem 4 is well-known for the case where A consists of
the natural numbers, or natural numbers ≥ 2, all functions [f] are polynomials,
and > and & have their usual meaning. For part 1 strict monotonicity is requi-
red, while for part 2 weak monotonicity is sufficient. In this polynomial case &
coincides with the union of > and equality. In the matrix interpretations in the
vector algebras considered in this paper, this is not the case for dimensions > 1.
4 Matrix Interpretations
In this paper we focus on interpretations based on matrices. For the basic ver-
sion this means that we fix a dimension d and construct a one-sorted extended
monotone algebra (A, [·], >,&) in whichA = Nd. Without any complication this
extends to the many-sorted setting in which every sort has its own dimension.
To keep the presentation simple here we restrict to the one-sorted case.
The relations > and & on A are defined as follows:
(v1, . . . , vd) > (u1, . . . , ud) ⇐⇒ v1 > u1 ∧ vi ≥ ui for i = 2, 3, . . . , d,
(v1, . . . , vd) & (u1, . . . , ud) ⇐⇒ vi ≥ ui for i = 1, 2, . . . , d.
All requirements for > and & from Definition 1 trivially hold. Note that & does
not coincide with the union of > and equality. Of course other orders on vectors
could have been chosen too, but many of them are not suitable for our purpose.
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For instance, choosing a lexicographic order fails since then multiplication by a
constant matrix is not monotone in general.
For the interpretation [c] of a symbol c ∈ Σ of arity 0 we choose any element
of A. For the interpretation [f] of a symbol f ∈ Σ of arity n ≥ 1 we choose
n matrices F1, F2, . . . , Fn over N, each of size d × d, such that the upper left
elements (Fi)1,1 are positive for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and a vector ~f ∈ Nd. Now we
define
[f](~v1, . . . ,~vn) = F1~v1 + · · ·+ Fn~vn + ~f
for all ~v1, . . . ,~vn ∈ A. One easily checks that [f] is monotone with respect to &.
Due to positiveness of the upper left matrix elements we also conclude that [f] is
monotone with respect to>. So by choosing all [f] of this shape all requirements
of an extended monotone algebra are fulfilled.
In order to apply Theorem 4, part 1, we should be able to check whether
[`, α] & [r, α] or [`, α] > [r, α] for all α : X → A, for given rewrite rules ` → r.
Let x1, . . . , xk be the variables occurring in `, r. Then due to the linear shape of
the functions [f] we can compute matrices L1, . . . , Lk, R1, . . . , Rk and vectors~l,~r
such that
[`, α] = L1~x1 + · · ·+ Lk~xk +~l
and
[r, α] = R1~x1 + · · ·+ Rk~xk +~r
where α(xi) = ~xi for i = 1, . . . , k.
For matrices B,C ∈ Nd×d write
B & C ⇐⇒ ∀i, j : (B)i,j ≥ (C)i,j.
The following lemma states how the conditions of Theorem 4 can be checked.
Lemma 5. Let L1, . . . , Lk, R1, . . . , Rk and ~l,~r correspond to a rewrite rule ` → r as
described above. Then
• [`, α] & [r, α] for every α : X → A if and only if
Li & Ri for i = 1, . . . , k, and~l & ~r,
• [`, α] > [r, α] for every α : X → A if and only if
Li & Ri for i = 1, . . . , k, and~l & ~r, and l1 > r1.
Bewijs. By definition [`, α] & [r, α] holds for every α : X → A if and only if for
all ~x1, . . . ,~xk ∈ Nd the vector
k∑
i=1
(Li − Ri)~xi + (~l−~r)
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consists of non-negative numbers. If Li & Ri for i = 1, . . . , k, and~l & ~r then this
property holds since all entries of Li − Ri and~l−~r are non-negative.
Conversely, assume that this property holds. Then~l & ~r holds by choosing
all~xi to be zero. Assume some entry of Li−Ri is strictly negative. Then choosing
~xj to be zero except for j = i, and choosing all entries of ~xi to be zero except for
one chosen to be large, yields a negative entry entry in
∑k
i=1(Li−Ri)~xi+(
~l−~r),
contradiction. Hence all entries of Li − Ri are non-negative.
This proves the first item of the lemma; the second is similar with the only
difference of strict inequality in the first argument.
Now the approach of applying Theorem 4, part 1, for proving SN(R/S) is as
follows:
• Fix a dimension d.
• For every symbol f ∈ Σ choose matrices Fi ∈ Nd×d for i = 1, 2, . . . , n for
n being the arity of f, such that the upper left elements (Fi)1,1 are positive
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and a vector ~f ∈ Nd.
• For every rule ` → r ∈ R ∪ S we check whether Li & Ri for i = 1, . . . , k
and~l & ~r for the corresponding matrices Li, Ri and vectors~l, ~r as defined
above.
• If this does not hold, the method fails.
• If this holds, then we remove all rules from R and S moreover satisfying
l1 > r1.
• If the remaining R is empty we are finished, otherwise we repeat the pro-
cess for the reduced TRSs R, S, or apply any other technique for proving
(relative) termination. (This process amounts to the stepwise construction
of a lexicographic product of well-founded orders.)
In the sequel, we will refer to this approach as the direct method.
Note that for our matrix interpretations after choosing the interpretation
checking whether a left-hand side is greater (or greater or equal) than a right-
hand side is decidable due to Lemma 5, in contrast to non-linear polynomial
interpretations. For dimension d = 1 our matrix interpretations coincide with
linear polynomial interpretations.
In the implementation we transform the whole scheme into a SAT problem
rather than choosing Fi and ~f several times and checking the conditions for Li,
Ri,~l,~r separately for every choice.
Example 3 can be seen as an instance of this approach, corresponding to the
choices
[f](~x) =
(
1 1
0 0
)
· ~x+
(
0
1
)
, [g](~x) =
(
1 0
0 0
)
· ~x+
(
0
0
)
.
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Example 6. Consider the TRS consisting of the following rules.
h(g(s(x), y), g(z, u)) → h(g(u, s(z)), g(s(y), x))
s(s(x)) → s(x)
We choose A = N2 together with the symbol interpretations:
[h](~x,~y) =
(
3 0
0 0
)
· ~x+
(
1 4
0 0
)
· ~y
[g](~x,~y) =
(
3 3
0 0
)
· ~x+
(
1 1
2 2
)
· ~y
[s](~x) =
(
1 1
0 0
)
· ~x+
(
0
1
)
Let α : X → A be arbitrary; write α(x) = ~x, α(y) = ~y, α(z) = ~z and α(u) = ~u.
Then we obtain
[h(g(s(x), y), g(z, u)), α]
=(
9 9
0 0
)
· ~x+
(
3 3
0 0
)
· ~y+
(
3 3
0 0
)
· ~z+
(
9 9
0 0
)
· ~u+
(
9
0
)
>(
9 9
0 0
)
· ~x+
(
3 3
0 0
)
· ~y+
(
3 3
0 0
)
· ~z+
(
9 9
0 0
)
· ~u+
(
6
0
)
=
[h(g(u, s(z)), g(s(y), x)), α]
and
[s(s(x)), α] =
(
1 1
0 0
)
· ~x+
(
1
1
)
>
(
1 1
0 0
)
· ~x+
(
0
1
)
= [s(x), α].
By Theorem 4 we conclude that the system is terminating.
As indicated by Lemma 5, we conclude [`, α] > [r, α] for arbitrary α : X → A
if we have a strict decrease in the first vector coefficient, and ≥ for all matrix
coefficients and all other vector coefficients.
We conclude this section by an example of relative termination.
Example 7. Define R, S as follows; we want to prove SN(R/S).
R = { f(a, g(y), z)→ f(a, y, g(y)), f(b, g(y), z)→ f(a, y, z), a→ b }
S = { f(x, y, z)→ f(x, y, g(z)) }.
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We choose the following symbol interpretations:
[a] =
(
1
0
)
[b] =
(
0
0
)
[f](~x,~y,~z) =
(
1 0
0 0
)
· ~x+
(
1 2
0 0
)
· ~y+
(
1 0
0 0
)
· ~z+
(
0
0
)
[g](~x) =
(
1 0
1 1
)
· ~x+
(
0
1
)
Thereby all rules in R∪ S are weakly decreasing, i.e. all matrix coefficients in
the left-hand side are greater than or equal to the corresponding coefficients in
the right-hand side. Moreover, all upper left matrix coefficients are nonzero and
the rules in R are strictly decreasing in the first coefficient. Hence by Theorem 4
all rules from Rmay be removed, proving SN(R/S).
5 Top Reduction and Dependency Pairs
For a one-sorted TRS R a symbol f ∈ Σ is called a defined symbol if f is the root
symbol of a left-hand side of a rule of R. For every defined symbol f ∈ Σ a
new marked symbol f# is added having the same arity as f. If f(s1, . . . , sn) →
C[g(t1, . . . , tm)] is a rule in R and g is a defined symbol of R, then the rewrite rule
f#(s1, . . . , sn) → g#(t1, . . . , tm) is called a dependency pair of R. The TRS consis-
ting of all dependency pairs of R is denoted by DP(R). We consider these TRSs
R and DP(R) to be S-sorted for S = {s, #}, and every f ∈ Σ has arity ((s, . . . , s), s)
and its marked version f# has arity ((s, . . . , s), #). So all rules in R are of sort s
and all rules of DP(R) are of sort #.
The main theorem about dependency pairs is the following, due to Arts and
Giesl, [1].
Theorem 8. Let R be a one-sorted TRS. Then SN(R) if and only if SN(DP(R)top/R).
We will use this theorem for proving SN(R) by proving SN(DP(R)top/R)
using part 2 of Theorem 4. Many improvements of Theorem 8 are known, li-
ke dependency graph approximation and the usable rules criterion [7, 8], the
sub-term criterion [8], and restriction to strongly connected components [1, 9].
By all of these improvements SN(R) is proved by proving one or more instances
of the shape SN(Dtop/R ′), where D ⊆ DP(R) and R ′ ⊆ R. Our approach using
part 2 of Theorem 4 applies to these instances as well. For the presentation here
we focus on the basic version SN(DP(R)top/R).
For doing so by matrix interpretations we fix a dimension d as before and
construct a weakly monotone algebra (A, [·], >,&) in which As = Nd and A# =
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N. The reason for choosing A# = N rather than A# = Nd is that this yields
simpler interpretations without loosing power, as we will see.
The relation & on As = Nd is defined as before:
(v1, . . . , vd) & (u1, . . . , ud) ⇐⇒ vi & ui for all i = 1, 2, . . . , d;
the relation & on A# = N is the usual ≥ on N. However, for > on As = Nd we
now choose another relation than before: we choose > to be the empty relation.
The relation > on A# = N is the usual > on N. All requirements for > and &
from Definition 1 trivially hold.
For the interpretation [f] of a symbol f ∈ Σ of arity n ≥ 0we define
[f](~x1, . . . ,~xn) = F1~x1 + · · ·+ Fn~xn + ~f
for nmatrices F1, F2, . . . , Fn over N of size d× d, and a vector ~f ∈ Nd. Note that
now we do not require any more that the upper left elements of the matrices are
positive. For the interpretation [f#] of a marked symbol f# corresponding to f of
arity n ≥ 0we define
[f#](~x1, . . . ,~xn) = ~f1~x1 + · · ·+ ~fn~xn + cf
for n row vectors ~f1, . . . , ~fn overN of size d, and a constant cf ∈ N. Here ~fi ~vi de-
notes the inner product, corresponding to matrix multiplication of a row vector
with a column vector.
As before [f] is monotone with respect to &. The same holds for [f#]. By
choosing all [f] and [f#] of this shape all requirements of a weakly monotone
algebra are fulfilled.
In order to apply Theorem 4, part 2, for rules in R we check whether [`, α] &
[r, α] for all α : X → A for given rewrite rules as before. Checking whether
[`, α] > [r, α] for all α is only required for rules ` → r in DP(R) being of sort
#. This restriction can be written as ~l~x + cl > ~r~x + cr for every vector ~x over
N, for vectors ~l,~r and numbers cl, cr implied by ` → r. This is equivalent to
~l & ~r ∧ cl > cr. Similarly, for rules `→ r in DP(R) the requirement [`, α] & [r, α]
for all α is equivalent to~l & ~r ∧ cl ≥ cr.
As before it is not required to do this in one run, having [`, α] > [r, α] for
all α for all rules ` → r in DP(R). If this holds for some of the rules ` → r in
DP(R), and for the others we have [`, α] ≥ [r, α], then by Theorem 4, part 2, we
may remove the rules with ”>”from DP(R), and continue with the rest. Now
we observe that it is NOT allowed to remove rules from R: if we do then we get
invalid results as is shown by the next example.
Example 9. Let R consist of the two rules f(g(x)) → f(h(x)) and h(x) → g(x);
obviously R is not terminating.
The TRS DP(R) consists of the rules f#(g(x)) → f#(h(x)) and f#(g(x)) →
h#(x). By choosing A = N, and [f#](n) = [h](n) = 1 and [h#](n) = [f](n) =
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[g](n) = 0 for all n ∈ N we have a weakly monotone algebra, in which [`, α] ≥
[r, α] for all α for all rules ` → r ∈ DP(R) ∪ R, and ”>”for the rules h(x) → g(x)
and f#(g(x))→ h#(x). By removing these rules with ”>”both from R and DP(R),
the remaining proof obligation would be SN({f#(g(x)) → f#(h(x))}/{f(g(x)) →
f(h(x))}), which is easily shown to hold.
It is also possible to keep the treatment of SN(DP(R)top/R) one-sorted on
vectors of size d, choosing > to be the strict part of &. However, then the search
space is much bigger since for every f# n matrices of size d × d plus a vector
have to be chosen, instead of n vectors of size d plus a constant, where n is the
arity of f. Every termination proof in this one-sorted setting also yields a termi-
nation proof in the two-sorted setting as presented here, with the same bound
on matrix- and vector elements. This can be seen as follows. If there is a proof in
the one-sorted setting then for at least one dependency pair the interpretation of
the left-hand side strictly exceeds the interpretation of the right-hand side. Since
> is the strict part of &, there is at least one dimension in which strict inequa-
lity appears. Then by eliminating all other dimensions an interpretation in our
two-sorted setting is found by which this particular dependency pair can be re-
moved. By repeating the argument, the full termination proof in the one-sorted
setting can be mimicked in our two-sorted setting. So the two-sorted approach
is as powerful but yields much smaller search spaces, by which this two-sorted
approach is preferred.
Before giving an example, we summarize the approach. In order to prove
SN(R) we try to prove SN(Dtop/R), where initially D = DP(R), or any subset of
DP(R) as implied by variants of the dependency pair approach.
• Fix a dimension d.
• For every symbol f ∈ Σ choose matrices Fi ∈ Nd×d for i = 1, 2, . . . , n for n
being the arity of f, and a vector ~f ∈ Nd.
• For every defined symbol f ∈ Σ choose n row vectors ~f1, . . . , ~fn over N
of size d for n being the arity of f, and a constant cf ∈ N, yielding the
interpretation for f#.
• For every rule ` → r ∈ R we check whether Li & Ri for i = 1, . . . , k and
~l & ~r for the corresponding matrices Li, Ri and vectors ~l, ~r as defined
above, similar to Section 4.
• For every rule ` → r ∈ D we check whether ~l & ~r ∧ cl ≥ cr, for the
corresponding vectors ~l,~r and scalars cl, cr defined by matrix / vector
multiplications and inner products as described above.
• If all these requirements hold, then we remove all rules from D moreover
satisfying cl > cr.
• If the remaining D is empty we are finished, otherwise we repeat the pro-
cess.
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Example 10. Consider the TRS consisting of the following rule.
g(g(s(x), y), g(z, u))→ g(g(u, s(z)), g(s(z), x))
Using the dependency pairs transformation we get three dependency pairs,
two of which do not contribute to a cycle within the approximated dependency
graph. The remaining dependency pair is:
g#(g(s(x), y), g(z, u))→ g#(g(u, s(z)), g(s(z), x))
We choose the following interpretation with dimension d = 3 (i.e. As = N3,
A# = N).
[g#](~x,~y) = (0, 0, 1) · ~x+ (0, 1, 0) · ~y
[g](~x,~y) =
 0 0 00 0 0
1 0 0
 · ~x+
 0 0 01 0 0
0 0 0
 · ~y
[s](~x) =
 1 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
 · ~x+
 10
0

For the rule g(g(s(x), y), g(z, u))→ g(g(y, z), g(x, s(u))) we obtain 00
0
 &
 00
0

and for the remaining dependency pair
g#(g(s(x), y), g(z, u))→ g#(g(u, s(z)), g(s(z), x))
we obtain
(1, 0, 0) · ~x+ (0, 0, 0) · ~y+ (0, 0, 0) · ~z+ (1, 0, 0) · ~u+ 1
>
(1, 0, 0) · ~x+ (0, 0, 0) · ~y+ (0, 0, 0) · ~z+ (1, 0, 0) · ~u.
So all rules are weakly decreasing and the dependency pair is strictly decre-
asing and thus can be removed. Hence the system is terminating.
In Section 8 we will see that in experiments it often happens that this depen-
dency pair approach succeeds where the basic matrix approach from Section 4
fails.
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6 String Rewriting
Proving termination by matrix interpretations was first developed for string re-
writing, as reported in [13, 14]. In this section we compare that approach with
ours. In particular we consider E{1,d} termination proofs as described in [13].
These are of the following shape. To every symbol a a matrix A ∈ Nd×d is as-
signed, satisfying A1,1 > 0 and Ad,d > 0. To every left-hand side ` a matrix
L ∈ Nd×d is assigned, obtained by replacing every a in ` by the corresponding
matrix A, and interpreting concatenation as matrix multiplication. Similarly for
every right-hand side r a matrix R is assigned, being the identity matrix in case
r is empty. For every rule `→ r it is required that L & R. Proving termination of
type E{1,d} now means that all rules are removed for which Li,j > Ri,j for some
i, jwith i, j ∈ {1, d}.
We identify string rewriting with the special case of term rewriting in which
all symbols have arity 1.
Theorem 11. Let R be a string rewriting system having a termination proof in the way
we described in Section 4 in dimension d. Then R has an E{1,d+1} termination proof in
dimension d+ 1 as described in [13].
Bewijs. For A ∈ Nd×d and ~a ∈ Nd let M(A, ~a) be the (d + 1) × (d + 1)-matrix
obtained from A by adding ~a as a column to the right of A, and next adding the
row (0, . . . , 0, 1) below:
M(
 A1,1 · · · A1,d... ...
Ad,1 · · · Ad,d
 ,
 a1...
ad
) =

A1,1 · · · A1,d a1
...
...
...
Ad,1 · · · Ad,d ad
0 · · · 0 1
 .
In our setting in dimension d we assign to every symbol a a matrix A1 ∈
Nd×d and a vector ~a ∈ Nd, with [a](~v) = A1~v+~a. Since we assume a termination
proof, we have for every rule `→ r corresponding d×dmatrices L1, R1 and size
d vectors~l,~r such that L1 & R1 and~l & ~r, while we remove the rules for which
moreover l1 > r1. Now for the E{1,d+1} termination proof we assign to a symbol
a the corresponding matrix M(A1, ~a). Due to the shape of these matrices one
easily checks that for every rule ` → r for the corresponding matrices L, R we
have L =M(L1,~l) and R =M(R1,~r). Now the requirements L & R follow from
L1 & R1 and~l & ~r, and for the rules to be removed we have the extra property
L1,d+1 =M(L1,~l)1,d+1 = l1 > r1 =M(R1,~r)1,d+1 = R1,d+1,
proving that Li,j > Ri,j for some i, jwith i, j ∈ {1, d+ 1}.
A challenging example was the system Zantema-z086 from TPDB [17] con-
sisting of the three rules
aa→ bc, bb→ ac, cc→ ab,
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occurring in the RTA list of open problems [16] as number 104. A solution of this
termination problem has been presented as Example 4 in [13], and first appeared
as [14]. Up to renaming, swapping of coordinates and transposing, the solution
in dimension 5 given there can be obtained by applying the transformation from
the proof of Theorem 11 to the following proof by our basic approach:
[a](~x) =

1 0 0 3
0 0 2 1
0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0
·~x+

1
0
1
0
 , [b](~x) =

1 2 0 0
0 2 0 1
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
·~x+

0
2
0
0
 ,
[c](~x) =

1 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 1 0 1
0 2 0 0
 · ~x+

1
0
3
0
 .
It is not clear how our basic approach relates to other instances of the matrix
method for string rewriting as presented in [13]. Neither is it clear how our de-
pendency pair version relates to the versions from [13] from a theoretical point
of view. But applying the techniques in practice, our dependency pair version
often outperforms the other versions.
For instance, using dependency pairs the following termination proof for
Zantemaz086 is found. Here the dimension is 3 rather than 4. Due to this
smaller dimension this proof was found much faster: in 3.5 seconds rather than
102 seconds for the proof as presented above.
As a first step by simple counting arguments four of the six dependency
pairs can be removed; this can be seen as matrix interpretations of dimension 1.
It remains to prove SN(Dtop/R), where R consists of the original rules
aa→ bc, bb→ ac, cc→ ab,
and D consists of the two rules
a#a→ b#c, b#b→ a#c.
For these five symbols we get the following matrices and vectors:
[a](~x) =
 0 0 02 0 1
2 1 0
 · ~x+
 02
0
 , [b](~x) =
 0 0 00 0 1
1 0 2
 · ~x+
 00
2
 ,
[c](~x) =
 0 0 12 0 2
1 0 0
 · ~x+
 04
0
 ,
[a#](~x) = (0, 0, 1) · ~x+ 1, [b#](~x) = (0, 0, 1) · ~x.
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Now indeed we obtain ”&”for all rules in R and ”>”for all rules in D, proving
termination of R by Theorem 8.
Although in this latter proof in the substantial step five operation symbols
are involved rather than three, due to the smaller dimension in total only 44
entries have to be established rather than 60 in the former proof. This is an
indication why this latter proof could be found so much faster.
We would like to stress that as far as we know no termination proof of
Zantema-z086 has been found not using matrix interpretations. Although the
system itself is very small and has a nice symmetrical pattern, none of the known
proofs provides any intuition why this system is terminating.
7 Implementation
The method described in the previous sections has been implemented as fol-
lows.
7.1 Goal
The basic algorithm finds a matrix interpretation that allows to remove rules
from a termination problem, according to Theorem 4. It is called repeatedly
until all rules have been removed.
Algorithm Remove:
• inputs
– a pair of rewrite systems (R, S) over signature Σ
– a flag f ∈ {Full,Top}
– numbers d, b, b ′
• outputs a matrix interpretation [·] such that
– if f = Full, then the interpretation fulfills the conditions of
Theorem 4, part 1, for a non-empty TRS R ′;
– if f = Top, then the interpretation fulfills the conditions of
Theorem 4, part 2, for a non-empty TRS R ′;
and with the side conditions that
– the interpretation [·] uses matrices of dimension d× d;
– all the coefficients in the matrices in the interpretations of
operation symbols are in the range 0 . . . 2b − 1;
– all the coefficients in the matrices in the interpretations of
rules are in the range 0 . . . 2b
′
− 1.
We do this in such a way that an interpretation is found if and only if it exists
with the given requirements. As described in Sections 4 and 5 the conditions for
Theorem 4 give rise to constraints on coefficients in vectors and matrices that
constitute the interpretations of the rules.
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7.2 Steps
The implementation performs the following steps:
• compress the rewriting systems (eliminate common subexpressions)
• produce to a constraint systemM for matrices
• transform to a constraint system N for numbers (integers)
• transform to a constraint system B for booleans
• transform to conjunctive normal form C,
• call external SAT solver to find a satisfying assignment for C. if successful,
apply reverse transformations to reconstruct solutions of B,N,M.
At each level, we consider constraint systems that are a collection of
• declarations of variables
• definitions (of a ’ ’variable” whose value is given by an expression invol-
ving operations on other variables)
• assertions (boolean combinations of inequalities between expressions)
We will use the following example to present these steps in some detail.
Example 12.
h(x, c(y, z)) → h(c(s(y), x), z)
h(c(s(x), c(s(0), y)), z) → h(y, c(s(0), c(x, z)))
7.3 Matrix Constraints
For each function symbol f of arity n from the signature, we declare variables
f1, . . . , fn for square matrices of dimension d×d and a variable f0 for a (column)
vector of dimension d × 1. In Section 4 we wrote F1, . . . , Fn for f1, . . . , fn and
~f for f0. Identifying operation symbols with their interpretations we write f =
(f1, . . . , fn; f0).
Then, for each term, its interpretation can be computed as a symbolic expres-
sion. For example, the translation of l = h(x, c(y, z)) is
h0 + h1 · x+ h2 · (c0 + c1 · y+ c2 · z),
and from r = h(c(s(y), x), z) we get
h0 + h1 · (c0 + c1 · (s0 + s1 · y) + c2 · x) + h2 · z.
For any variable v, denote by tv the coefficient of v in the interpretation of t. If
v does not occur, then this coefficient is 0 (the zero matrix). Denote by t0 the
absolute part of the interpretation of t.
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Then the following constraint expresses that the interpretation is weakly
compatible with the rewriting systems:∧
{lv & rv | (l→ r) ∈ R ∪ S, v ∈ {0} ∪ Var(l) ∪ Var(r)}.
E.g. For the first rule of the example system, we obtain
h0 + h2c0 & h0 + h1c0 + h1c1s0︸ ︷︷ ︸
absolute parts
∧ h1 & h1c2︸ ︷︷ ︸
coefficients of x
∧h2c1 & h1c1s1︸ ︷︷ ︸
coefficients of y
∧ h2c2 & h2︸ ︷︷ ︸
coefficients of z
Finally, we require ∨
{l0 6=1 r0 | (l→ r) ∈ R ∪ S},
where x 6=1 y is defined for column vectors x, y by inequality in their first com-
ponents. Together with l0 & r0 this implies l0 > r0 as defined in Section 4. This
implies that Theorem 4 can be applied for a non-empty set R ′.
There are several possibilities for optimizations, i. e. producing an equiva-
lent constraint system that is smaller (contains fewer arithmetical operations).
In the following, we describe one such method.
7.4 Compression
We present a method for ’ ’common subexpression elimination”. It works by
preprocessing the rewrite systems. Each occurrence of a common subexpressi-
on, called pattern, is replaced by a fresh symbol that is added to the signature.
A pattern is a triple (f, k, g) ∈ Σ × N × Σ. A pattern occurs at position p in a
term t if f is the root symbol of the subterm of t at position p and the k-th child
of that occurrence of f is g. Assume f has arity m and g has arity n. If a pattern
occurs more than once in R∪ S, then we define a new function symbol h of arity
m− 1+ n = q.
Then, the translation h 7→ (h1, . . . , hq;h0) satisfies
∀0 ≤ i < k : hi = fi,
∀k ≤ i ≤ k+ n− 1 : hi = fk · gi+1−k,
∀k+ n ≤ i ≤ q : hi = fi+1−n.
This means that we introducen+1 additional variables to represent fk·g0, . . . , fk·
gn.
We replace each (non-overlapping) occurrence of
f(t1, . . . , tk−1, g(s1, . . . , sm), tk+1, . . . , tn),
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for terms ti, si, with
h(t1, . . . , tk−1, s1, . . . , sm, tk+1, . . . , tn).
In the example, we use a new name a for the pattern (c, 1, s), which occurs 4
times, obtaining
h(x, c(y, z)) → h(a(y, x), z)
h(a(x, a(0, y)), z) → h(y, a(0, c(x, z))).
The symbol a is represented by (c1s1, c2; c0 + c1s0).
In the next steps, b stands for the pattern (a, 1, 0) and d for (h, 1, a), the result
being
h(x, c(y, z)) → d(y, x, z)
d(x, b(y), z) → h(y, b(c(x, z)))
We will also apply the pattern e = (h, 1, b). It occurs only once, but still
allows for a smaller matrix constraint system, since it allows to share the evalu-
ation of h2 · b1. The resulting rewrite system is
h(x, c(y, z)) → d(y, x, z)
d(x, b(y), z) → e(y, c(x, z)).
In all, the complete constraint system consists of the following parts. It has
unknowns for the interpretations of the symbols in the signature
0 = (00), c = (c1, c2; c0), h = (h1, h2;h0), s = (s1; s0),
definitions for patterns
a = (c1 · s1, c2; c0 + c1 · s0) b = (c2;a0 + a1 · 00)
d = (h1 · a1, h1c2;h0 + h1 · a0) e = (h1, h2 · c2;h0 + h2 · b0),
definitions for left and right-hand sides of rules
l1 = (h1, h2c1, h2 · c2;h0 + h2 · c0) r1 = (d2, d1, h2;d0)
l2 = (d1, d2 · c2, h2;d0 + d2 · b0) r2 = (e2 · c1, h1, e2 · c2; e0 + e2 · c0)
and finally, constraints between values
(l10 & r10 ∧ l11 & r11 ∧ l12 & r12 ∧ l13 & r13)
∧ (l20 & r20 ∧ l21 & r21 ∧ l22 & r22 ∧ l23 & r23)
∧ (l10 6=1 r10 ∨ l20 6=1 r20).
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In general, the number of unknowns of the constraint system is bounded by
|Σ| · (a + 1) where a is the maximal arity; the number of arithmetic operations
is bounded by ‖R ∪ S‖ · (a + 1) where ‖R‖ denotes the total size of a rewriting
system (sum of sizes of terms in left and right-hand sides); and the number of
assertions is bounded by 2 · |R∪S| · (a+1), where |R| denotes the number of rules
of R.
7.5 Numbers
In the following step, this matrix constraint system is transformed into a con-
straint system for numbers (integers). As expressions we allow variables, con-
stants (for zero and one), and sums and products of expressions.
Each matrix variable a of dimensionsm×n results inm ·n integer variables
ai,j with 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Matrix addition and multiplication are translated
according to their definitions.
An assertion a & b for matrices is translated into
∧
{ai,j ≥ bi,j | i, j}. An
assertion a 6=1 b for column vectors is translated into a1 6= b1.
7.6 Bits
In this step, the integer constraint system is transformed into a boolean cons-
traint system. Each integer variable is translated into a sequence of propositi-
onal variables, denoting the number’s binary expansion. Then, addition and
multiplication are implemented as circuits. In this translation, we use a fixed
bit width. The full results of addition and multiplication will have additional
bits. Restricting to a fixed width implies that additional bits will be asserted to
be zero.
An example for binary addition of bit width 3 is (x0, x1, x2) + (y0, y1, y2).
We introduce fresh variables r0, r1, r2 for the result and c0, c1, c2 for the carry
bits, defined by
c0 = x0 ∧ y0 r0 = x0 xor y0
c1 = ≥2 (x1, y1, c0) r1 = x1 xor y1 xor c0
c2 = ≥2 (x2, y2, c1) r2 = x2 xor y2 xor c1
together with the assertion ’c2 = False’ to ensure that the result (r0, r1, r2) is
correct (without overflow). Here ≥2 (x, y, z) is True iff at least two of the inputs
are True, that is: ≥2 (x, y, z) = (x∨ y)∧ (x∨ z)∧ (y∨ z).
Multiplication uses iterated addition and shift operations. That is, the pro-
duct (x0, x1, . . . , xn) · (y0, . . . , yn) is defined (recursively) to be (a0, c1, . . . cn)
where the ai, bi, ci are given by
a0 = x0 ∧ y0 a1 = x0 ∧ y1 . . . an = x0 ∧ yn
(b1, . . . , bn) = (x1, . . . , xn) · (y0, . . . , yn−1)
(c1, . . . , cn) = (a1, . . . , an) + (b1, . . . , bn)
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and we assert x1 ∧ yn = False to prohibit overflow.
7.7 Conjunctive Normal Form
Finally, this Boolean constraint system is brought into conjunctive normal form
(CNF) by a Tseitin transform: for each sub-expression, we introduce a variable,
together with CNF constraints that make the value of the variable equal to the
value of the expression.
We use these translations
• logical or: x = (x1 ∨ . . .∨ xn) gives
(¬x1 ∨ x)∧ . . .∧ (¬xn ∨ x)∧ (x1 ∨ . . .∨ vn ∨ ¬x),
• logical and: x = (x1 ∧ . . .∧ xn) gives
(¬x1 ∨ . . .∨ ¬xn ∨ x)∧ (x1 ∨ ¬x)∧ . . .∧ (xn ∨ ¬x),
• exclusive-or: x = (x1 xor x2) gives
(x1 ∨ x2 ∨ ¬x)∧ (x1 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ x)∧ (¬x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x)∧ (¬x1 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ ¬x)
• majority (for three arguments) ≥2 (x1, x2, x3) = x gives
(x1∨x2∨¬x)∧ (x1∨x3∨¬x)∧ (x2∨x3∨¬x)∧ (¬x1∨¬x2∨x)∧ (¬x1∨
¬x3 ∨ x)∧ (¬x2 ∨ ¬x3 ∨ x)
The algorithm for n-bit addition gives rise to 2n fresh variables and 14n
clauses in the conjunctive normal form, and n-bit multiplication requires 32n
2
fresh boolean variables and 9n2 clauses.
For the running example of this section, we give the sizes of the constraint
systems that are obtained when using matrix dimension 3, bit width 2 in inter-
pretations, and bit width 3 in computations.
constraint system for matrices numbers booleans CNF
size 93 1280 23530 60293
Here, ’ ’size” means total program size: sum of sizes of expressions in definiti-
ons and assertions. The conjunctive normal form has 5754 variables and 22268
clauses. A satisfying assignment is found by Minisat in less than one second.
8 Performance Measurements
In this section we will analyse the performance of the matrix method under va-
rious setting on the TRS part of the Termination Problem Database 2006 (TPDB).
This problem set was the basis of the 2006 Termination Competition and is avai-
lable via [2]. It consists of 865 TRS, among which 686 could be proved to be
terminating by at least one of the six participating tools; the rest contains both
non-terminating TRSs and TRSs for which the termination behavior is unknown
or only established by a human.
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By direct method we mean pure matrix interpretations, i.e. without usage of
any other termination methods like dependency pairs. Likewise the method
with dependency pairs stands for the combination of matrix interpretations with
the dependency pairs framework. A huge number of methods has been develo-
ped for the dependency pairs framework. In our implementation we restrict to
the most basic methods, since our goal is to analyse the strength of the matrix
method. In particular, we use dependency graph approximation and the usable
rules criterion [7, 8], the sub-term criterion [8], and compute strongly connected
components as in [9]. We want to emphasize that we did not apply any of the
following techniques: recursive path order, argument filtering and semantic la-
belling, as they were considered to be essential for any serious termination tool.
Finally, dependency pairs + stands for ’Termination Competition 2006’ version of
Jambox. In particular it is the extension by the transformation of applicative
TRSs into functional form as described in [11], and rewriting of right-hand sides
[20], lexicographic path order with argument filtering and semantic labelling.
The following table presents our results.
method dimension
d
initial
bits b
result
bits b ′
cumulative
YES score
direct 1 4 5 139
direct 2 2 3 222
direct 3 3 4 238
dependency pairs 1 4 5 463
dependency pairs 2 2 3 533
dependency pairs 3 2 3 540
dependency pairs 4 2 3 541
dependency pairs + 4 2 3 626
For these results we took the time limit of 1 minute, just like in the Termina-
tion Competition. However, this time was hardly ever consumed; the average
computation time for all proofs is around 2 seconds. The full results, including
all proofs generated by Jambox, are available via [15].
In the Termination Competition 2006 there were 17 examples that could only
be proved using our approach (all other participating tools failed).
In the subcategory ’Relative Termination’ of the Termination Competition
2006 Jambox scored 27 points, 24 of which were achieved using only the direct
method. Among these 24 proofs 12 are done with dimension one, 10 with dimen-
sion two and 2 with dimension three.
dimension number of
variables
number of
clauses
time timeout
1 800 4500 0.2 s 0%
2 4700 30000 1.9 s 1.2%
3 13500 88000 6.8 s 6.9%
4 26500 175000 13.8 s 16.6%
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The table above shows the average size of SAT encodings of the constraints
for various dimensions d. It was calculated over the TRS part of the TPDB 2006
using the bit-length b = b ′ = 3 (for all dimensions) and one minute timeout per
method. Minisat performs very well on the small dimensions 1 and 2. It even
recognizes 99% of the unsolvable instances in around 2 seconds. Increasing the
dimension to 3 or 4 has a negative impact on the performance. For dimension 4
the probability to run into timeout skyrockets to 17%, bringing along a loss of 5%
of the solutions found with smaller dimensions. Nevertheless the average time
for successful attempts is around 2.5 seconds for dimension 3, and 7 seconds for
dimension 4. Therefore it is usually a good strategy to increase the dimension d
stepwise, adjusting individual timeouts for every dimension.
9 Limitations and Reduction Lengths
Due to the special linear shape of our interpretations, our approach is not al-
ways successful. In this section we give examples for which matrix interpre-
tations fail, and we discuss bounds on reduction lengths. It turns out that if a
direct matrix interpretation can be given yielding ’>’ for all rules, then reduc-
tion lengths of terms of size n are bounded by Cn for some constant C. If a
sequence of matrix interpretations are given as described in Section 4, then this
does not hold any more, but the reduction length is still bounded by a primitive
recursive function. For the approach of Section 5 using dependency pairs this
does not hold any more: we give an example of a TRS with a termination proof
in this style allowing reduction lengths dominating Ackermann’s function.
First we give three examples of terminating TRSs for which we show by
three different arguments that a termination proof only using our matrix inter-
pretation approach does not exist, not even in the setting of dependency pairs
as described in Section 5. For all three TRSs termination is easy to prove by
other methods, e.g., by semantic labelling or by analysis of strongly connected
components in the approximated dependency graph.
Example 13. a Consider the ground TRS consisting of the following two rules
f(a, b)→ f(b, b), f(b, a)→ f(a, a).
Assume we have a termination proof in the style of Section 5, with
[f#](~x,~y) = ~f1~x+ ~f2~y+ cf
and [a] = ~a and [b] = ~b. Then we have
~f1~a+ ~f2~b+ cf = [f#](~a,~b) ≥ [f#](~b,~b) = ~f1~b+ ~f2~b+ cf
yielding ~f1~a ≥ ~f1~b, and
~f1~b+ ~f2~a+ cf = [f#](~b, ~a) ≥ [f#](~a, ~a) = ~f1~a+ ~f2~a+ cf
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yielding ~f1~b ≥ ~f1~a, where at least one of the inequalities should be strict, which
is clearly impossible.
Example 14. Consider the TRS consisting of the single rule
f(x, x)→ f(x, g(x)).
Assume we have a termination proof in the style of Section 5, with
[f#](~x,~y) = ~f1~x+ ~f2~y+ cf, [g](~v) = G~v+ ~g.
Choosing α(x) = ~0 then we have
cf = [f#(x, x), α] > [f#(x, g(x)), α] = ~f2~g+ cf,
which is impossible due to the non-negative coefficients of ~f2 and ~g.
Example 15. Consider the well-known TRS originating from [3] consisting of
the single rule
f(a, b, x)→ f(x, x, x).
Assume we have a termination proof in the style of Section 5, with
[f#](~x,~y,~z) = ~f1~x+ ~f2~y+ ~f3~z+ cf,
and [a] = ~a and [b] = ~b. Choosing α(x) = ~a+ ~b then we have
~f1~a+ ~f2~b+ ~f3(~a+ ~b) + cf = [f#(a, b, x), α]
> [f#(x, x, x), α]
= ~f1(~a+ ~b) + ~f2(~a+ ~b) + ~f3(~a+ ~b) + cf,
yielding ~0 > ~f1~b+ ~f2~awhich is impossible due to non-negative coefficients.
Note the difference in the arguments for these three examples: in Example 14
the variable is interpreted by the smallest vector~0, in Example 15 it is interpreted
by a large vector, while in 13 no variable occurs at all.
Next we investigate reduction lengths in TRSs for which termination is pro-
ved by matrix interpretations.
Lemma 16. Let R be a TRS for which there is a direct matrix interpretation satisfying
[`, α] > [r, α] for all rules ` → r, and all α. Then there is a constant C such that
reduction lengths of terms of depth n are bounded by Cn.
Bewijs. Without loss of generality we may restrict to ground terms, by which α
in [t, α] may be omitted. For a vector ~v define its normN(~v) byN(~v) =
∑d
i=1~vi.
For a matrix A ∈ Nd×d we define CA =
∑d
i=1
∑d
j=1Aij, yielding
N(A~v) =
d∑
i=1
d∑
j=1
Aij~vi ≤
d∑
i=1
d∑
j=1
Aij
d∑
k=1
~vi = CAN(~v)
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for all ~v ∈ Nd. Choose C to be the sum of all CA and N(~f), where f ranges over
all Σ and A ranges over all matrices occurring in the interpretations of symbols.
Then it is easily proved by induction on n that N([t]) ≤ Cn for every term t of
depthn. Due to the definition ofNwe obtain [t]1 ≤ Cn. Since in every reduction
step the first coordinate of the interpretation of the term strictly decreases, the
length of a reduction starting in t can not be longer than [t]1 ≤ Cn.
The next example shows that for this lemma it is essential that the proof can
be given in one round yielding ’>’ for all rules.
Example 17. Let the TRS consist of the following four rules:
d(0)→ 0, d(s(x))→ s(s(d(x))), e(0)→ s(0), e(s(x))→ d(e(x)).
Clearly d describes doubling of natural numbers, and e describes exponentiati-
on, yielding a reduction from en(0) to sf(n)(0) of length Ω(f(n)), where f is the
super exponential function defined by f(0) = 1, f(k+ 1) = 2f(k). Now we prove
termination by the direct method in a number of rounds.
By choosing a one-dimensional interpretation in which [s](x) = [d](x) = x,
[e](x) = x+ 1 and [0] = 1we remove the rule e(0)→ s(0). Next by choosing
[s](~x) =
(
1 0
0 1
)
· ~x+
(
0
1
)
, [0] =
(
1
0
)
,
[d](~x) =
(
1 0
0 2
)
· ~x, [e](~x) =
(
1 1
0 0
)
· ~x
we remove the rule e(s(x)) → d(e(x)). Finally by choosing a one-dimensional
interpretation in which [s](x) = x + 1, [d](x) = 3x and [0] = 1 we remove the
remaining two rules, proving termination.
Although not exponential any more, a similar argument as in Lemma 16
shows that if a termination proof is given by the direct method in a number of
rounds, reduction lengths are still bounded by a primitive recursive function
in the size of the initial term. However, the next example shows that this does
not hold any more when combining the method with dependency pairs as in
Section 5, even when only using dimension d = 1.
Example 18. In [12] it was shown that the TRS consisting of the two rules
s(x) + (y+ z) → x+ (s(s(y)) + z),
s(x) + (y+ (z+w)) → x+ (z+ (y+w))
admits reduction lengths dominating Ackermann’s function. Take the depend-
ency pair transformation. By choosing [+#](x, y) = x + y, [+](x, y) = x + y + 1
and [s](x) = x, i.e., counting the number of +-symbols, we remove the three
dependency pairs decreasing the number of +-symbols. In a second round the
remaining dependency pairs are removed by choosing [+#](x, y) = x, [+] arbi-
trary and [s](x) = x+ 1, proving termination.
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10 Conclusions
The idea of using matrix interpretations for termination proofs for string rewri-
ting was developed by Hofbauer and Waldmann [13, 14]. It allowed them to
prove termination for {aa → bc, bb → ac, cc → ab}. In this paper we showed
how to extend this approach to term rewriting successfully. A crucial ingredient
is taking linear combinations of matrix interpretations for symbols of arity > 1.
In the results on the benchmark database TPDB we see a big jump when in-
creasing the dimension from 1 (representing linear polynomial interpretations)
to 2. Increasing the dimension from 2 to higher values only yields a minor im-
provement, while then the sizes of the satisfiability formulas strongly increase.
By adding the dependency pairs approach an enormous jump is achieved again:
then using only linear polynomial interpretations (d = 1) already reaches a sco-
re of 463 points. In the Termination Competition 2006 this would have been a
remarkable second place, and a third place in case TTT [10] would have par-
ticipated too. Finally, our highest score of 626 for dependency pairs + indeed
yielded the second place for Jambox in this competition: just below the winning
score of 638 for AProVE [6].
We like to stress that among the 626 TRSs for which termination was proved
by Jambox, for several (17) of them Jambox and/or Matchbox were the only
tools that found a proof in the Termination Competition 2006.
About the success of our approach in the Termination Competition we ob-
serve the following:
• Apparently the old idea of well-founded interpretations applies well when
applied to vectors and linear operations on them, represented by matrices.
• Apparently applying this method in the setting of dependency pairs ma-
kes this even more powerful.
• Typically the search space for the corresponding interpretations is huge
and intractable, therefore direct search in this space has to be replaced by
a more dedicated way of constraint solving. Apparently transforming the
search problems to satisfiability problems and applying a state-of-the-art
SAT solver serves well for this goal.
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Abstract We define two transformations from term rewriting systems (TRSs)
to context-sensitive TRSs in such a way that termination of the target sys-
tem implies outermost termination of the original system. In the transfor-
mation based on ’context extension’, each outermost rewrite step is mo-
deled by exactly one step in the transformed system. This transformation
turns out to be complete for the class of left-linear TRSs. The second trans-
formation is called ’dynamic labeling’ and results in smaller sized context-
sensitive TRSs. Here each modeled step is adjoined with a small number
of auxiliary steps.
As a result state-of-the-art termination methods for context-sensitive re-
writing become available for proving termination of outermost rewriting.
Both transformations have been implemented in Jambox, making it the
most successful tool in the category of outermost rewriting of the last edi-
tion of the annual termination competition.
1 Introduction
Termination is a key aspect of program correctness, and therefore a widely stu-
died subject in term rewriting and program verification. While termination is
undecidable in general, various automated techniques have been developed for
proving termination. One of the most powerful techniques is the method of de-
pendency pairs [2]. Recently [1], this method has been generalized to context-
sensitive TRSs, thereby extending the class of context-sensitive TRSs for which
termination can be shown automatically. Context-sensitive rewriting [11] is a
restriction on term rewriting where rewriting in some fixed arguments of func-
tion symbols is disallowed. It offers a flexible paradigm to analyse properties
of rewrite strategies, in particular of (lazy) evaluation strategies employed by
functional programming languages.
In this paper context-sensitive rewriting is the target formalism for a trans-
formational approach to the problem of outermost termination, that is, termi-
nation with respect to outermost rewriting. Outermost rewriting is a rewriting
strategy where a redex may be contracted as long as it is not a proper subterm
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of another redex occurrence. The main reason for studying outermost termi-
nation is its practical relevancy: lazy functional programming languages like
Miranda [19], Haskell [13] or Clean [14], are based on outermost rewriting as an
evaluation strategy, and in implementations of rewrite logic such as Maude [3]
and CafeOBJ [10], outermost rewriting is an optional strategy.
To illustrate outermost rewriting, and the transformations we propose, we
consider the term rewriting system R0 consisting of the following rules:
a→ f(a) f(f(x))→ b (R0)
Clearly, this system is not terminating, as witnessed by the infinite rewrite se-
quence:
a→ f(a)→ f(f(a))→ f(f(f(a)))→ . . .
However, R0 is outermost terminating. Indeed, the third step in the rewrite se-
quence above is not an outermost step, since the contraction takes place inside
another redex. The only (maximal) outermost rewrite sequence the term a ad-
mits is:
a→ f(a)→ f(f(a))→ b (3.1)
The contribution of the present paper consists of two transformations of arbi-
trary TRSs into context-sensitive TRSs (henceforth also called ’µTRSs’) in such a
way that rewriting in the µTRS corresponds to outermost rewriting in the origi-
nal TRS. As a result, advanced termination techniques for µTRSs become avai-
lable for proving outermost termination. Automated termination provers for
µTRSs can directly (without modification, only preprocessing) be used for pro-
ving outermost termination. One of the transformations turns out to be comple-
te for the class of quasi left-linear TRSs, a generalized form of left-linear TRSs,
see [15]. In other words, termination of the resulting µTRS is equivalent to ou-
termost termination of the original system.
The transformations are comprised of a variant of semantic labeling [20]. In
semantic labeling the function symbols in a term are labeled by the interpretati-
on of their arguments (or a label depending on these values) according to some
given semantics. We employ semantic labeling to mark symbols at redex po-
sitions, and then obtain a µTRS by defining a replacement map that disallows
rewriting inside arguments of marked symbols.
We illustrate our use of semantic labeling by means of the TRS R0 given
above. We choose an algebra with values 0 and 1, indicating the presence of the
symbol f:
A0 = 〈{0, 1}, J·K〉 JaK = JbK = 0 JfK(x) = 1 for x ∈ {0, 1} (A0)
We write f?, and say that ’f is marked’, if the value of its argument is 1, and just f
if the value is 0. The symbol a is a redex, and hence it is always marked, while b
never is. If f is marked it corresponds to a redex position with respect to the rule
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f(f(x)) → b. For example the term f(f(f(a))) is labeled as f?(f?(f(a?))). We ob-
tain a µTRS by forbidding rewriting inside the argument of the symbol f?. Since
a? is a constant, there is nothing to be forbidden. Hence for correctly labeled
terms, rewriting inside redex occurrences is disallowed, and this corresponds to
the strategy of outermost rewriting.
In order to rewrite labeled terms we have to label the rules of a TRS. Simply
labeling both sides of a rule does not always work. For example, when we label
the rules of R0 using the algebra A0, we obtain the following µTRS:
a? → f(a?) f?(f(x))→ b f?(f?(x))→ b (R0)
This system has two instances of the second rule, one for each possible value
assigned to the variable x. Now, despite of the fact that the original TRS is
outermost terminating, the labeled system R0 still admits an infinite rewrite se-
quence:
a? → f(a?)→ f(f(a?))→ f(f(f(a?)))→ . . . (3.2)
The reason is that the term f(f(a?)) is not correctly labeled, as its root symbol f
should have been marked. In [20] this problem is avoided by allowing labeling
only with models. Roughly speaking, an algebra is a model for a TRS R if left
and right-hand sides of all rewrite rules of R have equal interpretations. Howe-
ver, this requirement is too strict for the purpose of marking redexes, because
contraction of a redex at a position p may create a redex above p in the term
tree, as exemplified by (3.2). In fact, for R0 there exists no model which is able to
distinguish between redex and non-redex positions. Let us explain. The rewrite
step f(a) → f(f(a)) creates a redex at the top. The term f(a) is not a redex, and
therefore its root symbol f should not be marked. On the other hand f(f(a)) is
a redex and so the outermost f has to be marked. The change of the labeling of
a context (here f(
e
)) implies that the interpretation of its arguments a and f(a)
cannot be the same. Therefore we cannot require the rule a → f(a) to preserve
the interpretation.
To that end, we generalize this notion of model and relax the condition J`K =JrK to:
∃n. JC[`]K = JC[r]K , for all contexts C of depth ≥ n . (3.3)
Thus rules are allowed to change the interpretation as long as the effect is limi-
ted to contexts of a bounded depth. We call this depth the C-depth of ` → r and
denote it by δA(` → r). As it turns out, algebras satisfying this weaker requi-
rement (3.3), are strong enough to recognize redex positions. Such algebras we
will call C-models.
The algebra A0 given above is a C-model for the TRS R0. As opposed to
models, for C-models it is no longer sufficient to simply label the rules. This is
demonstrated by the rewrite sequence (3.2) in the µTRS R0: an application of the
rule a? → f(a?) in the term f(a?) creates the incorrectly labeled term f(f(a?)).
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Therefore, in order to preserve correct labeling, labels in the context of the
original rewrite step sometimes have to be updated. We present three solutions
to this problem: static and dynamic context extension, and dynamic labeling.
In the transformation based on context extension [7], worked out in Secti-
on 5, the update of semantic labels is established by prefixing appropriate con-
texts to both sides of a rewrite rule. The depth of these contexts is bounded
by the C-depth of the rule. Thus, the update of the labels is coded within the
context, and no additional rewrite steps are needed. As a result of that, every
outermost rewrite step in the original system is modeled by exactly one rewri-
te step in the transformed µTRS(not necessarily outermost). A disadvantage of
the transformation, however, is that the resulting µTRS can have a large number
of rules arising from the prepending of contexts in combination with semantic
labeling.
An alternative solution (and new with respect to [7]) is dynamic labeling,
described in Section 6: instead of extending rules with contexts we now use re-
writing to propagate the changed information upward in the term tree. With
respect to context extension, this approach results in a smaller number of rules
of the transformed system. On the other hand, the property of the context ex-
tension of a one–to–one correspondence of the rewrite steps, is now weakened
to a one–to–m correspondence where m ≤ 1 + δA(` → r). This means that an
outermost rewrite step is modeled by one step in the transformed system plus
a number of auxiliary steps necessary for updating the labels, and this num-
ber is bounded by the C-depth of the corresponding rule. As a consequence
the overhead for simulating an outermost rewrite sequence of the original sy-
stem is at most a constant factor. This is important in order to not complicate
termination proofs, and hence for termination provers to be able to find those
proofs. In most practical cases this factor is typically small (≤ 2). This is shown
in Section 10 where we evaluate the implemented transformations.
We illustrate the two transformations by means of our running example, the
TRS R0 together with the algebra A0 which forms a C-model for R0. The algo-
rithm based on context extension transforms R0 into the following µTRS 4piR0,
which truthfully simulates outermost rewriting in R0:
f(a?)→ f?(f(a?)) top(f?(f(x)))→ top(b)
top(a?)→ top(f(a?)) top(f?(f?(x)))→ top(b) (4piR0)
The rule f(a?) → f?(f(a?)) is obtained from prepending the context f(e) to
a → f(a). This enables correct updating of the labeling of the context during
rewriting. Because we still have to allow rewrite steps a → f(a) of the original
TRS at the top of a term, we extend the signature with a unary function symbol
top which represents the top of a term. Thus when prepending contexts we in-
clude top(
e
), giving rise to the rule top(a?) → top(f(a?)). The necessity of the
symbol top becomes apparent especially when we consider the rule f(f(x))→ b.
Here prepending the context f(
e
) is not even an option since f(f(f(x))) → f(b)
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is not an outermost rewrite step; this rule can only be applied at the top of a
term. Hence we get the two rules displayed on the right, one for each possible
interpretation of the variable x.
The second algorithm we define, that of dynamic labeling, transforms R0
(using A0) into the following µTRS , which we denote by ↑piR0 :
a? → relabel0,1(f(a)) f(relabel0,1(x))→ f?(x)
f?(f(x))→ relabel1,0(b) top(relabel0,1(x))→ top(x) (↑piR0)
f?(f?(x))→ relabel1,0(b) top(relabel1,0(x))→ top(x)
where rewriting beneath the redex symbol f? and the symbols relabel0,1 and
relabel1,0 is disallowed. Displayed on the left, we recognize the original rules.
Since left and right-hand side of the original rule a → f(a) have distinct in-
terpretations (0 and 1), in ↑piR0 the right-hand side is prefixed with the symbol
relabel0,1. By application of the relabeling rules (displayed on the right), this
symbol moves upward to take care of the update of labels in the context of the
original rule application. Likewise, the rule f(f(x)) → b (of which there are
two versions in ↑piR0, one for each value x can be assigned to) means a chan-
ge of interpretation, and relabeling the context is necessary. In this example,
each original step is accompanied by exactly one relabel step. The relabel sym-
bols dissolve after one such step. The only (maximal) rewrite sequence from the
term top(a?) in ↑piR0 is:
top(a?)→ top(relabel0,1(f(a?)))→ top(f(a?))→ top(f(relabel0,1(f(a?))))→ top(f?(f(a?)))→ top(relabel1,0(b))→ top(b)
Notice the correspondence with the outermost rewrite sequence (3.1).
Clearly, semantic labeling increases the number of rules and the number of
symbols of a TRS. This results in a larger search space for finding termination
proofs, and hence may lead to exhaustion of time or memory resources. On the
other hand, one can say that semantic labeling does not complicate terminati-
on proofs, in the sense that proofs for the unlabeled system carry over to the
labeled one: whenever R ′ is a labeling of a TRS R and A = 〈A, J·K,,w〉 is a
monotone Σ-algebra [8] which proves termination of R, then the extension of J·K
to the labeled signature Σ ′ by defining JfλK = JfK for every f ∈ Σ and label λ,
yields a monotone Σ ′-algebra witnessing termination of R ′. Apart from this, the
labeled systems often allow for simpler proofs, because the enriched signatu-
re provides for more freedom in the choice of interpretations, see [20]. As the
transformations presented here are based on a variant of semantic labeling, they
inherit these properties from semantic labeling.
The two transformations have been implemented by the first author in the
termination prover Jambox [5]. Notwithstanding the increased number of rules
by semantic labeling and context extension, Jambox performs efficiently on the
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set of examples from the Termination Problem Database (TPDB [17]), and was
best in proving termination in the category of outermost rewriting of the termi-
nation competition of 2008 [17], see Table 1. With an average time of 4.1 seconds
per termination proof, Jambox was also faster than the other participants, pro-
viding empirical evidence for the efficiency of our transformation. Not listed in
Table 1 is TTT2, which did not prove outermost termination, but performed best
in disproving outermost termination.
score average time
Jambox 72 (93.5%) 4.1s
TrafO 46 (59.7%) 8.1s
AProVE 27 (35.0%) 10.8s
Tabel 3.1: Results of proving outermost termination in the competition of 2008.
The percentages listed in Table 1 are relative to the total number of term re-
writing systems which were proven to be outermost terminating by some parti-
cipating tool. The TPDB 2008 contained 291 TRSs in the category of outermost
rewriting of which 77 were proven outermost terminating, 161 not outermost
terminating, and 51 remained unsolved in the competition. We note that around
50 systems in the database are, strictly speaking, not term rewriting systems, as
they contain variables in the right-hand sides that do not occur in the left-hand
sides.
In the termination competition 2008, Jambox used exclusively the approach
of dynamic context extension. Additionally using dynamic labeling, proposed
in this paper, the score of Jambox could have been improved by 4, thus proving
76 TRSs to be outermost terminating.
The secret behind the efficiency of Jambox is threefold: First, we construct
and minimize the algebras employed for marking redex positions, see Sections 7
and 8. Secondly, we try two labeling strategies: minimal and maximal, see Sec-
tion 9. Minimal labeling is very efficient and contributes to 75% of the success
of Jambox. In order to have a complete transformation we also employ maximal
labeling. Thirdly, we combine labeling and context extension into what we call
’dynamic context extension’, where the prefixing of contexts to rules depends on
the interpretation of the variables. All these optimizations minimize the number
of rules and their size in the transformed systems, which is important to keep a
manageable search space.
Related work.
Cariboo [9] was the first tool for proving outermost termination. Cariboo is a
stand-alone tool, and its method is based on induction.
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For the idea of a transformational approach to outermost termination in or-
der to make use of the power of termination provers we were inspired by [15].
Here the signature is enriched with unary symbols top, up, and down and the
TRS is extended with ’anti-matching’ rules such that down(t) is a redex if and
only if t is not a redex with respect to the original TRS. The idea is that the
symbol down is moved down in the term tree as long as no redex is encounte-
red. Once a redex is encountered, a rewrite step is performed, and the symbol
down is replaced by up, which then moves upwards again to the top of the term,
marked by top. This transformation is implemented in TrafO.
Based on a similarly elegant idea, Thiemann [18] defines a complete transfor-
mation from outermost to innermost rewriting, which is implemented in APro-
VE. For traversal to the redex positions, rules of the form
down(isRedex(f(. . .)))→ f(. . . , down(isRedex(. . .)), . . .)
are used. In order to simulate outermost rewriting and to prevent from moving
inside redexes, rules isRedex(`) → up(r) are added for every rule ` → r of the
original TRS. Then, by the innermost rewriting strategy, the latter rules have
priority over the traversal rules, whenever an original redex is encountered.
The simplicity of both approaches is attractive, but the yo-yoing effect in
the resulting TRSs makes that the original outermost rewrite steps are ’hidden’
among a vast number of auxiliary steps. This increases derivational complexi-
ty, and makes it hard for automated termination provers to find proofs for the
transformed systems.
The present paper is a modified and extended version of [7]. In particular,
we introduce a novel approach for proving outermost termination: dynamic
labeling. We stress that the number of extra relabeling steps introduced in the
dynamic labeling of a system is typically small and bounded by the C-depth of
the applied rewrite rule.
2 Preliminaries
For a general introduction to term rewriting and to context-sensitive rewriting,
we refer to [16] and [11], respectively. Here we repeat some of the main definiti-
ons, for the sake of self-containedness, and to fix notations.
A signature Σ is a non-empty set of symbols each having a fixed arity, given
by a mapping ] : Σ → N. We write ]f for the arity of f ∈ Σ, and we define
Σn = {f ∈ Σ | ]f = n}. Given Σ and a set X of variables, the set Ter(Σ,X ) of terms
over Σ is the smallest set satisfying: X ⊆ Ter(Σ,X ), and f(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ Ter(Σ,X )
if f ∈ Σ of arity n and ti ∈ Ter(Σ,X ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We use x, y, z, . . . to range
over variables, and write Var(t) for the set of variables occurring in a term t.
The set of positions Pos(t) ⊆ N∗ of a term t ∈ Ter(Σ,X ) is defined as follows:
Pos(x) = {} for variables x ∈ X and Pos(f(t1, . . . , tn)) = {} ∪ {ip | 1 ≤ i ≤
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]f, p ∈ Pos(ti)}. We write t(p) to denote the root symbol of t|p, the subterm of t
rooted at p, and we write root(t) for the root symbol of t, that is root(t) = t().
A substitution σ is a map σ : X → Ter(Σ,X ) from variables to terms. For
terms t ∈ Ter(Σ,X ) and substitutions σ, tσ is inductively defined by xσ = σ(x)
if x ∈ X , and otherwise, f(t1, . . . , tn)σ = f(t1σ, . . . , tnσ).
Let
e
be a fresh symbol, i.e.,
e 6∈ Σ∪X . A context C is a term from Ter(Σ,X ∪
{
e
}) containing precisely one occurrence of
e
. By C[s] we denote the term Cσ
where σ(
e
) = s and σ(x) = x for all x ∈ X . We use C(Σ,X ) to denote the set of
contexts over Σ and X . We write Var(C) with C ∈ C(Σ,X ) to denote the set of
variables of C excluding
e
.
A term rewriting system (TRS) over Σ is a set of pairs 〈`, r〉 ∈ Ter(Σ,X ) ×
Ter(Σ,X ), called rewrite rules and written as ` → r, for which the left-hand side `
is not a variable (` 6∈ X ) and all variables in the right-hand side r occur in `:
Var(r) ⊆ Var(`). In this paper, we tacitly assume that TRSs are finite, that is, they
consist of a finite number of rules. For a TRS Rwe define→R, the rewrite relation
induced by R as follows: For terms s, t ∈ Ter(Σ,X )we write s→R t, or just s→ t
if R is clear from the context, if there exists a rule `→ r ∈ R, a substitution σ and
a context C ∈ Ter(Σ,X ∪ {e}) such that s = C[`σ] and t = C[rσ]; we sometimes
write s →R,p r to explicitly indicate the rewrite position p, i.e., when C(p) = e.
A term of the form `σ, for some rule ` → r ∈ R, and a substitution σ, is called a
redex.
For terms s and t, we say that s outermost rewrites to t at a position p ∈ Pos(s),
denoted by s out→R,p t, if s →R,p t and if for all positions p ′ strictly above p (i.e.,
p ′ a proper prefix of p) we have that s|p ′ is not a redex with respect to R.
A binary relation  ⊆ A × A over a set A is called well-founded if no infinite
decreasing sequence a1  a2  a3  . . . exists. A TRS R is called terminating or
strong normalizing, denoted by SN(R), if→R is well-founded.
A mapping µ : Σ → 2N is called a replacement map (for Σ) if for all sym-
bols f ∈ Σ we have µ(f) ⊆ {1, . . . , ]f}. When we define a replacement map µ,
the case for constants a ∈ Σ is left implicit, as we always have µ(a) = ∅. A
context-sensitive term rewriting system (µTRS) is a pair 〈R, µ〉 consisting of a TRS
R and a replacement map µ. The set of µ-replacing positions Posµ(t) of a term
t ∈ Ter(Σ,X ) is defined by Posµ(x) = {} for x ∈ X and Posµ(f(t1, . . . , tn)) =
{} ∪ {ip | i ∈ µ(f), p ∈ Posµ(ti)}.
In context-sensitive term rewriting only redexes at µ-replacing positions are
contracted: we say s µ-rewrites to t, and denote it by s→R,µ t, whenever s→R,p
twith p ∈ Posµ(s). For instance, consider the one-rule TRS R:
a→ cons(b, a)
and let µ be given by µ(cons) = {1}. Then, obviously R is non-terminating.
On the other hand, the context-sensitive TRS 〈R, µ〉 is terminating, because the
replacement map of the symbol cons allows rewriting only in its first argument.
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Definition 1. A thin context is a context that has at every depth at most one
symbol from Σ ∪ {e}; all other symbols are variables.
Example 2. f(f(x, g(
e
)), y) is a thin context, whereas f(g(
e
), h(x)) is not, since
g and h are at the same depth.
Definition 3. A flat context is a context C ∈ C(Σ,X ) of the form:
C = f(x1, . . . , xj−1,
e
, xj+1, . . . , xn)
where f ∈ Σn and x1, x2, . . . ∈ X are pairwise distinct variables. For a term
t ∈ Ter(Σ,X ) we say that C is fresh for t if Var(C) ∩ Var(t) = ∅. We denote the
set of flat contexts fresh for t by C[t(Σ,X ).
Definition 4 ([15]). A TRS R is called quasi left-linear if every non-linear left-hand
side of a rule in R is an instance of a linear left-hand side from R.
Example 5. The following term rewriting system is quasi left-linear:
g(f(x), x)→ g(g(x, x), x) g(x, y)→ y
(and outermost terminating).
3 Generalizing Models to C-models
In outermost rewriting the only redexes which are allowed to be rewritten are
those which are not nested within any other redex occurrence. We model this
strategy by context-sensitive rewriting with the use of semantic labeling: we
mark the symbols which are the root of a redex in order to disallow rewriting
within that redex. We first recall the definition of semantic labeling and of mo-
dels from [20], and then generalize these to fit our purpose.
Definition 6. A Σ-algebra A = 〈A, J·K〉 consists of a non-empty set A and for
each n-ary symbol f ∈ Σ a function JfK : An → A, called the interpretation of f.
Given an assignment α : X → A of the variables to A, the interpretation of a term
t ∈ Ter(Σ,X ) is defined by:
Jx, αK = α(x) Jf(t1, . . . , tn), αK = JfK(Jt1, αK, . . . , Jtn, αK)
For substitutions σ : X → Ter(Σ,X ), Jσ, αK denotes the function λx.Jσ(x), αK.
For ground terms t ∈ Ter(Σ,∅) and ground substitutions σ : X → Ter(Σ,∅) we
write JtK and JσK for short.
We usually write A for both the algebra and its domain, and we use J·K to
denote the interpretation function of A.
The following lemma is known as substitution lemma (see further [16]):
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Lemma 7. Let A be a Σ-algebra, α : X → A an assignment, and σ : X → Ter(Σ,X )
a substitution. Then, for all terms t ∈ Ter(Σ,X ): Jtσ, αK = Jt, Jσ, αKK .
For completeness of the transformation of context extension (Theorem 30), it
is important that there exist no ’junk’ elements in the Σ-algebra, that is, elements
a for which there are no ground terms t such that JtK = a. See Example 31. For
that reason we restrict Σ-algebras to ’core’ Σ-algebras whose domain equals the
set of all interpretations of ground terms over Σ.
Definition 8. The core of a Σ-algebra A is the Σ-algebra Ac = 〈Ac, J·Kc〉 whe-
re Ac the least set closed under the operations, that is, the least set such thatJfK(a1, . . . , an) ∈ Ac whenever f ∈ Σn and a1, . . . , an ∈ Ac, and where J·Kc is
the restriction of J·K to Ac. We say that A is core whenever A = Ac.
By construction of the core of a Σ-algebra we then obtain:
Lemma 9. For every element a ∈ Ac of the core of a Σ-algebraA there exists a ground
term t ∈ Ter(Σ,∅) with JtK = a.
Definition 10 ([20]). A semantic labeling 〈A, pi〉 consists of a Σ-algebra A and a
family pi = {pif}f∈Σ of labeling functions pif : A]f → Λf where Λf is a finite and
non-empty set of labels for each symbol f ∈ Σ.
For a term t ∈ Ter(Σ,X ) and an assignment α : X → A, we define lab(t, α), the
labeling of t with respect to α, inductively as follows:
lab(x, α) = x
lab(f(t1, . . . , tn), α) = fpif(Jt1,αK,...,Jtn,αK)(lab(t1, α), . . . , lab(tn, α)) .
Let R be a TRS over Σ. The semantic labeling of R is the TRS lab(R) over the labeled
signature lab(Σ) = {fλ | f ∈ Σ, λ ∈ Λf}, defined by:
lab(R) = {lab(`, α)→ lab(r, α) | `→ r ∈ R , α : Var(`)→ A} .
For a substitution σ : X → Ter(Σ,X ), and an assignment α : X → A, we write
lab(σ, α) for the function λx.lab(σ(x), α). For ground terms t ∈ Ter(Σ,∅) and
ground substitutions σ : X → Ter(Σ,∅) we write lab(t) and lab(σ) for short.
Term labeling satisfies the following useful property:
Lemma 11 ([20]). Let A be a Σ-algebra, α : X → A, and σ : X → Ter(Σ,X ). Then,
for all terms t ∈ Ter(Σ,X ): lab(tσ, α) = lab(t, Jσ, αK) lab(σ, α) .
The Σ-algebra of a semantic labeling has to satisfy certain constraints in order
to obtain that a TRS is terminating if and only if its labeled version is. In [20] the
algebra has to be a ’model’:
Definition 12. A Σ-algebra A is called a model for a TRS R if for all rules ` →
r ∈ R and assignments of variables in the left-hand side α : Var(`)→ Awe have
that J`, αK = Jr, αK.
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In the introduction we explained why this notion of model is too restrictive
for the purpose at hand. In order to be able to distinguish between redex and
non-redex positions we introduce C-models, a generalization of models.
Definition 13. The depth of a context C is defined as the depth of the hole in it,
that is, the length |p| of the position p at which
e
resides (the position p such
that C(p) =
e
).
Definition 14. A C-model for a TRS R over Σ is a Σ-algebraAwhere for each rule
` → r ∈ R there exists an n ∈ N such that for each context C of depth n and as-
signment α : X → A we have JC[`], αK = JC[r], αK. When n ∈ N is minimal for a
rule `→ rwith respect to this property, we call n theC-depth for `→ r, and deno-
te it by δA(`→ r). TheC-depth for Rwith respect toA, denoted by δA(R), is defined
as the maximal C-depth of the rules of R: δA(R) = max {δA(`→ r) | `→ r ∈ R}.
We now define semantic labelings based on C-models, to which we refer as
’C-labelings’. We define aC-labeling over an extended signature Σtop = Σ∪{top}.
The unary symbol top represents the top of a term, and we assume top to be
fresh for Σ, i.e., top 6∈ Σ. Moreover, a C-labeling includes a set Σred ⊆ lab(Σ) of
’redex symbols’, the set of symbols below which rewriting should be forbidden.
For example, for a sound transformation from outermost to context-sensitive
rewriting it has to be guaranteed that in a well-labeled term the redex symbols
occur at redex positions only.
Definition 15. Let R be a TRS over Σ. A C-labeling for R is a tuple 〈A, pi, Σred〉
where A is a C-model for R, 〈A, pi〉 is a semantic labeling over the signature
Σtop = Σ ∪ {top}, and Σred ⊆ lab(Σ) is a subset of the labeled signature. We fix
the interpretation JtopK of top to be an arbitrary constant function λx.a for some
a ∈ A.
A C-labeling 〈A, pi, Σred〉 for R is called:
(i) sound if lab(t)(p) ∈ Σred implies that t|p is a redex with respect to R, for all
ground terms t ∈ Ter(Σ,∅) and all positions p ∈ Pos(t);
(ii) complete if lab(t)(p) ∈ Σred whenever t|p is a redex with respect to R, for all
ground terms t ∈ Ter(Σ,∅) and all positions p ∈ Pos(t);
(iii) maximal if pif(a1, . . . , an) = 〈a1, . . . , an〉, for all symbols f ∈ Σn and all
values a1, . . . , an ∈ A ;
(iv) core if the Σ-algebra A is core.
We explain why we fix the interpretation JtopK to be a constant function. First
note that if JtopK is a constant function, then the extension of the signature with
top does not disturb the property ofA being a C-model for R. Second, the trans-
formation given in Section 5 extends the rules with contexts until the interpre-
tations of the left and right-hand side are equal. If JtopK is constant, then the
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extension halts at the symbol top, that is, no further contexts are prefixed to top.
This corresponds to the intuition of top representing the top of the term. More-
over, it is not important which constant function λx.awe choose for JtopK: as no
symbols will be prefixed to top, no symbol will be labeled with its value.
Remark 16. The transformations defined in Sections 5 and 6 are sound whene-
ver we use a sound C-labeling. This means that termination of the target sys-
tem implies outermost termination of the original system. On the other hand,
using a complete C-labeling does not guarantee completeness of either trans-
formations. More precisely, using a complete C-labeling does not imply that
the transformed system is terminating whenever the original system is outer-
most terminating. A complete C-labeling guarantees that in a correctly labeled
term all redex positions are marked, so that only outermost steps are possible.
But, for the transformation to be complete we need two more properties. First,
rewriting needs to preserve correct labeling of terms. Secondly, for the labeled
system, global termination of all terms (including the not correctly labeled ones)
should be equivalent with local termination [6] of the well-labeled terms. This
point is of practical importance because the state of the art of automated analy-
sis for global termination is far more advanced than for local termination. Both
properties do in general not hold for complete C-labelings.
Remark 17. We could have defined maximal C-labelings more generally as fol-
lows: for all symbols f ∈ Σn and all ~a¬~b ∈ An we have that pif(~a ) 6= pif(~b ).
The important point is that the value of all arguments can be inferred from the
label. For the sake of a simple presentation we stick to the definition where
labels are tuples of argument values.
4 Static Context Extension
In this section we describe a naive approach for semantic labeling withC-models.
This serves both as an introduction and as a motivation for the transformations
that we present in Sections 5 and 6.
As can be inferred from Definition 14, it is possible to transform a TRS R
by prepending contexts to its rules in such a way that its C-model A becomes a
model for the transformed system R˜, and then apply the usual semantic labeling
to R˜. We call this transformation ’static context extension’, as opposed to the
transformation of ’dynamic context extension’ presented in the next section. In
the dynamic version, contexts are prepended only when needed and dependent
on the values assigned to the variables in the rules.
Since every context is an instance of a thin context (Definition 1) of the same
depth, rules are prefixed by thin contexts, in both versions of context extension.
Let R be a TRS and 〈A, pi, Σred〉 a C-labeling for R. The static context extensi-
on of R is the result of three steps: prepending contexts, semantic labeling, and
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removal of thus created rules which have a redex symbol in the prepended con-
text:
(i) Replace each rule `→ rwith C-depth n by the set of rules:
(a) C[`]→ C[r] for each thin context C of depth n, and
(b) top(C[`])→ top(C[r]) for each thin context C of depth < n.
We let R˜ denote the union of these sets.
(ii) Apply semantic labeling to R˜ using theC-labeling 〈A, pi〉. We obtain lab(R˜).
(iii) Remove from lab(R˜) all labeled rules that contain a redex symbol from Σred
in the prepended context.
The result of these three steps is called the static context extension of R.
The rules from (i)(b) model the application of an original rule at a depth
smaller than its C-depth, that is, ’near’ the top of the term. The created rules are
hence wrapped into top(
e
).
Example 18. Let R1 be the following TRS over Σ1 = {c, f, g} (where c is a con-
stant):
f(g(x))→ f(f(g(x))) f(f(f(x)))→ x (R1)
We choose the algebra A1 = {g, f0, f1, f2} with the interpretation function defi-
ned by:
JcK = f0 JgK(x) = g JfK(g) = f1 JfK(fi) = fmin(i+1,2) (A1)
for all x ∈ A1, and i = 0, 1, 2. We further let 〈A1, pi〉 be the semantic labeling
where pi labels each symbol with the interpretation of its arguments. The set of
redex symbols is defined by Σred1 = {f
g, ff2 }. These symbols correspond to redex
positions with respect to the first and the second rule of R1. Then 〈A1, pi, Σred1 〉
forms a sound, complete, maximal, core C-labeling for R1 (Definition 15). The
C-depth of the first rule is 1, and for the second rule it is 2.
The first step of the transformation yields R˜1 which consists of the rules:
top(f(g(x)))→ top(f(f(g(x)))) C[f(g(x))]→ C[f(f(g(x)))]
top(f(f(f(x))))→ top(x) top(f(f(f(f(x)))))→ top(f(x)) (R˜1)
top(g(f(f(f(x)))))→ top(g(x)) D[f(f(f(x)))]→ D[x]
for each C ∈ {f(e), g(e)}, and D ∈ {f(f(e)), f(g(e)), g(f(e)), g(g(e))}. Note that
the algebraA1 extended with top and JtopK(x) = f0 for all x ∈ A1, is a model for
the TRS R˜1 (in fact, any value for the interpretation of top will do).
The second step is to label the TRS R˜1. This yields lab(R˜1) consisting of 4 ·
((1+2)+(3+4)) = 40 rules, four instances for each of the ten rules, one for each
value that can be assigned to x.
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The final step is to remove from lab(R˜1) each rule which contains a redex
symbol within the context that was prepended in the construction of R˜1. Such
a rule would enable a rewrite step which is not outermost. Of the 40 rules of
above, 12 have to be thrown out. This concerns the labelings of the second rule
of R1 where f(f(
e
)), top(f(
e
)) or g(f(
e
)) has been prepended. They contain the
redex symbol ff2 in the prepended context.
In general, the presence of a redex symbol may depend on the interpretati-
on of the variables. This is better demonstrated by the following TRS over the
signature {c, f, g}:
g(f(g(x)))→ f(g(g(f(x)))) f(x)→ x (R2)
We use the C-model A2 = {g, fg, 0} with the interpretation of the symbols is
defined by JcK = 0, JgK(x) = g for all x ∈ A2, JfK(g) = fg and JfK(x) = 0,
otherwise. Again we use maximal labeling so that the symbols gfg, f0, fg and
ffg correspond to redex positions. The C-depth of the rule f(x) → x is 2 and its
static context extension contains the rule g(g(f(x))) → g(g(x)). From this we
obtain three labeled rules:
gg(g0(f0(x)))→ gg(g0(x)) for α(x) = 0
gg(gfg(fg(x)))→ gg(gg(x)) for α(x) = g
gg(g0(ffg(x)))→ gg(gfg(x)) for α(x) = fg
The second rule should not be allowed, as it would enable a rewrite step that is
not outermost. This is witnessed by the symbol gfg in the prepended context.
5 Dynamic Context Extension
We present an approach for semantic labeling with C-models, called ’dynamic
context extension’,1 where we stepwise extend rules by contexts, only when nee-
ded and dependent on the variable interpretation used for the semantic labeling.
For different interpretations of the variables usually different context depths are
necessary for achieving equal interpretations of left and right-hand side. In each
extension step we check whether a candidate symbol is a redex symbol, and, if
it is, this symbol is excluded from prepending. Here, by a redex symbol we
mean a labeled symbol which indicates the presence of a redex in the original
system. Dynamic context extension is more efficient in the sense that both the
number and the size of the rules of the resulting µTRS are smaller than in the
static version defined in the previous version.
The transformation starts with constructing pairs 〈` → r, α〉 of rules and
variable assignments. Then these rules are extended with flat contexts until the
1In [7] we used the term ’dynamic labeling’ for what we here call ’dynamic context extension’.
The term ’dynamic labeling’ is now reserved for the transformation that we define in Section 6.
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interpretations of left and right-hand side are equal. Finally, each obtained rule
is labeled using the corresponding interpretation. More precisely, we implement
this process as follows.
We iteratively construct sets P0, P1, . . ., until Pi+1 = Pi for some i. The ini-
tial set P0 consists of pairs 〈` → r, α〉 for each rule ` → r, and each assignment
α : Var(`)→ A1 of the variables. Note that the interpretation of a term t only de-
pends on the values assigned to the variables occurring in it (we identify a term
from Ter(Σ,X ) with the ’same term’ in Ter(Σ,X unionmulti Y). Then, in each step, Pi+1
is obtained from Pi by replacing every pair 〈` → r, α〉 of Pi for which the inter-
pretation of the left-hand side differs from the right-hand side (J`, αK 6= Jr, αK),
by the pairs 〈C[`] → C[r], α ′〉 for every flat context C (Definition 3) and every
extension α ′ : Var(C[`]) → A1 of α, such that the root of the labeled, extended
left-hand side lab(C[`], α ′) is not a redex symbol. Among the flat contexts to be
prepended we include top(
e
) to cater for the case that the rule is applied at the
top of the term.
Example 19. We reconsider the TRS R1 together with the C-labeling 〈A1, pi, Σred1 〉
from Example 18. The initial set P0 of pairs 〈rule, assignment〉 is:
P0 =
{〈f(g(x))→ f(f(g(x))), λx.a〉 , 〈f(f(f(x)))→ x, λx.a〉 | a ∈ A1}
The only element 〈` → r, α〉 of P0 such that J`, αK = Jr, αK is 〈f(f(f(x))) →
x, λx.f2〉. For this pair no context needs to be prepended. The other pairs have
to be replaced by their context extensions, and thus P1 consists of:
〈C[f(g(x))]→ C[f(f(g(x)))], λx.a〉 for all a ∈ A1, C ∈ {top(m), f(m), g(m)}
〈f(f(f(x)))→ x, λx.f2〉
〈C[f(f(f(x)))]→ C[x], λx.a〉 for all a ∈ A1 \ {f2}, C ∈ {top(m), g(m)}
In the last line the context f(
e
) is excluded, because the labeled left-hand side of
the rule would contain the redex symbol ff2 within the prepended context, and
thus the step would not be outermost. Because of the outermost strategy, the
original rule is only applicable in a context C[g(
e
)] (where C does not contain
any redexes) or at the top of a term. Now for all (4 · 3+ 1+ 3 · 2 = 19) pairs of P1
the left and right-hand side have equal interpretations, and hence the iterative
construction is finished.
Secondly, the obtained set P1 is labeled using the family pi of labeling functi-
ons. The desired context-sensitive TRS4piR1 then consists of the rules lab(`, α)→
lab(r, α) for every 〈` → r, α〉 ∈ P1, with the replacement map µ defined by
µ(h) = ∅ if h ∈ {fg, ff2 }, and µ(h) = {1, . . . , ]h} otherwise, for all h ∈ lab(Σ1).
Thus the dynamic context extension of R1 consists of 19 rules. Recall from
Example 18 that the static context extension of R1 had 28 rules.
We now formalize this transformation.
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Definition 20. Let R be a TRS over Σ, and 〈A, pi, Σred〉 a C-labeling for R. We defi-
ne Ppi(R) as the least fixed point of the following construction of sets P0, P1, . . . ,
that is, Ppi(R) = Pi as soon as Pi+1 = Pi for some i. The initial set P0 is defined
by:
P0 =
{ 〈`→ r, α〉 | `→ r ∈ R, α : Var(`)→ A}
and for i = 0, 1, . . . the set Pi+1 is obtained from Pi by replacing every pair
〈` → r, α〉 such that J`, αK 6= Jr, αK, or r ∈ X (see Remark 22 below), by all pairs
in4(`→ r, α) where we define:
4(`→ r, α) = { 〈C[`]→ C[r], α+ β〉 ∣∣ C ∈ C[`(Σtop,X ), β : Var(C)→ A,
root(lab(C[`], α+ β)) 6∈ Σred }
Here, for partial functions f and g with disjoint domains, we write f + g for the
function defined by (f + g)(x) = f(x) if x ∈ dom(f), and (f + g)(x) = g(x) if
x ∈ dom(g).
The construction of Ppi(R) is guaranteed to terminate because of the assump-
tion that A is a C-model for R.
Definition 21 (Dynamic context extension). Let R be a TRS overΣ, and 〈A, pi, Σred〉
a C-labeling for R. The dynamic context extension of R (with respect to 〈A, pi, Σred〉)
is the µTRS 〈4piR, µ〉 consisting of:
4piR = { lab(`, α)→ lab(r, α) | 〈`→ r, α〉 ∈ Ppi(R)}
and the replacement map µ, defined by µ(f) = ∅ if f ∈ Σred, and µ(f) = {1, . . . , ]f}
otherwise, for all f ∈ lab(Σtop). Whenever the set Σred, which determines the
replacement map, is clear from the context, we write 4piR as a shorthand for
〈4piR, µ〉.
Remark 22. Collapsing rules are eliminated in the transformation given in De-
finition 21. Then the resulting µTRS is non-collapsing, allowing us to apply (an
adaptation of) a result of Ohlebusch [12] in the proof of Theorem 30. The result
states that a non-collapsing, well-sorted TRS R is terminating if and only if the
TRS obtained from R by removing sorts is terminating. An example from [12]
illustrating the requirement of non-collapsing rules is:
g(0, 1, x)→ g(x, x, x) f(x, y)→ x f(x, y)→ y
If we assign sort (A×A×A)→ A to g, sort A to 0 and 1, and sort (B× B)→ B
to f, then the sorted TRS is clearly terminating. However, the unsorted version
allows an infinite rewrite sequence g(0, 1, f(0, 1)) → g(f(0, 1), f(0, 1), f(0, 1)) →
g(0, f(0, 1), f(0, 1))→ g(0, 1, f(0, 1)).
We note that without eliminating collapsing rules, the transformation is still
sound (Theorem 26). In the TRS R1 worked out before, we did not eliminate the
collapsing rule.
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Let us work out another example.
Example 23. We consider the problem ’zantema08/dupl_rhs.trs’ from the
TPDB [17]:
f(h(x), c)→ f(i(x), s(x)) i(x)→ h(x)
f(i(x), y)→ x h(x)→ f(h(x), c)
We denote this TRS by R3, and take the algebra A3 = 〈{⊥, c, h, i}, J·K〉 with J·K
defined by:
JcK = c JhK(x) = h JiK(x) = i JfK(x, y) = JsK(x) = ⊥
for all x, y ∈ A3. Furthermore, we employ minimal labeling, i.e., only the functi-
on symbols that are at the root of a redex occurrence are marked. Thus the sym-
bols h, i are always marked: pih(x) = pii(x) = ?. We let pif(i, x) = pif(h, c) = ?,
and leave f unmarked otherwise. Also, the symbols s and c are never marked.
The dynamic context extension4piR3 is then formed by the rules:
f?(h?(x), c)→ f?(i?(x), s(x)) s(i?(x))→ s(h?(x))
f(y, i?(x))→ f(y, h?(x))
s(f?(i?(x), y))→ s(x) top(i?(x))→ top(h?(x))
f(z, f?(i?(x), y))→ f(z, x)
f(z, f?(i?(x), y))→ f?(z, x) s(h?(x))→ s(f?(h?(x), c))
f(f?(i?(x), y), z)→ f(x, z) f(y, h?(x))→ f(y, f?(h?(x), c))
f(f?(i?(x), y), z)→ f?(x, z) f(h?(x), y)→ f(f?(h?(x), c), y)
top(f?(i?(x), y))→ top(x) top(h?(x))→ top(f?(h?(x), c))
We now work towards the first main theorem, stating that outermost ground
termination of R is implied by termination of the transformed system4piR.
Lemma 24. Let R be a TRS over Σ, and let 〈A, pi, Σred〉 a sound C-labeling for R.
Moerover, let s, t ∈ Ter(Σ,∅) be ground terms and p ∈ Pos(s) such that s out→R,p t.
Then for all proper prefixes q of 1p we have lab(top(s))(q) 6∈ Σred.
Bewijs. For q =  this follows from topλ 6∈ Σred for any label λ. Otherwise
lab(top(s))(q) = lab(s)(q ′) with q ′ a proper prefix of p, and if lab(s)(q ′) ∈ Σred,
then, by definition of sound C-labeling, s contains a redex at position q ′, quod
non.
The following lemma states that any outermost ground rewrite step in R can
be transformed into a rewrite step in4piR.
Lemma 25. Let R be a TRS over Σ, and let 〈A, pi, Σred〉 be a sound C-labeling for R. Let
s, t ∈ Ter(Σ,∅) be ground terms such that s out→R t. Then:
lab(top(s))→4piR lab(top(t))
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Bewijs. Assume s out→R,p t for some position p ∈ Pos(s). Then there exists a rule
` → r ∈ R, a context C with C(p) = e and a ground substitution σ such that
s = C[`σ] and t = C[rσ]. We consider the construction of the dynamic context
extension from Definition 21, and prove by induction that for all i = 0, 1, . . .
there exists a contextCi which is a prefix of top(C), a ground substitution σi, and
terms `i, ri such that top(s) = Ci[`iσi], top(t) = Ci[riσi] and 〈`i → ri, JσiK〉 ∈ Pi.
For the base case we have 〈`0 → r0, Jσ0K〉 ∈ P0 with `0 = `, r0 = r, σ0 = σ,
and C0 = top(C). For the induction step we assume the existence of Ci, σi, and
〈`i → ri, JσiK〉 ∈ Pi with the above properties. If J`i, JσiKK = Jri, JσiKK and ri 6∈ X
then by definition 〈`i → ri, JσiK〉 ∈ Pi+1, and so we are done. For the remaining
cases J`i, JσiKK 6= Jri, JσiKK and ri ∈ X , we first show that Ci 6= e. If J`i, JσiKK 6=Jri, JσiKK and Ci = e, then `iσi = top(s) and riσi = top(t), and hence root(`i) =
root(ri) = top, contradicting J`i, JσiKK 6= Jri, JσiKK (recall that the interpretation
of top is constant). Furthermore, we have ri ∈ X only if i = 0, and then Ci =
top(C) 6= e. Thus we have Ci = D[D ′σ ′] for some context D, flat context D ′ ∈
C[`i and substitution σ ′. We choose Ci+1 = D, `i+1 = D ′[`i], ri+1 = D ′[ri], and
σi+1 = σi+σ
′. It remains to be shown that 〈`i+1 → ri+1, Jσi+1K〉 ∈ Pi+1. For this
it suffices to prove that root(lab(`i+1, Jσi+1K)) 6∈ Σred. We have Ci+1[`i+1σi+1] =
top(s). Let q be the position such that Ci+1(q) =
e
. Then, by Lemma 11 we
obtain root(lab(`i+1, Jσi+1K)) = root(lab(`i+1σi+1)) = top(lab(s))(q). Note that q
is a proper prefix of 1p. By Lemma 24 we have lab(s)(q ′) 6∈ Σred.
Let i be such that Pi+1 = Pi. By the result above we have 〈`i → ri, JσiK〉 ∈ P
with J`iσiK = JriσiK, and lab(`i, JσiK) → lab(ri, JσiK) ∈ 4piR by definition. Let
τ and υ be defined by τ(
e
) = `iσi, υ(
e
) = riσi, and τ(x) = υ(x) = x for
x ∈ X . Then we have that lab(Ci, JτK) = lab(Ci, JυK) since JτK = JυK. Let
E = lab(Ci, JτK). We get lab(top(s)) = lab(Ci[`iσi]) = lab(Ciτ) = Elab(τ) =
E[lab(`iσi)] = E[lab(`i, JσiK)lab(σi)] and lab(top(t)) = . . . = E[lab(ri, JσiK)lab(σi)],
by Lemma 11. By Lemma 24 it follows that lab(top(s))→4piR lab(top(t)).
We arrive at one of our main results, soundness of dynamic context extensi-
on:
Theorem 26. Let R be a TRS over Σ, and 〈A, pi, Σred〉 a sound C-labeling for R. Then
R is outermost ground terminating if4piR is terminating.
Bewijs. Assume that R admits an infinite outermost rewrite sequence:
t1
out→R t2 out→R t3 out→R . . .
Then from Lemma 25 it follows that4piR admits an infinite rewrite sequence:
lab(top(t1))→4piR lab(top(t2))→4piR lab(top(t3))→4piR . . .
The following three examples illustrate why our method is sound, but not
complete when applied to non-left-linear (and non-quasi-left-linear) TRSs. The
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first example can be handled by our approach employing the C-labeling con-
structed in Section 9. The second example fails using the C-labeling from Sec-
tion 9, but can successfully be treated using a manually constructed C-labeling.
For the third example, we show that there exists no C-labeling that can be em-
ployed for proving outermost ground termination; this example is out of reach
for the approach proposed in this paper.
Example 27. We consider the non-left-linear TRS R4 with three rules:
g(x, x)→ f(f(x, x), x) f(x, x)→ g(x, x) f(x, y)→ y (R4)
over the signature Σ = {f, g, a} where a is a constant (necessary for the existence
of ground terms). We choose the algebra A4 = {⊥} with JaK = ⊥, JfK(⊥,⊥) =
⊥, and JgK(⊥,⊥) = ⊥. We label the symbols with the interpretations of their
arguments, and define Σred = {f⊥,⊥}.
Note that Σred does not contain g⊥,⊥. The reason is that using a finite algebra
we can (in general) not recognize redex positions with respect to non-left-linear
rules. By excluding g⊥,⊥ from Σred we allow rewriting below g even when g is
the root of a redex. This is sound for proving outermost termination as it does
not restrict the possible rewrite steps, but allows only additional steps. The
symbol f⊥,⊥ is part of Σred; due to the rule f(x, y) → y each occurrence of f is a
redex position.
The dynamic labeling4piR4 is formed by:
g⊥,⊥(x, x)→ f⊥,⊥(f⊥,⊥(x, x), x) f⊥,⊥(x, x)→ g⊥,⊥(x, x) f⊥,⊥(x, y)→ y
where µ(f⊥,⊥) = ∅ and µ(g⊥,⊥) = {1, 2}. This system is terminating which can
be seen as follows. After an application of the first rule:
C[g⊥,⊥(t, t)]→ C[f⊥,⊥(f⊥,⊥(t, t), t)]
the replacement map µ prevents us from reducing the inner f⊥,⊥. Moreover,
the second rule cannot be applied to the outer f⊥,⊥ since the left and the right
subterm are not equal. Thus the only rule applicable to the displayed subterm
is f⊥,⊥(x, y) → y which reduces the size of the term, and we can conclude ter-
mination by induction.
Hence we conclude outermost ground termination of R4 by Theorem 26. Ac-
tually the same C-labeling allows also to infer outermost termination, see Lem-
ma 32 (we simply add a fresh constant 0 and a unary symbol s with interpreta-
tions J0K = ⊥ and JsK(⊥) = ⊥).
Example 28. We consider the non-left-linear TRS R5 over the signature Σ5 =
{g, a, b}:
a→ g(a, a) g(x, x)→ b (R5)
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This TRS is outermost terminating. However, there exists no C-labeling that re-
cognizes redex positions with respect to the non-left-linear rule g(x, x) → b. A
finite algebra cannot be used to check whether two arbitrary subterms t1 and
t2 of g(t1, t2) are equal. Thus it appears that, in order to have a sound trans-
formation, we cannot include any symbol gλ in the set Σred of redex symbols.
But then rewriting below g is allowed, and the rule a → g(a, a) would lead to
non-termination of the dynamic labeling4piR5.
Nonetheless, in this particular example, the problem can be solved. If some
element e of the algebra is the interpretation of precisely one ground term t,
then, of course, Jt1K = Jt2K = e implies that t1 = t2. Let us take the algebra
A5 = {⊥, a} with JaK = a, JbK = ⊥, and JgK(x, y) = ⊥ for all x, y ∈ A5. We
use maximal labeling and define Σred = {ga,a}. That is, we mark redex positions
g(t, t) only for the special case t = a. This C-labeling is sound since only redex
positions are marked, but it is not complete; not all redex positions are marked.
Nevertheless, this labeling can be used to prove outermost ground termination
of R5. The dynamic labeling4piR5 of R5 consists of:
ga,⊥(a, x)→ g⊥,⊥(ga,a(a, a), x) ga,a(x, x)→ b
g⊥,a(x, a)→ g⊥,⊥(x, ga,a(a, a)) g⊥,⊥(x, x)→ b (4piR5)
topa(a)→ top⊥(ga,a(a, a))
The employed C-labeling is not complete, and so the µTRS4piR5 admits rewri-
te sequences (starting from correctly labeled terms) that do not correspond to
outermost rewriting, e.g.:
top⊥(g⊥,⊥(ga,a(a, a), ga,a(a, a)))→ top⊥(g⊥,⊥(b, ga,a(a, a)))→ top⊥(g⊥,⊥(b, b))→ top⊥(b)
Despite of this, the µTRS can be shown to be terminating, and since the C-la-
beling was sound, we conclude outermost ground termination of R5 by Theo-
rem 26.
Example 29. In Examples 27 and 28 we have seen how our method can be ap-
plied to prove outermost termination of non-quasi-left-linear TRSs. We now
consider an example which shows that not every non-left-linear TRS can be
handled by our method:
f(x)→ g(f(x), f(x)) g(x, x)→ b (R6)
This TRS is outermost terminating. Now the trick used in Example 28 does
not work. In order to construct a terminating µTRS 4piR6 we need to forbid
rewriting in all terms of the form g(f(t), f(t)). This is impossible using a finite
algebra.
While for soundness of the transformation (Theorem 26) a sound labeling
suffices, for a complete transformation we need the C-labeling to be complete,
maximal and core:
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Theorem 30. Let R be a TRS over Σ, and 〈A, pi, Σred〉 a complete, maximal, and core
C-labeling for R. Then4piR is terminating if R is outermost ground terminating.
Bewijs. Assume that 4piR is not terminating. We turn 4piR into a sorted TRS.
The sorts are chosen from the set A ∪ {top}. Since the C-labeling is maximal,
for each n-ary symbol fλ ∈ lab(Σtop) we have λ = 〈a1, . . . , an〉. We let fλ have
input sort λ and output sort JfK(a1, . . . , an). The only exception is the output
sort of the symbols topλ which we fix to be the sort top. Then an adaptation
of [12, Proposition 5.5.24] for µTRSs together with non-collapsingness of 4piR
yields the existence of a well-sorted infinite rewrite sequence τ in 4piR. Since
the C-labeling is core, by Lemma 9 there exists a ground term for every sort in
A. Thus by applying a ground substitution to τ we obtain a well-sorted infinite
ground term rewrite sequence τ ′.
Well-sortedness implies correct labeling, that is: for each well-sorted term
t ∈ Ter(lab(Σtop),∅) there exists a term t ′ ∈ Ter(Σtop,∅) such that t = lab(t ′).
Moreover, a symbol topλ can only occur at the top of a term. Without loss of
generality we assume that every term in τ ′ has a topλ (for some λ ∈ A) as root.
Hence it suffices to show that for all terms s, t ∈ Ter(Σ,∅) with lab(top(s))→4piR
lab(top(t)) we have s out→R t. By construction, each rule in4piR is the result of pre-
pending contexts to, and labeling of, a rule in R. Let ρ : s→R t be the step corres-
ponding to lab(top(s)) →4piR lab(top(t)). We show that ρ is an outermost step.
Assume there would be a redex u above the rewrite position. Then by comple-
teness of the C-labeling we get root(lab(u)) ∈ Σred. But then this symbol must be
in lab(top(s)), either above the applied rule from 4piR or within the prepended
context. Both cases yield a contradiction: the former since µ(root(lab(u))) = ∅
would prohibit the µ-step, and the latter because we do not prepend symbols
from Σred.
Let us consider the three conditions of Theorem 30 on C-labelings: complete,
maximal and core. To see that completeness and maximality are necessary, we
refer to Examples 29, and 62, respectively. The following example shows the
need to restrict to core algebras:
Example 31. Let R7 be the TRS:
f(x)→ g(x, f(x)) g(⊥, x)→ ⊥ g(f(x), y)→ ⊥ g(g(x, y), z)→ ⊥ (R7)
We take the C-model A7 = {0, 1} with J⊥K = JfK(x) = JgK(x, y) = 0, for all
x, y ∈ A7. We let pi be the maximal labeling and define Σred = {f0, g0,0}. Then
the dynamic context extension4piR contains, amongst others, the following two
rules:
f0(x)→ g0,0(x, f0(x)) f1(x)→ g1,0(x, f1(x))
where µ(g0,0) = ∅ and µ(g1,0) = {1, 2}. Consequently, the second rule is not
terminating, although the original TRS is outermost ground terminating. The
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C-labeling 〈A7, pi, Σred〉 is complete for R and maximal, but not core. Note that
there exists no ground term which has the interpretation 1, and hence the label
1 should never occur.
Theorems 26 and 30 are about outermost ground termination. This is not a
restriction, as by adding a fresh constant 0 and a fresh unary symbol s outermost
ground termination coincides with outermost termination:
Lemma 32. The TRS R over the signature Σ is outermost terminating if and only if R
over the extended signature Σ ∪ {s, 0} is outermost ground terminating.
6 Dynamic Labeling
This chapter is about employing context-sensitive rewriting to model outermost
rewriting. We do so by marking redexes, and forbid rewriting below them.
As we have seen, contracting a redex may create another redex higher up in
the term tree. Hence it may be necessary to update some labels during a re-
write step. In Section 5 we defined a transformation where this updating was
accounted for by extending rules with contexts. Here we give an alternative
transformation from TRSs to context-sensitive TRSs. We call this tranformation
’dynamic labeling’. Instead of extending rules with contexts, we now employ
rewriting to propagate the changed information upward in the term tree, and
set the labels in the surrounding context right, step by step. Again the C-depth
(Definition 14) serves as a bound: here on the number of successive ancestor
nodes that have to be relabeled. Each original rewrite step will give rise to a cor-
responding step and a bounded number (≤ the C-depth) of auxiliary steps in
the transformed system. Thus, although the derivational complexity (the length
of rewrite sequences) is changed, this is only by a constant factor. We prove
that dynamic labeling is sound for arbitrary TRSs. Moreover, for quasi left-
linear TRS, the method is complete in a weakened sense, see Theorem 44. In
Section 10, we compare the performance of this method to the one of dynamic
context extension described in Section 5.
We begin with an analysis for evaluating which value changes can occur
by rewriting and need to be propagated upward. As we will see, this restricts
the number of auxiliary ’relabel symbols’, and, in particular, the number of
’relabeling rules’.
Definition 33. Let R be a TRS over Σ, and let 〈A, pi, Σred〉 be a C-labeling for R.
For i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , we define the set Li ⊆ A×A inductively by:
L0 = { 〈Jl, αK, Jr, αK〉 | `→ r ∈ R, α : Var(`)→ A, Jl, αK 6= Jr, αK }
Li+1 = Li ∪ { 〈JfK(~a , b, ~c ), JfK(~a , b ′, ~c )〉 | f ∈ Σ, ~a · b · ~c ∈ A]f, 〈b, b ′〉 ∈ Li,
fpif(~a ,b,~c ) ∈ lab(Σtop) \ Σred }
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Then we define the set Lpi(R) of value-change pairs by:
Lpi(R) = Li \ {〈a, a〉}a∈A
with i the least number such that Li+1 = Li.
The ’dynamic labeling’ ↑piR of a TRS R is partitioned into two sets of rules.
The first set is denoted by ↑pi1R and consists of a semantic labeling of the original
rules, where, additionally, a right-hand side is prefixed by a symbol relabela,a
′
whenever application of the rule causes a change of interpretation from a to a ′.
The second set, ↑pi2R, is a set of rules for relabeling the context of the rule appli-
cation. A symbol relabela,a
′
, with 〈a, a ′〉 ∈ Lpi(R), indicates that the value of its
subterm has changed from a to a ′, and the rules in ↑pi2R take care of propagating
this change of value upward in the term.
Definition 34 (Dynamic labeling). Let R be a TRS over Σ, and let 〈A, pi, Σred〉
be a C-labeling for R. The TRS ↑piR over the signature lab(Σtop) ∪ {relabela,a ′ |
〈a, a ′〉 ∈ Lpi(R)} is defined by ↑piR = ↑pi1R ∪ ↑pi2R. Here the set ↑pi1R of labeled rules
contains, for each rule `→ r ∈ R and assignment α : Var(`)→ A, one of the
rules:
lab(`, α)→ lab(r, α) if J`, αK = Jr, αK
lab(`, α)→ relabelJ`,αK,Jr,αK(lab(r, α)) otherwise
Secondly, the set ↑pi2R of relabeling rules contains, for each n-ary f ∈ Σ, 〈b, b ′〉 ∈
Lpi(R), and 〈~a , b, ~c 〉 ∈ An such that fpif(~a ,b,~c ) ∈ lab(Σtop) \ Σred, one of the rules:
fpif(~a ,b,~c )(~x , relabelb,b
′
(y), ~z )→ fpif(~a ,b ′,~c )(~x , y, ~z ) if d = d ′
fpif(~a ,b,~c )(~x , relabelb,b
′
(y), ~z )→ relabeld,d ′(fpif(~a ,b ′,~c )(~x , y, ~z )) otherwise
where d = JfK(~a , b, ~c ), d ′ = JfK(~a , b ′, ~c ), |~x | = |~a |, and |~z | = |~c |.
The dynamic labeling of R (with respect to theC-labeling 〈A, pi, Σred〉) is the context-
sensitive TRS 〈↑piR, µ〉, where the replacement map µ is defined by µ(relabela,a ′) =
∅ for all 〈a, a ′〉 ∈ Lpi(R), µ(f) = ∅ if f ∈ Σred, and µ(f) = {1, . . . , ]f} otherwise,
for all f ∈ lab(Σtop). Whenever Σred is clear from the context, we leave µ implicit,
and overload the notation ↑piR to denote 〈↑piR, µ〉.
Example 35. We revisit the TRS R1 for which we worked out the static and
dynamic context extensions in Examples 18 and 19. We repeat its definition and
the C-labeling we employed there: R1 is the TRS over Σ1 = {a, f, g} (where a is
a constant) consisting of:
f(g(x))→ f(f(g(x))) f(f(f(x)))→ x (R1)
LetA1 = {g, f0, f1, f2} be the Σ1-algebra whose interpretation function is defined
by JaK = f0, JgK(x) = g for all x ∈ A1, JfK(g) = f1 and JfK(fi) = fmin(i+1,2) for
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i = 0, 1, 2. Note that A1 forms a core algebra, i.e., for each value e ∈ A1 there
is a ground term t such that JtK = e. Furthermore, let 〈A1, pi〉 be the maximal
labeling for R1, and let Σred1 = {f
g, ff2 }. Then 〈A1, pi, Σred1 〉 forms a sound and
complete C-labeling of R1.
We first compute the set Lpi(R1) of value-change pairs. For the initial set L0,
note that the rule f(g(x)) → f(f(g(x))) changes the interpretation from f1 to f2,
regardless of the value assigned to x. The other rule creates three value-change
pairs; one for each of the values g, f0, f1 assigned to x. If the interpretation of
x is f2 there is no change. Hence we get L0 = {〈f1, f2〉, 〈f2, g〉, 〈f2, f0〉, 〈f2, f1〉}.
And that is it. All symbols relabele,e
′
with 〈e, e ′〉 ∈ L0 will disappear in one
relabeling step, whence Lpi(R1) = L0.
The dynamic labeling of R1 of is ↑piR1 = ↑pi1R1 ∪ ↑pi2R1 where ↑pi1R1 consists of
the rules:
fg(ge(x))→ relabelf1,f2(ff1(fg(ge(x)))) for all e ∈ A1
ff2(ff2(fe
′
(x)))→ relabele,e ′(x) for all 〈e, e ′〉 ∈ {〈f2, g〉, 〈f2, f0〉, 〈f2, f1〉}
ff2(ff2(ff2(x)))→ x
and where ↑pi2R1 is formed by:
ge(relabele,e
′
(x))→ ge ′(x) for all 〈e, e ′〉 ∈ Lpi(R1)
ff1(relabelf1,f2(x))→ ff2(x)
In total the dynamic labeling of R1 has 13 rules.
Had we not restricted the construction of the set of the relabeling rules to the
’reachable’ symbols relabele,e
′
(by the requirement 〈e, e ′〉 ∈ Lpi(R1) in Definiti-
on 34), we would have come up with 18 instead of 5 relabeling rules.
Remark 36. We elaborate on the role of the element a in relabela,a
′
. Whenever
the application of a rule C[`σ] → C[rσ] changes the interpretation, i.e., J`σK 6=JrσK, then a symbol relabelJ`σK,JrσK is inserted. A term of the form relabela,a ′(t ′)
can be thought of as a witness of a rewrite step t → t ′ causing a change of
interpretation from a = JtK to a ′ = Jt ′K. This change of the value then needs
to be propagated upward to update the labels accordingly, using the relabeling
rules from ↑pi2R. At first sight, the value a in relabela,a ′(t) seems redundant
for relabeling: why would we store the previous value? However, the label a
is important in order to restrict the number of applicable rules, and to have a
bound on the number of relabeling steps. To see this, consider the term rewrite
system R3:
f(g(f(x)))→ d (R3)
and the algebra A3 = {⊥, f, gf } with JfK(x) = f for all x ∈ A3, JgK(f ) = gf ,JgK(x) = ⊥ for all x 6= f, and JdK = ⊥. We employ minimal labeling, that is, only
pif(gf ) = ? , and all the other symbols are unlabeled.
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The dynamic relabeling ↑piR3 of R3 gives rise to two labelings of the original
rule:
f?(g(f(x)))→ relabelf,⊥(d) (3.4)
f?(g(f?(x)))→ relabelf,⊥(d) (3.5)
And, among the fourteen rules in ↑piR3 for updating labels, we find the follo-
wing two:
g(relabelf,⊥(x))→ relabelgf ,⊥(g(x)) (3.6)
g(relabelgf ,⊥(x))→ g(x) (3.7)
Now consider the term t = top(g(· · · (g(g(g(f?(g(f(d))))))))), and the rewrite
sequence:
t→3.4 top(g(· · · (g(g(g(relabelf,⊥(d)))))))→3.6 top(g(· · · (g(g(relabelgf ,⊥(g(d)))))))→3.7 top(g(· · · (g(g(g(d))))))
After an application of (3.4), relabeling takes two steps, resulting in a correctly
labeled term.
In the alternative, let us say ’forgetful’ version of dynamic labeling, where
the ’from’ value a in symbols relabela,b is omitted, the rules (3.4)–(3.7) look like
this:
f?(g(f(x)))→ relabel⊥(d) (3.4 ′)
f?(g(f?(x)))→ relabel⊥(d) (3.5 ′)
g(relabel⊥(x))→ relabel⊥(g(x)) (3.6 ′)
g(relabel⊥(x))→ g(x) (3.7 ′)
Due to the overlap in rules (3.6 ′) and (3.7 ′), the resulting µTRS has a rewrite
sequence from twhere the symbol relabel⊥ goes up all the way to the top:
t→3.4 ′ top(g(· · · (g(g(g(relabel⊥(d)))))))→3.6 ′ top(g(· · · (g(g(relabel⊥(g(d)))))))→3.6 ′ top(g(· · · (g(relabel⊥(g(g(d)))))))→3.6 ′ . . .
Example 37. We reconsider the term rewrite system R3 from Example 23:
f(h(x), c)→ f(i(x), s(x)) i(x)→ h(x)
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f(i(x), y)→ x h(x)→ f(h(x), c)
and the algebra A3 = 〈{⊥, c, h, i}, J·K〉 with J·K defined, for all x, y ∈ A3, as
follows:
JcK = c JhK(x) = h JiK(x) = i JfK(x, y) = JsK(x) = ⊥
Moreover, we employ minimal labeling again; see Example 23.
The set of change-value pairs is:
Lpi(R3) = {〈⊥, c〉, 〈⊥, h〉, 〈⊥, i〉, 〈i, h〉, 〈h,⊥〉}
The set ↑pi1R3 of labeled rules is constructed thus:
f?(h?(x), c)→ f?(i?(x), s(x))
f?(i?(x), y)→ x
f?(i?(x), y)→ relabele,e ′(x) 〈e, e ′〉 ∈ {〈⊥, c〉, 〈⊥, h〉, 〈⊥, i〉}
i?(x)→ relabeli,h(h?(x))
h?(x)→ relabelh,⊥(f?(h?(x), c))
There are four rules with left-hand side ` = f?(i?(x), y), one for each value assig-
ned to x. In case α(x) = ⊥ there is no change of interpretation, for we have thatJ`, αK = ⊥ for all α : {x, y}→ A3 and so no relabel symbol is inserted. But if, for
instance, Jσ(x)K = c for some substitution σ, then some labels in the context C
of a rewrite step C[`σ] → C[σ(x)] have to be updated, since the value of e has
changed from⊥ to c, whence the insertion of relabel⊥,c to the right-hand side x.
The set ↑pi2R3 of relabeling rules is formed by:
f(relabele,e
′
(x), y)→ f(x, y) 〈e, e ′〉 ∈ {〈⊥, c〉, 〈⊥, h〉, 〈h,⊥〉}
f(relabele,e
′
(x), y)→ f?(x, y) 〈e, e ′〉 ∈ {〈⊥, h〉, 〈⊥, i〉}
f(x, relabel⊥,c(y))→ f?(x, y)
f(x, relabel⊥,c(y))→ f(x, y) 〈e, e ′〉 ∈ Lpi(R3)
s(relabele,e
′
(x))→ s(x) 〈e, e ′〉 ∈ Lpi(R3)
top(relabele,e
′
(x))→ top(x) 〈e, e ′〉 ∈ Lpi(R3)
Some remarks for clarification: First, note that all relabel symbols disappear
upon one relabeling step. Secondly, observe the overlap in, for example, the
rules with left-hand side f(relabel⊥,h(x), y). If the value assigned to y is c,
then a redex is created; this is witnessed by the marked symbol f? on the right.
For other values for y, this is not the case. Also note that there is no rule for
t = f(relabeli,h(x), y). This is because when the left argument of f is interpre-
ted with i, then t forms a redex, and so f should be marked. Definition 34 does
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not allow relabel symbols to commute with redex symbols. Intuitively, a relabel
symbol is a witness of a rewrite step which we do not want to occur inside other
redexes, as we want to model outermost terminination. However, more tech-
nically, sometimes illegal (i.e., non-outermost) relabel steps are allowed. This
is illustrated in Example 43. The point is that by preventing relabel symbols
to commute with redex symbols, for local completeness (Theorem 44) it is as if
illegal steps never happened.
From the following lemma it follows that every relabel symbol can be rew-
ritten at most δA(R) times (before it vanishes). By rewriting a ’relabel symbol’
we refer to a notion of residuals that extends the usual definition of orthogonal
projection [16] with a concept suggested by the definition of ↑pi2R : Whenever we
have a rule of the form:
fλ(~x , relabela,a
′
(lab(t)), ~z )→ relabelb,b ′(fλ ′(~x , lab(t), ~z ))
then we call relabelb,b
′
in the right-hand side a residual of relabela,a
′
in the
left-hand side.
Lemma 38. Let R be a TRS over Σ, and let 〈A, pi, Σred〉 be a C-labeling for R. We define
the relation ⊆ Lpi(R)× Lpi(R) by:
〈b, b ′〉 〈JfK(~a , b, ~c ), JfK(~a , b ′, ~c )〉 for every f ∈ Σ, 〈b, b ′〉 ∈ Lpi(R),
~a · b · ~c ∈ A]f,
fpif(~a ,b,~c ) ∈ lab(Σtop) \ Σred
Then is well-founded and every path has length ≤ δA(R).
Bewijs. By definition of value-change pairs we have that for every pair 〈b, b ′〉 ∈
Lpi(R) there exists a rule ` → r ∈ R and assignment α : Var(`) → A such that
〈J`, αK, Jr, αK〉 ∗ 〈b, b ′〉.
Assume, to arrive at a contradiction, there exists a sequence
〈J`, αK, Jr, αK〉 = 〈b0, b ′0〉 〈b1, b ′1〉 . . . 〈bm, b ′m〉
with m > δA(R). For i = 0, 1, . . . ,m we construct thin contexts Di and assign-
ments αi : Var(Di) → A such that bi = JDi[`], αiK and b ′i = JDi[r], αiK. We
begin with D0 =
e
and α0 = α. Then we have b0 = J`, αK and b ′0 = Jr, αK.
For i = 1, . . . ,m there exist fi ∈ Σ, and ~ai · bi−1 · ~ci ∈ A]fi such that bi =JfiK( ~ai , bi−1, ~ci ) and b ′i = JfiK( ~ai , b ′i−1, ~ci ). We pick fresh variables ~xi and ~zi
with | ~xi | = | ~ai | and | ~zi | = | ~ci |, and define Di = fi( ~xi , Di−1, ~zi ), and αi is αi−1
extended by mapping variables ~xi to the corresponding ~ai and ~zi to ~ci . It fol-
lows that bi = JDi[`], αiK and b ′i = JDi[r], αiK. But then JD[`], αK = bm 6= b ′m =JD[r], αKwhich contradicts that δA(`→ r) is the C-depth of `→ r.
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Corollary 39. Every relabel symbol disappears at latest after having applied δA(R)
many relabeling rules (to this symbol).
Bewijs. For every rule in ↑pi2R of the form:
fλ(~x , relabela,a
′
(lab(t)), ~z )→ relabelb,b ′(fλ ′(~x , lab(t), ~z ))
we have that 〈a, a ′〉 〈b, b ′〉.
For the dynamic context extension, the ’intended’ terms in Ter(lab(Σ),∅) are
those terms that can be obtained by correctly labeling terms in Ter(Σ,∅). For the
purpose of adapting this definition to dynamic labeling, we enrich the (unlabe-
led) signature Σ to Σ+:
Σ+ = Σ ∪ {relabela | 〈a, a ′〉 ∈ Lpi(R)}
and extend the C-labeling to Σ+ by:
pirelabelb(b
′) = b ′ JrelabelbK = b
for all b, b ′ ∈ A. Then labeled symbols are identified by (relabela)a ′ = relabela,a ′ .
We obtain the following lemma:
Lemma 40. Let R be a TRS over Σ, and let 〈A, pi, Σred〉 be a C-labeling for R. Whenever
we have a ground term s of the form:
s = lab(C[f(. . . , relabela(t), . . .)])
with 〈a, a ′〉 ∈ Lpi(R), a ′ = JtK, and where the displayed relabel symbol is at a µ-
replacing position, then one the following steps applies:
s→↑pi2R lab(C[relabelb(f(. . . , t, . . .))]) (3.8)
s→↑pi2R lab(C[f(. . . , t, . . .)]) (3.9)
where b = Jf(. . . ,e, . . .),e 7→ aK.
Bewijs. Let b ′ = Jf(. . . , t, . . .)K. Note that also b ′ = Jf(. . . ,e, . . .),e 7→ a ′K. We
have:
lab(f(s1, . . . , relabel
a(t), . . . , sn)) = f
λ(lab(s1), . . . , relabel
a,a ′(lab(t)), . . . , lab(sn))
lab(relabelb(f(s1, . . . , t, . . . , sn))) = relabel
b,b ′(fλ
′
(lab(s1), . . . , lab(t), . . . , lab(sn)))
where λ = pif(Js1K, . . . , a, . . . , JsnK) and λ ′ = pif(Js1K, . . . , a ′, . . . , JsnK).
By Definition 34 the dynamic labeling ↑piR contains a rule of the form:
fλ(~x , relabela,a
′
(lab(t)), ~z )→ C[fλ ′(~x , lab(t), ~z )]
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with C =
e
or C = relabelb,b
′
(
e
). Consequently we have a step of the form:
lab(f(. . . , relabela(t), . . .))→ lab(D[f(. . . , t, . . .)])
with D =
e
or D = relabelb(
e
).
Now the claim follows since s = lab(C,
e 7→ b)[lab(f(. . . , relabela(t), . . .))].
Lemma 41. Let R be a TRS over Σ, and let 〈A, pi, Σred〉 be a sound C-labeling for R. Let
s, t ∈ Ter(Σ,∅) be ground terms such that s out→R t. Then, for somem ≤ δA(R) :
lab(top(s))→↑pi1R ·→m↑pi2R lab(top(t)) .
Bewijs. Assume s out→R,p t for some position p ∈ Pos(s). Then there exists a
rule ` → r ∈ R, a context C with C(p) = e and a ground substitution σ :
X → Ter(Σ,∅) such that s = C[`σ] and t = C[rσ]. Let Ca = lab(top(C),e 7→ a)
and σ = lab(σ), then by Lemma 11 we obtain:
lab(top(s)) = lab(top(C[`σ])) = CJ`σK[lab(`σ)] = CJ`σK[lab(`, JσK)σ] (3.10)
and, likewise, lab(top(t)) = CJrσK[lab(r, JσK)σ] (3.10 ′).
By definition of dynamic labeling, one of the following rules is in ↑pi1R:
lab(`, JσK)→ lab(r, JσK) if J`σK = JrσK (3.11)
lab(`, JσK)→ relabelJ`σK,JrσK(lab(r, JσK)) if J`σK 6= JrσK (3.12)
(Note that J`, JσKK = J`σK, and Jr, JσKK = JrσK by Lemma 7.)
In case J`σK = JrσK, no relabeling is needed and we takem = 0:
lab(top(s))
(3.10)
= CJ`σK[lab(`, JσK)σ] (3.11)→↑pi1R CJ`σK[lab(r, JσK)σ] (3.10 ′)= lab(top(t))
If J`σK 6= JrσK, we get:
lab(top(s))
(3.10)
= CJ`σK[lab(`, JσK)σ]
(3.12)→↑pi1R CJ`σK[relabelJ`σK,JrσK(lab(r, JσK))σ] = lab(top(C[relabelJ`σK(rσ)]))
By Lemma 40 the relabel symbol can ’walk’ upward until it disappears, and at
the latest it vanishes when it meets top. Hence we have:
lab(top(s))→↑pi1R lab(top(C[relabelJ`σK(rσ)]))→m↑pi2R lab(top(C[rσ]))
for somem ≤ δA(R) by Lemma 38.
Theorem 42. Let R be a TRS over Σ, and 〈A, pi, Σred〉 a sound C-labeling for R. Then
R is outermost ground terminating if ↑piR is terminating.
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Bewijs. Assume that R admits an infinite outermost rewrite sequence:
t1
out→R t2 out→R t3 out→R . . .
Then from Lemma 41 it follows that ↑piR admits an infinite rewrite sequence:
lab(top(t1))→+↑piR lab(top(t2))→+↑piR lab(top(t3))→+↑piR . . .
In what follows, we use lab(Ter(Σ,∅)) to denote the set of correctly labeled
ground terms which do not contain relabel symbols:
lab(Ter(Σ,∅)) = {lab(t) | t ∈ Ter(Σ,∅)}
Theorem 44 below states that dynamic labeling is complete with respect to lo-
cal termination on lab(Ter(Σ,∅)). More precisely, outermost termination of R
implies termination of ↑piR on lab(Ter(Σ,∅)). The following example helps to
understand the proof of that theorem; it illustrates that even when starting from
terms in lab(Ter(Σ,∅)), not every rewrite step in ↑piR corresponds to an outer-
most step in R.
Example 43. We consider the TRS consisting of the rules:
f(b, x)→ a f(x, b)→ a f(b, b)→ f(a, a) a→ b
and the algebra A = {⊥, b} with JaK = ⊥, JbK = b, and JfK(x, y) = ⊥ for all
x, y ∈ A. Labeling symbols with the value of their arguments, we obtain for↑pi1R:
fb,⊥(b, x)→ a f⊥,b(x, b)→ a fb,b(b, b)→ f⊥,⊥(a, a) a→ relabel⊥,b(b)
fb,b(b, x)→ a fb,b(x, b)→ a
f⊥,⊥(relabel⊥,b(x), y)→ fb,⊥(x, y) f⊥,⊥(x, relabel⊥,b(y))→ f⊥,b(x, y)
where Σred = {a, fb,⊥, f⊥,b, fb,b}. Then we obtain the following rewrite sequence
in ↑piR:
lab(f(a, a)) = f⊥,⊥(a, a)→↑pi1R f⊥,⊥(relabel⊥,b(b), a)→↑pi1R f⊥,⊥(relabel⊥,b(b), relabel⊥,b(b))→↑pi2R fb,⊥(b, relabel⊥,b(b))
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The second step in this rewrite sequence does not correspond to an outermost
step. Nevertheless, Theorem 44 states that such ’illegal’ steps do not harm com-
pleteness of the transformation. The reason is that if the relabeling rules cre-
ate a redex above some relabel symbol, then this relabel symbol is prevented
from further propagating its information upward (until it becomes µ-replacing
again). The crucial point is that above relabel symbols the labels are unchanged,
thus as if the step would not have taken place. Moreover, it is essential that ↑piR
prohibits relabel to propagate over symbols from Σred. For instance, in the above
example ↑piR does not contain a rule of the form:
fb,⊥(x, relabel⊥,b(y))→ fb,b(x, y)
This rule would cause non-termination f⊥,⊥(a, a)→+ f⊥,⊥(a, a).
Theorem 44. Let R be a left-linear TRS over Σ, and 〈A, pi, Σred〉 a complete, maximal,
and core C-labeling for R. Then ↑piR is terminating on the set of terms lab(Ter(Σ,∅))
if R is outermost ground terminating.
Bewijs. Define T = lab(Ter(Σ,∅)), and ↪→ = (→↑pi1R ·→∗↑pi2R) ∩ (T × T). Note that
the relation ↪→ is restricted to terms which contain no relabel symbols. Hence
always the maximal number of relabeling rules is applied. It is clear that each
↪→ rewrite step corresponds to an outermost rewrite step in the original TRS
R. Therefore it suffices to show that any infinite rewrite sequence t = t0 →↑piR
t1 →↑piR . . . gives rise to an infinite rewrite sequence t = s0 ↪→ s1 ↪→ . . .. We
prove the claim by a kind of standardization of reductions. We first classify the
rules from ↑piR:
lab(`, α)→ lab(r, α) (c1)
lab(`, α)→ relabelJ`,αK,Jr,αK(lab(r, α)) (c2)
fpif(~a ,b,~c )(~x , relabelb,b
′
(y), ~z )→ fpif(~a ,b ′,~c )(~x , y, ~z ) (c3)
fpif(~a ,b,~c )(~x , relabelb,b
′
(y), ~z )→ relabeld,d ′(fpif(~a ,b ′,~c )(~x , y, ~z )) (c4)
For i = 0, 1, . . ., we analyse the steps ti →↑piR ti+1 and construct s0 ↪→ s1 ↪→
. . . ↪→ sj in such a way that sj ¬µ−→∗c2,c4 ti+1 where we use ¬µ−→c2,c4 to denote
standard term rewriting ignoring the replacement map µ, and using rules from
(c2) and (c4) only. Observe that then the maximal prefix Ci+1 of ti+1 not contai-
ning relabel symbols is also a prefix of sj (since everything changed by (c2) and
(c4) is ’hidden’ inside a relabel symbol). We begin with t = s0, and i = j = 0.
For i = 0, 1, . . ., we consider the step τi : ti →↑piR ti+1.
If τi is a step with respect to a rule from:
- (c2) or (c4), then we append τi to the rewrite sequence sj
¬µ−→∗c2,c4 ti
yielding sj
¬µ−→∗c2,c4 ti+1. Note that this leaves the ↪→-rewrite sequence
s0 ↪→∗ sj untouched.
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- (c1), then the pattern of τi lies entirely in Ci which is also prefix of sj.
Then we append τi to s0 ↪→∗ sj yielding s0 ↪→∗ sj τi↪→ sj+1. We have
sj+1
¬µ−→∗c2,c4 ti+1 by orthogonal projection of the steps sj ¬µ−→∗c2,c4 ti over
sj
τi↪→ sj+1 (all steps in sj ¬µ−→∗c2,c4 ti are below the prefix Ci).
- (c3), then a relabel symbol ’disappears’. We can trace this symbol back to a
sequence of steps σi : sj
¬µ−→c2 · ¬µ−→+c4 s ′j, that is, it must have been created
in sj by a (c2) step, followed by a number of (c4) steps. We combine σi and
τi to a ↪→ step, yielding s0 ↪→∗ sjσi · τi↪→ sj+1. Then sj+1 ¬µ−→∗c2,c4 ti+1 as the
remaining steps from sj
¬µ−→∗c2,c4 ti are not harmed by the permutation
(performing σi first).
It remains to be shown that the constructed sequence s0 ↪→ s1 ↪→ s2 ↪→ . . . is
infinite. This follows from the fact that an infinite number of steps in t0 →↑piR
t1 →↑piR . . . must be of type (c1) or (c3). This is a direct consequence of the
fact that→c2,c4 is terminating (with every step the prefix in which rewriting is
allowed gets smaller).
The following example demonstrates why the completeness result for dyna-
mic labeling (Theorem 44) is restricted to the set lab(Ter(Σ,∅)) of correctly labe-
led terms which do not contain relabel symbols. The point is that, although the
original TRS is outermost terminating the transformed system may in general
be non-terminating due to the existence of ’non-reachable’ terms.
Example 45. We consider the following term rewriting system R:
a→ b f(b, y)→ b f(c, y)→ h(f(y, y))
h(f(x, b))→ b h(f(x, c))→ b
We explain why this TRS is outermost ground terminating. Without the rule ρ :
f(c, y) → h(f(y, y)), the system would even be terminating. Now note that the
rule ρ can only be applied once to each occurrence of f(c,
e
) since h(f(t, t)) →∗
h(f(c, t ′)) implies that t = c, and then the rule h(f(x, c))→ b has priority by the
strategy of outermost rewriting.
We define a maximal, complete, coreC-labeling 〈A, pi, Σred〉 for R (isomorphic
to the result of the construction given in the next section) where the algebra
A = {bc, fbc,⊥} with the interpretation function defined by:
JfK(x, bc) = fbc JbK = JcK = bcJfK(x, y) = ⊥ JaK = JhK(x) = ⊥
for all x, y ∈ Awith y 6= bc, and with Σred = {a, fbc, hfbc}.
The dynamic labeling ↑piR of R with respect to this C-labeling then includes
the rules:
a→ relabel⊥,bc(b)
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fbc,⊥(c, y)→ h⊥(f⊥,⊥(y, y))
f⊥,⊥(relabel⊥,bc(x), y)→ fbc,⊥(x, y)
Now the context-sentive TRS ↑piR admits the following infinite rewrite sequen-
ce:
fbc,⊥(c, relabel⊥,bc(c))→ h⊥(f⊥,⊥(relabel⊥,bc(c), relabel⊥,bc(c)))→ h⊥(fbc,⊥(c, relabel⊥,bc(c)))→ . . .
Observe that this anomaly is caused by the subterm relabel⊥,bc(c), which is not
reachable from any term in lab(Ter(Σ,∅)).
Remark 46. Theorem 44 states completeness of dynamic labeling with respect
to local termination on the set of terms lab(Ter(Σ,∅)). We briefly indicate how
the theorem can be generalized to termination on Ter(lab(Σ),∅) by altering the
definition of ↑piR. Note that lab(Ter(Σ,∅)) ( Ter(lab(Σ),∅). In particular, the
set Ter(lab(Σ),∅) includes terms that are not correctly labeled. The necessary
modification of the definition of dynamic labeling concerns the elimination of
collapsing rules ` → x. This can be achieved by wrapping the right-hand si-
de into relabela,a(
e
) even when the interpretations of the left and right-hand
side are equal. Additionaly, we let the symbols relabela,a disappear after one
relabeling step. By an application of [12, Proposition 5.5.24] it then follows that
termination on lab(Ter(Σ,∅)) coincides with termination on Ter(lab(Σ),∅).
7 Constructing Suitable Algebras
We construct C-models which are able to recognize redex positions with respect
to left-linear rules. The construction of C-models is similar to the construction
of a deterministic tree automaton (DTA, [4]) for recognizing left-linear redexes.
A DTA is a Σ-algebra 〈A, J·K〉 with a distinguished set AF ⊆ A of final states.
A term t is accepted by the automaton whenever JtK ∈ AF. A difference with
the construction of a DTA is that for the construction of a C-model we do not
distinguish final and non-final states, but instead have a family of functions
isRedexf : A]f → Bool for indicating the presence of a redex.
Definition 47 (Redex-algebra). A redex-algebra 〈A, isRedex〉 consists of aΣ-algebra
A together with a family {isRedexf}f∈Σ of functions isRedexf : A]f → Bool. The
language of A is the set:
L(A) = {f(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ Ter(Σ,∅) | isRedexf(Jt1K, . . . , JtnK) = true}
Let R be a TRS. A redex-algebra A is called sound for R whenever t ∈ L(A)
implies that t is a redex, and A is called complete for R if for all redexes t ∈
Ter(Σ,∅) we have t ∈ L(A).
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Intuitively, a redex-algebra needs to ’remember’ only the subterms t1, . . . , tn
and not the term f(t1, . . . , tn) itself. To see this, consider the one-rule system:
f(g(x))→ a
A tree automaton which can recognize redex positions for this TRS needs at
least three states: one for indicating a redex f(g(. . .)), one for g(. . .), and one
garbage state. For redex-algebras two states suffice: one state for g(. . .) and one
for garbage, and then we use isRedexf(g(. . .)) = true and false, otherwise.
We now describe a syntactical construction of redex-algebras. The algebras
we construct are C-models: the C-depth of a rule ` → r is the maximal pattern
depth of a left-hand side (minus 1), since for recognizing the subterms of left-
hand sides we may ’forget’ all information that lies below the patterns. We first
define some auxiliary functions.
Definition 48 (Construction of redex-algebra). Let Σ be a signature and X a
set of variables. We let ⊥ be a new symbol, ⊥ 6∈ Σ, and we define Ter⊥ =
Ter(Σ ∪ {⊥},∅). The function cut : Ter(Σ,X ) → Ter⊥ is defined such that cut(t)
is the result of replacing all variables in a term t ∈ Ter(Σ,X ) by ⊥:
cut(x) = ⊥ cut(f(t1, . . . , tn)) = f(cut(t1), . . . , cut(tn))
We define the function match : Ter⊥ × Ter⊥ → Bool such that match(s, t) =
true if s can be obtained from t by replacing subterms of t by ⊥, and we let
match(s, t) = false, otherwise.
Further, we let merge(s, t) be the ’most general common instance’ of s and t,
that is, merge : Ter⊥ × Ter⊥ ⇀ Ter⊥ is the partial function defined by:
merge(⊥, t) = merge(t,⊥) = t
merge(f(s1, . . . , sn), f(t1, . . . , tn)) = f(merge(s1, t1), . . . ,merge(sn, tn))
Hence merge(s, t) is undefined whenever there exists a position p ∈ Pos(s) such
that s(p) ∈ Σ, t(p) ∈ Σ, and s(p) 6= t(p).
For a term s ∈ Ter⊥ and a set T ⊆ Ter⊥ we define the term shrink(s, T) as
the largest t ∈ T (with respect to the number of symbols) such that match(t, s) =
true. Note that shrink(s, T) is well-defined whenever T is closed under merge and
⊥ ∈ T : whenever two terms t1 6= t2 of equal size match s then merge(t1, t2) is
larger and matches s.
Definition 49. We define a mapping F which constructs a redex-algebra for a
given TRS R. Let F(R) = 〈A, isRedex〉where A is the smallest set such that:
- ⊥ ∈ A ,
- t ∈ A for every proper subterm t of cut(`) with ` a left-hand side of a rule
in R ,
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- merge(s, t) ∈ Awhenever s, t ∈ A and merge(s, t) is defined.
The interpretation function J·K of A, and the functions isRedex are defined by:
JfK(t1, . . . , tn) = shrink(f(t1, . . . , tn),A)
isRedexf(t1, . . . , tn) =
{
true if ∃`→ r ∈ R.match(cut(`), f(t1, . . . , tn)) = true
false otherwise
for all function symbols f ∈ Σwith arity n, and terms t1, . . . , tn.
The core of the algebra F(R), which we denote by F(R)c, is called the full
redex-algebra for R. Furhermore, let S ⊆ R be the set consisting of all left-linear
rules of R. Then F(S)c is called the left-linear redex-algebra for R.
Of course, if R is a left-linear TRS, then a left-linear redex-algebra for R also
is a full redex-algebra for R. Moreover, if R is a quasi left-linear TRS, then the
minimized left-linear and full redex-algebras for R are isomorphic. Minimiza-
tion of redex-algebras is introduced in the next section. We now consider two
examples which illustrate that F(R)c indeed can be a proper subalgebra of F(R).
Example 50. We consider the term rewriting system R which consists of the
rules:
a(x)→ f(a(x), x) f(x, a(y))→ b f(x, f(y, z))→ b f(x, b)→ b
This TRS is outermost ground terminating, but it is not outermost terminating.
We construct the redex-algebra F(R) = 〈A, isRedex〉whereA = {⊥, a(⊥), f(⊥,⊥), b}
with JaK(x) = a(⊥), JfK(x, y) = f(⊥,⊥) and JbK = b for all x, y ∈ A. But note
that ⊥ is not part of the core, and hence the left-linear (full) redex-algebra F(R)c
contains only the elements {a(⊥), f(⊥,⊥), b}.
Example 51. Consider the term rewriting system R consisting of the rules:
h(h(h(x)))→ a h(h(a))→ h(h(h(h(a))))
The domain of the redex-algebra F(R) is {h(h(⊥)), h(⊥),⊥, h(a), a} with the in-
terpretation of the symbols defined by JaK = a, JhK(a) = h(a), JhK(h(a)) =
h(h(⊥)) and JhK(h(h(⊥))) = h(h(⊥)). The values ⊥ and h(⊥) are not part of
the core, and hence the domain of the left-linear (full) redex-algebra F(R)c is
{h(h(⊥)), h(a), a} with
isRedexh(h(a)) = isRedexh(h(h(⊥))) = true, and false otherwise.
The next example illustrates the use of the function merge in the construction
of a redex-algebra.
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Example 52. We construct the left-linear (full) redex-algebra for the TRS:
f(x, y)→ a(f(c(x), y)) a(f(c(c(x)), y))→ e
f(x, y)→ b(f(x, c(y))) b(f(x, c(c(y))))→ e
The subterms of cut(`) of linear left-hand sides ` are:
S = {⊥, f(c(c(⊥)),⊥), f(⊥, c(c(⊥))), c(c(⊥)), c(⊥)}
and closure of S under merge yields the algebra A = S ∪ {f(c(c(⊥)), c(c(⊥)))}
with the interpretation function defined by:
JaK(x) = JbK(x) = JeK = ⊥ for all x ∈ AJcK(c(⊥)) = c(c(⊥))JcK(c(c(⊥))) = c(c(⊥))JcK(x) = c(⊥) for all x 6∈ {c(⊥), c(c(⊥))}JfK(c(c(⊥)), c(c(⊥))) = f(c(c(⊥)), c(c(⊥)))JfK(c(c(⊥)), x) = f(c(c(⊥)),⊥) for all x 6= c(c(⊥))JfK(x, c(c(⊥))) = f(⊥, c(c(⊥))) for all x 6= c(c(⊥))JfK(x, y) = ⊥ otherwise
For the family of isRedex functions we obtain:
isRedexf(x, y) = true for all x, y ∈ A
isRedexa(f(c(c(⊥)),⊥)) = true
isRedexa(f(c(c(⊥)), c(c(⊥)))) = true
isRedexb(f(⊥, c(c(⊥)))) = true
isRedexb(f(c(c(⊥)), c(c(⊥)))) = true
and isRedex returns false in all remaining cases. Finally, note that the core of the
constructed algebra is the algebra itself, i.e., F(R)c = F(R), because e ∈ Σ withJeK = ⊥.
The following theorem states that left-linear (full) redex-algebras for a TRS R
recognize only redex postions (at least all redex positions).
Theorem 53. Let R be a TRS over Σ. The following properties hold:
(i) The left-linear redex-algebra for R is sound.
(ii) The full redex-algebra for R is complete.
(iii) Let A be the left-linear redex-algebra for R. For all t ∈ Ter(Σ,∅) we have t ∈
L(A) if and only if t is a redex with respect to a left-linear rule in R. Hence, if R
is quasi left-linear, then the left-linear redex-algebra for R is sound and complete.
Bewijs. By induction over the term structure.
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8 Minimizing Algebras
In this section we are concerned with the minimization of redex-algebras. The
algorithm is similar to the minimization of deterministic tree automata, see [4].
For the set of 291 TRSs of the outermost termination competition of 2008 [17], the
redex-algebras constructed according to Definition 49 have an average size of 4.6
elements. After an application of the minimization algorithm described here,
the average size falls to 3.4, a reduction of 27%. This reduction has a polynomial
influence on the number of rules of the transformed system.
Definition 54. Two core redex-algebras A1, A2 are equivalent if L(A1) = L(A2).
Lemma 55. Let A1, A2 be equivalent, core redex-algebras. Then A1 is sound or com-
plete if and only if A2 has the respective property.
For a given core redex-algebra we now construct a minimal equivalent al-
gebra. The difference to the minimization of tree automata from [4] lies in the
initial equivalence E0. For tree automata this initial equivalence consists of two
partitions, the final and the non-final states. In our setting two states are initial-
ly equivalent if they cannot be distinguished using the isRedex functions, that is,
isRedexf(~x , a, ~y ) = isRedexf(~x , b, ~y ) for each symbol f ∈ Σ and each assignment
of ~x and ~y . This can yield any number of partitions between 1 and |A|.
Definition 56 (Minimization of redex-algebra). Let 〈A, isRedex〉 be a core redex-
algebra over Σ. We define equivalence relations Ei for i ∈ N on the elements of
A.
Initially two elements a, b ∈ A are equivalent, a E0 b, if:
isRedexf(~x , a, ~y ) = isRedexf(~x , b, ~y )
for all symbols f ∈ Σ with arity n, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ~x ∈ Aj−1, and ~y ∈ An−j. Then
for i = 0, 1, . . . and a, b ∈ Awe define a Ei+1 b if a Ei b holds and:
JfK(~x , a, ~y ) Ei JfK(~x , b, ~y )
for all n-ary symbols f ∈ Σ, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ~x ∈ Aj−1, and ~y ∈ An−j.
The process halts when Ei+1 = Ei for some i ∈ N, and then we define E = Ei.
Let [a] denote the equivalence class of a ∈ A with respect to E. The minimized
redex-algebra of A, denoted Amin, is defined as Amin = 〈E, J·KE, isRedexE〉where:
JfKE([a1], . . . , [an]) = [f(a1, . . . , an)]
isRedexEf ([a1], . . . , [an]) = isRedexf(a1, . . . , an)
for each symbol f ∈ Σwith arity n.
Lemma 57. Let A be a core redex-algebra, then A is equivalent to Amin.
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Example 58. We consider the TRS R consisting of the following three rules:
f(i(a))→ a f(j(a))→ a f(a)→ a
The left-linear (full) redex-algebra for R is A = {a, i(a), j(a),⊥} with the inter-
pretation JaK = a, JiK(a) = i(a), JjK(a) = j(a), and the interpretation is ⊥ in all
non-listed cases; isRedexf(x) = true for all x 6= ⊥, and false, otherwise.
The minimization algorithm starts with E0 = {{a, i(a), j(a)}, {⊥}} as initial
equivalence, since⊥ can be distinguished from the other elements (isRedexf(⊥) =
false). The first iteration of the algorithm yields E1 = {{a}, {i(a), j(a)}, {⊥}} asJiK(a) = i(a) whereas JiK(i(a)) = JiK(j(a)) = ⊥. The elements i(a) and j(a)
are indistinguishable, and so in the second iteration we obtain E2 = E1. Thus
the elements i(a) and j(a) are identified and we obtain an algebra that has one
element less than the algebra we started with.
9 Constructing Minimal and Maximal C-labelings
In the previous sections we have constructed and minimized redex-algebras for
recognizing redex positions. For completing the transformation we still have to
explain how to construct C-labelings from the redex-algebras.
In minimal labeling symbols are marked with a ? if they correspond to redex
positions and stay unlabeled otherwise. This labeling creates a small signature
and thereby results in a small number of rules of the transformed system.
Definition 59. Let R be a TRS overΣ, andA a redex-algebra. The minimal labeling
with respect to A is the C-labeling 〈A, pi, Σred〉 defined for each n-ary symbol f ∈
Σtop by:
pif(a1, . . . , a]f) =
{
? if isRedexf(a1, . . . , an) = true
 otherwise
The set of redex symbols is defined by Σred = {f? | f ∈ Σ}.
Theorem 60. Let R be a TRS, andA a sound redex-algebra for R. The minimal labeling
with respect to A is a sound C-labeling for R.
The construction and minimization of redex-algebras (Definitions 49 and 56)
give rise to sound minimal C-labelings (Theorem 53, Lemmas 57 and 55, and
Theorem 60). In combination with Theorems 26 and 42 this provides us with
sound transformations for proving outermost termination:
Corollary 61. Let R be a TRS, and let 〈A, pi, Σred〉 be the minimal labeling with respect
to the minimized left-linear redex-algebra for R. Then R is outermost ground termi-
nating whenever the dynamic context extension 4piR or the dynamic labeling ↑piR is
terminating.
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Minimal labeling is sound and efficient, but it is not complete (not even for
left-linear TRSs where the left-linear redex-algebra is complete):
Example 62. Let R be the term rewriting system consisting of the rules:
inf (x)→ cons(x, inf (s(x))) cons(s(x), y)→ nil
Obviously, R is outermost terminating. The minimized left-linear redex-algebra
for R is:
A = {s,⊥} JsK(x) = s JnilK = Jinf K(x) = JconsK(x, y) = ⊥
for all x, y ∈ A. TheC-depth of both rules (with respect toA) is 0. Using minimal
labeling we obtain picons(s, x) = ? and piinf (x) = ? for all x ∈ A, and other symbols
are left unmarked (). Thus the set of redex symbols is Σred = {inf ?, cons?}.
Then the dynamic context extension 4piR of R with respect to the C-label-
ing 〈A, pi, Σred〉 consists of the following rules, the first two of which arise from
the inf -rule, with the values ⊥ and s assigned to x respectively:
inf ?(x)→ cons(x, inf ?(s(x)))
inf ?(x)→ cons?(x, inf ?(s(x)))
cons?(s(x), y)→ nil
The replacement map is defined by µ(inf ?) = µ(cons?) = ∅.
Now4piR admits an infinite derivation:
inf ?(x)→ cons(x, inf ?(s(x)))→ cons(x, cons(s(x), inf ?(s(s(x)))))→ . . .
The third term is labeled incorrectly, as the inner occurrence of cons should be
marked. The reason is that in the second step, instead of the first inf ?-rule, the
second should have been applied; however, the left-hand side inf ?(x) contains
too little information to ’decide’ what the labeling of the right-hand side should
be.
This motivates the use of maximal labeling for which correct labeling is pre-
served under rewriting. Function symbols are labeled with the interpretation of
their arguments:
Definition 63. Let R be a TRS over Σ, and let A be a redex-algebra for R. The
maximal labeling with respect to A is the C-labeling 〈A, pi, Σred〉 defined for each
n-ary f ∈ Σtop by:
pif(a1, . . . , an) = 〈a1, . . . , an〉
The set of redex symbols is defined by: Σred = {f〈a1,...,an〉 | isRedexf(a1, . . . , an) =
true}.
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Theorem 64. Let R be a TRS, and letA be a redex-algebra for R. The maximal labeling
with respect to A is a maximal C-labeling for R, and it is sound, complete, and core
whenever A has the respective property.
The construction and minimization of redex-algebras (Definitions 49 and 56)
give rise to sound and complete maximal C-labelings (Theorem 53, Lemmas 57
and 55, and Theorem 64). In combination with Theorems 26, 30 and 42 this
provides us with sound transformations for proving outermost termination for
arbitrary TRSs. For quasi left-linear TRSs dynamic context extension is both
sound and complete.
Corollary 65. Let R be a TRS, and let 〈A, pi, Σred〉 be the maximal labeling for the mini-
mized left-linear redex-algebra for R. Then R is outermost ground terminating whenever
the dynamic context extension4piR or the dynamic labeling ↑piR is terminating.
Moreover, if R is quasi left-linear, then R is outermost ground terminating if and
only if the dynamic context extension4piR terminates.
Correspondingly, the full redex-algebra for an arbitrary TRS can be used to
disprove outermost ground termination:
Corollary 66. Let R be a TRS, an 〈A, pi, Σred〉 be the maximal labeling for the minimi-
zed full redex-algebra for R. Then the dynamic context extension 4piR is terminating
whenever R is outermost ground terminating.
Example 67. We revisit Example 62, but this time we give the dynamic context
extension with respect to maximal labeling:
inf⊥(x)→ cons⊥,⊥(x,inf s(s⊥(x))) inf s(x)→ conss,⊥(x,inf s(ss(x)))
conss,⊥(s⊥(x), y)→ ⊥ conss,⊥(ss(x), y)→ ⊥
conss,s(s⊥(x), y)→ ⊥ conss,s(ss(x), y)→ ⊥ .
with µ(inf⊥) = µ(inf s) = µ(conss,⊥) = µ(conss,s) = ∅. This context-sensitive
TRS is terminating as opposed to the one constructed in Example 62.
10 Evaluation
minimum
lower quartile
median
upper quartile
maximumWe compare the performance of the different methods pro-
posed in this paper. Figure 3.1 shows the size of the trans-
formed systems in relation to the size of the input system,
as measured on the TPDB [17]. For each input size we dis-
play the minimum, the lower quartile (25th percentile), the
median, the upper quartile (75th percentile), and the maxi-
mum size of the transformed systems. From Figure 3.1 it
can be inferred that for larger input systems the dynamic
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labeling usually is a factor 5 or 10 smaller than the dynamic context extension.
For systems with more than 10 rules there are only a few examples available in
the database, which explains why some of the quartiles fall together.
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Figuur 3.1: Size of the transformed systems (y-axis) in relation to the size of the input
TRS (x-axis) using dynamic context extension (left), and dynamic labeling (right), both
with maximal C-labelings.
Method Total Score ¬4piR, max ¬↑piR, max ¬4piR, min ¬↑piR, min
4piR, max 71 0 5 16 25↑piR, max 69 3 0 16 21
4piR, min 57 2 4 0 9↑piR, min 50 4 2 2 0
Tabel 3.2: Comparison of the proposed methods on the TPDB 2008.
Table 3.2 shows a comparison of our different methods (dynamic context
extension and dynamic labeling combined with minimal or maximal labeling).
Each row lists the total score of one method with the number of systems it can
solve that cannot be solved by the method corresponding to the column. For
example, the value 3 in Table 3.2 means that three systems can be solved by
dynamic maximal labeling, but not by dynamic contextion in combination with
maximal labeling. The table shows that dynamic context extension and dynamic
labeling are roughly equal in strength, and that maximal labeling gives the best
results.
Table 3.3 illustrates that the C-depth of rules is typically small: it is 0 or 1
in 94.5% of the cases. Note that 54% of the rules have C-depth 0, but this does
not mean that the same percentage of the TRSs could be handled by a model
(Definition 12). Only 14% of the TRSs have C-depth 0.
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C-depth 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
#rules 54% 40.5% 3.3% 1.3% 0.5% 0.2% 0% 0% 0% 0.1% 0%
Tabel 3.3: Ratio of rules having a certain C-depth in the TPDB 2008.
11 Discussion
For arbitrary TRSs the transformation based on dynamic context extension (in-
cluding the construction of C-labelings) is sound, and for quasi left-linear TRSs
it is sound and complete. The sound redex-algebra we construct recognizes
redexes with respect to left-linear rules. As a consequence, in the µTRS 4piR
rewriting is forbidden only inside such redex positions. This corresponds to a
weakening of the outermost rewriting strategy: contraction of a redex is disal-
lowed only if it is contained within a redex with respect to a left-linear rule. Let
us call this the ’left-linear outermost’ rewriting strategy. Dynamic context ex-
tension combined with maximal labeling is sound and complete for termination
with respect to this rewriting strategy for all TRSs.
In a similar way the transformation of [15] can be generalized from quasi
left-linear TRSs to arbitrary TRSs. For soundness the anti-matching rules do
not need to exactly match the non-redex terms, as long as at least all non-redex
terms are matched. Then the symbol down can be moved inside redexes with
respect to rules which are not left-linear. This enables only additional rewrite
steps but does not harm soundness. More precisely, using this generalization
the transformation of [15] becomes complete with respect to left-linear outer-
most termination. Thereby the score of TrafO in the termination competition
of 2008 [17] could possibly have been improved by around 20%, resulting in a
score of 57 instead of 47.
We have shown that the transformation of dynamic labeling is complete on
the set of correctly labeled terms lab(Ter(Σ,∅)) without the auxiliary relabel
symbols (Theorem 44). The non-completeness with respect to termination on
all terms arises from ’illegally placed’ relabel symbols in combination with du-
plicating rules, see Example 45. The duplicating rules can multiply the illegal
symbols and make them reusable over and over again. To prevent this, one
can introduce an extra symbol block with µ(block) = ∅ for disallowing relabel
symbols beneath the rule application. For this purpose, we wrap each duplica-
ted variable in the right-hand side of a labeled rule into a context block(
e
), and
we extend the dynamic labeling with rules of the form block(f(x1, . . . , x]f)) →
f(block(x1), . . . ,block(x]f)) for each symbol f ∈ lab(Σ) (excluding relabel sym-
bols!). Note that this implies that block symbols disappear when meeting a con-
stant. For instance, reconsider Example 45, which contained the following rule
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in the dynamic labeling:
fbc,⊥(c, y)→ h⊥(f⊥,⊥(y, y))
This rule would be modified to:
fbc,⊥(c, y)→ h⊥(f⊥,⊥(block(y),block(y)))
In this way we ’block’ each duplicated variable.
Another question is whether there are interesting labelings between minimal
and maximal. In particular, are there more efficient complete labelings? Here
efficiency is measured in the size of the signature and the number of rules of the
transformed system. In Example 67 it would have been sufficient to label cons
with the interpretation of the left argument, saving two symbols and two rules
of the transformed system.
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Abstract The characterization of termination using well-founded mono-
tone algebras has been a milestone on the way to automated termination
techniques, of which we have seen an extensive development over the past
years. Both the semantic characterization and most known termination
methods are concerned with global termination, uniformly of all the terms
of a term rewriting system (TRS). In this paper we consider local termina-
tion, of specific sets of terms within a given TRS.
The principal goal of this paper is generalizing the semantic characteri-
zation of global termination to local termination. This is made possible
by admitting the well-founded monotone algebras to be partial. We also
extend our approach to local, relative termination.
The interest in local termination naturally arises in program verification,
where one probably is interested only in sensible inputs, or just wants to
characterize the set of inputs for which a program terminates. Local ter-
mination will be also be of interest when dealing with a specific class of
terms within a TRS that is known to be non-terminating, such as CL or a
TRS encoding recursive program schemes or Turing machines.
We show how some of the well-known techniques for proving global ter-
mination, such as stepwise removal of rewrite rules and semantic labeling,
can be adapted to the local case. We also describe transformations redu-
cing local to global termination problems. The resulting techniques for
proving local termination have in some cases already been automated.
One of our applications concerns the characterization of the terminating
S-terms in CL as regular language. This language had already been found
in [25], via a tedious analysis of the reduction behaviour of S-terms. The-
se findings have now been vindicated by a fully automated and verified
proof.
1 Introduction
An important contribution to the development of automated methods for pro-
ving termination has turned out to be the characterization of termination using
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well-founded monotone algebras. Both the semantic characterization and most
known termination methods are concerned with global termination, uniformly
of all the terms of a TRS. This is remarkable, as termination is prima facie a pro-
perty of individual terms. More in general, one may consider the termination
problem for an arbitrary set of terms of a TRS. We call this the local termination
problem.
A typical area where termination techniques are applied is that of program
verification. The termination problems naturally arising in program verification
are local termination problems: the central interest is termination of a program
when started on a valid input. A simple example of a program that is not glo-
bally terminating is the factorial function:
fac(0) = 1
fac(n) = n · fac(n− 1)
This function terminates for all integers n ≥ 0. However, when started on a
negative number this function is caught in an infinite recursion. (This program
will be used as an illustration in Examples 14 and 23.)
In logic programming (e.g. Prolog), local termination has been a central field
of research over the past years. Local termination problems of Haskell programs
have been considered in [19] and [11]. In [19], a tableau calculus is devised to
show termination of sets of terms of the form f a1 . . . an where the ai’s are in
normal form. In [11], a transformation from Haskell programs into dependency
pair problems [1] is given, which then in turn are solved using methods for
global termination.
Surprisingly, for TRSs not much work is known about local termination. We
mention the method of match-bounded string rewriting [10], which can be used
to prove local termination for sets of strings generated by a regular automaton.
Indeed, this method can be viewed as an instance of the semantic framework
we develop in this paper.
Local termination is of special interest when dealing with specific classes of
terms within a TRS that is known to be non-terminating. Examples of such TRSs
are combinatory logic (CL) [5] and encodings of recursive program schemes or
Turing machines. The well-known halting problem for Turing machines is a
local termination problem. Clearly, this holds for the blank tape halting problem
which just asks for termination on the blank tape. On the first glance the uniform
halting problem – asking for termination on all inputs – might seem to be global.
However, this is a local termination problem as well, since Turing machines are
started in a distinguished initial state and admit only one head to work on the
tape. In this paper we will use CL and the halting problem for Turing machines
to illustrate some of our results (Examples 13, 30, 38, 39, 49 and 50).
Outline and Contribution In Section 3 we generalize the semantic characteri-
zation from global termination to local termination based on monotone partial
Σ-algebras. This establishes a first, important step towards the development of
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automatable techniques for proving local termination. In Section 4 we extend
this to relative termination, obtaining a characterization using extended mono-
tone partial Σ-algebras.
For global termination it is common practice to stepwise simplify the proof
obligation by removing rules. For local termination (the strictly decreasing) ru-
les cannot simply be removed as they influence the set of reachable terms. We
need to impose weak conditions on the ’removed’ rules, see Section 5.
Having developed the general framework, in the remaining sections we look
for fruitful instances of partial monotone algebras, suitable for automation.
In Section 6 we consider the case that the family of the set of terms for which
we want to prove local termination can be described by a partial model. A vari-
ant of semantic labeling [27] can then be used to transform the local termination
problem into a global termination problem, and the available provers for global
termination can be applied.
In Section 7 we consider TRSs with the property that strong and weak nor-
malization coincide. In particular, this holds for orthogonal, non-erasing TRSs.
In case the language of normalizing terms happens to be regular, we show how
a tree automaton (partial model) can be found accepting exactly the normalizing
terms. Then we label the TRS with the obtained partial model, and employ the
theory developed in Section 6 to transform the local termination problem for the
set of normalizing term to global termination of the labeled TRS. We automated
the search for the tree automaton as well as the labeling.
We apply this method to two well-known combinators from CL: S and δ
with the rewrite rules S xyz → xz(yz) and δ xy → y(xy), respectively. Deter-
mining the language N of normalizing S-terms has been open until the year
2000 [25]. Using the method from Section 7 we can now automatically find the
partial model for N, and we obtain a labeled system whose global termination
coincides with local termination onN. Global termination of this labeled system
(containing 1800 labeled rules) has been proven by TTT2 (1.0) [16] and the proof
has been verified by CeTA (1.05) [24].
In Section 8 we demonstrate that the local termination method proposed in
Section 6 can also be applied for proving global termination. To that end, we
transform the global termination into local termination for the set of right-hand
sides of forward closures [7]. Then we transform the obtained system back into
a global termination problem using the transformation from Section 6. We show
the applicability of this method by solving an example that remained unsolved
in the last termination competition [23]. After the transformation, the system
allows for a simple termination proof using linear polynomial interpretations.
In Section 9 we combine the partial variant of the quasi-models of [27] with
monotone algebras to obtain partial monotone algebras. Roughly speaking, par-
tial quasi-models are deterministic tree automata [3] equipped with a relation≥
on the states which guarantees that the language of the automaton is closed un-
der rewriting. Thereby we obtain partial monotone algebras that can be applied
successfully for proofs of local termination. Indeed, this method can be automa-
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ted and, as a matter of fact, we have devised an implementation.
2 Preliminaries
Term rewriting. A signature Σ is a non-empty set of symbols, each having
a fixed arity, given by a map ] : Σ → N. Let Σ be a signature and X a set
of variable symbols. The set Ter(Σ,X ) of terms over Σ and X is the smallest set
satisfying: X ⊆ Ter(Σ,X ), and f(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ Ter(Σ,X ) if f ∈ Σ with arity n
and ∀i(1 ≤ i ≤ n) : ti ∈ Ter(Σ,X ). We use x, y, z, . . . to range over variables.
Furthermore we use ≡ for syntactical equality of terms. The set of positions
Pos(t) ⊆ N∗ of a term t ∈ Ter(Σ,X ) is defined as follows: Pos(f(t1, . . . , tn)) =
{⊥} ∪ {ip | 1 ≤ i ≤ ](f), p ∈ Pos(ti)} and Pos(x) = {⊥} for variables x ∈ X .
A substitution σ is a map σ : X → Ter(Σ,X ). For a term t ∈ Ter(Σ,X )
we define tσ as the result of replacing each x ∈ X in t by σ(x). Formally,
tσ is inductively defined by xσ := σ(x) for variables x ∈ X and otherwise
f(t1, . . . , tn)σ := f(t1σ, . . . , tnσ). Let
e
be a fresh symbol,
e 6∈ Σ ∪ X . A con-
text C is a term from Ter(Σ,X ∪ {e}) containing precisely one occurrence of e. By
C[s] we denote the term Cσwhere σ(
e
) = s and σ(x) = x for all x ∈ X .
A term rewriting system (TRS) R overΣ andX is a set of pairs 〈`, r〉 ∈ Ter(Σ,X ),
called rewrite rules and written as ` → r, for which the left-hand side ` is not
a variable, ` 6∈ X , and all variables in the right-hand side r occur in ` as well,
Var(r) ⊆ Var(`). Let R be a TRS. For terms s, t ∈ Ter(Σ,X ) we write s →R t (or
briefly s → t) if there exists a rule ` → r ∈ R, a substitution σ and a context
C ∈ Ter(Σ,X ∪ {e}) such that s ≡ C[`σ] and t ≡ C[rσ]. The reflexive–transitive
closure of→ is denoted by. We call→ the one-step rewrite relation induced by
R and  the many-step rewrite or reduction relation. If t  t ′ then we call t ′ an
(R)-reduct of t.
Definition 1. Let R be a TRS over Σ and T ⊆ Ter(Σ,X ) a set of terms. The family
FamR(T) of T is the set of subterms of R-reducts of terms t ∈ T (that is, the least
set containing t that is closed under reduction and taking subterms).
Partial functions For partial functions f : A1 × . . . × An ⇀ A and a1 ∈ A1,
. . . , an ∈ An we call f(a1, . . . , an) defined and write f(a1, . . . , an)
y whenever
〈a1, . . . , an〉 is in the domain of f. Otherwise f(a1, . . . , an) is called undefined
and we write f(a1, . . . , an)
x. We use the same terminology and notation for
composite expressions involving partial functions. Between such expression we
use Kleene equality:
exp1 ' exp2 ⇐⇒def . ( exp1x and exp2x) or ( exp1y and exp2y and exp1 = exp2)
Note that an expression can only be defined if all its subexpressions are.
Definition 2. Let A be a set and R a relation on A. We define two properties of
an n-ary partial function fwith respect to R.
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(i) f is closed if for every a, b ∈ Awe have:
f(. . . , a, . . .)
y & a R b ⇒ f(. . . , b, . . .)y
(ii) f is monotone if for every a, b ∈ Awe have:
f(. . . , a, . . .)
y & f(. . . , b, . . .)y & a R b ⇒ f(. . . , a, . . .) R f(. . . , b, . . .)
The functions that we consider will be typically both closed and monotone,
which can be rendered briefly as:
f(. . . , a, . . .)
y & a R b ⇒ f(. . . , a, . . .) R f(. . . , b, . . .)
By writing something like exp1 R exp2 we imply that exp1 and exp2 are defined.
3 Local Termination
We devise a complete characterization of local termination based on an exten-
sion of the monotone algebra approach of [9, 26]. The central idea is the use of
monotone partial algebras, that is, the operations of the algebras are allowed to
be partial functions. This idea was introduced in [8], where these algebras have
been employed to obtain a complete characterization of local infinitary strong
normalization. First we give the definition of local termination:
Definition 3. Let A be a set and→ ⊆ A×A a binary relation on A. Then→ is
called terminating on B ⊆ A if no b ∈ B admits an infinite sequence
b = b1 → b2 → . . .
Definition 4. Let R be a TRS over Σ, and T ⊆ Ter(Σ,X ) a set of terms. Then
R is called terminating (or strongly normalizing) on T , denoted SNR(T), if →R is
terminating on T . We write SNR for termination on the set of all terms Ter(Σ,X ).
Note that, t ∈ T by definition, the terms t2, t3, . . . , however, may or may not
be in T . We give the definition of a partial algebra:
Definition 5. A partial Σ-algebra 〈A, J·K〉 consists of a non-empty set A and for
each n-ary f ∈ Σ a partial function JfK : An ⇀ A, the interpretation of f.
Given a partial Σ-algebra A = 〈A, J·K〉 and a (partial) assignment of the va-
riables, α : X ⇀ A, we can give an interpretation Jt, αK of terms t ∈ Ter(Σ,X ),
which, however, will not always be defined. So the interpretation is a partial
function from terms and partial assignments to A, inductively defined by:
Jx, αK := α(x)Jf(t1, . . . , tn), αK := JfK(Jt1, αK, . . . , Jtn, αK)
For ground terms t ∈ Ter(Σ,∅) we write JtK for short.
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Whenever a term t is defined, that is, JtKy, then all subterms of t are defined
as well. This is a consequence of the usual definition of the composition of par-
tial functions (functional relations); ’undefined’ is not an element of the domain.
We say that a set of terms T is defined if all terms in T are defined:
Definition 6. A set T ⊆ Ter(Σ,∅) is called defined if for all t ∈ T we have JtKy.
Definition 7. A monotone partial Σ-algebra 〈A, J·K,〉 is a partial Σ-algebra 〈A, J·K〉
equipped with a binary relation  on A such that:
(i)  is well-founded,
(ii) for every f ∈ Σ the function JfK is closed and monotone with respect to .
Remark 8. One could also work with monotone, total algebras instead of partial
algebras, by adding an ’ ’undefined” element ⊥ to the domain. Then defining
⊥ to be maximal, ⊥  a for every a ∈ A \ {⊥}, monotonicity of a function
will automatically entail closedness. In order to get full correspondence with
our framework of partial algebras, we would in this set-up only consider strict
functions.
Definition 9. For a partial Σ-algebra A = 〈A, J·K〉 and a relation  ⊆ A×A, we
define the TRS R over Σ to be decreasing with respect to  if the implication:
J`, αKy ⇒ J`, αK  Jr, αK
holds for all `→ r ∈ R and every assignment α : X → A.
For a monotone partial Σ-algebra A = 〈A, J·K,〉we define the TRS R over Σ
to be decreasing if R is decreasing with respect to .
Remark 10. In Definition 9 we could as well quantify over partial assignments
α : X ⇀ A in place of total assignment α : X → A. This gives rise to an equiva-
lent definition as an undefined value for a variable in the left-hand side ` (and
Var(r) ⊆ Var(`)) would result in J`, αK being undefined, and thereby invalidate
the precondition J`, αKy of the implication.
The following theorem gives a complete characterization of local termination
in terms of monotone partial algebras.
Theorem 11. Let R be a TRS over Σ, and T ⊆ Ter(Σ,∅). Then SNR(T) holds if and
only if there exists a monotone partial Σ-algebra A = 〈A, J·K,〉 such that T is defined,
and R is decreasing.
Bewijs. Follows from the more general Theorem 19 by Remark 16.
To keep the presentation simple, the theorem characterizes local termination
for sets of ground terms T ⊆ Ter(Σ,∅) only. Indeed, the theorem can easily be
generalized to sets of open terms by, instead of just a monotone partial algebra,
additionally requiring a variable assignment α. A set of terms T is then called
defined if for that αwe have Jt, αKy for every t ∈ T .
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Remark 12. In case T = Ter(Σ,∅) is the set of all ground terms, Theorem 11
basically coincides with the usual theorem for proving termination using (total)
well-founded, monotone Σ-algebras. More precisely, subalgebra ofA containing
all elements that are interpretations of ground terms (leaving out the junk) is a
(total) well-founded, monotone Σ-algebra proving termination of R.
Example 13. We consider the S combinator with the rewrite rule
Sxyz→ xz(yz)
from combinatory logic, that is:
@(@(@(S, x), y), z)→ @(@(x, z),@(y, z))
in first order notation. The S combinator is known to be globally non-terminating,
however we have local termination on certain sets of terms, for example the set
of ’ ’flat” S-terms:
T := {Sn | n ∈ N, n ≥ 1}
where S1 := S and Sn+1 := @(Sn,S).
We prove strong normalization on T using the monotone partial Σ-algebra
A = 〈A, J·K,〉, where A := {s} ∪ N and the interpretation J·K is given by:
JSK := s J@K(s, s) := 0 J@K(0, n) := n+ 1 J@K(n, s) := 2 · n+ 1
for alln ∈ N and J@K(x, y)x for all other cases. Let be the natural order> onN;
that is, s is neither source nor target of a  step. Then well-foundedness of 
and monotonicity of J@K are obvious, and T is defined. We have JSxyz, αKy only
if α(x) = s and α(z) = s; then we obtain:
JSxyz, αK = 3  1 = Jxz(yz), αK for α(y) = sJSxyz, αK = 2 · α(y) + 3  2 · α(y) + 2 = Jxz(yz), αK for α(y) ∈ N
Hence Sxyz→ xz(yz) is decreasing and we conclude termination on T .
Example 14. The Haskell program from the introduction:
fac(0) = 1
fac(n) = n · fac(n− 1)
We remark that the standard Haskell data type Int allows for negative numbers.
For this reason the program is not globally terminating, but only locally on non-
negative integers. The usual implementation of the factorial function as TRS
makes use of Peano numerals for encoding natural numbers using a constant
’0’ and a unary symbol ’s’ for successor. Then the problem of negative numbers
does not occur.
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For the purpose of modeling the Haskell program as close as possible, we ha-
ve chosen for a different encoding of the factorial function as TRS. For encoding
negative numbers we extend Peano numerals with a unary symbol ’−’. Since
standard term rewriting does not allow for a priority order on rules, we need
to dissolve ambiguities, that is, overlaps between the rules, by instantiating the
variables; e.g. for the factorial function fac the variable n needs to be instantiated
with s(n) and −(n) to match exactly the integers (in this case 0) not covered by
the first rule. As the result of the translation we obtain the TRS R:
fac(0)→ s(0) (ρ1)
fac(s(x))→ mul(s(x), fac(x)) (ρ2)
fac(−(x))→ mul(−(x), fac(−(s(x)))) (ρ3)
mul(x, 0)→ 0 (ρ4)
mul(0, y)→ 0 (ρ5)
mul(x, s(y))→ add(mul(x, y), x) (ρ6)
mul(s(x),−(y))→ −(mul(s(x), y)) (ρ7)
mul(−(x),−(y))→ mul(x, y) (ρ9)
add(x, 0)→ x (ρ10)
add(0, y)→ y (ρ11)
add(x, s(y))→ s(add(x, y)) (ρ12)
add(s(x),−(s(y)))→ add(x,−(y)) (ρ13)
add(s(x),−(0))→ s(x) (ρ14)
add(−(x),−(y))→ −(add(x, y)) (ρ15)
This TRS is globally non-terminating due to the rewrite sequence:
fac(−(x))→ mul(−(x), fac(−(s(x))))→ mul(−(x),mul(−(x), fac(−(s(s(x))))))→ . . .
We prove local termination on the set T = {fac(sn(0)) | n ∈ N}. Let A =
〈A, J·K, >〉 where A := N, > the natural order on N, and the interpretation J·K
is given by:
J0K := 0 JsK(n) := n+ 1 JfacK(n) := (2n+ 2)!JmulK(n,m) := 2(n+ 1)(m+ 1) JaddK(n,m) := n+ 2m+ 1 J−K(n,m)x
for all n,m ∈ N. For all left-hand sides ` of (ρ3), (ρ7), (ρ9), (ρ13), (ρ14), (ρ15)
and all α : X → N we have J`, αKx; thus these rules are decreasing. For the
remaining rules we have:
Jfac(0), αK = 2 > 1 = Js(0), αK
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Jfac(s(x)), αK = (2α(x) + 4)! = (2α(x) + 4) · (2α(x) + 3)! >
2((2α(x) + 2)! + 1)(α(x) + 2) = Jmul(fac(x), s(x)), αKJmul(x, 0), αK = 2(α(x) + 1) > 0 = J0, αKJmul(0, y), αK = 2(α(y) + 1) > 0 = J0, αKJmul(x, s(y)), αK = 2(α(x) + 1)(α(y) + 2) >
2(α(x) + 1)(α(y) + 1) + α(x) + 1 = Jadd(mul(x, y), x), αKJadd(x, 0), αK = α(x) + 1 > α(x) = Jx, αKJadd(0, y), αK = 2α(y) + 1 > α(y) = Jy, αKJadd(x, s(y)), αK = α(x) + 2(α(y) + 1) + 1 > α(x) + 2α(y) + 2 = Js(add(x, y)), αK
for all α : X → N. Hence all rules of R are decreasing. Moreover, T is defined
(that is, T↓) since for Jfac(sn(0))K = (2n + 2)! ∈ N. By Theorem 11 we conclude
SNR(T), that is, R is terminating on T .
4 Local Relative Termination
We define local relative termination.
Definition 15. Let R, S be TRSs over Σ, and T ⊆ Ter(Σ,X ) a set of terms. Then
the TRS R is called terminating (or strongly normalizing) relative to S on T , denoted
SNR/S(T), if →R /→S := S ·→R ·S is terminating on T . We write SNR/S
for relative termination on all terms Ter(Σ,X ).
Remark 16. Termination of R relative to S on T is equivalent to: no term t ∈ T
that admits an infinite rewrite sequence t ≡ t1 →R∪S t2 →R∪S . . . containing
an infinite number of →R steps. Furthermore we have SNR(T) if and only if
SNR/∅(T).
Definition 17. An extended monotone partial Σ-algebra 〈A, J·K,,w〉 is a monotone
partial Σ-algebra 〈A, J·K,〉with an additional binary relation w on A for which
the following two conditions hold:
(i)  · w ⊆  and  ⊆ w (compatibility),
(ii) for every f ∈ Σ the function JfK is closed and monotone with respect to w.
Then a TRS S over Σ is called weakly decreasing if for all `→ r ∈ S and every total
assignment α such that J`, αKywe have J`, αK w Jr, αK.
Lemma 18. Let 〈A, J·K,,w〉 be an extended monotone partial Σ-algebra and let R
and S be TRSs over Σ such that R is decreasing and S weakly decreasing. Furthermore,
assume for s ∈ Ter(Σ,∅) that JsKy. Then we have the implications: (i) s →R t ⇒JsK  JtK and (ii) s→S t ⇒ JsK w JtK.
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Bewijs. The proofs of (i) and (ii) are similar, we just prove (ii). Let s →S t,
that is, we have a rule ` → r ∈ S, substitution σ and context C such that s ≡
C[`σ] and t ≡ C[rσ]. Since JsKy and `σ is a subterm also J`σKy, so J`, αK wJr, αK, as S is weakly decreasing. Then using closedness and monotonicity of
the interpretations JfK of all function symbols f ∈ Σwe obtain JsK w JtK.
We give a complete characterization of local relative termination in terms of
extended monotone partial algebras.
Theorem 19. Let R and S be TRSs over Σ, and T ⊆ Ter(Σ,∅) a set of terms. Then
SNR/S(T) holds if and only if there exists an extended monotone partial Σ-algebraA =
〈A, J·K,,w〉 such that the set T is defined, R is decreasing, and S is weakly decreasing.
Bewijs. For the ’only if’-part assume that SNR/S(T) holds. Let A = 〈A, J·K,,w〉
where A := FamR∪S(T) and the interpretation of a function symbol f ∈ Σ is de-
fined by JfK(t1, . . . , tn) := f(t1, . . . , tn) if f(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ A, and JfK(t1, . . . , tn)x
otherwise. The relations w and  are defined by w := R∪S ∩ (A×A) and
 := (→R ·R∪S) ∩ (A×A).
We verify that A is an extended monotone partial Σ-algebra. First note that
 · w ⊆  and  ⊆ w hold by definition. Suppose that  would not be well-
founded. Then there exists t ∈ FamR∪S(T) admitting an infinite →R · R∪S
rewrite sequence, contradicting SNR/S(T). For f ∈ Σ we show that JfK is closed
and monotone with respect to  (for w the reasoning is the same). Consider
s, t ∈ A with s  t. Whenever JfK(. . . , s, . . .)y we have also JfK(. . . , t, . . .)y andJfK(. . . , s, . . .)  JfK(. . . , t, . . .) as a consequence of the closure of rewriting under
contexts. Hence A is an extended monotone partial Σ-algebra.
The set T is defined, since for every term s ∈ T we have JsKy by definition.
It remains to be proved that R and S are respectively decreasing and weakly
decreasing. We only consider R, as the reasoning for S is the same. Let `→ r ∈ R
and α : X → A such that J`, αKy. Then J`, αK ≡ `α →R rα ≡ Jr, αK. ThenJ`, αK  Jr, αK because both J`, αK ∈ A and Jr, αK ∈ A.
For the ’if’-part assume that A := 〈A, J·K,,w〉 fulfilling the requirements
of the theorem is given. Assume SNR/S(T) would not hold. Then there exists
t0 ∈ T which admits an infinite →R ∪ →S rewrite sequence t0 → t1 → . . .
containing an infinite number of →R-steps. By Lemma 18 this sequence then
would give rise to an infinite  ∪ w sequence: Jt0K ( ∪w) Jt1K ( ∪w) . . .
containing infinitely many  steps. Using compatibility  · w ⊆  we can
remove the intermediate w steps, yielding an infinite  sequence, contradicting
well-foundedness of .
Example 20. We consider a simple example to illustrate the method:
R = {a→ b} S = {b→ b, f(b)→ f(a)} T = {a}
Global relative termination SNR/S does not hold, e.g. not on f(a). However on T
the rule a→ b is terminating relative to the other rules. We can prove this using
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the extended monotone partial Σ-algebra A = 〈A, J·K,,w〉 where A = {0, 1},
 is >, and w is the union of  and equality. The interpretations are given by:JaK = 1, JbK = 0 and JfK(x)x for all x ∈ A. Then T is defined, R is decreasing
(JaK = 1 > 0 = JbK), and S is weakly decreasing (JbK = 0 ≥ 0 = JbK and Jf(b)Kx).
Hence we conclude SNR/S(T) by an application of Theorem 19.
See further Example 49 in Section 9 for a non-trivial example.
5 Stepwise Removal of Rules
For termination proofs it is common practice to weaken the proof obligation
stepwise by removing rules. The idea is to find interpretations such that a part
R ′ ⊆ R of the rules is decreasing and the remaining rules are weakly decreasing.
Then for termination of R it suffices to prove termination of the rules in the
complement R\R ′. We would also like to have this possibility for proofs of local
termination. However, for local termination we cannot simply remove (and then
forget about) the strictly decreasing rules, as the following example illustrates.
Example 21. Consider the set T = {a} in the TRS with the following rules:
a→ b b→ b
We define a monotone partial Σ-algebra 〈A, J·K,〉 by A = N, JaK = 1 andJbK = 0, taking for  the natural order > on N. Then a → b is decreasing sinceJaK > JbK, and for b → b we have JbK = JbK. However, removing the strictly
decreasing rule a→ b is not sound, since the resulting TRS is terminating on T .
Let us briefly elaborate on the following theorem which enables us to remo-
ve rules stepwise. Assume that the goal is proving that R is terminating relative
to S on T , that is, SNR/S(T). We start with zero knowledge: SN∅/R∪S(T). We
search for an interpretation that makes a part R ′ ⊆ R of the rules decreasing and
the remaining rules in R∪ Sweakly decreasing. Then the rules in R ′ can only be
applied finitely often: SNR ′/((R\R ′)∪S)(T). But how to proceed? As we have seen
above, we cannot simply forget about the rules R ′, but need to take into account
their influence on the family FamR∪S(T). A possible and theoretically comple-
te solution would be to require these rules to be weakly decreasing. However,
for practical applicability this requirement seems too strict as it imposes heavy
restrictions on the termination order. We propose a different approach, which
allows the ’removed’ rules R ′ to arbitrarily change, even increase, the interpre-
tation of the rewritten terms, as long as rewriting defined terms yields defined
terms again. For this purpose we introduce a relation  on A, with respect to
which the already removed rules have to be decreasing.
Theorem 22. Let R, R ′ and U be TRSs over the signature Σ, and T ⊆ Ter(Σ,∅) a
set of terms such that SNU/(R∪R ′)(T) holds. Then SN(U∪R ′)/R(T) holds if and only if
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there exists an extended monotone partial Σ-algebra A = 〈A, J·K,,w〉 and a relation
 on A such that the set T is defined, R ′ is decreasing (with respect to ), R is weakly
decreasing (with respect to w), and:
• U is decreasing with respect to ,
• for every f ∈ Σ the function JfK is closed and monotone with respect to .
Bewijs. Straightforward extension of the proof of Theorem 19. The ’only if’-part
follows immediately by taking  := . For the ’if’-part consider an infinite
reduction t1 → t2 → . . . with t1 ∈ T . Then since U is decreasing with respect to
 we conclude ∀i ∈ N. JtiKy and by SNU/(R∪R ′)(T) we can cut off the prefix of
the sequence containing the finitely many U steps.
Example 23. We reconsider Example 14, and prove termination of R on T . The
usage of Theorem 22 allows for a simpler stepwise termination proof. In parti-
cular, for removing the rules for fac we can employ the standard interpretation
mul as · and add as +. Let A = 〈A, J·K, >〉 where A := N, > the natural order on
N, and J·K is given by:
J0K := 0 JsK(n) := n+ 1 JfacK(n) := (n+ 2)!JmulK(n,m) := n ·m JaddK(n,m) := n+m J−K(n,m)x
for all n,m ∈ N. Then (ρ1) and (ρ2) are decreasing:Jfac(0), αK = 2 > 1 = Js(0), αKJfac(s(x)), αK = (α(x) + 3)! > (α(x) + 1)(α(x) + 2)! = Jmul(fac(x), s(x)), αK
and obviously all other rules are weakly decreasing. Let U1 = {(ρ1), (ρ2)}, and
R1 = R \ U1. Then by Theorem 22 it suffices to show SNU1/R1(T) to conclude
SNR(T).
As second step, we remove the mul rules. Let A = 〈A, J·K, >〉 with A := N, >
and:
J0K := 0 JsK(n) := n+ 1 JfacK(n) := nJmulK(n,m) := (n+ 1) · (m+ 1) JaddK(n,m) := n+m J−K(n,m)x
for all n,m ∈ N. Recall that the rules from U1 have to be taken into considera-
tion as they have an impact on the set of reachable terms (otherwise the set of
terms T would consist only of normal forms). Nevertheless, the rule (ρ2) from
U1 is not decreasing (not even weakly decreasing) with respect to the above
interpretation:
Jfac(s(x)), αK = α(x) + 1 6≥ (α(x) + 1) · (α(x) + 2) = Jmul(fac(x), s(x)), αK
This is also not necessary. It suffices that U1 is decreasing with respect to any
other relation guaranteeing that all reachable terms are defined. For the cur-
rent example we can chose the ’total’ relation = {(n,m) | n,m ∈ N} relating
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all pairs of natural numbers. Then U1 is decreasing with respect to  , and allJfK for f ∈ Σ are closed an monotone with respect to . The rules (ρ4), (ρ5), and
(ρ6) are decreasing (with respect to >), for all α : X → N:
Jmul(x, 0), αK = α(x) + 1 > 0 = J0, αKJmul(0, y), αK = α(y) + 1 > 0 = J0, αKJmul(x, s(y)), αK = (α(x) + 1) · (α(y) + 2) >
(α(x) + 1) · (α(y) + 1) + α(x) = Jadd(mul(x, y), x), αK
The remaining rules in R1 are weakly decreasing. DefineU2 = U1∪{(ρ4), (ρ5), (ρ6)},
and let R2 = R1 \U2. Then by Theorem 22 SNU2/R2(T) implies SNU1/R1(T).
Finally, we employ the algebra A = 〈A, J·K, >〉with A := N, > and:
J0K := 0 JsK(n) := n+ 1 JfacK(n) := nJmulK(n,m) := n+m JaddK(n,m) := n+ 2m J−K(n,m)x
for all n,m ∈ N, together with = {(n,m) | n,m ∈ N}. Thereby all rules from
R2 are decreasing with respect to>, and the rulesU2 are decreasing with respect
to . Hence, we conclude SNU2/R2(T), and thus SNR(T).
For other applications of the theorem see Examples 49 and 50 in Section 9.
6 Via Models from Local to Global Termination
In this section we describe an easy transformation from local to global termi-
nation based on an adaptation of semantic labeling [27]. For this purpose we
generalise the concept of models from [27] to partial models. Whenever the lan-
guage T for which we are interested in termination can be described by a partial
model, that is, T = {t | JtKy}, then semantic labeling allows for a simple, com-
plete transformation from local to global termination. Here complete means that
the original system is locally terminating on T if and only if the transformed, la-
beled system is globally terminating.
First, we generalise the models from [27] to partial models. A model for a
TRS R is a Σ-algebra 〈A, J·K〉 such that J`, αK = Jr, αK for every rule `→ r ∈ R and
every interpretation α : Var(`)→ A of the variables.
Definition 24. Let R be a TRS over Σ. A partial model A := 〈A, J·K〉 for R is a
partial Σ-algebra A, such that J`, αKy ⇒ J`, αK = Jr, αK for every ` → r ∈ R and
α : Var(`)→ A.
Thus the condition J`, αK = Jr, αK of models is only required if the interpre-
tation of the left-hand side is defined, that is, J`, αKy. In other words, rewriting
may turn an undefined term into a defined term, but not the other way around.
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Definition 25. Let A = 〈A, J·K〉 be a partial model. Then the language L(A) of A
is defined as L(A) = {t ∈ Ter(Σ,∅) | JtKy}.
We define a variant of semantic labeling where each symbol is labeled by the
tuple of the values of its arguments.
Definition 26. Let Σ be a signature, and A := 〈A, J·K〉 be a partial Σ-algebra. For
t ∈ Ter(Σ,X ) and α : Var(t)→ A such that Jt, αKy, the labeling labA(t, α) of t with
respect to α is defined as follows:
labA(x, α) := x
labA(f(t1, . . . , tn), α) := fJt1,αK,...,Jtn,αK(labA(t1, α), . . . , labA(tn, α)) .
over the signature labA(Σ) = {fλ | f ∈ Σ, λ ∈ A](f) s.t. JfK(λ)y}
In order to obtain a complete transformation we need to restrict the models
to their core, that is, those elements that are interpretations of ground terms.
Definition 27. Let A = 〈A, J·K〉 be a partial Σ-algebra. Then the core Ac ⊆ A
of A is is the smallest set such that JfK(a1, . . . , an) ∈ Ac whenever f ∈ Σ and
a1, . . . , an ∈ Ac with JfK(a1, . . . , an)y. We say that A is core if A = Ac.
By construction of the core we have Ac = {JtK | t ∈ Ter(Σ,∅), JtKy}. The
restriction of a model to its core does not change its language, thus in the sequel
we can without loss of generality assume that all models are core.
We have arrived at the transformation from local to global termination. The
rules are labeled as known from semantic labeling with the exception that labe-
led rules are thrown away if the interpretation of their left-hand side is undefi-
ned.
Definition 28. Let R be a TRS over Σ, and A = 〈A, J·K〉 a partial Σ-algebra. We
define the labeling of R as the TRS labA(R) over the signature labA(Σ) by:
labA(R) := {labA(`, α)→ labA(r, α) | `→ r ∈ R, α : Var(`)→ A s.t. J`, αKy} .
A TRS is collapsing if it contains rules of the form ` → x. Such collapsing
rules can be eliminated by replacing them with all `σf → xσf for every f ∈ Σ
where σf(x) = f(x1, . . . , xn) with x1, . . . , xn pairwise different, fresh variables.
Theorem 29. Let R be a non-collapsing TRS over Σ, and A = 〈A, J·K〉 a core partial
model for R. Then R is locally terminating on L(A) if and only if labA(R) is globally
terminating.
Bewijs. We introduce types for labA(R) over the sorts A. For every symbol fλ ∈
labA(Σ) with λ = 〈a1, . . . , a](f)〉we define fλ to have input sorts 〈a1, . . . , an〉 and
output sort JfK(a1, . . . , an). Then [18, Proposition 5.5.24] with non-collapsingness
of labA(R) yields that labA(R) is terminating if and only if all well-sorted terms
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are terminating. Since A is core there exists a well-sorted ground term for every
sort in A. Thus by application of a ground substitution we can assume that all
rewrite sequences contain only ground terms, and the set of well-sorted ground
terms is exactly the language L(A) of the model A.
To apply Theorem 29 for proving local termination of R on a set of terms
T we have to find a partial model A for R such that T ⊆ L(A). Then global
termination of labA(R) implies local termination of R on T . If moreover we ha-
ve Fam(T) = L(A), then the transformation is complete, that is, the converse
implication holds as well.
Example 30. We revisit Example 13 on the S combinator with T = {Sn | n ∈ N}.
We choose the partial model A = 〈A, J·K〉, where A = {0, 1, 2} and the inter-
pretation is defined by: JSK = 0, J@K(0, 0) = 1, J@K(1, x) = 2 for all x ∈ A,J@K(2, 0) = 2, and ↑ otherwise. Then T ⊆ L(A) and a short proof even shows
that Fam(T) = L(A). The labeling labA({Sxyz→ xz(yz)}) is:
@2,0(@1,0(@0,0(S, x), y), z)→ @1,1(@0,0(x, z),@0,0(y, z))
@2,0(@1,1(@0,0(S, x), y), z)→ @1,2(@0,0(x, z),@1,0(y, z))
@2,0(@1,2(@0,0(S, x), y), z)→ @1,2(@0,0(x, z),@2,0(y, z)) .
The other labeled rules are thrown out as their left-hand side is undefined. Glo-
bal termination of the transformed system can be shown by the recursive path
order [6].
7 Starling and Owl
In this section we consider TRSs with the property that strong and weak nor-
malization coincide. In case the language of normalizing terms happens to be
regular, we show how a tree automaton (partial model) can be found accepting
exactly the (closed) normalizing terms. We automated this procedure. Then we
label the TRS with the obtained partial model, and employ Theorem 29 to trans-
form the local termination problem for the set of normalizing terms to global
termination of the labeled TRS.
Since in orthogonal, non-erasing term rewriting sytems strong and weak
normalization coincide, these form a typical area where the method can be ap-
plied. In this section we illustrate this construction with two well-known examples
from combinatory logic (CL) [5]. We use Smullyan’s bird nicknames of the com-
binators [21].
(i) The Owl, corresponding to the rewrite rule:
δ xy→ y(xy)
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(ii) The Starling
S xyz→ xz(yz),
also known as the fragment CL(S) of combinatory logic consisting of all
terms solely built from application and the S-combinator.
The termination problem of Smullyan’s Owl has been solved in [14]. Here, it
serves as illustrating example.
CL(S) has a non-trivial termination problem, and its word problem is still
open. In [25] decidability of strong normalization of terms in CL(S) has been
shown, and we are aiming at a formal verification of the following proposition:
Proposition 31 ([25]). The set of normalizing ground S-terms is a rational language.
Constructing Partial Models
We now turn to the construction of the partial models.
Definition 32. For a tree language L, its Nerode congruence ∼L is the relation on
ground terms given by t1 ∼L t2 ⇐⇒ ∀ground C[] : C[t1] ∈ L ⇐⇒ C[t2] ∈ L.
The next lemma follows easily by considering the Nerode congruence [3].
Lemma 33. If a TRS R has the property that every ground term is weakly normalizing
if and only if it is strongly normalizing, and N is the language of normalizing ground
terms, then
• each congruence class of ∼N is closed under R-rewriting and closed R-expansion,
• the complement of N occurs as one of the ∼N congruence classes.
Bewijs. Note that under the assumptions on R, for each term t ∈ N and each
subterm s of a term inNwe have s ∈ N. In other words, s /∈ N implies C[s] /∈ N.
Also, for all ground terms t1, t2 with t1 →R t2 we have t1 ∈ N ⇐⇒ t2 ∈ N.
The claims follow.
In particular weak and strong normalization of terms coincide for every or-
thogonal and non-erasing TRS; this applies for CL(S) as well as Smullyan’s Owl.
We note that the set of congruence classes of ∼N can in general be infinite, even
for orthogonal, non-erasing TRSs.
Example 34. We consider an example of an orthogonal, non-erasing TRS where
the set of congruence classes of ∼N is infinite. Let R consist of the rules:
a(b(x))→ x c(c(d))→ c(c(d))
over the signature Σ = {a, b, c, d} with d a constant. Here, terms of the from
c(an(bn(c(d)))) are non-terminating, while all terms of the form c(an(bm(c(d))))
with n 6= m are terminating. Hence none of the terms bn(c(d)) for n ∈ N can be
in the same congruence class of ∼N.
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Corollary 35. If the set of congruence classes of ∼N is finite, then the minimal complete
deterministic bottom-up tree automaton for N is finite and a model for R.
Thus, if the set of congruence classes of ∼N is finite, then the set of norma-
lizing terms is a regular language. Assume that we are lucky and the set of
congruence classes is finite. How can we find the regular automaton accepting the set
of normalizing terms?
A manual analysis and construction of the automaton as in [25] can be te-
dious and error-prone. The reference contains a hand-made tree grammar (top-
down non-deterministic tree automaton A) and claims:
• the S rule is locally terminating on L(A),
• L(A) contains all normal forms,
• A is closed under inverse application of the S rule.
Starting from that grammar, we can indeed compute a bottom-up minimal de-
terministic tree automaton B with L(B) = L(A) (strangely, it has 39 states, and
not 43, as claimed in the reference).
We propose a different, automatable approach for finding a regular automa-
ton accepting the language of all normalizing terms. The idea is to employ the
definition of the Nerode congruence for ’guessing’ the congruence classes. Here
we use the word ’guess’ in place of ’compute’ since we need to check whether
a term C[s] is terminating. This property is in general undecidable. We can,
however, make an educated guess by choosing a large enough d and checking
whether C[s] admits a rewrite sequence of length d with respect to some strate-
gy . Note that, the strategy can be chosen arbitrarily since we assume that
weak and strong normalization coincide.
Definition 36. [22] A strategy for a TRS R is a relation ⊆ →R on Ter(Σ,X )
having the same normal forms as →R. A strategy  is called deterministic if
every term t has at most one reduct s, that is, t s.
The following algorithm searches a partial model for the language of nor-
malizing terms. The algorithm depends on parameters c, d ∈ N where c is the
maximal depth of contexts C, and d is the length of reductions used to guess
whether a term is normalizing. If d is chosen too small, then a normalizing term
C[s]may mistakenly be considered non-normalizing. If c is too small, then terms
may accidentially be identified, although they behave differently when put into
larger contexts. Nevertheless, it can be shown that if the language of normali-
zing terms is regular, then there exist appropriate parameters c and d such that
the algorithm will compute the correct partial model. The case of having chosen
c or d too small, can be detected after running the algorithm as follows. LetA be
the algebra computed by the algorithm. It can effectively be checked whetherA
is a partial model for R, and whether all undefined terms JtKx contain a redex
with respect to R. Then it automatically follows that all undefined terms are
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non-normalizing. Finally we can employ Theorem 29 to transform the termi-
nation problem for all defined terms JtKy into an equivalent global termination
problem of labA(R). If we find a termination proof for labA(R), then the partial
model A is correct and accepts exactly the language of normalizing terms.
Algorithm 37. Let R be a TRS such that that every ground term is weakly nor-
malizing if and only if it is strongly normalizing. Moreover, let  be a deter-
ministic strategy for R. For d ∈ N we use Td ⊆ Ter(Σ,∅) to denote the set of
ground terms of height ≤ d.
The algorithm depends on parameters c, d ∈ N. For i = 1, 2, . . ., we compute
equivalence relations ∼i on Ti as follows. For every s, t ∈ Ti we define s ∼i t if
and only if:
∃s ′. C[s] d s ′ ⇐⇒ ∃t ′. C[t] d t ′
for every contextC of height≤ c. In other words, C[s] admits a rewrite sequence
of length d if and only if C[t] admits a rewrite sequence of length d.
We stop as soon as no more equivalence classes are found, that is, for some i,
the number of equivalence classes of Ti−1/∼i−1 is equal to the number of equiva-
lence classes Ti/∼i . For j ≤ i and t ∈ Tj let ∼j(t) denote the equivalence class of
t in Tj/∼j . We choose from every equivalence class E ∈ Ti/∼i one representative
tE ∈ (e ∩ Ti−1). We define the partial algebra A = 〈A, J·K〉 by: A = Ti/∼i and for
every f ∈ Σ and a1, . . . , a](f) ∈ A let
JfK(a1, . . . , a](f)) = ∼i(f(ta1 , . . . , ta](f)))
Note that f(ta1 , . . . , ta](f)) ∈ Ti since we have chosen the representatives tE
from Ti−1.
We have implemented this algorithm; the Haskell source can be downloaded
from:
http://infinity.few.vu.nl/local/
We have applied the algorithm on Smullyan’s Owl and CL(S), obtaining in
both cases the minimal partial algebra accepting the language of all normali-
zing terms. Further details, including the respective partial models, are given
below.
Example 38 (Smullyan’s Owl). Smullyan’s Owl serves as illustrating example.
The set of normalizing Owl-terms has been found in [14]. The Owl corresponds
to the following rewrite rule:
δ xy→ y(xy)
or, equivalently, in first order notation:
@(@(δ, x), y)→ @(y,@(x, y)) (4.1)
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0 1
0 1 1
1 1 -
Tabel 4.1: Interpretation J@K(x, y) for the Owl with x on the left and y on the top.
Applied to rule (4.1), Algorithm 37 computes the partial model A = 〈A, J·K〉
where A = {0, 1}, JδK = 0, and the interpretation of @ is given in Table 4.1.
Examples for terms t ∈ L(A), that is, normalizing terms, are
δδδ . . . δ, δ(δδ . . . δ)δ . . . δ, and δ(δ(δδ)δδ)δδδ
For an example of a non-normalizng terms take δδ(δδ). In words, the set of
undefined (non-normalizing) terms can be described as follows: a term is unde-
fined if it contains two distinct occurrences of δδ.
First, we check that A is a partial model for R:Jδ xy, αK = 1 = Jy(xy), αK for α(x) = 0, α(y) = 0Jδ xy, αKx and Jy(xy), αKx for α(x) = 0, α(y) = 1Jδ xy, αK = 1 = Jy(xy), αK for α(x) = 1, α(y) = 0Jδ xy, αKx and Jy(xy), αKx for α(x) = 1, α(y) = 1
Second, we use induction on the term structure to show that every undefined
term contains a redex. Let t ∈ Ter(Σ,∅) be a term such that JtKx. Then by
definition of J·K the term t is of the form t ≡ @(t1, t2) and either Jt1K = Jt2K =
1, or Jt1Kx, or Jt2Kx. In the latter two cases it suffices to apply the induction
hypothesis to t1 or t2, respectively. Thus, let Jt1K = Jt2K = 1. We use induction
on the term structure of t1. Again, by definition of J·K the term t1 is of the form
t1 ≡ @(t ′1, t ′2) with Jt ′1K = 0, or Jt ′1K = 1. If Jt ′1K = 0, then t ′1 ≡ δ and t ≡ δt ′2t2,
and hence t contains a redex. For Jt ′1K = 1 we finish by applying the second
induction hypothesis.
Third, we prove termination for all defined terms. An application of Theo-
rem 29 yields the following labeled TRS:
@1,0(@0,0(δ, x), y)→ @0,1(y,@0,0(x, y)) for α(x) = 0, α(y) = 0
@1,0(@0,1(δ, x), y)→ @0,1(y,@1,0(x, y)) for α(x) = 1, α(y) = 0
Termination of this system can easily be proven; for example Aprove [12] finds
a termination proof using the recursive path order.
Thus, indeed,A is a partial model accepting exactly the normalizing δ-terms.
Example 39 (The set of normalizing S-terms). For CL(S), Algorithm 37 returns
the partial model A = 〈A, J·K〉 where A = {0, 1, . . . , 37}, JSK = 4, and the inter-
pretation of @ is given in Table 4.2. Indeed, it can be checked thatA is equivalent
to the grammar given in [25].
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We have formally verified (using the proof assistant Coq [4]) that A is a par-
tial model for CL(S) and that the language of A contains all normalizing terms.
For proving that CL(S) is terminating on the language of A we have trans-
formed the local into a global termination problem using Definition 28. The re-
sulting TRS contains 1800 rules which are globally terminating, as can be shown
using the DP transformation with SCC decomposition [1] together with sim-
ple projections and the subterm criterion [13]. The termination proof can be
found automatically, and formally verified using the current versions of Ce-
TA (1.05) [24] and TTT2 (1.0) [16].
8 The RFC Method
We show that the method proposed in Section 6 is not only useful for local ter-
mination, but can fruitfully be employed for global termination as well. In [7],
Dershowitz reduces global termination of right-linear TRSs to local termination
on the set RFC(R), called the right-hand sides of forward closures of R. The set
RFC(R) ⊆ Ter(Σ,X ) is a subset of all terms, weakening the proof obligation, and
often allowing for simpler termination proofs. Previously, the only automated
method employing this transformation for proving global termination has been
the method of match-bounded string rewriting [10]. In the present paper we
advocate an alternative approach.
We propose a combination of the RFC-method with the transformation from
Section 6. More precisely, we first reduce the global termination problem to a
local termination problem on RFC(R), and then we transform this problem back
into a global termination problem. We show that this method can successfully
be applied to obtain proofs for global termination; see further Example 42 for a
rewrite system that remained unsolved in the termination competition [23].
For string rewriting systems (SRS) R the set RFC(R) can be defined as follows:
Definition 40 ([7]). Let R be a SRS over Σ. The right-hand sides of forward closures
of R, denoted RFC(R), are defined as the smallest set F ⊆ Σ∗ such that:
• rhs(R) ⊆ F,
• if u ∈ F and u→ v, then v ∈ F (rewriting), and
• if u`1 ∈ F and `1`2 → r ∈ Rwith `1 6= ε, then ur ∈ F (right extension).
We have the following well-known theorem:
Theorem 41 ([7]). A string rewriting system R is terminating on Σ∗ if and only if R
is terminating on RFC(R).
The set RFC(R) can be (over-)approximated by using the system
R# = {u#→ r# | (u · v→ r) ∈ R, u 6= , v 6= }
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over Σ# = Σ ∪ {#}, where # acts as an end marker. Then RFC(R)# = (R ∪
R#)
∗(rhs(R)#), and we can reduce the global termination problem of R to local
termination of R# on rhs(R)#. More general we have the following observation:
whenever M ⊇ rhs(R)# is closed w.r.t. R ∪ R#, then RFC(M)# ⊆M. The closure
under rewriting can be proven by giving a partial model A (M is the language
of a partial Σ#-algebra A).
Example 42. Take Σ = {a, b, c} and
R = {a→ , b→ , cc→ a, ba→ cacbb}.
This is the mirrored version of SRS/Waldmann07b/size-12-alpha-3-num-223
which has not been solved automatically in previous termination competitions.
We present a partial Σ#-algebra Awith 3 elements {1, 2, 3} and interpretations of
function symbols:
a : 1 7→ 1, 2 7→ 2;b : 1 7→ 1, c : 1 7→ 2, 2 7→ 1, # : 1 7→ 3, 2 7→ 3,
and b(2) as well as all transitions from 3 are undefined. Note: we consider the
right end of the string to be the top symbol of the term. It can be checked that A
is a partial model for R∪R#, and its language contains rhs(R)#. As a consequence
we have L(A) ⊆ RFC(R)#.
We obtain the following labelled system:
RA = {a1 → , a2 → , b1 → , c1c2 → a1, c2c1 → a2, b1a1 → c1a2c2b1b1},
termination of which is equivalent to termination of R. Indeed RA is easily seen
to be terminating. E.g., Torpa [28] finds the following termination proof:
[A] Choose polynomial interpretation
a1 c1: lambda x.x+1,
rest identity
remove: a1 ->
remove: c2 c1 -> a2
[AC] Reverse every lhs and rhs and choose polynomial
interpretation:
a1 and c1: lambda x.10x,
rest lambda x.x+1
remove: a2 ->
remove: b1 a1 -> c1 a2 c2 b1 b1
remove: b1 ->
remove: c1 c2 -> a1
Terminating since no rules remain.
We remark that the partial algebra A makes all words containing a factor bcb
undefined.
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9 Quasi-models for Local Termination
In Sections 3–5 we have devised a characterization of local termination in terms
of monotone partial algebras. While this gives the general method, for the pur-
pose of obtaining automatable methods we strive for fruitful classes of these al-
gebras. For global termination, instances of monotone algebras are well-known.
This raises the natural question whether we can transform a given monotone
algebra for global termination in such a way that we obtain a partial monotone
algebra for local termination.
In this section we present one such approach. We extend quasi-models [27]
to partial quasi-models and then combine these with (ordinary) monotone alge-
bras. The quasi-models are roughly deterministic tree automata that are closed
under rewriting. We then search for such an automaton which accepts the star-
ting language T together with a monotone algebra such that the rewrite rules
are decreasing on the language of the automaton. In this way monotone alge-
bras for global termination carry over to local termination and we obtain an
automatable method that is applicable for proofs of local termination.
First we give the definition of extended µ-monotone algebras as known from
global termination of context-sensitive TRSs, see [17, 9]. A mapping µ : Σ→ 2N
is called a replacement map (for Σ) if for all f ∈ Σ we have µ(f) ⊆ {1, . . . , ](f)}. Let
〈A, J·K〉 be a Σ-algebra and µ a replacement map. For symbols f ∈ Σ we say that
the interpretation JfK : A](f) → A is µ-monotone with respect to  if for every
a, b ∈ A and i ∈ µ(f) with a  bwe have: f( . . .︸︷︷︸
i−1
, a, . . .︸︷︷︸
](f)−i
)  f(. . . , b, . . .) .
Definition 43. Let µ be a replacement map for Σ.
An extended µ-monotone Σ-algebra 〈A, J·K,,w〉 is a Σ-algebra 〈A, J·K〉 equipped
with two binary relations , w on A for which the following three conditions
hold:
(i)  is well-founded,
(ii)  · w ⊆  and  ⊆ w (compatibility), and
(iii) for every f ∈ Σ the function JfK is µ-monotone with respect to  and w.
We extend quasi-models to partial quasi-models:
Definition 44. Let R be a TRS over Σ. A partial quasi-model A := 〈A, J·K,≥〉 for R
consists of a Σ-algebra 〈A, J·K〉, and a partial order ≥ on A such that:
(i) J`, αKy⇒ J`, αK ≥ Jr, αK for every `→ r ∈ R and α : Var(`)→ A, and
(ii) the function JfK is closed and monotone with respect to ≥ for every f ∈ Σ.
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A quasi-modelA = 〈A, J·K,≥〉may contain elements a ∈ A for which JtK = a
implies that t is a normal form. For a given quasi-model the set of these, which
we denote by Anf(R), can be computed (see below Definition 45). We can exploit
this knowledge as follows: if a certain argument of a symbol f ∈ Σ is always a
normal form, then the interpretation JfK of f does not need to be monotonic for
this argument position. The following definition gives an algorithm for compu-
ting the setAnf(R). Elements that are interpretations J`, αK of left-hand sides in R
cannot belong to this set. Moreover if a 6∈ Anf(R) and b = JfK(. . . , a, . . .) then we
conclude b 6∈ Anf(R). This is formalized as follows:
Definition 45. Let R be a TRS over Σ, and A = 〈A, J·K〉 a partial Σ-algebra. The
normal forms Anf(R) of A are the largest set Anf(R) ⊆ Ac such that J`, αK 6∈ Anf(R)
for every `→ r ∈ R and every α : Var(`)→ Ac, and JfK(a1, . . . , an) 6∈ Anf(R) for
every f ∈ Σ, ai 6∈ Anf(R) and a1, . . . , an ∈ Ac.
Then by construction we obtain the following lemma:
Lemma 46. Anf(R) is the set of all elements a ∈ Ac such that for all terms t ∈
Ter(Σ,∅) it holds: JtK = a implies that t is a normal form with respect to R.
As mentioned above the interpretations do not need to be monotonic in ar-
gument positions which are normal forms. We formalize this by defining a re-
placement map for the labeling labA(R) of R which does not contain argument
positions that are in normal form.
Definition 47. Let R be a TRS over Σ, and A = 〈A, J·K〉 a partial Σ-algebra.
Let the replacement map µnf(R) be defined for every symbol fλ ∈ labA(Σ) with
λ = 〈a1, . . . , a](f)〉 as follows: µnf(R)(fλ) = {1, . . . , ](f)} \ {i | ai ∈ Anf(R)}.
As an instance of Theorem 22 we obtain a method for stepwise rule removal
for local termination that is based on a combination of partial quasi-models and
extended monotone algebras.
Theorem 48. Let R, R ′ and U be TRSs over Σ, and T ⊆ Ter(Σ,∅) a set of terms such
that SNU/R∪R ′(T) holds. Furthermore let A = 〈A, J·K,≥〉 be a partial quasi-model for
R ∪ R ′ ∪U with T ⊆ L(A), and B = 〈B, J·KB,,w〉 an extended µnf(R∪R ′)-monotone
(labA(Σ))-algebra such that:
(i) the rules in labA(R ′) are decreasing:
J`, αK  Jr, αK for all `→ r ∈ labA(R ′) and α : Var(`)→ B ,
(ii) the rules in labA(R) are weakly decreasing:
J`, αK w Jr, αK for all `→ r ∈ labA(R) and α : Var(`)→ B , and
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(iii) for all f ∈ Σ, ~a1 a ~a2 ∈ A](f), a ≥ a ′ ∈ A, and b1, . . . , b](f) ∈ B:
Jf~a1 a ~a2KB(b1, . . . , b](f)) w Jf~a1 a ′ ~a2KB(b1, . . . , b](f)) .
Then SN(U∪R ′)/R(T) holds.
Bewijs. We construct an extended monotone partialΣ-algebra C = 〈C, J·KC ,C ,wC〉
fulfilling the requirements of Theorem 22. Let C = A×B, and define 〈a1, b1〉 C
〈a2, b2〉⇐⇒ a1 6∈ Anf(R∪R ′) & a1 ≥ a2 & b1  b2 and 〈a1, b1〉 wC 〈a2, b2〉⇐⇒
a1 6∈ Anf(R∪R ′) & a1 ≥ a2 & b1 w b2. Note that the µnf(R∪R ′)-monotonicity
is implemented by excluding elements 〈a1, b1〉 with a1 ∈ Anf(R∪R ′) from being
sources of  ∪ w steps. Then for every f ∈ Σ: JfKC(〈a1, b1〉, . . . , 〈a](f), b](f)〉) =
〈JfKA(a1, . . . , a](f)), Jfa1,...,a](f)KB(b1, . . . , b](f))〉 if JfKA(a1, . . . , a](f))y, and ↑
otherwise. Finally, we define the relation  on C by 〈a1, b1〉  〈a2, b2〉 ⇐⇒
a1 ≥ a2. Now it is straightforward to check that all requirements of Theorem 22
are fulfilled, and we conclude SN(U∪R ′)/R(T).
Let us briefly elaborate on the theorem. As an instance of Theorem 22, Theo-
rem 48 is applicable for proving local termination as well as local relative termi-
nation. We start without knowledge SN∅/R∪S(T) and stepwise ’remove’ rules,
more precisely, we move rules from the right side to the left side of the slash ’/’.
If we reach the goal SNR/S(T), then the proof has been successful.
The use of partial quasi-models for R ∪ R ′ ∪ U with T ⊆ L(A) guarantees
that the language we consider is closed under rewriting. The set R ′ is the set of
strictly decreasing rules that we are aiming to remove. The µnf(R∪R
′)-monotone
labA(Σ)-algebra B then has the task to make all labeled rules stemming from R ′
strictly decreasing, and from Rweakly decreasing. Then we conclude that R ′∪U
is terminating relative to R on T .
Example 49 (Klop, see [2], Exercise 7.4.7). Example 13 can be generalized to
include the combinator K, which has the reduction rule Kxy → x. The initial
language of flat S,K-terms is T = (S|K)∗; for example SSKS = (((SS)K)S). The
partial model presented in Example 30 can be extended to a partial quasi-model
for this generalized example by fixing JKK = 0 and 2 > 0, 2 > 1. Note that this
is not a model due to JKxy, αK = 2 > 0 = Jx, αK for α = λz.0. For the complete
proof, employing this quasi model, we refer to:
http://infinity.few.vu.nl/local/.
The second example illustrates the stepwise rule removal.
Example 50. We use a Turing-machine-like TRS which does the following. Star-
ting with its head between two symbols 1, the tape containing a finite string of
1’s and further blanks (0), it initially puts two boxes  left and right of its head
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and afterwards alternately runs left and right between the boxes, each time mo-
ving them one position further, until the blanks are reached:
111R1111111 11111111R11→ 11111111L11 11L11111111→ 11R11111111 . . .
This is implemented by the TRS R consisting of the following rules:
1S1→ R R1→ 1R R1→ L1 R0→ F0
1L→ L1 1L→ 1R 0L→ 0R
1F→ F1 1F→ 1R 0F→ finish
where all symbols apart form finish (which is a constant) are unary, but have
been written without parenthesis for the purpose of compactness. Note that the
construction of the TRS is similar to the standard translation of Turing machines
to string rewriting systems as given in [22].
While the Turing machine is terminating on every input, the TRS R fails to
be globally terminating. The reason is that R allows for configurations with
multiple heads working at the same time on the same tape:
0R1F0→ 0L1F0→ 0L1R0→2 0R1F0→ . . .
We will prove that R is locally terminating on all terms containing arbitrary oc-
currences of the symbols 0, 1 and at most one occurrence of S, that is, the lan-
guage given by T = {0, 1}∗ S {0, 1}∗finish. As the first step we remove the rules
1S1 → R and 0F → finish. We do this by using a quasi-model A consisting
of only one element, accepting all terms. We combine this quasi-model with the
labA(Σ)-algebra B where B = N and J1KB(x) = J0KB(x) = x+ 1, all other symbols
are interpreted as λx.x. This makes the above two rules decreasing.
In the second step of rule removal we use a partial quasi-modelA = 〈A, J·K,≥〉
where A = {0, 1}, 0 ≥ 0, 1 ≥ 1 (but not 1 ≥ 0), JfinishK = 0 and the other interpre-
tations are given in Table 4.3:
x J1K(x) JK(x) JRK(x) JLK(x) JFK(x) J0K(x) JSK(x)
0 0 1 ↑ ↑ ↑ 0 0
1 1 0 1 1 1 ↑ ↑
Tabel 4.3: Symbol interpretations.
As required by the theoremA is a partial quasi-model for R including the two
removed rules U = {1S1→ R, 0F→ finish} (without them T would consist
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of normal forms). We use this quasi-model together with the extended monoto-
ne labA(Σ)-algebra B = 〈N, J·KB,,w〉where andw are the usual orders> and
≥ on N, respectively. The interpretation J·KB is JfinishKB = 7, J10KB(x) = 2 · x+ 1,J11KB(x) = 2 · x, J0KB(x) = J1KB(x) = x, JR1KB(x) = 2 · x, JL1KB(x) = 2 · x+ 1,JF1KB(x) = 2 · x, J00KB(x) = 2 · x, and JS0KB(x) = 5 · x + 6. Then R ′ consists
of the following rules: R1 → L1, 1L → L1, 1L → 1R, 0L → 0R, and
1F → 1R. Then labA(R ′) is strictly decreasing with respect to B. For instance
consider the rule R1→ L1. The labeling R1010 → L1110 is in labA(R ′) and
its interpretation in B is: R1010(x) = 4 · x + 2 > 4 · x + 1 = L1110(x). The
labeling R0111 → L0101 is not in labA(R ′) since its left-hand side is undefined
with respect toA, thus we can ignore this rule. Analogous it can be verified that
all rules in labA(R \R ′) are weakly decreasing in B. Since > is the empty relation
on A the third condition of Theorem 48 holds trivially.
The three remaining rules R1 → 1R, 1F → F1, and R0 → F0 are even
globally terminating. This corresponds to taking a quasi-model which has only
one state and accepts all terms together with the corresponding termination or-
der which proves global termination. Hence we have proven SNR(T) by three
consecutive applications of Theorem 48.
Finally, we give a theorem that allows to remove rules and forget about them.
We need to be sure that these rules do not influence the family, that is, the set of
reachable terms. This is guaranteed if all terms in the family are normal forms
with respect to these rules.
Theorem 51. Let R, R ′ and S be TRSs over Σ, and T ⊆ Ter(Σ,∅). Moreover let
A = 〈A, J·K,≥〉 be a partial quasi-model for R∪R ′ ∪ S with T ⊆ L(A) such that for all
rules `→ r ∈ R ′ and α : Var(`)→ A we have J`, αKx (the left-hand side is undefined).
Then SNR/S(T) implies SNR∪R ′/S(T).
Bewijs. From FamR∪R ′∪S(T) ⊆ L(A) together with J`, αKx for all ` → r ∈ R ′
and α it follows that the rules in R ′ are not reachable. All terms in Fam(T) are
normal forms with respect to R ′. Hence we can ignore these rules.
Example 52. Consider the TRS R consisting of the following four rules:
f(s(s(x)))→ f(o(x)) o(s(s(x)))→ s(s(o(x))) o(0)→ 0 o(s(0))→ s(s(s(0)))
The TRS is not terminating: f(s(s(s(0)))) → f(o(s(0))) → f(s(s(s(0)))) → . . ..
However, the function f is terminating when applied to an even number, that
is, the language T = {f(s2·n(0)) | n ∈ N}. We choose A = 〈{0, 1}, J·K,≥〉 whereJ0K = 0, JsK(0) = 1, JsK(1) = 0, JoK(0) = 0, JoK(1)x, JfK(0) = 0 and JfK(1)x. Then
A is a partial quasi-model with T ⊆ L(A). We have Jo(s(0)), αKx (for all α), thus
the rule o(s(0))→ s(s(s(0))) is never applicable and can be removed.
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10 Conclusion and Future Work
We have implemented some of the methods proposed in this paper. More infor-
mation and the source code of the implementations can be found on the website:
http://infinity.few.vu.nl/local/
In particular, we have implemented the method from Section 7. The program
automatically finds the minimal partial model A for the language of normali-
zing S-terms, and transforms the local termination problem into a global ter-
mination problem. We have formally verified the model property, and that all
terms that are not in the language of A are non-terminating. Global terminati-
on of the transformed system has been proven by TTT2 (1.0) [16] and formally
verified by CeTA (1.05) [24]. Thereby we have automated one of the central
contributions of [25].
We intend to generalize the characterization of local termination to context-
sensitive rewriting [17], using µ-monotonic, partial Σ-algebras; and also to top
termination, using weakly extended, monotone, partial Σ-algebras [1, 9].
Methods using transformations from certain properties, like liveness proper-
ties [15] or outermost termination [20], to termination usually give rise to local
termination problems. That is, termination is of interest only for those terms
which are in the image of the transformation. For example, we noted that the
transformation in [20] gives rise to a language which can be described by a par-
tial model. Then it suffices to show completeness of the transformation to local
termination, and employing Theorem 29 we obtain a complete transformation
to global termination for free.
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Abstract Undecidability of various properties of first order term rewri-
ting systems is well-known. An undecidable property can be classified by
the complexity of the formula defining it. This gives rise to a hierarchy
of distinct levels of undecidability, starting from the arithmetical hierar-
chy classifying properties using first order arithmetical formulas and con-
tinuing into the analytic hierarchy, where also quantification over function
variables is allowed.
In this paper we consider properties of first order term rewriting systems
and classify them in this hierarchy. Weak and strong normalization for
single terms turn out to be Σ01-complete, while their uniform versions as
well as dependency pair problems with minimality flag areΠ02-complete.
We find that confluence isΠ02-complete both for single terms and uniform.
Unexpectedly local confluence for ground terms turns out to be harder
than local confluence for open terms. The former property isΠ02-complete
while the latter is Σ01-complete (and thereby recursively enumerable).
The most surprising result is on dependency pair problems without mi-
nimality flag: we prove this to be Π11-complete, which means that this
property exceeds the arithmetical hierarchy and is essentially analytic.
1 Introduction
In classical computability theory a property P ⊆ N is called decidable iff there
exists a Turing machine which for every input x ∈ N outputs 0 if x ∈ P and 1
if x /∈ P. The complexity of decidable properties is usually defined in terms of
the time (or space) consumption of a Turing machine that decides the property;
the respective hierarchies (linear, polynomial, exponential,. . . ) are well-known.
Likewise, but less known, the undecidable properties can be classified into a
hierarchy of growing complexity. The arithmetical and the analytical hierarchy
establish such a classification of undecidable properties by the complexity of
predicate logic formulas that define them, which in turn is defined as the num-
ber of quantifier alternations of its prenex normal form.
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The arithmetical hierarchy is based on first order formulas, that is, quantifi-
cation is restricted to number quantifiers, function or set quantification is not
allowed; its classes are denoted Π0n and Σ0n for n ∈ N. The lowest level of the
hierarchy, the classes Π00 and Σ
0
0, consists of the decidable relations (for which
there is a total computable function that decides it). Then the classes Π0n and Σ0n
for n ≥ 1 are inductively defined by allowing additional universal and existen-
tial quantifiers to define the properties. For example, if P(x, y, z) is a decidable
property, then ∃x.P(x, y, z) is in Σ01 and ∀y.∃x.P(x, y, z) is in Π02. In other words,
a relation belongs to the class Π0n for n ∈ N of the arithmetical hierarchy if it
can be defined by a first order formula (in prenex normal form), which has n
quantifiers, starting with a universal quantifier. Likewise a relation is in Σ0n if
the formula starts with an existential quantifier. The class Σ01 consists of recursi-
vely enumerable (or semi-decidable) relations; the blank tape halting problem is
in this class. The initialised uniform halting problem is in the class Π02.
The analytical hierarchy continues the classification by second order formulas,
allowing for function quantifiers. Its classes are denoted Π1n and Σ1n for n ∈
N. The lowest level of the analytical hierarchy are the the classes Π10 and Σ10
which consist of all arithmetical relations. The classes Π1n and Σ1n for n ≥ 1 are
defined inductively, each time adding an universal (∀α : N→ N.ϕ) or existential
function quantifier (∃α : N → N. ϕ), respectively. For the current paper we
employ only the class Π11 of the analytical hierarchy which consists of relations
that can be defined by ∀α : N→ N. ϕ where ϕ is an arithmetical relation.
Our Contribution We investigate the arithmetic complexity, of various pro-
perties of first order TRSs:
• termination or strong normalization (SN),
• weak normalization (WN),
• confluence (CR) and ground confluence (grCR),
• local confluence (WCR) and ground local confluence (grWCR),
• finiteness of dependency pair problems (DP), and
• finiteness of dependency pair problems with minimality flag (DPmin).
In this paper we pinpoint the precise complexities of these properties in
terms of the arithmetic and analytic hierarchy, see Table 5.1; we study these pro-
perties uniformly for all terms (as a system property) as well as for single terms.
While undecidability of these concepts is folklore [4] their degree of unde-
cidability (their precise hardness) has hardly been studied. An exception is [9]
investigating the Turing degree of termination. Turing degrees give a classifica-
tion of undecidable properties in terms of their computational ’hardness’ which
is independent of the syntactic form of a predicate that describes it. There is a
1We note that DPmin is only applicable in the uniform variant, see Section 7.
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SN WN CR grCR WCR grWCR DP DPmin
uniform Π02 Π
0
2
Π02 Π
0
2
Σ01 Π
0
2
Π11 Π
0
2
single term Σ01 Σ
0
1 Π
0
2 Π
0
2
Σ01 Σ
0
1
Π11 −
1
Tabel 5.1: Degrees of undecidability.
connection between the Turing degree of a property and its place in the arith-
metic hierarchy, so most of the proofs of [9] carry over to our setting. As we use
a different translation from Turing machines to TRSs, we do not use the results
or proofs of [9].
The complexity of the non-encircled uniform properties have been indepen-
dently studied in [14] and [3].
As can be seen in Table 5.1, the standard properties of TRSs reside within the
classes Π02 and Σ
0
1 of the arithmetical hierarchy (both for the uniform and single
term versions). That is, they are of a low degree of undecidability, being at most
as hard as the initialised uniform halting problem.
Surprisingly, it turns out that dependency pair problems are of a much hig-
her degree of undecidability: they exceed the arithmetical hierarchy and thereby
first order predicate logic. In particular we show that dependency pair problems
areΠ11-complete, a class within the analytical hierarchy with one universal func-
tion quantifier. So although dependency pair problems have been invented for
proving termination, the complexity of general dependency pair problems is
much higher than the complexity of termination itself. This even holds if we
restrict to the special format of dependency pairs: dependency pairs are right-
linear, all root symbols of left hand sides and right hand sides of dependency
pairs are marked, and all other symbols in the dependency pairs and all sym-
bols in the rewrite rules are unmarked. A variant of dependency pair problems
again arising from termination problems are dependency pair problems with
minimality flag. We show that for this variant the complexity is back to that of
termination: it is Π02-complete.
Also remarkable, ground local confluence isΠ02-complete, while local conflu-
ence (that is, including open terms) is only Σ01-complete, a class strictly belowΠ
0
2
in the arithmetical hierarchy. This is an excellent counterexample to a common
pitfall for people less familiar with complexity theory: the Π02-hardness of local
confluence on all ground terms does not imply Π02-hardness of local confluence
on the larger set of all terms.
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2 Preliminaries
Term Rewriting
We give a brief introduction to term rewriting, we refer to [15] for further rea-
ding. A signature Σ is a set of symbols f each having a fixed arity ](f) ∈ N. Let Σ
be a signature and X a countably infinite set of variables such that Σ ∩ X = ∅.
The set Ter(Σ,X ) of terms over Σ and X is the smallest set satisfying:
• X ⊆ Ter(Σ,X ), and
• f(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ Ter(Σ,X ) if f ∈ Σwith arity n and ∀i : ti ∈ Ter(Σ,X ).
We use x, y, z, . . . to range over variables. The set of positions Pos(t) ⊆ N∗ of a
term t ∈ Ter(Σ,X ) is inductively defined by: Pos(f(t1, . . . , tn)) = {ε} ∪ {ip | 1 ≤
i ≤ ](f), p ∈ Pos(ti)}, and Pos(x) = {ε} for variables x ∈ X .
A substitution σ is a map σ : X → Ter(Σ,X ) from variables to terms. For
terms t ∈ Ter(Σ,X ) and substitutions σ we define tσ as the result of replacing
each x ∈ X in t by σ(x). That is, tσ is inductively defined by xσ := σ(x) for
variables x ∈ X and otherwise f(t1, . . . , tn)σ := f(t1σ, . . . , tnσ). Let
e
be a
fresh symbol,
e 6∈ Σ ∪ X . A context C is a term from Ter(Σ,X ∪ {e}) containing
precisely one occurrence of
e
. Then C[s] denotes the term Cσ where σ(
e
) = s
and σ(x) = x for all x ∈ X .
A term rewriting system (TRS) over Σ,X is a set R of finitely many pairs 〈`, r〉 ∈
Ter(Σ,X )2, called rewrite rules and usually written as ` → r, for which the left-
hand side ` is not a variable (` 6∈ X ) and all variables in the right-hand side r occur
in ` (Var(r) ⊆ Var(`)). Let R be a TRS. For terms s, t ∈ Ter(Σ,X ) we write s→R t
if there exists a rule `→ r ∈ R, a substitution σ and a context C ∈ Ter(Σ,X ∪ {e})
such that s = C[`σ] and t = C[rσ]; →R is the rewrite relation induced by R, and→∗R denotes the reflexive, transitive closure of→R.
Definition 1. Let R be a TRS and t ∈ Ter(Σ,X ) a term. Then R is called
• strongly normalizing (or terminating) on t, denoted SNR(t),
if every rewrite sequence starting from t is finite.
• weakly normalizing on t, denoted WNR(t),
if t admits a rewrite sequence t→∗ s to a normal form s.
• confluent (or has the Church–Rosser property) on t, denoted CRR(t),
if every pair of finite coinitial reductions starting from t can be extended
to a common reduct, that is,
∀t1, t2. t1 ←∗ t→∗ t2 =⇒ ∃d. t1 →∗ d←∗ t2
• locally confluent (or weakly Church–Rosser) on t, denoted WCRR(t),
if every pair of coinitial rewrite steps starting from t can be joined, that is,
∀t1, t2. t1 ← t→ t2 =⇒ ∃d. t1 →∗ d←∗ t2
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A TRS R is strongly normalizing (SNR), confluent (CRR) or locally confluent (WCRR)
if the respective property holds on all terms t ∈ Ter(Σ,X ). Moreover, R is called
ground confluent (or ground locally confluent) if R is confluent (or locally confluent)
on all terms t ∈ Ter(Σ,∅).
Turing Machines
Definition 2. A Turing machine M is a quadruple 〈Q, Γ, q0, δ〉 consisting of:
• finite set of states Q,
• an initial state q0 ∈ Q,
• a finite alphabet Γ containing a designated symbol , called blank, and
• a partial transition function δ : Q× Γ → Q× Γ × {L, R}.
A configuration of a Turing machine is a pair 〈q, tape〉 consisting of a state q ∈ Q
and the tape content tape : Z → Γ such that the carrier {n ∈ Z | tape(n) 6= } is
finite. The set of all configurations is denoted CM. We define the relation→M on
the set of configurations CM as follows: 〈q, tape〉→M 〈q ′, tape ′〉whenever:
• δ(q, tape(0)) = 〈q ′, f ′, L〉,
tape ′(1) = f ′ and ∀n 6= 0. tape ′(n+ 1) = tape(n), or
• δ(q, tape(0)) = 〈q ′, f ′, R〉,
tape ′(−1) = f ′ and ∀n 6= 0. tape ′(n− 1) = tape(n).
Without loss of generality we assume thatQ∩Γ = ∅, that is, the set of states and
the alphabet are disjoint. This enables us to denote configurations as 〈w1, q,w2〉,
denotedw−11 qw2 for short (we assume non-ambiguous reading), withw1, w2 ∈
Γ∗ and q ∈ Q, which is shorthand for 〈q, tape〉 where tape(n) = w2(n + 1) for
0 ≤ n < |w2|, and tape(−n) = w1(n) for 1 ≤ n ≤ |w1| and tape(n) =  for all
other positions n ∈ Z.
The Turing machines we consider are deterministic. As a consequence, final
configurations are unique (if they exist), which justifies the following definition.
Definition 3. Let M be a Turing machine and 〈q, tape〉 ∈ CM. We denote by
finalM(〈q, tape〉) the →M-normal form of 〈q, tape〉 if it exists and undefined,
otherwise. Whenever finalM(〈q, tape〉) exists then we say that M halts on 〈q, tape〉
with final configuration finalM(〈q, tape〉). Furthermore we say M halts on tape as
shorthand for M halts on 〈q0, tape〉.
Turing machines can compute n-ary functions f : Nn → N or relations S ⊆
N∗. We need only unary functions fM and binary >M ⊆ N× N relations.
Definition 4. Let M = 〈Q, Γ, q0, δ〉 be a Turing machine with S,0 ∈ Γ . We define
a partial function fM : N⇀ N for all n ∈ N by:
fM(n) =
{
m if finalM(q0Sn0) = . . . qSm0 . . .
undefined otherwise
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and we define the relation >M ⊆ N× N by:
n >M m ⇐⇒ finalM(0Snq0Sm0) = . . . q0 . . . .
Here, the functions fM are partial since M may not terminate on certain inputs
or M may halt in a state which is not of the form . . . qSm0 . . .. Note that the set
{>M | M halts on all tapes } is the set of recursive binary relations on N.
The Arithmetic and Analytical Hierarchy
In the introduction we briefly mentioned the arithmetical and analytical hierar-
chy. We now summarize the main notions and results relevant for this paper.
For details see a standard text on mathematical logic, e.g. [13] or [8], which con-
tains more technical results regarding these hierarchies.
Definition 5. Let A ⊆ N. The set membership problem for A is the problem of
deciding for given a ∈ N whether a ∈ A.
Definition 6. Let A ⊆ N and B ⊆ N. Then A can be many–one reduced to B,
notation A ≤m B if there exists a total computable function f : N→ N such that
∀n ∈ N. n ∈ A⇔ f(n) ∈ B.
Definition 7. Let B ⊆ N and P ⊆ Pow(N). Then B is called P-hard if every A ∈
P can be many–one reduced to B, and B is P-complete whenever additionally
B ∈ P .
So a problem B is P-hard if every problem A ∈ P can be reduced to B: To de-
cide ’ ’n ∈ A” we only have to decide ’ ’f(n) ∈ B”, where f is the total computable
function that reduces A to B.
The classification results in the following sections employ the following well-
known lemma, which states that whenever a problem A can be reduced via a
computable function to a problem B, then B is at least as hard as A.
Lemma 8. If A can be reduced to B and A is P-hard, then B is P-hard.
Remark 9. Finite lists of natural numbers can be encoded as natural numbers
using the well-known Go¨del encoding: 〈n1, . . . , nk〉 := pn1+11 · . . . pnk+1k , where
p1, . . . , pk are the first k prime numbers. For this encoding, the length function
(lth〈n1, . . . , nk〉 = k) and the decoding function (〈n1, . . . , nk〉i = ni if 1 ≤ i ≤ n)
are computable and it is decidable whether a number is the code of a finite list.
Using the encoding of finite lists of natural numbers, we can encode Turing
machines, terms and finite term rewriting systems. Finite rewrite sequences σ :
t1 → . . .→ tn can be encoded as lists of terms. Then of course a Turing machine
can compute the length of |σ| := n of the sequence, every term t1,. . . ,tn, and in
particular the first first(σ) := t1 and the last term last(σ) := tn. Given the TRS
as input, a Turing machine can check whether a natural number n corresponds
to a valid rewrite sequence, that is, check ti → ti+1 for every i = 1, . . . , (n − 1).
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Furthermore for a given term t and n ∈ N it can calculate the set of all reductions
of length ≤ n admitted by t and thereby check properties like ’all reductions
starting from t have length ≤ n’ or ’t is a normal form’.
An example from term rewriting that we can encode as a problem on natural
numbers is (we leave the encoding of terms as numbers implicit), s →R t :=
∃` → r ∈ R. ∃σ. ∃C. (s = C[`σ] ∧ t = C[rσ]). As all these quantifiers can be
bounded by the size of s and t, respectively, and the range of the variables in C
and σ can be restricted to the variables occurring in s, t, ` and r. This amounts
to a finite search and is a decidable problem. Note that the fact that the TRS is
finite is crucial here.
Undecidable problems can be divided into a hierarchy of increasing com-
plexity, the first part of which is known as the arithmetical hierarchy. An example
is the problem whether t reduces in finitely many steps to q: t →∗R q := ∃m ∈
N. ∃〈s1, . . . , sm〉. (t = s1 →R . . . →R sm = q). This problem is undecida-
ble in general and it resides in Σ01 which is the class of problems of the form
∃x ∈ N. P(x, y) where P(x, y) is a decidable problem. (We usually suppress the
domain behind the existential quantifier.) Similar to Σ01, we have the class Π
0
1,
which is the class of problems of the form ∀x ∈ N. P(x, y) with P(x, y) a decida-
ble problem. If we continue this procedure, we obtain the classes Σ0n and Πn for
every n ∈ N.
In the following we identify sets with unary predicates A(k).
Definition 10. The class Σ0n consists of all sets A that can be defined in form of
A(k) ⇐⇒ ∃xn. ∀xn−1. . . . P(x1, . . . , xn, k) where P is a decidable relation. So,
there is a sequence of n alternating quantifiers in front of P. Likewise Π0n is the
class of sets of the form A(k) ⇐⇒ ∀xn. ∃xn−1. . . . P(x1, . . . , xn, k) where P is
decidable. Then ∆0n is the intersection of Σ0n and Π0n, that is, ∆0n := Σ0n ∩ Π0n.
That this definition is useful is based on the following fact, for which we
refer to [10, 8, 13] for a proof and further details.
Remark 11. Every formula in first order arithmetic is equivalent to a formula
in prenex normal form, i.e. a formula with all quantifiers on the outside of the
formula. Furthermore a sequence of ∃ (or ∀) can always be replaced by one ∃ (or
one ∀, respectively) due to the encoding of a finite list of numbers into numbers.
The reason one writes 0 as a superscript is that all quantifiers range over ’ ’the
lowest type” N; there are no quantifiers of higher types, like N → N. So every
arithmetical problem is in one of the classes of Definition 10. A natural question
is whether all these classes are distinct. A fundamental result in mathematical
logic says that they are, see [13], [10] or [8].
The arithmetic hierarchy is usually depicted as in Figure 5.1, where every
arrow denotes a proper inclusion. All classes are closed under bounded quan-
tification: if A(n) ⇔ ∃y < t(n)P(n, y) and P is decidable, then A is decidable
(and similarly for other classes in the hierarchy).
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Σ01 Σ
0
2
REC = ∆01
-
∆02
-
-
∆03
-
-
Π01
-
-
Π02
-
-
-
Figuur 5.1: Arithmetic Hierarchy.
Above the arithmetic hierarchy, we find the analytic hierarchy, where we also
allow quantification over infinite sequences of numbers (equivalently functions
f : N → N). The classes of the analytical hierarchy are denoted Π1n and Σ1n
with n ∈ N where the n indicates the number of function quantifiers in prenex
normal form. That is, first-order quantifiers not counted. As a consequence
the lowest classes Π10 and Σ
1
0 subsume the whole arithmetical hierarchy. As
variables ranging over infinite sequences we use α, β, etc. For the analytical
hierarchy we can draw a similar diagram as the one in Figure 5.1: replace Σ01 by
Σ11 etc. To keep the presentation as simple as possible we define only the class
Π11.
Definition 12. The class Π11 consists of all sets A that can be defined in form of
A(k)⇐⇒ ∀α. ϕ where ϕ is a first order formula over decidable predicates.
Note that ϕ does not need to be in prenex normal form. W.l.o.g. every ϕ can
be converted into an equivalent formulaϕ ′ in prenex normal form and ∀α.ϕ ′ is
still a Π11-formula as first order quantifiers are not counted. For analytical pro-
blems we also have all kinds of simplification procedures (analogous to Remark
11).
An example of an analytical formula is ∀α.∃x.α(x) 6→R α(x+ 1), stating that
there exist no infinite rewrite sequences, that is, the rewrite system is SN. This
is a Π11-formula.
Lemma 13. We have the following well-known results:
(i) the blank tape halting problem {M | M halts on the blank tape} is Σ01-complete,
(ii) the totality problem {M | M halts on q0Sn for every n ∈ N} is Π02-complete,
(iii) the set WF := {M | >M is well-founded} is Π11-complete.
These sets will be the basis for the hardness results in the following sections:
we will show that the blank tape halting problem is many–one reducible to WCR
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and thus conclude that WCR is Σ01-hard. This will be done by effectively giving
for every Turing machine M, a TRS RM such that
M halts on the blank tape⇐⇒WCRRM .
Similar constructions will be carried out for the other problems that we consider.
To determine if a problem A is essentially in a certain class P (and not lower
in the hierarchy), we first prove that A is P-hard and then we show that the
property A can be expressed by a formula of P .
3 Translating Turing Machines
We use the translation of Turing machines M to TRSs RM from [11] (also in [15]).
We have chosen for Turing machines in place of the post correspondence problem
(PCP) employed in [4] since the hardness of the PCP is only Σ01, one of the lowest
levels of the arithmetical hierarchy, and is therefore not suitable for determining
the hardness of TRS properties (like confluence, or uniform normalization) that
have a strictly higher degree of undecidability.
Definition 14. For every Turing machine M = 〈Q, Γ, q0, δ〉 we define a TRS RM
as follows. The signature is Σ = Q ∪ Γ ∪ {.} where the symbols q ∈ Q have arity
2, the symbols f ∈ Γ have arity 1 and . is a constant symbol, which represents
an infinite number of blank symbols. The rewrite rules of RM are:
q(x, f(y))→ q ′(f ′(x), y) for every δ(q, f) = 〈q ′, f ′, R〉
q(g(x), f(y))→ q ′(x, g(f ′(y))) for every δ(q, f) = 〈q ′, f ′, L〉
together with the following rules for ’extending the tape’:
q(., f(y))→ q ′(.,(f ′(y))) for every δ(q, f) = 〈q ′, f ′, L〉
q(x, .)→ q ′(f ′(x), .) for every δ(q,) = 〈q ′, f ′, R〉
q(g(x), .)→ q ′(x, g(f ′(.))) for every δ(q,) = 〈q ′, f ′, L〉
q(., .)→ q ′(.,(f ′(.))) for every δ(q,) = 〈q ′, f ′, L〉 .
We introduce a mapping from terms to configurations to make the connecti-
on between the M and the TRS RM precise.
Definition 15. We define a mapping ϕ : Ter(Γ ∪ {.},∅)⇀ Γ∗ by:
ϕ(.) := ε ϕ(f(t)) := fϕ(t)
for every f ∈ Γ and t ∈ Ter(Γ ∪ {.},∅). We define the set of (intended) terms:
TerM := {q(s, t) | q ∈ Q, s, t ∈ Ter(Γ ∪ {.},∅)} .
We define a map Φ : TerM → CM by Φ(q(s, t)) := ϕ(s)−1qϕ(t) ∈ CM .
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Lemma 16. Let M be a Turing machine. Then RM simulates M, that is:
(i) ∀c ∈ CM. Φ−1(c) 6= ∅,
(ii) for all terms s ∈ TerM: s→RM t implies t ∈ TerM andΦ(s)→M Φ(t), and
(iii) for all terms s ∈ TerM: whenever Φ(s)→M c then ∃t ∈ Φ−1(c). s→RM t.
(Note thatΦ is not injective because of blanks.)
The following is an easy corollary.
Corollary 17. For all s ∈ TerM: SNRM(s)⇐⇒ M halts on Φ(s).
Bewijs. Induction on item (ii) of Lemma 16.
4 Local Confluence
We show that grWCRR (uniform) is Π
0
2-complete, while the properties WCRR
(uniform), WCRR(t) and grWCRR(t) (for single terms) are Σ
0
1-complete. This
result is surprising since (see Table 5.1) usually the uniform property is harder
than for single terms: for the uniform property one has to reason about all terms
which normally amounts to an additional universal quantifier. Moreover this
reveals a remarkable discrepancy between WCRR and grWCRR that we discuss
in more detail at the end of this section.
Theorem 18. Local confluence is Σ01-complete, both uniform WCRR as well as for sin-
gle terms WCRR(t). Moreover, ground local confluence for single terms, grWCRR(t),
is Σ01-complete.
Bewijs. For Σ01-hardness we use the blank tape halting problem. Let M be a Tu-
ring machine. We define the TRS S to consist of the rules of RM extended by the
following rules (this is a standard construction, see e.g. [5]):
run→ T run→ q0(., .)
q(x, f(y))→ T for every f ∈ Γ such that δ(q, f) is undefined .
The only critical pair is T ← run → q0(., .). We have q0(., .) →∗S T, if and
only if M halts on the blank tape. By the Critical Pair Lemma [15] Hence WCRR
and WCRR(t) (where t := run) are Σ01-hard. Since t is ground: grWCRR(t) ⇔
WCRR(t).
A Turing machine can compute on the input of a TRS R all (finitely many)
critical pairs, and on the input of a TRS R and a term t all (finitely many) one
step reducts of t. Therefore it suffices to show that the following problem is in
Σ01: decide on the input of a TRS S, n ∈ N and terms t1, s1, . . . , tn, sn whether
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for every i = 1, . . . , n the terms ti and si have a common reduct. This property
can be described by the following Σ01 formula:
∃r ∈ N. ((r is list r1, . . . , r2·n of length 2 · n)
and for i = 1, . . . , n we have
(r2·i−1, r2·i are reductions) and (first(r2·i−1) = ti)
and (first(r2·i) = si) and (last(r2·i−1) = last(r2·i)) .
Theorem 19. Uniform ground local confluence, grWCRR, is Π
0
2-complete.
Bewijs. For Π02-hardness we use the uniform halting problem. Let M be a Turing
machine. We define the TRS S as extension of RM with:
run(x, y)→ T
run(x, y)→ q0(x, y) ,
and rules
q(f(~x), g(~y))→ T
for all combinations of symbols of f, g such that the left-hand side is not matched
by any of the rules in RM. Here ~x and ~y are vectors of distinct variables such that
the left-hand side of the rules are left-linear.
Assume there exists a configuration c on which M does not halt. Then by
Lemma 16 there exists q(s, t) ∈ Φ−1(c) and by Corollary 17 RM is not termina-
ting on q(s, t). Every reduct of q(s, t) is an RM-redex and contains no further
redexes. In particular, none of the extended rules is applicable to any reduct.
Hence q(s, t) 6→∗ T and thus T← run(s, t)→ q(s, t) is not joinable.
Assume that M halts on all configurations. Let D = {run} ∪Q. Let V be the
set of ground terms having a root symbol fromD. All symbols apart fromD are
constructor symbols. Hence for (local) confluence it suffices to show that every
reduct of a term in V rewrites to T. Every term from V is a redex and all reducts
of terms in V are in V ∪ {T}. Thus it suffices to show that no term in V admits
an infinite root rewrite sequence. Such a sequence can only exists if a ground
of the form q(s, t) admits an infinite RM-root rewrite sequence. Below the root
(which is in Q) the rules from RM match only symbols from Γ ∪ {.}. Let s ′ (and
t ′) be obtained from s (and t, respectively) by replacing all subterms having a
root symbol not in Γ ∪ {.} with .. Then q(s ′, t ′) admits an infinite RM-rewrite
sequence, s ′, t ′ ∈ Ter(Σ∪ {.},∅), and q(s ′, t ′) ∈ TerM. ConsequentlyΦ(q(s ′, t ′))
is a non-terminating configuration of M by Corollary 17, contradicting the as-
sumption that M halts on all configurations.
It may be unexpected that WCRR is easier than grWCRR, so let us add some
explanation. In principle we have to check for an infinite number of possibilities,
t → p and t → q, whether p and q have a common reduct. The essence of the
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Critical Pairs Lemma (CPL) is that for WCRR, it suffices to check a finite set
of ’ ’overlapping patterns”. For grWCRR, this is not enough, because, even if
some of the overlapping patterns are not convergent (and thus WCRR is false),
grWCRR may still hold: all ground instances of overlapping patterns may still
be convergent.
As a simplified instance of this situation, consider a confluent term rewri-
ting system with a unary symbol F that defines the recursive function f : N→ N.
Now, if we add the rules run(x)→ 0 and run(x)→ F(x), then the rewrite system
is not WCR anymore. However, it is grWCR if and only if f is the zero-function,
which is a Π02 statement. Note that, this argument does not go through as it
stands, because there are some technical subtleties, but it gives the basic intuiti-
on why grWCR is ’ ’harder” than WCR.
5 Confluence
We investigate the complexity of confluence (CRR). For provingΠ02-completeness
of confluence one would like to use an extension of RM with the following rules:
run(x, y)→ T
run(x, y)→ q0(x, y)
q(x, f(y))→ T for every f ∈ Γ with δ(q, f) undefined
At first glance it seems that q0(s, t) →∗ T if the Turing machine M halts on all
configurations. However, a problem arises if s and t contain variables; e.g. if
s or t are variables themselves. We solve the problem as follows. For Turing
machines M we define the TRS SM to consist of the rules of the TRS RM extended
by:
run(x, .)→ T (5.1)
run(., y)→ q0(., y) (5.2)
q(x, f(y))→ T for every f ∈ Γ with δ(q, f) undefined (5.3)
run(x,S(y))→ run(S(x), y) (5.4)
run(S(x), y)→ run(x,S(y)) . (5.5)
Then T and q0(., s) are convertible using the rules (5.1)–(5.5) if and only if s is a
ground term of the form Sn(.).
Theorem 20. Uniform confluence CRR and uniform ground confluence grCRR are
Π02-complete.
Bewijs. For proving Π02-hardness we reduce the totality problem to confluence.
Let M be an arbitrary Turing machine. We consider the TRS SM defined above.
We employ type introduction [1]: we assign sort γ0 to Γ∪{.} and sort γ1 to every
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symbol in {run, T} ∪ Q; the obtained many-sorted TRS is confluent if and only
if SM is. Note that the terms of sort γ0 are normal forms and for terms of γ1
with root symbol 6= ’run’ the reduction is deterministic (exhibits no branching).
Therefore it suffices to consider the case
s2 ←(5.2) s1 ←∗(5.4) run(t1, t2)→∗(5.5) s3 →(5.1) T
where t1, t2 ∈ Ter(Γ ∪ {.},X ). From the existence of such rewrite sequences we
conclude that there exists n ∈ N such that s1 = run(.,Sn(.)), s3 = run(Sn(.), .),
and s2 = q0(.,Sn(.)). On the other hand for every n ∈ N such rewrite sequen-
ces exist. Hence the TRS SM is confluent if and only if q0(.,Sn(.)) →∗S T for
every n ∈ N, and this holds if and only if M halts on q0Sn for every n ∈ N by
Corollary 17. This proves Π02-hardness.
To show that CRR is in Π02 let R be a TRS. Then R is confluent if and only if
the following formula holds:
CRR ⇐⇒ ∀t ∈ N. ∀r1, r2 ∈ N. ∃r ′1, r ′2 ∈ N.
(((t is a term) and (r1, r2 are reductions) and t = first(r1) = first(r2))⇒ ((r ′1 and r ′2 are reductions)
and (last(r1) = first(r ′1)) and (last(r2) = first(r
′
2))
and (last(r ′1) = last(r
′
2))))
.
By quantifier compression we can simplify the formula such that there is only
one universal followed by an existential quantifier.
6 Strong and Weak Normalization
Theorem 21. Strong SNR(t) and weak normalization WNR(t) for single terms are
Σ01-complete.
Bewijs. For Σ01-hardness we reduce the blank tape halting problem to a termina-
tion problem for single terms. Therefore let M be an arbitrary Turing machine.
Then SNRM(q0(., .)) if and only if M halts on the blank tape by Corollary 17.
Moreover observe that RM is orthogonal and non-erasing, thus the SN and WN
coincide [15]. Hence both properties SN and WN for single terms are Σ01-hard
by Lemma 8.
To show that SN is in Σ01, let R be a TRS and t ∈ Ter(Σ,X ) a term. Since R
is finite, t is terminating if and only if there exists a bound on the length of the
reductions admitted by t, that is, the following formula holds:
SNR(t)⇐⇒ ∃n ∈ N. all reductions starting from t have length ≤ n
Thus we have one existential number quantifier and by Remark 9 the predicate
behind the quantifier is recursive. Hence SN for single terms is Σ01-complete.
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To show that WN is in Σ01, let R be a TRS and t ∈ Ter(Σ,X ) a term. The term
t is WN if there exists a reduction to a normal form:
WNR(t)⇐⇒ ∃r ∈ N. (r is a reduction)
and t = first(r) and (last(r) is a normal form)
This is a Σ01-formula, hence WN for single terms is Σ
0
1-complete.
For showing Π02-completeness of the uniform properties SN and WN we
would like to use the equivalence ’ ’SN(RM)⇐⇒ M halts on all inputs”, in combi-
natio with Lemma 13 (ii). However, this does not work because of the following
two problems:
(1) In RM we have terms of the form q(w, v), where q is not the start state and
wv is some arbitrary (finite) tape content. That M halts on all inputs, does
not guarantee that M halts when started in configuration 〈q,wv〉.
(2) In RM we have terms of the form q(q(w, v), u) that do not correspond to a
configuration at all.
To deal with problem (1), we can use type introduction [16, 15], since RM is non-
collapsing. We asssign sort s0 → s0 to every f ∈ Γ , sort s0 to . and sort s0×s0 →
s1 to every q ∈ Q. The terms of sort s0 are normal forms. The (non-variable)
terms of sort s1 are in TerM after replacing all variables by ., and by Corollary 17
for all terms t ∈ TerM we have SNRM(t) if and only if M halts on Φ(t). Hence
SNRM holds if and only if M halts on all configurations CM.
We now need to deal with problem (1); we would like that M halts on all
configurations CM if and only if M halts on all inputs, starting from the initial
state, but that’s just not true. We need a Lemma about Turing machines; we use
the following result by [7].
Lemma 22 ([7]). For every Turing machine M that computes a function f : N→ N we
can effectively construct a Turing machine M̂ such that
(i) M̂ also computes f,
(ii) M hals on all configurations if and only if f is total.
So, if M halts on all inputs (when started in the initial state), then M̂ halts on
all configurations. This solves problem (1) and we have the following Corollary,
which follows from the fact that the initialized uniform halting problem (set (ii)
in Lemma 13) many–one reduces to the uniform halting problem (the set in the
Corollary), using Lemma 8. Basically, this corollary has already been stated and
proved in [7].
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Corollary 23. The uniform halting problem
{M | M halts on all configurations 〈q, tape〉 ∈ CM }
is Π02-complete.
Theorem 24. The properties uniform SN and WN are Π02-complete.
Bewijs. For Π02-hardness: we have seen how the uniform halting problem for
M many–one reduces to the uniform termination problem for RM. Since RM is
orthogonal and non-erasing SN and WN coincide [15]. Hence SN and WN are
both Π02-hard by Lemma 8. That the uniform properties SN and WN are in Π
0
2
follows from the fact that these properties for single terms can be described by
Σ01-formulas and the uniform property ’adds’ a universal number quantifier.
7 Dependency Pair Problems
In this section we present the remarkable result that finiteness of dependency
pair problems, although invented for proving termination, is of a much higher
level of complexity than termination itself: it is Π11-complete, both uniform and
for single terms. This only holds for the basic version of dependency pairs; for
the version with minimality flag we will show it is of the same level as termina-
tion itself.
For relations →1,→2 we write →1 / →2 = →∗2 · →1 · →∗2. For TRSs R, S
instead of SN(→R, /→S) we shortly write SN(Rtop/S); in the literature [6] this
is called finiteness of the dependency pair problem {R, S}. So SN(Rtop/S) means that
every infinite→R, ∪→S reduction contains only finitely many→R, steps. The
motivation for studying this comes from the dependency pair approach [2] for
proving termination: for any TRS R we can easily define a TRS DP(R) such that
we have
SN(DP(R)top/R)⇐⇒ SN(R).
The main result of this section is Π11-completeness of SN(Rtop/S), even of
SN(Stop/S), for both the uniform and the single term variant. In the next secti-
on we will consider the variant SN(Rtop/min S) with minimality flag which only
makes sense for the uniform variant, and show that it behaves like normal ter-
mination: it is Π02-complete.
For proving Π11-hardness of SN(Stop/S) we now adopt Definition 14, the
translation of Turing machines to TRSs. The crucial difference is that every step
of the Turing machine ’produces’ one output pebble ’•’. Thereby we achieve
that the TRS R•M is top-terminating even if M does not terminate.
Definition 25. For every Turing machine M = 〈Q, Γ, q0, δ〉we define the TRS R•M
as follows. The signature Σ = Q ∪ Γ ∪ {., •,T} where • is a unary symbol, T is a
constant symbol, and the rewrite rules of R•M are:
`→ •(r) for every `→ r ∈ RM
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and rules for rewriting to T after successful termination:
q(x,0(y))→ T whenever δ(q,S) is undefined
•(T)→ T .
Then we obtain the following lemma. (Recall >M from Definition 4.)
Lemma 26. For every Turing machine M = 〈Q, Γ, q0, δ〉 and n,m ∈ N we have
n >M m if and only if q0(Sn,Sm)→∗R•M T.
Moreover we define an auxiliary TRS Rpickn for generating a random natural
number n ∈ N in the shape of a term Sn(0(.)):
Definition 27. We define the TRS Rpickn to consist of the following three rules:
pickn→ c(pickn) pickn→ ok(0(.)) c(ok(x))→ ok(S(x)) .
Lemma 28. The TRS Rpickn has the following properties:
• pickn→∗ ok(Sn(0(.))) for every n ∈ N, and
• whenever pickn→∗ ok(t) for some term t then t = Sn(0(.)) for some n ∈ N.
Now we are ready to prove Π11-completeness of dependency pair problems.
Theorem 29. Both SN(t, Rtop/S) and SN(Rtop/S) are Π11-complete.
Bewijs. We prove Π11-hardness even for the case where R and S coincide. We do
this by using that the set WF is Π11-complete, that is, checking well-foundedness
of >M. Let M be an arbitrary Turing machine. From M we construct a TRS S
together with a term t such that:
SN(Stop/S)⇐⇒ SN(t, Stop/S)⇐⇒ >M is well-founded .
Let S consist of the rules of R•M unionmulti Rpickn together with:
run(T,ok(x),ok(y))→ run(q0(x, y),ok(y),pickn) , (5.6)
and define t := run(T,pickn,pickn).
As the implication from the first to the second item is trivial, we only have to
prove (1) SN(t, Stop/S)⇐⇒ >M is well-founded and (2)>M is well-founded⇐⇒
SN(Stop/S).
(1) Suppose SN(t, Stop/S) and assume there is an infinite descending >M-
sequence: n1 >M n2 >M . . .. Then we have:
run(T,pickn,pickn)→∗ run(T,ok(Sn1(0(.))),ok(Sn2(0(.)))) (∗)→S, run(q0(Sn1(0(.)),Sn2(0(.))),ok(Sn2(0(.))),pickn)→∗ run(T,ok(Sn2(0(.))),ok(Sn3(0(.))))
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→S, . . .
Note that q0(Sni(0(.)),Sni+1(0(.))) →∗ T (for all i ≥ 1) because M compu-
tes the binary predicate >M. So we have an infinite reduction starting from t,
contradicting SN(t, Stop/S). So there is no infinite descending >M-sequence.
(2) Suppose that>M is well-founded and assume that σ is a rewrite sequence
containing infinitely many root steps. Note that (5.6) is the only candidate for a
rule which can be applied infinitely often at the root. Hence all terms in σ have
the root symbol run. We consider the first three applications of (5.6) at the root
in σ. After the first application the third argument of run is pickn. Therefore
after the second application the second argument of run is a reduct of pickn
and the third is pickn. Then before the third application we obtained a term t
whose first argument is T, and the second and the third argument are reducts of
pickn. Observe from t on the rewrite sequence σmust be of the form as depicted
above (∗) (c.f. Lemma 28) for some n1, n2, . . . ∈ N. Then for all i ≥ 1: ni >M ni+1
since q0(Sni(0(.)),Sni+1(0(.))) →∗ T. This contradicts well-foundedness of
>M.
It remains to prove that both SN(Rtop/S) and SN(t, Rtop/S) are in Π11. Let R
and S be TRSs. Then SN(Rtop/S) holds if and only if all→R, ∪ →S reductions
contain only a finite number of→R, steps. An infinite reduction can be encoded
as a function α : N → N where α(n) is the n-th term of the sequence. We can
express the property as follows:
SN(Rtop/S)⇐⇒ ∀α : N→ N.
((∀n ∈ N. α(n) rewrites to α(n+ 1) via→R, ∪→S)⇒
∃m0 ∈ N. ∀m ≥ m0. ¬(α(m) rewrites to α(m+ 1) via→R,)) ,
containing one universal function quantifier in front of an arithmetic formula.
Here the predicate ’n rewrites to m’ tacitly includes a check that both n and m
indeed encode terms (which estabishes no problem for a Turing machine). For
the property SN(t, Rtop/S) we simply add the condition t = α(1) to restrict the
quantification to such rewrite sequences α that start with t. Hence SN(Rtop/S)
and SN(t, Rtop/S) are Π11-complete.
We now sketch how this proof also implies Π11-completeness of the proper-
ty SN∞ in infinitary rewriting, for its definition and basic observations see [12].
Since in Theorem 29 we proved Π11-hardness even for the case where R and S
coincide, we conclude that SN(Stop/S) is Π11-complete. This property SN(Stop/S)
states that every infinite S-reduction contains only finitely many root steps. This
is the same as the property CVω when restricting to finite terms; for the definiti-
on of CVω see [17] (basically, it states that in any infinite reduction the position
of the contracted redex moves to infinity). However, when extending to infi-
nite terms it still holds that for the TRS S in the proof of Theorem 29 the only
infinite S-reduction containing infinitely many root steps is of the shape given
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in that proof, only consisting of finite terms. So CVω for all terms (finite and
infinite) is Π11-complete. It is well-known that for left-linear TRSs the properties
CVω and SN∞ coincide, see e.g. [17]. Since the TRS S used in the proof of The-
orem 29 is left-linear we conclude that the property SN∞ for left-linear TRSs is
Π11-complete.
8 Dependency Pair Problems with Minimality Flag
A variant in the dependency pair approach is the dependency pair problem
with minimality flag. Here in the infinite →R, ∪ →S reductions all terms are
assumed to be S-terminating. This can be defined as follows. On the level of
relations→1,→2 we write
→1 /min →2 = (→∗2 ·→1) ∩ →SN(→2),
where the relation→SN(→2) is defined to consist of all pairs (x, y) for which x is→2-terminating. For TRSs R, S instead of SN(→R, /min →S) we shortly write
SN(Rtop/min S). In [6] this is called finiteness of the dependency pair problem
(R,Q, S) with minimality flag; in our setting the middle TRS Q is empty. Again
the motivation for this definition is in proving termination: from [2] we know
SN(DP(R)top/min R) ⇐⇒ SN(R).
For SN(Rtop/min S) it is not clear how to define a single term variant, in particular
for terms that are not S-terminating. In this section we prove that SN(Rtop/min S)
is Π02-complete. For doing so first we give some lemmas.
Lemma 30. Let R, S be TRSs. Then SN(Rtop/min S) holds if and only if
(→R, ∪→S) ∩ →SN(→S)
is terminating.
Bewijs. By definition SN(Rtop/min S) is equivalent to termination of (→∗S · →R,
) ∩ →SN(→S). Since
(→∗S ·→R,) ∩ →SN(→S) ⊆ ((→R, ∪→S) ∩ →SN(→S))+,
the ’if’-part of the lemma follows.
For the ’only if’-part assume (→R, ∪ →S)∩ →SN(→S) admits an infinite re-
duction. If this reduction contains finitely many→R,-steps, then this reduction
ends in an infinite →S-reduction, contradicting the assumption that all terms
in this reduction are S-terminating. So this reduction contains infinitely many→R,-steps, hence can be written as an infinite (→∗S · →R,)∩ →SN(→S) reducti-
on.
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Lemma 31. Let R, S be TRSs. Then SN(Rtop/min S) holds if and only if for every term
t and everym ∈ N there exists n ∈ N such that
for every n-step (→R, ∪ →S)-reduction t = t0 → t1 → · · · → tn there
exists i ∈ [0, n] such that ti admits anm-step→S-reduction.
Bewijs. Due to Lemma 30 SN(Rtop/min S) is equivalent to finiteness of all (→R,
∪→S)-reductions only consisting of→S-terminating terms. Since (→R, ∪→S)
is finitely branching, this is equivalent to
for every term t there exists n ∈ N such that no n-step (→R, ∪→S)-
reduction t = t0 → t1 → · · · → tn exists for which ti is →S-
terminating for every i ∈ [0, n].
Since→S is finitely branching,→S-termination of ti for every i ∈ [0, n] is equi-
valent to the existence ofm ∈ N such that no ti admits anm-step→S-reduction.
After removing double negations, this proves equivalence with the claim in the
lemma.
Theorem 32. The property SN(Rtop/min S) for given TRSs R, S is Π02-complete.
Bewijs. SN(R) is Π02-complete and SN(R) is equivalent to SN(DP(R)top/min R), so
SN(Rtop/min S) is Π02-hard. That SN(Rtop/min S) is in Π
0
2 follows from Lemma 31;
note that the body of the claim in Lemma 31 is recursive.
9 Conclusion and Future work
In this paper we have analysed the proof theoretic complexity, in term of the
arithmetic and analytical hierarchy, of termination properties in term rewriting.
The position of WN and SN were to be expected, but the position of dependency
pair problems is remarkably high. We have shown that (ground) confluence is
Π02-complete both uniform and for single terms. The situation becomes more
interesting when we look at local confluence and local confluence on ground
terms. While the former is Σ01, the latter turns out to be Π
0
2-complete. In future
work, we will also further study the place in the analytic hierarchy of properties
of infinitary rewriting like WN∞.
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Abstract We give an algorithm for deciding productivity of a large and
natural class of recursive stream definitions. A stream definition is called
’productive’ if it can be evaluated continually in such a way that a uniquely
determined stream in constructor normal form is obtained as the limit.
Whereas productivity is undecidable for stream definitions in general, we
show that it can be decided for ’pure’ stream definitions. For every pure
stream definition the process of its evaluation can be modelled by the data-
flow of abstract stream elements, called ’pebbles’, in a finite ’pebbleflow
net(work)’. And the production of a pebbleflow net associated with a pure
stream definition, that is, the number of pebbles the net is able to produce
at its output port, can be calculated by reducing nets to trivial nets.
1 Introduction
In functional programming, term rewriting and λ-calculus, there is a wide ar-
senal of methods for proving termination such as recursive path orders, depen-
dency pairs (for term rewriting systems, [24]) and the method of computability
(for λ-calculus, [22]). All of these methods pertain to finite data only. In the last
two decades interest has grown towards infinite data, as witnessed by the ap-
plication of type theory to infinite objects [8], and the emergence of coalgebraic
techniques for infinite data types like streams [20]. While termination cannot
be expected when infinite data are processed, infinitary notions of termination
become relevant. For example, in frameworks for the manipulation of infini-
te objects such as infinitary rewriting [15] and infinitary λ-calculus [16], basic
notions are the properties WN∞ and SN∞ of infinitary weak and strong norma-
lization [17], and UN∞ of uniqueness of (infinitary) normal forms.
In the functional programming literature the notion of ’productivity’ has ari-
sen, initially in the pioneering work of Sijtsma [21], as a natural strengthening
of what in our setting are the properties WN∞ and UN∞. A stream definition is
called productive if not only can the definition be evaluated continually to build
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up a unique infinite normal form, but the resulting infinite expression is also
meaningful in the sense that it is a constructor normal form which allows us to
consecutively read off individual elements of the stream. Since productivity of
stream definitions is undecidable in general, the challenge is to find ever lar-
ger classes of stream definitions significant to programming practice for which
productivity is decidable, or for which at least a powerful method for proving
productivity exists.
Contribution and Overview We show that productivity is decidable for a rich
class of recursive stream specifications that hitherto could not be handled auto-
matically. (Since a stream definition, in the sense most commonly used, defines
a stream only in case that it is productive, here and henceforth we use the more
accurate term stream specification.) We start with a brief introduction to infini-
tary rewriting, and define some preliminary notions in Section 2. In Section 3
we define pure stream constant specifications (SCSs) as orthogonal term rewri-
ting systems, which are based on weakly guarded stream function specifications
(SFSs). In Section 4 we develop a ’pebbleflow calculus’ as a tool for computing
the degree of definedness of SCSs. The idea is that a stream element is modelled
by an abstract ’pebble’, a stream specification by a finite pebbleflow net, and the
process of evaluating a stream specification by the dataflow of pebbles in the
associated net. In Section 5, we give a translation of SCSs into ’rational’ peb-
bleflow nets, and prove that this translation is production preserving. Finally
in Section 6, we show that the production of a rational pebbleflow net, that is,
the number of pebbles such a net is able to produce at its output port, can be
calculated by an algorithm that reduces nets to trivial nets. We obtain that pro-
ductivity is decidable for pure SCSs. We believe our approach is natural because
it is based on building a pebbleflow net corresponding to an SCS as a model that
is able to reflect the local consumption/production steps during the evaluation
of the stream specification in a quantitatively precise manner.
This paper is a revised and extended version of the paper [10] presented at
FCT 2007.
We follow [21, 7] in describing the quantitative input/output behaviour of a
stream function f with r the arity of f by a ’modulus of production’ νf : (N)r → N
with the property that the first νf(n1, . . . , nr) elements of f(t1, . . . , tr) can be
computed whenever the first ni elements of ti are defined. In fact, our approach
is distinguished by the use of optimal moduli. Moreover, our decision algorithm
exploits moduli that are ’rational’ functions ν : (N)r → N which are of the form
ν(n1, . . . , nr) = min(ν1(n1), . . . , νr(nr))
for functions ν1, . . . , νr : N→ N having eventually periodic difference functions
∆νi(n) := νi(n+ 1) − νi(n) ,
that is ∃n, p ∈ N.∀m ≥ n.∆νi(m) = ∆νi(m+p). This class of moduli is effectively
closed under composition, and allows us to calculate fixed points of unary func-
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tions. Rational production moduli generalise those employed by [25, 13, 8, 23],
and enable us to precisely capture the consumption/production behaviour of a
large class of stream functions, in particular including all ’pure stream functions’
(see Definition 13).
Related Work
In order to facilitate a comparison of our contribution with previous appro-
aches, we describe the various notions of production moduli that have been
proposed.
It is well-known that networks are devices for computing least fixed points
of systems of equations [14]. The notion of ’productivity’ was first mentioned
by Dijkstra [9]. Since then several papers [25, 21, 8, 13, 23, 7] have been devoted
to criteria ensuring productivity. The common essence of these approaches is a
quantitative analysis.
In [25] Wadge uses dataflow networks to model fixed points of equations.
He devises a so-called ’cyclic sum test’, using production moduli of the form
ν(n1, . . . , nr) = min(n1 + a1, . . . , nr + ar) with ai ∈ Z, i.e. the output ’leads’ or
’lags’ the input by a fixed value ai.
Sijtsma [21] points out that this class of production moduli is too restrictive
to capture the behaviour of commonly used stream functions like even or zip.
For instance, consider the following definition of the Thue–Morse sequence (see
also Figure 6.1):
M = 0 : zip(inv(even(M)), tail(M)) ,
The cyclic sum test and other methods mentioned below fail to recognise this
specification as productive. Therefore Sijtsma develops an approach allowing
arbitrary production moduli νf : Nr → N, having the only drawback of not
being automatable in full generality.
In order to formalize coinductive types in type theory, Coquand [8] defines a
syntactic criterion called ’guardedness’ for ensuring productivity. Gime´nez [12]
implements a modified version of this criterion in the Coq proof assistant. This
notion of guarded recursion avoids the introduction of non-normalizable terms,
but is too restrictive for programming practice, because it disallows function
applications to recursive calls, like even(M) in the definition of M above.
Telford and Turner [23] extend the notion of guardedness with a method in
the flavour of Wadge. They use a sophisticated counting scheme to compute the
’guardedness level’ of a stream function, an element in Z ∪ {−ω,ω}. With this,
a stream specification is recognized to be productive if the result of computing
its guardedness level (by plain addition in the case of unary functions) from
the guardedness levels of the stream functions occurring is positive. However,
their approach does not overcome Sijtsma’s criticism: their production moduli
are essentially the same as Wadge’s. Determining a guardedness level x, hence
a modulus of the form n 7→ n + x, for the stream function even leaves x = −ω
as the only possibility. As a consequence, their algorithm does not recognize the
specification of M to be productive.
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Hughes, Pareto and Sabry [13] introduce a type system using production
moduli with the property that νf(a · x + b) = c · x + d for some a, b, c, d ∈ N.
For instance, the type assigned there to the stream function tail is STi+1 → STi.
Hence their system rejects the stream specification for M because the subterm
tail(M) cannot be typed. Moreover, their class of moduli is not closed under
composition, leading to the need for approximations and a loss of power.
Buchholz [7] presents a formal type system for proving productivity, whose
basic ingredients are, closely connected to [21], unrestricted production moduli
νf : Nr → N. In order to obtain an automatable method, Buchholz also devi-
ses a syntactic criterion to ensure productivity. This criterion easily handles all
the examples of [23], but fails to deal with functions that have a negative effect
like even, and hence with the specification of M above.
2 Infinitary Rewriting
The theoretical foundation and background of our work is that of orthogonal
infinitary rewriting. For general reference and a more complete introduction
we mention [24, 17, 15]. Here we just give a succinct introduction to the noti-
ons of infinitary rewriting. We will do this in the following somewhat informal
glossary, starting with the notion of infinitary rewriting itself. Thereafter, these
preliminary notions will be given in more technical detail.
2.1 Glossary
(I) Infinitary rewriting is a natural extension of ordinary, finitary rewriting, by
allowing terms to have infinite branches. Canonical examples are infinite (term)
trees, infinite streams of data, or infinite λ-terms. For infinite λ-terms, see [5] for
untyped infinite λ-terms, and [1] for simply typed infinite λ-terms. In mathe-
matical and physical theories the use of such infinite objects is common-place in
the form of infinite expansions and power series. In λ-calculus a particular class
of infinite λ-terms is well known as Bo¨hm trees [4] (normal forms).
(II) Infinite terms. Formally, one can introduce infinite terms in several ways:
most concretely as partial mappings from the set of positions N∗ to the alpha-
bet symbols of some signature Σ, or by means of coinductive notions, or as the
completion of the metric space of finite terms with the usual metric based on the
familiar notion of distance that yields distance 2−(n+1) for a pair of terms that
are identical up to and including level n from the root, but then have a differen-
ce (see Definition 2). In this complete metric space of finite and infinite terms
we have the notion of Cauchy convergence.
(III) Reduction (or rewriting) sequences. In ordinary, finitary, rewriting theo-
ry rewriting sequences (we also use ’reduction’ for ’rewriting’) are just finite or
infinite. This view is much more refined in infinitary rewriting, by allowing
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rewrite sequences of any countable ordinal length. The passage over limit or-
dinals is given by a strengthened notion of Cauchy convergence, called ’strong
convergence’.
Note that Cauchy convergence of reduction sequences is not yet sufficient to
make a reduction sequence ’connected’, as it should be; without more it could
jump at a limit stage to a totally unrelated term. So, we evidently have to im-
pose the requirement of continuity that at a limit stage λ the reduction sequence
proceeds with the limit of the prefix up to λ. Thus, e.g., in the reduction sequen-
ce t0 → t1 → . . . tω → tω+1 → . . . the term tω equals limi→ω ti (see [17] for
several examples of transfinite reductions sequences).
(IV) Strong convergence is Cauchy convergence with the extra requirement
that the ’activity’, that is the depth of the successive redex contractions ( ’firings’)
in a rewrite sequence, has to go deeper and deeper when approaching a limit
ordinal. For the rationale of this requirement and a more detailed introduction
we refer to [15, 24]. Here we just mention the essential benefit of this require-
ment: it provides us with a natural notion of ’descendant’ or ’residual’, also in
limit passages. In classical λ-calculus and term rewriting, the ubiquitous notion
of descendant or residual has proved to be indispensable for a fruitful develop-
ment of the theory.
(V) Compressing transfinite rewriting sequences. The full-fledged framework
of infinitary rewriting comprises transfinitely long rewrite sequences. Howe-
ver, when one wishes to avoid the transfinite realm, there is the sub-framework
where one restricts to the first infinite ordinal ω. What we definitely do retain
(see Definition 3) is the notion of strong convergence: also in a rewrite sequence
of length ω, the redex depth of the sequence must tend to ∞: the evaluation
is not allowed to stagnate at some finite level, but must proceed and deliver
more and more levels of the constructors that we are interested in. Technically,
the property that yields this modest framework of reductions of length not ex-
ceeding ω, is the Compression Property, stating that every transfinitely long
rewrite sequence can be compressed, by a dove-tailing strategy of redex selec-
tion, to a rewrite sequence with the same begin and end point, but of length
≤ ω. The property holds when we deal with a class of well-behaved systems of
rewrite rules, known as ’orthogonal rewrite systems’.
(VI) Orthogonal term rewriting systems (TRSs) with constructors. We will em-
ploy orthogonal TRSs, formally introduced in Definition 1. These systems have
been widely studied, and admit an extensive and elegant theory, Orthogona-
lity ensures us of unique normalization results when dealing with infinite ob-
jects such as streams, that are computed in an infinite timescale. Orthogonality
means that the reduction rules are left-linear (no variable occurs twice in the
left-hand side), and there are no critical pairs. The signatures will contain, next
to ’defined function symbols’, also ’constructor symbols’; they are not meant to
be rewritten, but are generating the finite data or infinite ’codata’. We adhere to
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a sorting discipline; the straightforward details are stated in Section 2.2.
(VII) The basic finitary notions CR, UN, SN, WN. We briefly recall the basic
properties pertaining to finite rewriting. CR is the Church–Rosser or confluen-
ce property, stating that every pair of coinitial reductions can be prolonged to
a common reduct. UN ensures the uniqueness of normal forms (terms without
redexes): if two finite coinitial reductions end in normal forms, then they end
in the same normal form. The property UN is an immediate corollary of CR.
As is well-known, for orthogonal TRSs the properties CR and hence UN always
hold. The property SN, Strong Normalization, states that there are no infinite
reductions, or rephrased, that every reduction must terminate eventually, if pro-
longed ’long enough’. Weak Normalization (WN) just states that there exists a
reduction to normal form.
(VIII) The basic infinitary notions CR∞, UN∞, SN∞, WN∞. In the realm of
infinitary reductions the finitary properties introduced above generalize to ana-
logous notions indicated by the superscript ∞. CR∞ states that infinitary re-
ductions starting from the same (finite or infinite) term can be prolonged to a
common reduct, using infinitary reductions. The property UN∞ states that two
such infinitary reductions cannot end in two different possibly infinite normal
forms. The generalization to WN∞ is obvious too: there exists an infinitary re-
duction to normal form. The definition of the stronger property SN∞ is more
subtle: roughly, it means that we are bound to find a normal form when we
reduce, transfinitely, long enough. This entails that it is guaranteed that the
reduction cannot ’stagnate’ at some finite level. For a more precise discussion
of this notion we refer to [17] or [24]. Here we are restricting ourselves to the
versions of the infinitary generalizations of WN∞ and SN∞ where we deal only
with reduction sequences not exceeding length ω. For the general background
we mention that even for orthogonal TRSs the property CR∞ fails, due to the
possible presence of ’collapsing’ reduction rules (they have as right-hand side
a single variable). However, UN∞ does hold for orthogonal TRSs. Remarka-
bly, for weakly orthogonal TRSs UN∞ fails. In [17] it is proved that the global
versions of SN∞ and WN∞, where ’global’ means that they hold for all terms,
are in fact equivalent, even without the condition of non-erasing rules (as the
analogous equivalence for finite reductions requires).
(IX) Productivity. In the setting of orthogonal TRSs, productivity is a streng-
thening of WN∞ where we require that the normal form, whose existence is
assured by WN∞, must be not just any (possibly infinite) normal form, but one
that is ’intended’, namely, built solely from constructors. Productivity is the
main property that we will be concerned with in this paper.
2.2 Preliminaries
Let N+ := N \ {0}. We consider a finite or infinite term as a function on a prefix
closed subset of N∗+ taking values in a first-order signature, adhering to a sor-
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tedness discipline. Let U be a finite set of sorts. A U-sorted set A is a family of
sets {Au}u∈U. We sometimes write x ∈ A as a shorthand for ∃u ∈ U. x ∈ Au.
A U-sorted signature Σ is a U-sorted set of symbols f, each equipped with an ari-
ty 〈u1 · · ·un, u〉 ∈ U∗ ×U, for which we will use the suggestive type notation
u1 × · · · × un → u, where f ∈ Σu. Let X be a U-sorted set of variables. Then, a
term over Σ and X of sort u ∈ U is a partial map t : N∗+ ⇀ Σ ∪ X such that:
(i) its root t() is defined and has sort u;
(ii) its domain is prefix closed: p ∈ dom(t) whenever pi ∈ dom(t), for all
p ∈ N∗+ , i ∈ N+;
(iii) symbol arities define the number of immediate subterms and their respec-
tive sorts: for all p ∈ N∗+ , if t(p) ∈ X then pi 6∈ dom(t), for all i ∈ N+, and if
t(p) ∈ Σwith arity u1 × · · · × un → u, then t(pi) ∈ (Σ∪X )ui if 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
and pi 6∈ dom(t) otherwise.
The set of terms over Σ and X of sort u ∈ U is denoted by Ter∞(Σ,X )u. Usually
we keep the variables implicit, assuming a countably infinite set of variables Xu
for each u ∈ U, and write Ter∞(Σ)u. The set Ter∞(Σ) of all terms is defined by
Ter∞(Σ) := ⋃u∈U Ter∞(Σ)u. The set of positions Pos(t) of a term t ∈ Ter∞(Σ) is
the domain of t. A term t is called finite if the set Pos(t) is finite. We write Ter(Σ)
for the set of finite terms. We use the symbol ≡ to indicate syntactical equality
of terms. For positions p ∈ Pos(t) we use t|p to denote the subterm of t at position
p, defined by t|p(q) := t(pq) for all q ∈ N∗+ .
For f ∈ Σ with arity u1 × · · · × un → u and terms ti ∈ Ter∞(Σ)ui we write
f(t1, . . . , tn) to denote the term t ∈ Ter∞(Σ)u that is defined by t() = f, and
t(ip) = ti(p) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and p ∈ N∗+ . For constants c ∈ Σwe simply write c
instead of c(). We use x, y, z, . . . to range over variables.
Definition 1. A U-sorted term rewriting system (TRS) is a pair 〈Σ, R〉 consisting of
a U-sorted signature Σ and a U-sorted set R of rules with finite left- and right-
hand sides that satisfy well-sortedness: Ru ⊆ Ter(Σ,X )u × Ter(Σ,X )u for all
u ∈ U, as well as the standard TRS requirements: for all rules `→ r ∈ R, ` is not
a variable, and all variables in r also occur in `.
Let T = 〈Σ, R〉 be a U-sorted TRS. We define D(Σ) := {root(l) | l → r ∈ R},
the set of defined symbols, and C(Σ) := Σ \ D(Σ), the set of constructor symbols. T
is called a constructor TRS if, for every rewrite rule ρ ∈ R, the left-hand side is of
the form F(t1, . . . , tn) with F ∈ D(Σ) and ti ∈ Ter(C(Σ)); then ρ is a defining rule
for F.
In the sequel, we tacitly assume that TRSs are finite, that is, they consist of a
finite number of rules.
A substitution is a U-sorted map σ : X → Ter∞(Σ,X ), that is, ∀u ∈ U, x ∈
Xu.σ(x) ∈ Ter∞(Σ,X )u. For terms t ∈ Ter∞(Σ,X ) and substitutions σwe define
tσ as the result of replacing each x ∈ X in t by σ(x). Formally, tσ is defined, for
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all p ∈ N∗+ , by: tσ(p) = σ(t(p0))(p1) if there exist p0, p1 ∈ N∗+ such that p = p0p1
and t(p0) ∈ X , and tσ(p) = t(p), otherwise. Let
e
be a fresh symbol,
e 6∈ Σ∪X .
A context C is a term from Ter∞(Σ,X ∪ {e}) containing precisely one occurrence
of
e
. By C[s] we denote the term Cσwhere σ(
e
) = s and σ(x) = x for all x ∈ X .
Definition 2. On the set of terms Ter∞(Σ) we define a metric d by d(s, t) = 0
whenever s ≡ t, and d(s, t) = 2−k otherwise, where k ∈ N is the least length of
all positions p ∈ N∗+ such that s(p) 6= t(p).
A TRS T induces a rewrite relation on the set of terms as follows.
Definition 3. Let T be a TRS over Σ. For terms s, t ∈ Ter∞(Σ) and p ∈ N∗+ we
write s →T,p t if there exist a rule ` → r ∈ R, a substitution σ and a context C
with C(p) =
e
such that s ≡ C[`σ] and t ≡ C[rσ]. We write s→R t if there exists
a position p such that s→T,p t.
A reduction sequence t0 →T,p0 t1 →T,p0 . . . of length ω is called strongly
convergent if limi→∞ |pi| = ∞, that is, the lengths of the positions of the redexes
contracted in the rewrite sequence tend to infinity.
Definition 4. Let T be a TRS and t0 ∈ Ter∞(Σ). Then T is called ω-convergent
for t0, denoted by CVωT (t0), if every reduction t0 →T,p0 t1 →T,p0 . . . of length
ω is strongly convergent. T is called weakly ω-normalizing for t0, denoted by
WNωT (t0), if there exists a reduction t0 →T,p0 t1 →T,p0 . . .which is either finite
and ends in a normal form, or is strongly convergent, and the limit term tω :=
limi→∞ ti is a normal form.
For the general definitions of SN∞ and WN∞ based on transfinite rewrite se-
quences we refer to [17]. For orthogonal TRSs (i.e. left-linear, non-overlapping
rules, see [24]) infinitary strong normalization SN∞ and infinitary weak norma-
lization WN∞ coincide with the properties CVω and WNω, respectively:
Lemma 5. Let T be an orthogonal TRS and t0 ∈ Ter∞(Σ). Then we have
• T is infinitary strongly normalizing for t0, denoted by SN∞T (t0), if and only
if CVωT (t0) holds, and
• T is infinitary weakly normalizing for t0, denoted by WN∞T (t0), if and only
if WNωT (t0) holds.
We write SN∞T shortly for SN∞T (Ter∞(Σ)), that is, infinitary normalization on all
terms. Furthermore, the subscript T may be suppressed if it is clear from the
context.
Note that, for non-left-linear TRSs the lemma does not hold. For instance,
consider the TRS f(x, x) → f(a, b), a → s(a) and b → s(b). Then every reduc-
tion of length ω starting from f(a, b) is strongly convergent, that is, the depths
of the redexes contracted in the terms of the reduction tend to infinity. Nevert-
heless, f(a, b) is neither strongly nor weakly infinitary normalizing: we have
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f(a, b) →ω f(sω, sω), but the limit term f(sω, sω) is not a normal form and
even in transfinitely many steps it does not rewrite to one.
Since outermost-fair rewriting is an infinitary normalizing strategy for or-
thogonal TRSs, it is also possible to characterize WN∞ as follows.
Lemma 6. Let T be an orthogonal TRS and t ∈ Ter∞(Σ). Then WN∞T (t) holds if and
only if every outermost-fair rewrite sequence t0 →T,p0 t1 →T,p0 . . . of length ω is
strongly convergent.
For every strongly convergent, outermost-fair rewrite sequence t0 →T,p0
t1 →T,p0 . . . in an orthogonal TRS, the limit term limi→∞ ti is a normal form.
Therefore, the important direction of the above lemma is the ’only-if’-part. That
is, in case WN∞T (t) holds, then every outermost-fair rewrite sequence converges
towards a normal form. This normal form is unique, since orthogonal TRSs have
the property UN∞ (infinitary unique normal forms), that is, whenever t  n1
and t n2 for normal forms n1 and n2, then n1 ≡ n2.
Productivity is a strengthening of infinitary weak normalization, where we
require that the unique normal form is a constructor normal form.
Definition 7 (Productivity). Let T be an orthogonal TRS, and let t ∈ Ter∞(Σ).
Then T is called productive for t if WN∞T (t) holds and the unique normal form of
t is a constructor normal form.
Definition 7 captures the intuitive notion of well-definedness of specificati-
ons of infinite structures in lazy functional programming languages like Has-
kell, Miranda or Clean.
Note that we define productivity as a strengthening of WN∞ and not of SN∞.
For example, consider the following Haskell program:
zeros = f(c)
c = c
f(x) = 0:f(x)
The system is not SN∞, since the term f(c) rewrites to itself. Nevertheless,
zeros is productive and Haskell evaluates zeros to a list of zeros, infinite in
the limit. The reason is the one mentioned above: every lazy functional pro-
gramming language essentially uses some form of outermost-fair (or outermost-
needed) rewriting strategy, also called ’lazy evaluation’, see e.g. [19].
Another example is the Haskell program:
alt = tail(alt’)
alt’ = 0:1:alt’
Here, alt is perfectly well-defined, rewriting to an infinite list in the limit.
However, if we keep unfolding alt’ without reducing tail, then we obtain
tail(0:1:0:1. . .) after ω many steps in the limit. Thus, although the stream
constant alt in this system is SN∞ we have to use an outermost-fair strategy to
obtain a constructor normal form of alt withinωmany steps.
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3 Recursive Stream Specifications
We introduce the concepts of ’stream constant specification’ (SCS) and ’stream
function specification’ (SFS). An SCS consists of three layers: the SCS layer where
stream constants are specified using stream and data function symbols that are
defined by the rules of the underlying SFS. An SFS consists of an SFS layer and
a data layer. These notions are illustrated by the SCS given in Figure 6.1. This
M→ 0 : zip(inv(even(M)), tail(M)) SCS layer
zip(x : σ, τ) → x : zip(τ, σ)
inv(x : σ) → i(x) : inv(σ)
even(x : σ) → x : odd(σ) SFS layer
odd(x : σ) → even(σ)
tail(x : σ) → σ
i(0)→ 1 i(1)→ 0 data layer
Figuur 6.1: Example of a productive SCS.
SCS is productive and defines the well-known Thue–Morse sequence; indeed
the constant M rewrites to 0 :1 :1 :0 :1 :0 :0 :1 : . . . in the limit. A subtle point here
is the definition of the stream function zip; had we used the rule zip∗(x:σ, y:τ)→
x : y : zip∗(σ, τ) instead, then M would not produce a second element, for, in the
right-hand side of M, zip∗ will never match against a constructor in its second
argument. Furthermore, we mention that the rule for M could be simplified to
M → 0 : zip(inv(M), tail(M)). We have chosen a variant including the stream
function even to demonstrate the strength of our approach. As explained in
the introduction, previously stream functions like even could not be dealt with
automatically. Note that, our example is not artificial, because the simplification
is based on a mathematical insight. Moreover, every computable stream can
be specified entirely without using stream functions: A → B(0), B(n) → t(n) :
B(n+1), with an appropriate specification of the data function t. Then the actual
computation of the stream elements is ’hidden away’ into the computation of
the data function t. Thus for showing productivity, the burden has shifted from
analysing the stream functions to analysing the data functions. In particular,
it has to be shown that t(n) is finitary strongly normalizing and rewrites to a
constructor normal form for every n ∈ N.
To formalise the definition of SCSs and SFSs, we use many-sorted term re-
writing. Only the rules in the SFS-layer will be subjected to syntactic restrictions,
in order to ensure well-definedness of the stream functions specified. No con-
ditions other than well-sortedness will be imposed on how the defining rules
for the stream constant symbols in the SCS-layer can make use of the function
symbols in the other two layers.
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In the sequel we use sorts D and S for data terms and stream terms, respecti-
vely. A stream TRS is an {S,D}-sorted, orthogonal TRS 〈Σ, R〉 such that ’:’ ∈ ΣS,
the stream constructor symbol, with arityD×S→ S is the single constructor sym-
bol in ΣS. The members of ΣD and ΣS are referred to as data symbols and stream
symbols, respectively. Without loss of generality we assume that all stream ar-
guments of a stream function, if present, are in front. That is, for all f ∈ Σ, f has
arity S]s(f)×D]d(f) → S, and we refer to ]s(f) ∈ N and ]d(f) ∈ N as its stream arity
and data arity, respectively. A stream symbol is called a stream constant if it is a
constant of sort S.
We restrict attention to constructor stream TRSs. The sets Ter(C(Σ))D and
Ter∞(C(Σ))S are the sets of data terms and of stream terms in constructor normal
form, respectively. Note that stream constructor normal forms are inherently in-
finite. Moreover, we only consider stream TRSs with strict data symbols: for all
m ∈ ΣD we have ]s(m) = 0.
Definition 8. Let T be a stream TRS. For every t ∈ Ter(Σ)S, we say that T is
productive for t if t has a unique infinite normal form u1 :u2 :u3 :. . . ∈ Ter∞(C(Σ))S,
for some u1, u2, u3, . . . ∈ Ter(C(ΣD)).
Definition 9. Let T be a stream TRS. The production function ΠT : Ter(Σ)S → N
of T is defined for all t ∈ Ter(Σ)S by ΠT (t) := sup{ #:(s) | t T s }, called the
production of t, where #:(t) := sup{n ∈ N | t = t1 : . . . : tn : t ′}, and N := N ∪ {∞}
is the set of extended natural numbers.
The following proposition characterises productivity of a stream TRS T for
a term t by the unboundedness of the production of t in T . This is an easy
consequence of the fact that orthogonal TRSs are finitary confluent, and enjoy
the property UN∞ [17].
Proposition 10. Let T be a stream TRS, and let t ∈ Ter(Σ)S. Then T is productive
for t if and only if ΠT (t) =∞.
Definition 11. A stream function specification (SFS) is a stream TRS T = 〈Σ, R〉
such that:
(i) 〈ΣD, RD〉 is a strongly normalising (finitary SN) TRS in which all ground
terms have constructor normal forms.
(ii) For every stream function symbol f ∈ ΣS \ {:} with stream arity k = ]s(f)
and data arity l = ]d(f) there is precisely one rule in RS, denoted by ρ f, the
defining rule for f which has the form:
f((x1 : σ1), . . . , (xk : σk), y1, . . . , yl)→ t1 : . . . : tm : u (ρ f)
where xi :σi stands for xi,1 : . . . :xi,ni :σi, the σi are variables of sort S, and
u is of one of the forms:
u ≡ g(σφ f(1), . . . , σφ f(k ′), t ′1, . . . , t ′l ′) (a)
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u ≡ σi (b)
where g ∈ ΣS with k ′ = ]s(g) and l ′ = ]d(g), φ f : {1, . . . , k ′}→ {1, . . . , k}
is an injection used to permute stream arguments, n1, . . . , nk,m ∈ N, and
1 ≤ i ≤ k.
We use out(ρ f) := m to denote the production of ρ f, and in(ρ f, i) := ni to denote
the consumption of ρ f at the i-th position.
The SFS T is called weakly guarded if there are no rules `1 → r1, . . . , `n →
rn ∈ Rsf such that root(`1) = root(rn), ∀i.root(ri) 6= ’:’, and ∀i < n.root(`i+1) =
root(ri); that is, there do not exist unproductive rewrite sequences of the form
f(t)→+ f(t ′).
Remark 12.
(i) This definition covers a large class of stream functions including for in-
stance tail, even, odd, and zip. By the restriction to strict data symbols, we
exclude data rules such as head(x : σ)→ x, possibly creating ’look-ahead’
as in the well-defined example S→ 0 : head(tail2(S)) : S from [21].
(ii) For an extension of the format of SFSs we refer to [11], where the condi-
tions on stream functions imposed here are relaxed in four different ways
(while productivity stays decidable for stream specifications built upon
stream functions of the extended class). First, the requirement of right-
linearity of stream variables (a consequence of the permutation function
φ f for stream arguments being injective) is dropped, allowing rules like
f(σ) → g(σ, σ). Second, ’additional supply’ to the stream arguments is
allowed, in rules like diff(x : y : σ) → xor(x, y) : diff(y : σ), where the va-
riable y is ’supplied’ to the recursive call of diff. Third, the use of non-
productive stream functions is allowed. Finally, even a restricted form
of pattern matching is allowed in defining rules for stream functions as
long as, for every stream function f, the quantitative ( ’data-oblivious’) con-
sumption/production behaviour of all defining rules for f is the same, see
Example 16 below. Extending terminology introduced in Definition 13
below, stream specifications built upon stream functions of this enlarged
class are also called ’pure’ in [11].
Definition 13. Let T = 〈Σ, R〉 be a stream TRS with an additional partition ΣS =
Σsf unionmulti Σsc unionmulti {:} of the stream signature and a partition RS = Rsf unionmulti Rsc of the set
of stream rules. Then T is called a pure stream constant specification (SCS) if the
following conditions hold:
(i) T0 = 〈ΣD unionmulti Σsf unionmulti {:}, RD unionmulti Rsf 〉 is a weakly guarded SFS. We say: T is based
on T0.
(ii) Σsc is a set of constant symbols containing a distinguished symbol M0, cal-
led the root of T . Rsc is the set of defining rules ρM: M→ t for every M ∈ Σsc.
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Given an SCS, we speak of its data, SFS, and SCS layer to mean RD, Rsf , and Rsc,
respectively. An SCS T is called productive if T is productive for its root M0.
In the sequel we restrict to SCSs in which all stream constants in Σsc are re-
achable from the root: M ∈ Σsc is reachable if there is a term t such that M0  t
and M occurs in t. Note that reachability of stream constants is decidable, and
that unreachable symbols may be neglected for investigating whether or not an
SCS is productive.
Since every SCS is a stream TRS, Proposition 10 entails the following charac-
terisation of productivity of stream terms, which will be useful in the correctness
proof of our method for deciding productivity of SCSs.
Proposition 14. Let T be a SCS. Then T is productive if and only if ΠT (M0) =∞.
The signature of the SCS given in Figure 6.1 is partitioned such that ΣD =
{0,1, i}, Σsf = {zip, inv,even,odd, tail} and Σsc = {M}; the set of rules R is partitio-
ned as indicated.
Example 15. Consider the SCS 〈Σ, R〉 with Σ = {0,1,even,odd, J, :} and where
R has the SCS layer Rsc = {J → 0 : 1 : even(J)}, the SFS layer consisting of the
mutual recursive rules for even and odd (see Figure 6.1), and the empty data
layer RD = ∅. The infinite normal form of J is 0 : 1 : 0 : 0 : even(even(. . .)),
which is not a constructor normal form. Hence J is WN∞ (in fact SN∞), but not
productive.
Example 16. For an example that (only just) falls outside the format of SCSs,
consider the stream TRS T = 〈Σ, R〉 with Σ = {0,1, tail, f,T, :} and with R con-
sisting of the stream constant layer rules Rsc = {T → 0 : 1 : f(tail(T))}, the stream
function layer rules Rsf = {tail(x :σ)→ σ , f(0 :σ)→ 0 :1 : f(σ) , f(1 :σ)→ 1 :0 : f(σ)},
and an empty set RD = ∅ of data layer rules. T specifies the Thue–Morse stream
based on the D0L-system {0 → 01, 1 → 10}. Now note that T is not an SCS as
defined in Definition 13 because this specification uses pattern matching on data
symbols for the stream function symbol f, and, in particular, two defining rules
for f rather than just one.
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Remark 17.
(i) Although the specification in Example 16 is not an SCS, it is easy to trans-
form it into one. The two defining rules for f satisfy the special proper-
ty that their consumption/production behaviour is the same. This ma-
kes it possible to transform T into the following closely related SCS T ′
that also specifies the Thue–Morse sequence: let T ′ = 〈Σ ′, R ′〉 with Σ ′ =
{0,1, i, f,T, :} and with R ′ consisting of the stream constant layer rules R ′sc =
{T → 0 : 1 : f(tail(T))}, the stream function layer rules R ′sf = {tail(x : σ) →
σ , f(x:σ)→ x:i(x):f(σ)}, and the data layer rules R ′D = {i(0)→ 1, i(1)→ 0}.
(ii) All k-automatic streams [2] can be defined as SCSs. In itself this is an
immediate consequence of the fact that every computable stream can be
defined as an SCS by simulating the effect of a Turing machine by data
layer rules. However, there is a much more straightforward translation
of k-DFAO’s (see [2]) into a stream specification, resembling the one in
Example 16, which can be transformed into an SCS similar as described
in (i). We note that the data layer of the SCS after this transformation
consists of rules that can be viewed as a collection of finite substitutions
and that form a trivially terminating TRS.
(iii) The stream specification in Example 16 corresponds to a ’pure stream spe-
cification’ as introduced in subsequent work [11], an extension of the pre-
sent SCSs framework that admits limited pattern matching on data (see
also Remark 12, (ii)), and for which productivity is still decidable.
4 Pebbleflow Nets
We introduce pebbleflow nets as a means to model the ’data-oblivious’ con-
sumption/production behaviour of SCSs. That is, we abstract from the actual
stream elements (data) in an SCS in favour of occurrences of the symbol •, which
we call ’pebble’. Thus, a stream term d : s is translated to [d : s] = •([s]). Pebble-
flow nets are inspired by interaction nets [18], and could be implemented in the
framework of interaction nets with little effort. We give an operational descrip-
tion of pebbleflow nets and define a production preserving translation of SCSs
into ’rational’ nets.
Pebbleflow nets are networks built of pebble processing units (fans, boxes,
meets, sources) connected by wires. We first introduce a term syntax for nets
and the rules governing the flow of pebbles through a net, and then give an
operational meaning of the units a net is built of.
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Definition 18. Let V be a set of variables. The set N of pebbleflow terms (shortly
called nets) is generated by:
N ::= src(k) | x | •(N) | box(σ,N) | µx.N | 4(N,N)
where x ∈ V , σ is a term representation of an I/O sequence in ±ω ⊆ {+,−}ω
(defined in Definition 20 below), and where, for n ∈ N, n is the numeral (a term
representation) for n that is defined by n := sn(0) if n ∈ N, and∞ := sω. A net
is called closed if it has no free variables.
Pebbleflow terms can be viewed as term specifications of cyclic term graphs
(for the latter see [3, 24]). They are µ-terms that employ µ-bindings to describe
back-pointers in cyclic graph representations. An explicit translation G of µ-
terms into cyclic term graphs is described in [3, Def. 2.7, p. 7]. The image of the
translation G has been characterised as the class of cyclic term graphs without
’horizontal sharing’ [6].
Definition 19. The pebbleflow rewrite relation→P is defined by the following rules
which may be applied in arbitrary contexts:
4(•(N1), •(N2))→ •(4(N1, N2)) (P1)
µx.•(N(x))→ •(µx.N(•(x))) (P2)
box(+σ,N)→ •(box(σ,N)) (P3)
box(−σ, •(N))→ box(σ,N) (P4)
src(s(k))→ •(src(k)) (P5)
Wires are unidirectional FIFO communication channels. They are idealised
in the sense that there is no upper bound on the number of pebbles they can
store; arbitrarily long queues are allowed. Wires have no counterpart on the
term level; in this sense they are akin to the edges of a term tree. Wires connect
boxes, meets, fans, and sources, that we describe next.
A meet is waiting for a pebble at each of its input ports and only then produ-
ces one pebble at its output port, see Figure 6.2. Put differently, the number of
pebbles a meet produces equals the minimum of the numbers of pebbles avai-
lable at each of its input ports. Meets enable explicit branching; they are used to
model stream functions of stream arity > 1, as will be explained below. A meet
with an arbitrary number n ≥ 1 of input ports is implemented by using a single
wire in case n = 1, and if n = k+ 1with k ≥ 1, by connecting the output port of
a ’k-ary meet’ to one of the input ports of a (binary) meet.
The behaviour of a fan is dual to that of a meet: a pebble at its input port
is duplicated along its output ports. A fan can be seen as an explicit sharing
device, and thus enables the construction of cyclic nets. More specifically, we
use fans only to implement feedback when drawing nets; there is no explicit
term representation for the fan in our term calculus. In Figure 6.3 a pebble is sent
over the output wire of the net and at the same time is fed back to the ’recursion
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N2 N1 N2N1
Figuur 6.2: Rule (P1).
N N
Figuur 6.3: Rule (P2).
wire(s)’. We represent cyclic nets by µ-terms: a fan is represented by a binder
µx, and a recursion wire connected to one of its output ports is represented by a
variable x. In rule (P2) feedback is accomplished by substituting •(x) for all free
occurrences x of N.
A source has an output port only, contains a number k ∈ N of pebbles, and
can fire if k > 0, see Figure 6.6. In Section 6 we show how to reduce closed nets,
i.e. nets without free input ports, to sources.
A box consumes pebbles at its input port and produces pebbles at its output
port, controlled by an infinite sequence σ ∈ {+,−}ω associated with the box.
For example, consider the unary stream function dup, defined as follows, and
its corresponding ’I/O sequence’:
dup(x : σ) = x : x : dup(σ) −++−++−++ . . .
which is to be thought of as: for dup to produce two outputs, it first has to consume
one input, and this process repeats indefinitely. Intuitively, the symbol − represents
a requirement for one input pebble, and + represents a ready state for one out-
put pebble. Pebbleflow through boxes is visualised in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5.
N N
σ+σ
Figuur 6.4: Rule (P3).
N N
σ−σ
Figuur 6.5: Rule (P4).
ks(k)
Figuur 6.6: Rule (P5).
Definition 20. The set ±ω of I/O sequences is defined as the set of infinite se-
quences over the alphabet {+,−} that contain an infinite number of +’s:
±ω := {σ ∈ {+,−}ω | ∀n. ∃m ≥ n. σ(m) = +}
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A sequence σ ∈ ±ω is rational if there exist lists α,β ∈ {+,−}∗ such that σ = αβ,
where β is not the empty list and β denotes the infinite sequence βββ . . .. The
pair 〈α,β〉 is called a rational representation of σ. The set of rational I/O sequen-
ces is denoted by ±ωrat. A net is called rational if all its boxes contain rational
I/O sequences; by Nrat we denote the set of rational nets.
In the next section we define a translation from SCSs to rational nets. In
Section 6 we introduce a rewrite system for reducing nets to trivial nets (pebble
sources). That system, the kernel of our decision algorithm, is terminating for
rational nets, and enables us to determine the total production of a rational net.
We stress that the restriction to rational nets in our algorithm does not entail a
restriction to deal only with SCSs that define rational streams; actually, the SCS
given in Figure 6.1 defining the Thue–Morse sequence, an irrational stream, is
translated to a rational net.
A stream function f with a stream arity n is modelled by a gate: an n-ary
component 4n composed with n boxes expressing the contribution of each in-
dividual stream argument to the total production of f, see Figure 6.8. We define
gates as n-ary contexts:
gate(σ1, . . . , σn) := 4n(box(σ1,
e
1), . . . ,box(σn,
e
n))
and by writing gate(σ1, . . . , σn)(N1, . . . , Nn) for context filling we deviate from
the standard notation to mean4n(box(σ1, N1), . . . ,box(σn, Nn)).
N N
}
n
σ
′
pi
σ
(n)
{
σ
Figuur 6.7:
box(σ, •n(N))→ •piσ(n)(box(σ ′, N)).
σ
n
σ1
Figuur 6.8: A gate with n input
ports.
Definition 21. The production function piσ : N→ N of (a box containing) a se-
quence σ ∈ ±ω defined, for all n ∈ N, by piσ(n) := pi(σ, n), where pi(σ, n) ∈ N
is, for all υ ∈ ±ω and n ∈ N, corecursively defined by:
pi(+υ, n) = 1+ pi(υ, n) pi(−υ, 0) = 0 pi(−υ, n+ 1) = pi(υ, n)
Intuitively, piσ(n) is the number of outputs of a box containing sequence σ
when fed with n inputs, see Figure 6.7. Notice that piσ is well-defined because σ
contains infinitely many +’s by definition.
Lemma 22. The pebbleflow rewrite relation→P is confluent.
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Bewijs. The rules of→P can be viewed as a higher-order rewriting system (HRS)
that is orthogonal. Applying Theorem 11.6.9 in [24] then establishes the lemma.
Definition 23. The production function ΠP : N → N of nets is defined for all N ∈
N by ΠP(N) := sup {n ∈ N | NP •n(N ′)}, called the production ofN. Moreover,
for a net N and an assignment α : V → N, let ΠP(N,α) := ΠP(Nα) where Nα
denotes the net obtained by replacing each free variable x of N with •α(x)(x).
We will employ the notation α[x 7→ n] to denote an update of α, defined by
α[x 7→ n](y) = n if y = x, and α[x 7→ n](y) = α(y) otherwise.
Note that for closed nets N we have Nα = N and therefore ΠP(N,α) = ΠP(N),
for all assignments α.
We define an alternative net production function ΠN (equivalent to ΠP) that
provides some useful intuition and will allow us to get a handle on proving that
production is preserved by the net reduction relation introduced in Section 6.
Definition 24. The mapping ΠN : N × (V → N)→ N is defined inductively by:
ΠN (src(k), α) = k ΠN (box(σ,N), α) = piσ(ΠN (N,α))
ΠN (•(N), α) = 1+ ΠN (N,α) ΠN (µx.N, α) = lfp(λn.ΠN (N,α[x 7→ n]))
ΠN (x, α) = α(x) ΠN (4(N1, N2), α) = min(ΠN (N1, α), ΠN (N2, α))
Notice that ΠN is monotonic in its second argument. The net production
functions ΠP and ΠN coincide (see the appendix for a proof):
Lemma 25. For all nets N and assignments α, we have ΠP(N,α) = ΠN (N,α).
5 Translating Stream Specifications into Nets
In this section we define a ’production preserving’ translation from stream con-
stants M in an SCS to rational nets [M]. In particular, the root M0 of an SCS T
will be mapped to a net [M0] ∈ Nrat with the property that its production equals
the production of M0 in T .
As a first step, we give a translation of the stream function symbols in an SFS
into rational gates (gates with boxes containing rational I/O sequences) that pre-
cisely model their quantitative consumption/production behaviour. The idea is
to define, for a stream function symbol f, a rational gate by keeping track of
the ’production’ (the guards encountered) and the ’consumption’ of the rules
applied, during the finite or eventually periodic dependency sequence on f.
Definition 26. Let T = 〈ΣD unionmultiΣsf unionmulti {:}, RD unionmultiRsf 〉 be an SFS. Then, for each f ∈ Σsf
with stream arity k = ]s(f) and data arity l = ]d(f) the translation of f is a rational
gate [f] : N k → N defined by:
[f] = gate([f]1, . . . , [f]k)
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where [f]i ∈ ±ωrat is defined as follows. We distinguish the two formats a rule
ρ f ∈ Rsf can have. Let xi : σi stand for xi,1 : . . . : xi,ni : σi. If ρ f has the form:
f(x1 : σ1, . . . , xk : σk, y1, . . . , yl)→ t1 : . . . : tm : u, where:
(a) u ≡ g(σφ f(1), . . . , σφ f(]s(g)), t ′1, . . . , t ′]d(g)), then (b) u ≡ σj, then
[f]i =
{
−ni+m[g]j if φ f(j) = i
−ni+ if ¬∃j. φ f(j) = i
[f]i =
{
−ni+m−+ if i = j
−ni+ if i 6= j
In the second step, we now define the translation of the stream constants
in an SCS into rational nets. Here the idea is that the recursive definition of a
stream constant M is unfolded step by step; the terms thus arising are transla-
ted according to their structure by making use of the translation of the stream
function symbols encountered; whenever a stream constant is met that has been
unfolded before, the translation stops after establishing a binding to a µ-binder
created earlier.
Definition 27. Let T = 〈ΣD unionmulti Σsf unionmulti Σsc unionmulti {:}, RD unionmulti Rsf unionmulti Rsc〉 be an SCS. Then,
for each M ∈ Σsc with rule ρM ≡ M→ rhsM the translation [M] := [M]∅ of M
to a closed pebbleflow net is recursively defined by (α a set of stream constant
symbols):
[M]α =
{
µM.[rhsM]α∪{M} if M 6∈ α
M if M ∈ α
[t : u]α = •([u]α)
[f(u1, . . . , u]s(f), t1, . . . , t]d(f))]α = [f]([u1]α, . . . , [u]s(f)]α)
Example 28. Reconsider the SCS given in Figure 6.1. The translation of the
stream constant M and of the stream functions involved, is illustrated in Figu-
re 6.9. (Note that to obtain rational representations of the translated stream func-
tions we use loop checking on top of Definition 26.)
The root of the SCS of Example 15 is translated by: µJ.•(•([even](J))).
By stating that the translation of the root of an SCS into a pebbleflow net is
’production preserving’, the theorem below will provide the basis for our decisi-
on algorithm for productivity of SCSs, which will be detailed in the next section.
A proof of this theorem is given in Section 8.2.
Theorem 29. For every SCS T : ΠT (M0) = ΠP([M0]) holds.
6 Deciding Productivity
We define a rewriting system for pebbleflow nets that, for every net N, allows
us to reduce N to a single source while preserving the production of N.
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[zip]1 [zip]2
[zip]
[inv]1
[even]1 [tail]1
[zip] = gate([zip]1, [zip]2)
[zip]1 = −+[zip]2 = −++[zip]1 = −++
[zip]2 = +[zip]1 = +−+[zip]2 = +−+
[inv] = gate([inv]1)
[inv]1 = −+[inv]1 = −+
[even] = gate([even]1)
[even]1 = −+[odd]1 = −+−[even]1 = −+−
[odd]1 = −[even]1 = −−+[odd]1 = −−+
[tail] = gate([tail]1)
[tail]1 = −−+
Figuur 6.9: The net translation [M] = µM.•([zip]([inv]([even](M)), [tail](M))) of
M.
Definition 30. We define the net reduction relation→R by the compatible closure
of the following rule schemata:
•(N)→ box(+−+, N) (R1)
box(σ,box(τ,N))→ box(σ ◦ τ,N) (R2)
box(σ,4(N1, N2))→ 4(box(σ,N1),box(σ,N2)) (R3)
µx.4(N1, N2)→ 4(µx.N1, µx.N2) (R4)
µx.N→ N if x 6∈ FV(N) (R5)
µx.box(σ, x)→ src(fix(σ)) (R6)
4(src(k1), src(k2))→ src(min(k1, k2)) (R7)
box(σ, src(k))→ src(piσ(k)) (R8)
µx.x→ src(0) (R9)
where k, k1, k2 ∈ N, σ and τ are term representations of I/O sequences in ±ω,
and where min(n,m), piσ(k) (see Definition 21), σ ◦ τ (see Definition 31), and
fix(σ) (see Definition 33) are numerals that represent operation results.
The rewrite system given in Definition 30 contains rules with infinite left-hand
sides. However, by turning the I/O sequences and the numbers in N into con-
stants, the system can be transformed into a finite higher-order rewriting system
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(HRS). Then the operations min, pi, ◦, and fix have to be defined on the constants.
Definition 31. The operation composition ◦ : ±ω × ±ω → ±ω, 〈σ, τ〉 7→ σ ◦ τ of
I/O sequences is defined corecursively by the following equations:
+σ ◦ τ = +(σ ◦ τ) −σ ◦+τ = σ ◦ τ −σ ◦−τ = −(−σ ◦ τ)
Composition of sequences σ ◦ τ ∈ ±ω exhibits analogous properties as com-
position of functions over natural numbers: it is associative, but not commuta-
tive.
Lemma 32. For all σ, τ, υ ∈ ±ω: (i) σ◦ (τ◦υ) = (σ◦τ)◦υ, and (ii) piσ ◦piτ = piσ◦τ.
Because we formalised the I/O behaviour of boxes by sequences and because
we are interested in proving and disproving productivity, for the formalisation
of the pebbleflow rewrite relation in Definition 19 the choice has been made
to give output priority over input. This becomes apparent in the definition of
composition above: the net box(+−+,box(−−+, x)) is able to consume an input
pebble at its free input port x as well as to produce an output pebble, whereas
the result box(+−−+, x) of the composition can only consume input after having
fired.
The fixed point of a box is the production of the box when fed its own output.
Definition 33. The operations fixed point fix : ±ω → N and requirement removal
δ : ±ω → ±ω on I/O sequences are corecursively defined as follows:
fix(+σ) = 1+ fix(δ(σ)) δ(+σ) = +δ(σ)
fix(−σ) = 0 δ(−σ) = σ
Lemma 34. For all σ ∈ ±ω, we have lfp(piσ) = fix(σ).
Observe that piσ◦σ◦σ◦... = piσ(piσ(piσ(. . .))) = fix(σ). Therefore, the infinite
self-composition of the form box(σ,box(σ,box(σ, . . .))) is ’production equiva-
lent’ to src(fix(σ)).
An important property used in the following lemma is that functions of the
form λn ∈ N. ΠP(N,α[x 7→ n]) are monotonic functions over N. Every mono-
tonic function f : N → N in the complete chain N has a least fixed point lfp(f)
which can be computed by lfp(f) = limn→∞ fn(0). In what follows we employ,
for monotonic f, g : N→ N, two basic properties:
∀n,m. f(min(n,m)) = min(f(n), f(m)) (1)
lfp(λn.min(f(n), g(n))) = min(lfp(f), lfp(g)) (2)
Lemma 35. Net reduction preserves production: ΠP(N) = ΠP(N ′) if N→R N ′.
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Bewijs. By Lemma 25 it suffices to prove:
C[`σ]→R C[rσ] =⇒ ∀α. ΠN (C[`σ], α) = ΠN (C[rσ], α) ,
where ` → r is a rule of the net reduction TRS, and C a unary context over N .
We proceed by induction on C. For the base case, C =
e
, we give the essential
proof steps only (no definition unfoldings): For rule (R1), observe that pi−+ is
the identity function on N. For rule (R2), we apply Lemma 32 (ii). For rule (R3)
the desired equality follows from (1) above. For rule (R4) we conclude by (2)
above. For rule (R6) we use Lemma 34. For the remaining rules the statement
trivially holds. For the induction step, the statement easily follows from the
induction hypotheses.
Lemma 36. The net reduction relation →R is terminating and confluent, and every
closed net normalizes to a unique normal form, a source.
Bewijs. To see that→R is terminating, let J−K : N → N be defined by:
JxK = 1 J•(N)K = 2 · JNK+ 1 Jµx.NK = 2 · JNKJsrc(k)K = 1 Jbox(σ,N)K = 2 · JNK J4(N1, N2)K = JN1K+ JN2K+ 1 ,
and observe that N→R M implies JNK > JMK.
Some of the rules of→R overlap; e.g. rule (R2) with itself. For each of the five
critical pairs we can find a common reduct (the critical pair 〈σ◦(τ◦υ), (σ◦τ)◦υ〉
due to an (R2)/(R2)-overlap can be joined by Lemma 32 (i)), and hence →R is
locally confluent, by the Critical Pairs Lemma (cf. [24]). By Newman’s Lemma,
we obtain that→R is confluent. Thus normal forms are unique.
To show that every closed net normalizes to a source, let N be an arbitrary
normal form. Note that the set of free variables of a net is closed under →R,
and henceN is a closed net. Clearly,N does not contain pebbles, otherwise (R1)
would be applicable. To see thatN contains no subterms of the form µx.M, sup-
pose it does and consider the innermost such subterm, viz. M contains no µ. If
M ≡ src(k) or M ≡ x, then (R5), resp. (R9) is applicable. If M ≡ box(σ,M ′),
we further distinguish four cases: if M ′ ≡ src(k) or M ′ ≡ x, then (R8) resp.
(R6) is applicable; if the root symbol of M ′ is one of box,4, then M constitutes
a redex with respect to (R2), (R3), respectively. If M ≡ 4(M1,M2), we have a
redex with respect to (R4). Thus, there are no subterms µx.M in N, and there-
fore, because N is closed, also no variables x. To see that N has no subterms of
the form box(σ,M), suppose it does and consider the innermost such subterm.
Then, ifM ≡ src(k) orM ≡ 4(M1,M2) then (R8) resp. (R3) is applicable; other
cases have been excluded above. Finally, N does not contain subterms of the
form4(N1, N2). For if it does, consider the innermost occurrence and note that,
since the other cases have been excluded already,N1 andN2 have to be sources,
and so we have a redex with respect to (R7). We conclude that N ≡ src(k) for
some k ∈ N.
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Observe that net reduction employs infinitary rewriting for fixed point com-
putation and composition (Definition 31 and 33). To compute normal forms in
finite time we make use of finite representations of rational sequences and ex-
change the numeral sω with a constant∞.
Lemma 37. There is an algorithm that, if N ∈ Nrat and rational representations of the
sequences σ ∈ ±ωrat in N are given, computes the→R-normal form of N.
Bewijs. Note that composition preserves rationality, that is, σ◦τ ∈ ±ωrat whenever
σ, τ ∈ ±ωrat. Similarly, it is straightforward to show that for sequences σ, τ ∈ ±ωrat
with given rational representations the fixed point fix(σ) and a rational repre-
sentation of the composition σ ◦ τ can be computed in finite time.
Theorem 38. Productivity is decidable for pure stream constant specifications.
Bewijs. The following steps describe a decision algorithm for productivity of a
stream constant M in an SCS T : First, the translation [M] of M into a pebbleflow
net is built according to Definition 27. It is easy to verify that [M] is in fact a
rational net. Second, by the algorithm stated by Lemma 37, [M] is collapsed to
a source src(n) with n ∈ N. By Theorem 29 it follows that [M] has the same
production as M in T , and by Lemma 35 that the production of [M] is n. Conse-
quently, ΠT (M) = n. Hence the answers ’ ’T is productive for M” and ’ ’T is not
productive for M” are obtained if n =∞ and if n ∈ N, respectively.
We end this section with showing how our algorithm decides productivity of
our running examples, the SCSs for J and M given in Example 15 and Figure 6.1.
Besides, we illustrate that productivity is sensitive to the precise definitions of
the stream functions used by considering a slightly modified version of the SCS
for M.
Example 39. For the definition of J from Example 15 we obtain:
[J] = µJ.•(•(box(−+−, J)))→2R1 µJ.box(+−+,box(+−+,box(−+−, J)))→R2 µJ.box(++−+,box(−+−, J))→R2 µJ.box(++−+−, J)→R6 src(4) ,
proving that J is not productive (only 4 elements can be evaluated).
Example 40. By rewriting [M] from Figure 6.9 with parallel outermost rewriting
(except that composition of boxes is preferred to reduce the size of the terms)
according to→R we get:
[M] = µM.•(4(box(−++,box(−+,box(−+−,M))),box(+−+,box(−−+,M))))→3R2 µM.•(4(box(−++−,M),box(+−−++,M)))→R1·R3 µM.4(box(+−+,box(−++−,M)),box(+−+,box(+−−++,M)))→2R2 µM.4(box(+−++−,M),box(++−−++,M))→R4 4(µM.box(+−++−,M), µM.box(++−−++,M))
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→R6 4(src(fix(+−++−)), src(fix(++−−++))) = 4(src(∞), src(∞))→R7 src(∞) ,
witnessing productivity of the SCS for M. Note that the ’fine’ definitions of zip
and even are crucial in this setting. If we replace the definition of zip in the SCS
for M by the ’coarser’ one: zip∗(x : σ, y : τ) → x : y : zip∗(σ, τ) we obtain an SCS
T ∗ where:
[M] = µM.•(4(box(−++,box(−+,box(−+−,M))),box(−++,box(−−+,M))))→3R2 µM.•(4(box(−++−,M),box(−−++,M)))→R1·R3 µM.4(box(+−+,box(−++−,M)),box(+−+,box(−−++,M)))→2R2 µM.4(box(+−++−,M),box(+−−++,M))→R4·R6 4(src(fix(+−++−)), src(fix(+−−++))) = 4(src(∞), src(1))→R7 src(1)
Hence M is not productive in T ∗ (here it produces only one element).
7 Conclusion and Ongoing Research
We have shown that productivity is decidable for stream specifications that be-
long to the format of pure SCSs. The class of pure SCSs contains specificati-
ons that cannot be recognised automatically to be productive by the methods
of [25, 21, 8, 13, 23, 7] (e.g. the SCS in Figure 6.1). These previous approaches
established criteria for productivity that are not applicable for disproving pro-
ductivity; furthermore, these methods are either applicable to general stream
specifications, but cannot be mechanised fully, or can be automated, but give a
’productive’/ ’don’t know’ answer only for a very restricted subclass. Our ap-
proach combines the features of being automatable and of obtaining a definite
’productive’/ ’not productive’ decision for a rich class of stream specifications.
Note that we obtain decidability of productivity by restricting only the stream
function layer of an SCS (formalised as an orthogonal TRS), while imposing no
conditions on how the SCS layer makes use of the stream functions. The restric-
tion to weakly guarded SFSs in pure SCSs is motivated by the wish to formulate
a format of stream specifications for which productivity is decidable. More ge-
neral formats to which our method can be applied are possible. In particular,
we refer to [11] where the restrictions imposed on the stream function layer are
relaxed in favour of a single remaining condition: stream function symbols do
not occur nested on either side of their defining rules (again we do not impose
any restrictions on the stream constant layer). In this way we obtain the more
general format of ’flat stream specifications’ which allows for the use of pattern
matching on data for the definitions of stream functions. In [11] we give (i) a
computable, ’data-obliviously optimal’, sufficient condition for productivity of
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flat stream specifications, and we show (ii) decidability of productivity for flat
stream specifications that are ’pure’ (see Remark 12), a significant extension of
the class of SCSs.
Beyond specific formats of stream specifications, our results can also be used
in the following way: Suppose that a stream specification T has the property
that for the stream functions occurring it holds that their quantitative consump-
tion/production behaviour can be faithfully modelled by rational I/O sequen-
ces. Then the stream specification is productive if and only if the pebbleflow
net built for T according to Definition 27, using the assumed modelling I/O se-
quences, rewrites to src(∞). Hence productivity is still decidable under the
assumption that the user is able to come up with modelling I/O sequences for
the stream functions. Also lower and upper ’rational’ bounds on the production
of stream functions can be considered to obtain computable criteria for produc-
tivity and its complement. This will allow us to deal with stream functions that
depend quantitatively on the value of stream elements and data parameters.
Our approach can also be extended to calculate the precise production modulus
of stream functions that are contexts built up of weakly guarded stream functi-
ons only, by reducing nets with free input ports to gates. All of these extensions
of the result presented here are the subject of ongoing research.
The reader is invited to visit
http://infinity.few.vu.nl/productivity/
where all additional material is available presently or
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ProPro
for up-to-date links. Via these links also two software tools can be found: (i) an
applet for the animation of pebbleflow nets, and (ii) an implementation of the
decision algorithm for productivity of SCSs as part of a more powerful tool
ProPro that automates a computable criterion for productivity on the substanti-
ally larger class of flat stream specifications introduced in [11]. We have tested
the usefulness and feasibility of the implementation of our decision algorithm
on various pure SCSs from the literature, and so far have not encountered exces-
sive run-times. However, a precise analysis of the run-time complexity of our
algorithm remains to be carried out.
Acknowledgement For useful discussions we thank Clemens Kupke, Milad
Niqui, Vincent van Oostrom, Femke van Raamsdonk, and Jan Rutten.
8 Technical Appendix
In this appendix we provide a proof of Lemma 25, and foremost we prove pre-
servation of production for the translation from SCSs to pebbleflow nets, that is,
Theorem 29.
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8.1 A Proof of Lemma 25: ΠN = ΠP
The statement of the lemma,ΠP(N,α) = ΠN (N,α) for all N ∈ N and α : X → N,
can be proved by a straightforward induction on the number of µ-bindings of
a net N, with a subinduction on the size of N. In the cases N ≡ box(σ,N ′) and
N ≡ µx.M Lemmas 41 and 42 are applied, respectively.
Lemma 41. For N ∈ N , σ ∈ ±ω, α : V → N: ΠP(box(σ,N), α) = piσ(ΠP(N,α)).
Bewijs. We show that the relation R ⊆ N×N defined as follows is a bisimulation:
R := {〈ΠP(box(σ,N), α), piσ(ΠP(N,α))〉 | σ ∈ ±ω, N ∈ N , α : V → N} ,
that is, we prove that, for all k1, k2 ∈ N, σ ∈ ±ω, N ∈ N , and α : V → N,
if k1 = ΠP(box(σ,N), α) and k2 = piσ(ΠP(N,α)), then either k1 = k2 = 0 or
k1 = 1 + k
′
1, k2 = 1 + k
′
2 and 〈k ′1, k ′2〉 ∈ R. Let k1, k2, σ, N, α : V → N, be
such that k1 = ΠP(box(σ,N), α) and k2 = piσ(ΠP(N,α)). By definition of ±ω,
we have that σ ≡ −n+τ for some n ∈ N and τ ∈ ±ω. We proceed by induction
on n. If n = 0, then k1 = 1 + k ′1 with k
′
1 = ΠP(box(τ,N), α) and k2 = 1 + k
′
2
with k ′2 = piτ(ΠP(N,α)), and 〈k ′1, k ′2〉 ∈ R. If n = n ′ + 1, we distinguish cases:
If ΠP(N,α) = 0, then k1 = k2 = 0. If ΠP(N,α) = 1 +m, then N P •(M) for
someM ∈ N with ΠP(M,α) = m. Thus we get k1 = ΠP(box(−n ′+τ,M), α) and
k2 = pi−n ′+τ(ΠP(M,α)), and 〈k1, k2〉 ∈ R by induction hypothesis.
Lemma 42. For all nets M ∈ N and all assignments α, we have that ΠP(µx.M,α) is
the least fixed point of λn.ΠP(M,α[x 7→ n]).
Bewijs. Let α : V → N be an arbitrary assignment and M0 :=Mα[x7→0]. Observe
that ΠP(µx.M,α) = ΠP(µx.M0) and consider a rewrite sequence of the form
µx.M0 P . . .P•ni(µx.Mi)
P•ni(µx.•pi(M ′i))
P•ni+pi(µx.Mi+1)
P . . .
where pi = ΠP(Mi), n0 = 0, ni+1 = ni + pi, and Mi+1 := M ′i(•pi(x)). Note
that limm→∞ nm = ΠP(µx.M0); ’≤’ follows from ∀m. µx.M0 P •nm(µx.Mm),
and ’≥’ since if limm→∞ nm < ∞ then ∃m ∈ N such that pm := ΠP(Mm) = 0
and therefore ΠP(µx.M0) = ΠP(•nm(µx.Mm)) = nm by confluence.
Let fi = λn.ΠP(Mi(•n(x))), and f ′i = λn.ΠP(M ′i(•n(x))). We prove
∀k ∈ N. f0(nm + k) = nm + fm(k) (∗)
by induction over m. The base case m = 0 is trivial, we consider the induction
step. We haveMm P •pm(M ′m) and by substituting •k(x) for xwe get
∀k ∈ N. fm(k) = pm + f ′m(k) (∗∗)
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Moreover, since fm+1(k) = f ′m(pm + k), we get nm+1 + fm+1(k) = nm+1 +
f ′m(pm + k)
= nm+pm+f
′
m(pm+k)
(∗∗)
= nm+fm(pm+k)
(∗)
= f0(nm+pm+k) = f0(nm+1+k).
Let f := f0. We proceed with showing ∀m. fm(0) = nm by induction over
m ∈ N. For the base case m = 0 we have f0(0) = 0 and n0 = 0, and for the
induction step we get fm+1(0) = f(fm(0)) IH= f(nm)
(∗)
= nm+ fm(0) = nm+pm =
nm+1.
Hence lfp(f) = limm→∞ fm(0) = limm→∞ nm = ΠP(µx.M0) = ΠP(µx.M,α).
8.2 A Proof of Theorem 29: Translating SCSs to Nets Preserves
Production
We recall the statement of Theorem 29: ΠT (M0) = ΠP([M0]) for all SCSs T . For a
given SCS T , the proof proceeds by making intermediate steps via the produc-
tion in a rewrite system µT for µ-terms over T with rewrite relation→µT , and
the production with respect to an alternative pebbleflow rewrite relation →P ′ .
Using these notions that are defined below together with a translation of stream
terms t in T into µ-terms [t]µT in µT , the proof consists of the following three
steps: ΠT (M0) = ΠµT ([M0]µT ) = ΠP ′([M0]) = ΠP([M0]), which are justified by
Lemmas 43, 44, and 45, respectively.
For the lemmas used in this proof, we introduce the following concepts: For
an SCS T , the rewrite system µT is defined as follows: its objects are µ-terms
over the signature Σ of T , and its set of rewrite steps · →µT · consists of steps
C[lσ] → C[rσ] applying rules l → r of T outside of µ-bindings, and of steps that
are applications of unfolding µx.t(x) →unf t(µx.t(x)). We denote by the symbol
ΠµT the production function, and its version relativised to assignments, on µ-
terms in µT : these functions are defined analogously to the definition of ΠT in
Definition 9 with the difference that→µT is used instead of→T .
We also define a translation of stream terms t in an SCS T into corresponding
µ-terms [t]µT in µT that is very similar to the translation into pebbleflow nets in
Definition 27. For every t ∈ Ter(ΣS), the µ-term translation [t]µT of t is defined
as [t]µT := [t]µT∅ , based on the following inductive definition of translations
[t]µTα of terms t ∈ Ter(ΣS)with respect to finite setsα of stream constant symbols
in Σsc (the clauses below assume M ∈ Σsc and f ∈ Σsf ):
[M]µTα =
{
µM.[rhsM]
µT
α∪{M} if M /∈ α
M if M ∈ α
[u : s]µTα = u : [s]
µT
α
[f(s1, . . . , s]s(f), u1, . . . , u]d(f))]
µT
α = f([s1]
µT
α , . . . , [s]s(f)]
µT
α , u1, . . . , u]d(f))
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zip
:
zip
: −++ +−+ −++ +−+
=ΠT (t) = =ΠP′([t])
t′ t′′ N ′ N ′′
ΠP([t])ΠµT ([t]µT )
transformations of rewrite steps
stepwise, production preserving
Lemma 43 Lemma 44 Lemma 45
[t]P N ′′tT t′ [t]P′ N ′[t]µT µT t′′
ΠµT ([t]) = ΠN ([t]) = ΠP([t])
≤
≥
M1
M3M2
Figuur 6.10: The three steps in the proof of Theorem 29.
Let the rewrite relation→P ′′ be defined by the rules P1, P3–P5 in Definition 19
(ignoring P2) and of the unfolding rule µx.N(x) →unf N(µx.N(x)); all of these
rules may be applied in arbitrary contexts. Using→P ′′ , the alternative pebbleflow
relation →P ′ is defined as the restriction of →P ′′ to applications of pebbleflow
rules outside of µ-bindings. By ΠP ′ we mean the production function, and its
version relativised to assignments, that are defined analogously to the producti-
on functions ΠP in Definition 23 with the difference of using→P ′ instead of→P.
We use the following notation: for a binary relation→ ⊆ A × B and A ′ ⊆ A let→(A ′) := {b | ∃a ∈ A ′. a → b}; for a function f : A → B let f(A ′) := {f(a) | a ∈
A ′}.
Lemma 43. For all t ∈ Ter(ΣS) in an SCS T : ΠT (t) = ΠµT ([t]µT ) holds.
Bewijs. For this proof we restrict the unfolding steps in the rewrite relation→µT
to outermost-unfolding, noting that this does not affect the production function.
Let Σsc = {M1, . . . ,Mm}. Let s ∈ Ter(µT ), let σ(s) denote the term obtained from
s by replacing all subterms Mi and µMi.s ′ with Mi, respectively; we say that
’s has the property ℘(s)’ if for all subterms µx.s ′ of s: ∃i. x = Mi ∧ σ(s ′) ≡
rhsMi . Note that (i) ℘([u]
µT ) for every u ∈ Ter(T ), and (ii) ℘ is preserved under
µT reduction. We show (∗) ∀n ∈ N. ∀s ∈ Ter(µT ) with ℘(s). →≤nT (σ(s)) =
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σ(→≤nµT (s)) by induction on the length n of reduction sequences. The case n = 0
is trivial. For the induction step we employ →n+1 ( ) = →n (→ ( )) together
with (ii); therefore it suffices to prove →T (σ(s)) = σ(→µT (s)). The →RS∪RD
steps carry over directly in both directions. From ℘(s) we infer that→Rsc steps
in T can be translated into→unf steps in µT and vice versa. Finally (i) and (∗)
imply ΠT (t) = ΠµT ([t]µT ).
Lemma 44. For all t ∈ Ter(ΣS) in an SCS T : ΠµT ([t]µT ) = ΠP ′([t]).
Sketch of Proof. The statement of the lemma will ultimately be established by
a close correspondence between µT -steps and→P ′ -steps for SCSs in which none
of the rules are collapsing, and neither erases nor permutes stream arguments.
In order to use this correspondence, we transform an SCS T in three steps into
this special form in such a way that T -production ΠT (t) and pebbleflow net
translation [t] of terms t are preserved. For the sake of simplicity, we assume
that stream function symbols have no data parameters.
First, we eliminate collapsing rules by adding a fresh symbol id to Σsf and the rule
id(x : σ) → x : id(σ) to Rsf , and by replacing all collapsing rules l → σj in Rsf by
l→ id(σj), respectively.
Second, we transform Rsf to be non-erasing. As a preprocessing, we replace every
stream function symbol f ∈ Σsf by a symbol f]s(f) that carries its stream arity
as a subscript. Let m] := max ]s(Σsf ) the maximum stream arity in Σsf . For
every fr now in Σsf , and every n ∈ N with r < n ≤ m], add an additional
stream function symbol fn. Then replace every stream function rule ρ : fr1(s
r1)→
t1 : . . . : tm : gr2(s
′r2) by the following rules:
fr1+n(s
r1 , τ1, . . . , τn)→ t1 : . . . : tm : gr1+n(s ′r2 , σi1 , . . . , σir1−r2 , τ1, . . . , τn)
for n = 0, . . . ,m] − r1 where σi1 , . . . , σir1−r2 are the erased stream variables of
ρ and τ1, . . . , τn are stream variables for matching so-called phantom arguments.
As an example, consider Rsf = {f2(σ, x :τ)→ x :g1(σ), g1(x :y :σ)→ x+y :g1(σ)}.
The first rule is transformed into the non-erasing rule f2(σ, x : τ) → x : g2(σ, τ),
and the second rule gives rise to g1(x :y :σ)→ x+y :g1(σ) and g2(x :y :σ, τ1)→
x+ y : g2(σ, τ1).
Third, we remove permutations of stream arguments. We annotate function symbols
with permutations instead of performing the permutation. For every f ∈ Σsf
and φ : N]s(f) → N]s(f) a bijection, where N]s(f) = {1, . . . , ]s(f)}, let fφ be a fresh
symbol having the same arity as f. For n ∈ N let sn be shorthand for s1, . . . , sn
and for φ : Nn → Nn let sn(φ) denote the permutation sφ−1(1), . . . , sφ−1(n)
w.r.t. φ. We replace every stream function rule f(sr) → t1 : . . . : tm : g(s ′r(φ−1f ))
by all rules
fφ(sr(φ))→ t1 : . . . : tm : gφ◦φ f(s ′r(φ))
for φ : Nr → Nr a bijection. Note that after the third transformation step all
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permutation functions φ f for f ∈ Σsf are the identity on N]s(f), respectively.
It is technical but not difficult to prove that T -production ΠT (t) and pebbleflow
net translation [t] of terms t are preserved under these three transformations.
Therefore in the sequel we can assume without loss of generality that none of
the rules of T is collapsing, and neither erases nor permutes stream arguments:
∀f ∈ Σsf . φ f = idN]s(f) .
To gain control about pebbleflow rewriting, we label gates with the function
symbols from which they arise. In particular the translation [f]` is a labelled gate:
[f] = gatef([f]1, . . . , [f]]s(f)) .
where gatef(. . .) means that the leftmost box is labelled with f. For closed µ-
terms v we define [v]`, the translation of v into a labelled pebbleflow net (using
labelled gates), as follows:
[µM.t]` = µM.[t]`
[t : u]` = •([u]`)
[f(u]s(f), t]d(f))]` = [f]`([u]s(f)]`)
Moreover, for labelled netsNwe use \`(N) to denote the pebbleflow net obtained
fromN by dropping the labels. Note that [u] ≡ \`([[u]µT ]`) for every u ∈ Ter(T ).
For every f ∈ Σsf there exists g ∈ Σsf such that for every i ∈ N with 1 ≤ i ≤
]s(f) we have [f]i = −in(f,i)+out(f)[g]i. On labelled pebbleflow nets we define
the rewrite system →bP ′c to consist of unfolding µx.t(x) →unf t(µx.t(x)) of µ-
bindings and rewrite steps, outside of µ-bindings, with respect to the rules:
[f]`(•in(f,1)(N1), . . . , •in(f,]s(f))(N]s(f)))→bP ′c •out(f)([g]`(N1, . . . , N]s(f)))
for every f(. . .)→ . . . g(. . .) in Rsf . Note that \`(→bP ′c) ⊆P ′ and from confluen-
ce ofP ′ we infer: ΠP ′([t]) = ΠbP ′c([[t]µT ]`).
We proceed with showing ΠµT ([t]µT ) = ΠP ′([t]). Employing the above ob-
servations it is sufficient to prove that [µT ([t]µT )]` = bP ′c([[t]µT ]`). The
latter is implied by the one-step correspondence: (∗) for all closed µ-terms s,
[→µT (s)]` =→bP ′c([s]`), using induction over the length of the reduction se-
quence. Now we prove (∗), therefor let s be an arbitrary closed µ-term. We
start with ’⊆’: let s ′ with χ : s →µT s ′. In case χ is an unfolding step, we get
[s]` →bP ′c [s ′]` likewise via an unfolding step. Otherwise χ is of the form:
C[f(uin(f,1)1 : t1, . . . ,u
in(f,]s(f))
]s(f) : t]s(f))]→ C[v1 : . . . : vout(f) : g(t1, . . . , t]s(f))]
due to a stream function rule in Rsf . Then
[s]` ≡ D[[f]`(•in(f,1)([t1]`), . . . , •in(f,]s(f))([t]s(f)]`))]
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[s ′]` ≡ D[•out(f)([g]`([t1]`, . . . , [t]s(f)]`))]
for some context D and clearly [s]` →bP ′c [s ′]`. The direction ’⊇’ is analogous.
Lemma 45. For all N ∈ N : ΠP ′(N) = ΠP(N) .
Bewijs. In view of Lemma 25 it suffices to prove that for all netsN ∈ N : ΠP ′(N) =
ΠN (N) holds, and moreover, ΠP ′(N,α) = ΠN (N,α) for all assignments α. The
proof of this statement proceeds by an inductive proof parallel to that used in
the proof of Lemma 25, making use of confluence of→P ′ and of statements ana-
logous to that of Lemma 42, and Lemma 41. Confluence of→P ′ follows easily
from the fact that →P ′′ , which can be viewed as an orthogonal HRS, is conflu-
ent. The statement corresponding to Lemma 41 can be shown analogously to
the proof of that lemma.
It remains to show that (∗) ΠP ′(µx.M,α) = lfp(λn.ΠP ′(M,α[x 7→ n])), for all
assignments α and µx.M ∈ N . For this, let µx.M(x) ∈ N and let α be an assign-
ment. Furthermore, let us denote by FP the fixed point in (∗). Then it follows
that {ni}i →i→∞ FP where the sequence {ni}i in N is defined as follows: n0 :=
ΠP ′(M,α[x 7→ 0]), and, for all i ∈ N, ni+1 := ΠP ′(M,α[x 7→ ni]). Using conflu-
ence of →P ′ , it is easy to show ΠP ′(N1(N2(x)), β[x 7→ 0]) = ΠP ′(N1(x), β[x 7→
ΠP ′(N2(x), β[x 7→ 0])]) holds for allN1(x), N2(x) ∈ N and assignments β. Using
this statement in a proof by induction, (∗∗) nk = ΠP ′(Mk+1(x), α[x 7→ 0]) can
be shown for all k ∈ N, where Mk+1 denotes the net M(M(. . .M(x) . . .)) with
k + 1 occurrences of M. Now since µx.M(x) P ′ Mk(µx.M(x)) by k unfolding
steps, for all k ∈ N, it follows for all k ∈ N that ΠP ′(µx.M,α) ≥ nk, and hence
that ’ ’≥” holds in (∗).
For showing ’ ’≤” in (∗), let m ∈ N with m ≤ ΠP ′(µx.M,α) arbitrary. Then
µx.M →P ′ •m(M ′) for some M ′ ∈ N . If k + 1 is the number of unfolding
steps applied to a subterm µx.M(x) in this rewrite sequence, then there also
exists a rewrite sequence µx.M(x) unf Mk+1(µx.M(x)) P ′ •m(M ′) for some
M ′ ∈ N , where in theP ′-steps on Mk+1(µx.M(x)) subterms µx.M(x) are not
rewritten. It follows that there is also a rewrite sequenceMk+1(x)P ′ •m(M ′′),
for some M ′′ ∈ N . Now by (∗∗) it follows that m ≤ nk ≤ FP. Since m was
assumed arbitrarily withm ≤ ΠP ′(µx.M,α), now also ’ ’≤” in (∗) follows.
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Abstract We are concerned with demonstrating productivity of specifi-
cations of infinite streams of data, based on orthogonal rewrite rules. In
general, this property is undecidable, but for restricted formats computa-
ble sufficient conditions can be obtained. The usual analysis, also adopted
here, disregards the identity of data, thus leading to approaches that we
call data-oblivious. We present a method that is provably optimal among
all such data-oblivious approaches. This means that in order to improve
on our algorithm one has to proceed in a data-aware fashion.1
1 Introduction
For programming with infinite structures, productivity is what termination is
for programming with finite structures. Productivity captures the intuitive noti-
on of unlimited progress, of ’working’ programs producing defined values inde-
finitely. In functional languages, usage of infinite structures is common practice.
For the correctness of programs dealing with such structures one must guaran-
tee that every finite part of the infinite structure can be evaluated, that is, the
specification of the infinite structure must be productive.
We investigate this notion for stream specifications, formalized as orthogo-
nal term rewriting systems. Common to all previous approaches for recognizing
productivity is a quantitative analysis that abstracts away from the concrete va-
lues of stream elements. We formalize this by a notion of ’data-oblivious’ rewri-
ting, and introduce the concept of data-oblivious productivity. Data-oblivious
(non-)productivity implies (non-)productivity, but neither of the converse im-
plications holds. Fig. 7.1 shows a Venn diagram of stream specifications, high-
lighting the subset of ’data-obliviously recognizable’ specifications where (non-
)productivity can be recognized by a data-oblivious analysis.
We identify two syntactical classes of stream specifications: ’flat’ and ’pure’
specifications, see the description below. For the first we devise a decision al-
1This research has been partially funded by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research
(NWO) under FOCUS/BRICKS grant number 642.000.502.
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Figuur 7.1: Map of stream specifications.
gorithm for data-oblivious (d-o) productivity. This gives rise to a computable,
d-o optimal, criterion for productivity: every flat stream specification that can
be established to be productive by whatever d-o argument is recognized as pro-
ductive by this criterion (see Fig. 7.1). For the subclass of pure specifications,
we establish that d-o productivity coincides with productivity, and thereby ob-
tain a decision algorithm for productivity of this class. Additionally, we extend
our criterion beyond the class of flat stream specifications, allowing for ’friendly
nesting’ in the specification of stream functions; here d-o optimality is not pre-
served.
In defining the different formats of stream specifications, we distinguish bet-
ween rules for stream constants, and rules for stream functions. Only the latter
are subjected to syntactic restrictions. In flat stream specifications the defining
rules for the stream functions do not have nesting of stream function symbols;
however, in defining rules for stream constants nesting of stream function sym-
bols is allowed. This format makes use of exhaustive pattern matching on data
to define stream functions, allowing for multiple defining rules for an indivi-
dual stream function symbol. Since the quantitative consumption/production
behaviour of a symbol f might differ among its defining rules, in a d-o analysis
one has to settle for the use of lower bounds when trying to recognize produc-
tivity. If for all stream function symbols f in a flat specification T the defining
rules for f coincide, disregarding the identity of data-elements, then T is called
pure.
Our decision algorithm for d-o productivity determines the tight d-o lower
bound on the production behaviour of every stream function, and uses these
bounds to calculate the d-o production of stream constants. We briefly explain
both aspects. Consider the stream specification A → 0 : f(A) together with the
rules f(0 :σ)→ 1 :0 :1 :f(σ), and f(1 :σ)→ 0 :f(σ), defining the stream 0 :1 :0 :1 :. . . of
alternating bits. The tight d-o lower bound for f is the function id: n 7→ n. Fur-
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ther note that suc: n 7→ n+1 captures the quantitative behaviour of the function
prepending a data element to a stream term. Therefore the d-o production of
A can be computed as lfp(suc ◦ id) = ∞, where lfp(f) is the least fixed point of
f : N → N and N := N ∪ {∞}; hence A is productive. As a comparison, only
a ’data-aware’ approach is able to establish productivity of B → 0 : g(B) with
g(0 :σ)→ 1 :0 :g(σ), and g(1 :σ)→ g(σ). The d-o lower bound of g is n 7→ 0, due
to the latter rule. This makes it impossible for any conceivable d-o approach to
recognize productivity of B.
We obtain the following results:
(i) For the class of flat stream specifications we give a computable, d-o opti-
mal, sufficient condition for productivity.
(ii) We show decidability of productivity for the class of pure stream specifi-
cations, an extension of the format in [3].
(iii) Disregarding d-o optimality, we extend (i) to the bigger class of friendly
nesting stream specifications.
(iv) A tool automating (i), (ii) and (iii), which can be downloaded from, and
used via a web interface at: http://infinity.few.vu.nl/productivity.
Related work. Previous approaches [6, 4, 7, 1] employed d-o reasoning (wit-
hout using this name for it) to find sufficient criteria ensuring productivity, but
did not aim at optimality. The d-o production behaviour of a stream function
f is bounded from below by a ’modulus of production’ ν f : Nk → N with the
property that the first ν f(n1, . . . , nk) elements of f(t1, . . . , tk) can be computed
whenever the first ni elements of ti are defined. Sijtsma develops an approach
allowing arbitrary production moduli ν : Nk → N, which, while providing an
adequate mathematical description, are less amenable to automation. Telford
and Turner [7] employ production moduli of the form ν(n) = n+ awith a ∈ Z.
Hughes, Pareto and Sabry [4] use ν(n) = max{c ·x+d | x ∈ N, n ≥ a ·x+b}∪ {0}
with a, b, c, d ∈ N. Both classes of production moduli are strictly contained in
the class of ’periodically increasing’ functions which we employ in our analysis.
We show that the set of d-o lower bounds of flat stream function specifications is
exactly the set of periodically increasing functions. Buchholz [1] presents a type
system for productivity, using unrestricted production moduli. For a restric-
ted subclass he gives an automatable method for ensuring productivity, but this
excludes the use of stream functions with a negative effect like odd defined by
odd(x:y:σ)→ y:odd(σ)with a (periodically increasing) modulus νodd(n) = bn2 c.
Overview. In Sec. 2 we define the notion of stream specification, and the syn-
tactic format of flat and pure specifications. In Sec. 3 we formalize the notion of
d-o rewriting. In Sec. 4 we introduce a production calculus as a means to com-
pute the production of the data-abstracted stream specifications, based on the
set of periodically increasing functions. A translation of stream specifications
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into production terms is defined in Sec. 5. Our main results, mentioned above,
are collected in Sec. 6. We conclude and discuss some future research topics in
Sec. 7.
2 Stream Specifications
We introduce the notion of stream specification. An example is given in Fig. 7.2,
P→ 0 : s(0) : f(P)
f(s(x) : y : σ)→ a(s(x), y) : f(y : σ)
f(0 : σ)→ 0 : s(0) : f(σ)
a(s(x), y)→ s(a(x, y))
a(0, y)→ y
Figuur 7.2: A flat stream specification.
a productive specification of Pascal’s
triangle where the rows are separated
by zeros. Indeed, evaluating this spe-
cification, we get: P 0 : 1 : 0 : 1 : 1 : 0 :
1 : 2 : 1 : 0 : 1 : 3 : 3 : 1 : . . ..
We define stream specifications to con-
sist of a stream layer (top) where stream
constants and functions are specified,
and a data layer (bottom) such that the
stream layer may use symbols of the data layer, but not vice-versa. Thus, the
data layer is a term rewriting system on its own. In order to abstract from the
termination problem when investigating productivity, we require the data layer
to be strongly normalizing. Let us explain the reason for this hierarchical setup.
Stream dependent data symbols (whose defining rules do contain stream sym-
bols), like head(x : σ)→ x, might cause the output of undefined data terms. Let
σ(n) := head(tailn(σ)), and consider the following bitstream specifications:
S→ 0 : S(2) : S T→ 0 : T(3) : T ,
taken from [6]. Here we have that S(n)→∗ S(n − 2) for all n ≥ 2, and S(1)→∗
S(2), and hence S  0 : 0 : 0 : . . ., producing the infinite stream of zeros. On
the other hand, the evaluation of each data term T(2n + 1) eventually ends up
in the loop T(3)→∗ T(1)→∗ T(3)→∗ . . .. Hence we have that T 0 : ? : 0 : ? : . . .
(where ? stands for ’undefined’) and T is not productive.
Such examples, where the evaluation of stream elements needs to be delayed
to wait for ’future information’, can only be productive using a lazy evaluation
strategy like in the programming language Haskell. Productivity of specifica-
tions like these is adequately analysed using the concept of ’set productivity’
in [6]. A natural first step is to study its proper subclass called ’segment pro-
ductivity’, where well-definedness of one element requires well-definedness of
all previous ones. The restriction to this subclass is achieved by disallowing
stream dependent data functions. While conceptually more general, in practice
stream dependent data functions usually can be replaced by pattern matching:
add(σ, τ)→ (head(σ)+head(τ)) :add(tail(σ), tail(τ)), for example, can be repla-
ced by the better readable add(x : σ, y : τ)→ (x+ y) : add(σ, τ).
Stream specifications are formalized as many-sorted, orthogonal, construc-
tor term rewriting systems [8]. We distinguish between stream terms and data
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terms. For the sake of simplicity we consider only one sort S for stream terms
and one sort D for data terms. Without any complication, our results extend to
stream specifications with multiple sorts for data terms and for stream terms.
Let U be a finite set of sorts. A U-sorted set A is a family of sets {Au}u∈U ; for
V ⊆ U we define AV :=
⋃
v∈V Av. A U-sorted signature Σ is a U-sorted set of
function symbols f, each equipped with an arity ar(f) = 〈u1 · · ·un, u〉 ∈ U∗ ×U
where u is the sort of f; we write u1 × . . . × un → u for 〈u1 · · ·un, u〉. Let X
be a U-sorted set of variables. The U-sorted set of terms Ter(Σ,X) is inductively
defined by: for all u ∈ U, Xu ⊆ Ter(Σ,X)u, and f(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ Ter(Σ,X)u if
f ∈ Σ, ar(f) = u1 × . . . × un → u, and ti ∈ Ter(Σ,X)ui . Ter∞(Σ,X) denotes the
set of (possibly) infinite terms over Σ and X (see [8]). Usually we keep the set of
variables implicit and write Ter(Σ) and Ter∞(Σ). AU-sorted term rewriting system
(TRS) is a pair 〈Σ, R〉 consisting of a U-sorted signature Σ and a U-sorted set R of
rules that satisfy well-sortedness, for all u ∈ U: Ru ⊆ Ter(Σ,X)u × Ter(Σ,X)u, as
well as the standard TRS requirements.
Let T = 〈Σ, R〉 be a U-sorted TRS. For a term t ∈ Ter(Σ)u where u ∈ U we
denote the root symbol of t by root(t). We say that two occurrences of symbols
in a term are nested if the position [8, p.29] of one is a prefix of the position of
the other. We define D(Σ) := {root(l) | l→ r ∈ R}, the set of defined symbols, and
C(Σ) := Σ \ D(Σ), the set of constructor symbols. Then T is called a constructor
TRS if for every rewrite rule ρ ∈ R, the left-hand side is of the form f(t1, . . . , tn)
with ti ∈ Ter(C(Σ)); then ρ is called a defining rule for f. We call T exhaustive for
f ∈ Σ if every term f(t1, . . . , tn) with (possibly infinite) closed constructor terms
ti is a redex. Note that, stream constructor terms are inherently infinite.
A stream TRS is a finite {S,D}-sorted, orthogonal, constructor TRS 〈Σ, R〉 such
that ’:’ ∈ ΣS, the stream constructor symbol, with arity D × S → S is the single
constructor symbol in ΣS. Elements of ΣD and ΣS are called the data symbols
and the stream symbols, respectively. We let Σ−S := ΣS \ { ’:’}, and, for all f ∈ Σ−S ,
we assume, without loss of generality, that the stream arguments are in front:
ar(f) ∈ Sars(f) × Dard(f) → S, where ars(f) and ard(f) ∈ N are called the stream arity
and the data arity of f, respectively. By Σscon we denote the set of symbols in Σ−S
with stream arity 0, called the stream constant symbols, and Σsfun := Σ−S \ Σscon the
set of symbols in Σ−S with stream arity unequal to 0, called the stream function
symbols. Note that stream constants may have a data arity > 0 as for example in:
natsFrom(n)→ n : natsFrom(s(n)). Finally, by Rscon we mean the defining rules
for the symbols in Σscon.
Definition 1. A stream specification T is a stream TRS T = 〈Σ, R〉 such that the
following conditions hold:
(i) There is a designated symbol M0 ∈ Σscon with ard(M0) = 0, the root of T .
(ii) 〈ΣD, RD〉 is a terminating, D-sorted TRS; RD is called the data layer of T .
(iii) T is exhaustive (for all defined symbols in Σ = ΣS unionmulti ΣD).
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Note that Def. 1 indeed imposes a hierarchical setup; in particular, stream
dependent data functions are excluded by item (ii). Exhaustivity for ΣD together
with strong normalization of RD guarantees that closed data terms rewrite to
constructor normal forms, a property known as sufficient completeness [5].
We are interested in productivity of recursive stream specifications that ma-
ke use of a library of ’manageable’ stream functions. By this we mean a class
of stream functions defined by a syntactic format with the property that their
d-o lower bounds are computable and contained in a set of production modu-
li that is effectively closed under composition, pointwise infimum and where
least fixed points can be computed. As such a format we define the class of flat
stream specifications (Def. 2) for which d-o lower bounds are precisely the set of
’periodically increasing’ functions (see Sec. 4). Thus only the stream function ru-
les are subject to syntactic restrictions. No condition other than well-sortedness
is imposed on the defining rules of stream constant symbols.
In the sequel let T = 〈Σ, R〉 be a stream specification. We define the relation
 on rules in RS: for all ρ1, ρ2 ∈ RS, ρ1  ρ2 (ρ1 depends on ρ2) holds if and
only if ρ2 is the defining rule of a stream function symbol on the right-hand
side of ρ1. Furthermore, for a binary relation→ ⊆ A × A on a set A we define
(a →) := {b ∈ A | a → b} for all a ∈ A, and we denote by →+ and →∗ the
transitive closure and the reflexive–transitive closure of→, respectively.
Definition 2. A rule ρ ∈ RS is called nesting if its right-hand side contains nested
occurrences of stream symbols from Σ−S . We use Rnest to denote the subset of
nesting rules of R and define R¬nest := RS \ Rnest, the set of non-nesting rules.
A rule ρ ∈ RS is called flat if all rules in (ρ  ∗) are non-nesting. A symbol
f ∈ Σ−S is called flat if all defining rules of f are flat; the set of flat symbols is
denoted Σflat. A stream specification T is called flat if Σ−S ⊆ Σflat ∪ Σscon, that is,
all symbols in Σ−S are either flat or stream constant symbols.
See Fig. 7.2 and Ex. 24 for examples of flat stream specifications.
As the basis of d-o rewriting (see Def. 9) we define the data abstraction of
terms as the results of replacing all data-subterms by the symbol •.
Definition 3. Let LΣM := {•} unionmulti ΣS. For stream terms s ∈ Ter(Σ)S, the data abstrac-
tion LsM ∈ Ter(LΣM)S is defined by:LσM = σ Lu : sM = • : LsM Lf(s1, . . . , sn, u1, . . . , um)M = f(Ls1M, . . . , LsnM, •, . . . , •).
Based on this definition of data abstracted terms, we define the class of pure
stream specifications, an extension of the equally named class in [3].
Definition 4. A stream specification T is called pure if it is flat and if for every
symbol f ∈ Σ−S the data abstractions L`M → LrM of the defining rules `→ r of f
coincide (modulo renaming of variables).
See Ex. 23 for an example of a pure stream function specification. Def. 4
generalizes the specifications called ’pure’ in [3] in four ways concerning the
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defining rules of stream functions: First, the requirement of right-linearity of
stream variables is dropped, allowing for rules like f(σ) → g(σ, σ). Second,
’additional supply’ to the stream arguments is allowed. For instance, in a rule
like diff(x :y :σ)→ xor(x, y) :diff(y :σ), the variable y is ’supplied’ to the recursive
call of diff. Third, the use of non-productive stream functions is allowed now,
relaxing an earlier requirement of [3] on stream function symbols to be ’weakly
guarded’, see Def. 20. Finally, defining rules for stream function symbols may
use a restricted form of pattern matching as long as, for every stream function f,
the d-o consumption/production behaviour (see Sec. 3) of all defining rules for
f is the same.
Definition 5. A rule ρ ∈ RS is called friendly if for all rules γ ∈ (ρ  ∗) we
have: (1) γ consumes in each argument at most one stream element, and (2) it
produces at least one. The set of friendly nesting rules Rfnest is the largest extension
of the set of friendly rules by non-nesting rules from RS that is closed under .
A symbol f ∈ Σ−S is friendly nesting if all defining rules of f are friendly nesting.
A stream specification T is called friendly nesting if Σ−S ⊆ Σfnest ∪ Σscon, that is, all
symbols in Σ−S are either friendly nesting or stream constant symbols.
Note that, in particular, every flat stream specification is friendly nesting.
Example 6. The rules X→ 0 : f(X) and f(x :σ)→ x : f(f(σ)) form a friendly nesting
stream specification with an empty data layer.
Definition 7. Let A = 〈Ter(Σ)S,→〉 be an abstract reduction system (ARS) on
the set of terms over a stream TRS signature Σ. The production function ΠA :
Ter(Σ)S → N of A is defined for all s ∈ Ter(Σ)S by:
ΠA(s) := sup {n ∈ N | s→∗A u1 : . . . : un : t } .
We call A productive for a stream term s if ΠA(s) =∞. A stream specification T is
called productive if T is productive for its root M0.
Note that in a stream specification T it holds (since T is an orthogonal re-
writing system) that if T is productive for a term s, then s rewrites in T to an
infinite constructor term u1 : u2 : u3 : . . . as its unique infinite normal form.
3 Data-Oblivious Analysis
We formalize the notion of d-o rewriting and introduce the concept of d-o pro-
ductivity. The idea is a quantitative reasoning where all knowledge about the
concrete values of data elements during an evaluation sequence is ignored. For
example, consider the following stream specification:
M→ f(0 : 1 : M) (1) f(0 : x : σ)→ 0 : 1 : f(σ) (2) f(1 : x : σ)→ x : f(σ)
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The specification of M is productive: M→2 0 :1 :f(M)→3 0 :1 :0 :1 :f(f(M))→∗ . . . .
During the rewrite sequence (2) is never applied. Disregarding the identity of
data, however, (2) becomes applicable and allows for the rewrite sequence:
M→ f(• : • : M)→(2) • : f(M)→∗ • : f(• : f(• : f(. . .))) ,
producing only one element. Hence from the perspective of a data-oblivious
analysis there exists a rewrite sequence starting at M that converges to an infinite
normal form which has only a stream prefix of length one. In terminology to be
introduced in Def. 9 we will say that M is not ’d-o productive’.
D-o term rewriting can be thought of as a two-player game between a rewri-
te player R which performs the usual term rewriting, and an opponent G which
before every rewrite step is allowed to arbitrarily exchange data elements for
(sort-respecting) data terms in constructor normal form. The opponent can ei-
ther handicap or support the rewrite player. Respectively, the d-o lower bound
on the production of a stream term s is the infimum of the production of s with
respect to all possible strategies for the opponent G.
M M
f(0 : 1 :M) f(1 : 0 :M)
0 : f(M) 0 : f(M)
0 : f(f(0 : 1 : M)) 0 : f(f(1 : 0 :M))
0 : f(0 : f(M)) . . .
G
R G
R G
R G
R G
Figuur 7.3: Data-oblivious rewri-
ting.
Fig. 7.3 depicts d-o rewriting of the abo-
ve stream specification M; by exchanging
data elements, the opponent G enforces the
application of (2). The opponent can be
modelled by an operation on stream terms,
a function from stream terms to stream
terms: Ter(Σ)S → Ter(Σ)S. For our purpo-
ses it will be sufficient to consider strate-
gies for G with the property that G(s) is in-
variant under exchange of data elements in s for all terms s (see Prop. 11 below
for a formal statement).
Definition 8. Let T = 〈Σ, R〉 be a stream specification. A data-exchange function
on T is a function G : Ter(Σ)S → Ter(Σ)S such that LG(r)M = LrM for all r ∈ Ter(Σ)S ,
and G(r) is in closed data-constructor normal form.
Definition 9. We define the ARS AT,G ⊆ Ter(Σ)S × Ter(Σ)S for every data-
exchange function G, as follows:
AT,G := {〈s, t〉 | s, t ∈ Ter(Σ), G(s)→T t} .
Thus the steps s→AT,G t in AT,G are those of the form s 7→ G(s)→T t.
The d-o lower bound doT (s) on the production of a stream term s ∈ Ter(Σ)S that
is closed is defined as follows:
doT (s) := inf{ΠAT,G (s) | G a data-exchange function on T } (∗)
A stream specification T is d-o productive if doT (M0) =∞ holds.
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Proposition 10. Let T = 〈Σ, R〉 be a stream specification. Then:
doT (s) ≤ ΠT (s) .
holds for all closed s ∈ Ter(Σ)S. Hence d-o productivity implies productivity.
Proposition 11. The definition of the d-o lower bound doT (s) of a stream term s in a
stream specification T in Def. 9 does not change if the quantification in (∗) is restricted
to data-exchange functions G that factor as follows:
G : Ter(Σ) L·M−→ Ter(LΣM) G•−→ Ter(Σ) (for some function G•) (†)
(data-exchange functions that are invariant under exchange of data elements).
Sketch. It suffices to prove that, for every term s ∈ Ter(Σ)S, and for every data-
exchange function G on T , there exists a data-exchange function G ′ on T of
the form (†) such that ΠAT,G ′ (s) ≤ ΠAT,G (s). This can be shown by adaptingG in an infinite breadth-first traversal over R(s), the reduction graph of s in
AT,G , thereby defining G ′ as follows: if for a currently traversed term s there
exists a previously traversed term s0 with Ls0M = LsM and G ′(s0) 6= G(s), then
let G ′(s) := G ′(s0), otherwise let G ′(s) := G(s). Then the set of terms of the
reduction graphR ′(s) of s in AT,G ′ is a subset of the terms inR ′(s).
Let T be a stream definition. As an immediate consequence of this proposi-
tion we obtain that, for all stream terms s1, s2 ∈ Ter(Σ) in T , doT (s1) = doT (s2)
holds whenever Ls1M = Ls2M. This fact allows to define d-o lower bounds di-
rectly on the data-abstractions of terms: For every term s ∈ Ter(LΣM), we let
doT (LsM) := doT (s) for an arbitrarily chosen s ∈ Ter(Σ)S. In order to reason about
d-o productivity of stream constants (see Sec. 6), we now also introduce lower
bounds on the d-o consumption/production behaviour of stream functions.
Definition 12. Let T = 〈Σ, R〉 be a stream specification, g ∈ Σ−S , k = ars(g), and
` = ard(g). The d-o lower bound doT (g) : Nk → N of g is:
doT (g)(n1, . . . , nk) := doT (g((•n1 : σ1), . . . , (•nk : σk), •, . . . , •︸ ︷︷ ︸
` times
) ) ,
where •m : σ :=
m times︷ ︸︸ ︷• : . . . : • : σ.
Let T be a stream specification, and f ∈ Σsfun a unary stream function symbol.
By a d-o trace of f in T we mean, for a given data-exchange function G, and a
closed infinite stream term r of the form u0 :u1 :u2 : . . ., the production function
piρ : N → N of a rewrite sequence ρ : s0 = f(r) →AT,G s1 →AT,G s2 →AT,G . . .,
where piρ is defined as follows: for all n ∈ N, piρ(n) is the supremum of the
lengths of stream prefixes in those terms si until which during the steps of ρ
less or equal to n stream elements of r within s have been consumed; more
precisely, piρ(n) is the supremum of the number of leading ’:’ symbols in terms
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si where i is such that no descendent [8, p. 390] of the position of the (n + 1)-th
symbol ’:’ in s0 is in the pattern of a redex contracted during the first i steps of ρ.
As a consequence of the use of pattern matching on data in defining rules,
even simple stream function specifications can exhibit a complex d-o behaviour,
that is, possess large sets of d-o traces. Consider the specification h(0 : s)→ h(s)
and h(1 : s) → 1 : h(s). Here n 7→ 0, and n 7→ n are d-o traces of h, as well
as all functions h : N → N with the property ∀n ∈ N. 0 ≤ h(n + 1) − h(n) ≤
1. As an example of a more complicated situation, consider the flat function
specification:
input5 10 15
output
5
10
15
Figuur 7.4: Traces.
f(σ)→ g(σ, σ)
g(0 : y : σ, x : τ)→ 0 : 0 : g(σ, τ)
g(1 : σ, x1 : x2 : x3 : x4 : τ)→ 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : g(σ, τ)
Fig. 7.4 shows a (small) selection of the set of d-o tra-
ces for f, in particular the d-o traces that contribu-
te to the d-o lower bound doT (f). In this example
the lower bound doT (f) is a superposition of multi-
ple d-o traces of f. In general doT (f) can even be a
superposition of infinitely many d-o traces.
4 The Production Calculus
As a means to compute the d-o production behaviour of stream specifications,
we introduce a ’production calculus’ with periodically increasing functions as
its central ingredient.
We use N := N unionmulti {∞}, the extended natural numbers, with the usual ≤, +, and
we define∞− n :=∞ for all n ∈ N, and∞−∞ := 0.
An infinite sequence σ ∈ Xω is eventually periodic if σ = αβββ . . . for some
α ∈ X∗ and β ∈ X+. A function f : N → N is eventually periodic if the sequence
〈f(0), f(1), f(2), . . .〉 is eventually periodic.
Definition 13. A function g : N → N is called periodically increasing if it is non-
decreasing and the derivative of g, n 7→ g(n+ 1)−g(n), is eventually periodic. A
function h : N→ N is called periodically increasing if its restriction to N is periodi-
cally increasing and if h(∞) = limn→∞ h(n). Finally, a k-ary function i : (N)k →
N is called periodically increasing if i(n1, ..., nk) = min(i1(n1), . . . , ik(nk)) for so-
me unary periodically increasing functions i1, . . . , ik.
Periodically increasing (p-i) functions can be denoted by their value at 0 fol-
lowed by a representation of their derivative. For example, 0312 denotes the p-i
function f : N→ Nwith values 0, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, . . .. We use a finer and more flexible
notation over the alphabet {−,+} that will be useful in Sec. 5. For instance, we
denote f as above by the ’io-term’ 〈+0−+3,−+1−+2〉.
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Definition 14. An io-term is a pair 〈α,β〉 with α ∈ {−,+}∗ and β ∈ {−,+}+. The
set of io-terms is denoted by I, and we use ι, κ to range over io-terms. For ι ∈ I,
we define JιK : N→ N, the interpretation of ι ∈ I, by:
J〈−α,β〉K(0) = 0 J〈+α,β〉K(n) = 1+ J〈α,β〉K(n)J〈−α,β〉K(n+ 1) = J〈α,β〉K(n) J〈, β〉K(n) = J〈β,β〉K(n)
for all n ∈ N, and extend it to N → N by adding JιK(∞) = limn→∞ JιK(n). We
say that ι represents JιK. We use αβ as a shorthand for 〈α,β〉. Here  denotes the
empty word and we stipulate J〈,+p〉K(n) = 1+ 1+ . . . =∞.
It is easy to verify that, for every ι ∈ I, the function JιK is periodically increa-
sing. Furthermore, every p-i function is represented by an io-term. Subsequent-
ly, we write f for the shortest io-term representing a p-i function f : N → N. Of
course we then have JfK = f for all p-i functions f.
Proposition 15. Unary periodically increasing functions are closed under composition
and minimum.
In addition, these operations can be computed via io-term representations.
In [2] we define computable operations comp : I × I → I, and fix : I → N such
that for all ι, κ ∈ I: Jcomp(ι, κ)K = JιK ◦ JκK and fix(ι) is the least fixed point ofJιK.
We introduce a term syntax for the production calculus and rewrite rules for
evaluating closed terms; these can be visualized by ’pebbleflow nets’, see [3, 2].
Definition 16. Let X be a set. The set of production terms P is generated by:
p ::= k | x | f(p) | µx.p | min(p, p)
where x ∈ X , for k ∈ N, the symbol k is a numeral (a term representation) for
k, and, for a unary p-i function f : N → N, f ∈ I, the io-term representing f.
For every finite set P = {p1, . . . , pn} ⊆ P , we use min(p1, . . . , pn) and min P as
shorthands for the production term min(p1,min(p2, . . . ,min(pn−1, pn))).
The production JpK ∈ N of a closed production term p ∈ P is defined by
induction on the term structure, interpreting µ as the least fixed point operator,
f as f, k as k, and min as min.
For faithfully modelling the d-o lower bounds of stream functions with stream
arity r, we employ r-ary p-i functions, which we represent by r-ary gates. An
r-ary gate, abbreviated by gate(ι1, . . . , ιr), is a production term context of the
form min(ι1(
e
1), . . . , ιr(
e
r)), where ι1, . . . , ιr ∈ I. We use γ as a syntactic va-
riable for gates. The interpretation of a gate γ = gate(ι1, . . . , ιr) is defined asJγK(n1, . . . , nr) := min(Jι1K(n1), . . . , JιrK(nr)). It is possible to choose unique
gate representations f of p-i functions f that are efficiently computable from
other gate representations, see [2].
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Owing to the restriction to (term representations of) periodically increasing
functions in Def. 16 it is possible to calculate the production JpK of terms p ∈ P .
For that purpose, we define a rewrite system which reduces any closed term to
a numeral k. This system makes use of the computable operations comp and fix
on io-terms mentioned above.
Definition 17. The rewrite relation→R on production terms is defined as the com-
patible closure of the following rules:
ι1(ι2(p))→ comp(ι1, ι2)(p) ι(k)→ JιK(k)
ι(min(p1, p2))→ min(ι(p1), ι(p2)) µx.x→ 0
µx.min(p1, p2)→ min(µx.p1, µx.p2) µx.p→ p if x 6∈ FV(p)
µx.ι(x)→ fix(ι) min(k1, k2)→ min(k1, k2)
The following theorem establishes the usefulness of→R : the production JpK
of a production term p can always be computed by reducing p according to→R,
thereby obtaining a normal form that is a numeral after finitely many steps.
Theorem 18. The rewrite relation →R is confluent, terminating and production pre-
serving, that is, p →R p ′ implies JpK = Jp ′K. Every closed p ∈ P has a numeral k as
its unique→R-normal form, and it holds that JpK = k.
Bewijs. Termination of →R is straightforward to show. Confluence of →R fol-
lows by Newman’s lemma since all critical pairs are convergent. For preserva-
tion of production of→R it suffices to show this property for each of the rules.
This is not difficult, except for the third rule (that distributes µx over min) for
which preservation of production is an immediate consequence of Lem. 19 be-
low, in view of the fact that 〈N,≤〉 is a complete chain.
A complete lattice is a partially ordered set in which every subset has a least
upper bound and a greatest lower bound. A complete chain is a complete lattice
on which the order is linear. As a consequence of the Knaster–Tarski theorem
every order-preserving (non-decreasing) function f on a complete lattice has a
least fixed point lfp(f). We use ∧ for the infix infimum operation.
Lemma 19. Let 〈D,≤〉 be a complete chain. Then it holds that:
∀f, g : D→ D non-decreasing. lfp(f∧ g) = lfp(f)∧ lfp(g) (◦)
Bewijs. Let 〈D,≤〉 be a complete chain, and let f, g : D → D be non-decreasing.
The inequality lfp(f∧ g) ≤ lfp(f)∧ lfp(g) follows easily by using that, for every
non-decreasing function h on D, lfp(h) is the infimum of all pre-fixed points
of h, that is, of all x ∈ D with h(x) ≤ x. For the converse inequality, let x :=
lfp(f ∧ g). Since x = (f ∧ g)(x) = f(x) ∧ g(x), and D is linear, it follows that
either f(x) = x or g(x) = x, and hence that x is either a fixed point of f or of g.
Hence x ≥ lfp(f) or x ≥ lfp(g), and therefore lfp(f∧g) = x ≥ lfp(f)∧ lfp(g).
We additionally mention that (◦) holds in a complete lattice only if it is linear.
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5 Translation into Production Terms
In this section we define a translation from stream constants in flat or friendly
nesting specifications to production terms. In particular, the root M0 of a spe-
cification T is mapped by the translation to a production term [M0] with the
property that if T is flat (friendly nesting), then the d-o lower bound on the pro-
duction of M0 in T equals (is bounded from below by) the production of [M0].
5.1 Translation of Flat and Friendly Nesting Symbols
As a first step of the translation, we describe how for a flat (or friendly nesting)
stream function symbol f in a stream specification T a periodically increasing
function [f] can be calculated that is (that bounds from below) the d-o lower
bound on the production of f in T .
Let us again consider the rules (i) f(s(x) : y : σ) → a(s(x), y) : f(y : σ), and
(ii) f(0 : σ) → 0 : s(0) : f(σ) from Fig. 7.2. We model the d-o lower bound on the
production of f by a function from N to N defined as the unique solution for Xf
of the following system of equations. We disregard what the concrete stream
elements are, and therefore we take the infimum over all possible traces:
Xf(n) = inf
{
Xf,(i)(n), Xf,(ii)(n)
}
where the solutions for Xf,(i) and Xf,(ii) are the d-o lower bounds of f assuming
that the first rule applied in the rewrite sequence is (i) or (ii), respectively. The
rule (i) consumes two elements, produces one element and feeds one element
back to the recursive call. For rule (ii) these numbers are 1, 2, 0 respectively.
Therefore we get:
Xf,(i)(n) = let n ′ := n− 2, if n ′ < 0 then 0 else 1+ Xf(n ′ + 1) ,
Xf,(ii)(n) = let n ′ := n− 1, if n ′ < 0 then 0 else 2+ Xf(n ′ + 0) .
The unique solution for Xf is n 7→ n .− 1, represented by the io-term −−+.
In general, functions may have multiple arguments, which during rewriting
may get permuted, duplicated or deleted. The idea is to track single arguments,
and take the infimum over all branches in case an argument is duplicated.
For example, the rule zip(x : σ, τ) → x : zip(τ, σ) with a permutation of the
stream arguments, gives rise to the following specification:
Xzip,1(n) = let n ′ := n− 1, if n ′ < 0 then 0 else 1+ Xzip,2(n ′)
Xzip,2(n) = let n ′ := n− 0, if n ′ < 0 then 0 else 1+ Xzip,1(n ′) ,
and duplication of arguments like in the rule f(x : σ)→ g(σ, x : σ) yields:
Xf,1(n) = let n ′ := n− 1, if n ′ < 0 then 0 else inf
{
Xg,1(n
′), Xg,2(1+ n ′)
}
.
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For a recursion variable X let 〈X〉 be the unique solution for X. The intuition
behind the recursion variables is as follows. Let f be a flat stream function sym-
bol with stream arity k. Then the solution 〈Xf〉 forXf models the d-o lower bound
on the production of f, that is, 〈Xf〉 = doT (f). Furthermore, the variables Xf,i for
1 ≤ i ≤ k describe how the consumption from the i-th argument of f ’retards’ the
production of f, more precisely, 〈Xf,i〉 = λn.doT (f(•∞, . . . , •∞, •n, •∞, . . . , •∞)).
Finally, consider h(x : σ) → Y, Y → 0 : Z and Z → Z, a specification illu-
strating the case of deletion of stream arguments. To translate stream functions
like h we extend the translation of flat stream functions to include flat stream
constants. To cater for the case that there are no stream arguments or all stream
arguments get deleted during reduction, we introduce fresh recursion variables
Xf,? for every stream symbol f. The variable Xf,? expresses the production of f
assuming infinite supply in each argument, that is, 〈Xf,?〉 = doT (f(•∞, . . . , •∞)).
Therefore in the definition of the translation of stream functions, we need to
distinguish the cases according to whether a symbol is weakly guarded or not.
Definition 20. We define the dependency relation( between symbols in Σ−S by
( := {〈f,g〉 ∈ Σ−S × Σ−S | f(~s, ~u)→ g(~t,~v) ∈ RS} (remember that ’:’ 6∈ Σ−S ). We say
that a symbol f ∈ Σ−S is weakly guarded if f is strongly normalising with respect to
( and unguarded, otherwise.
The translation of a stream function symbol is defined as the unique solution
of a (potentially infinite) system of defining equations where the unknowns are
functions. More precisely, for each symbol f ∈ Σfnest ⊇ Σsfun of a flat or friendly
nesting stream specification, this system has a p-i function [f] as a solution for Xf,
which is unique among the continuous functions. In [2] we present an algorithm
that effectively calculates these solutions in the form of gates.
Definition 21. Let 〈Σ, R〉 be a stream specification. For each flat or friendly nes-
ting symbol f ∈ Σfnest ⊇ Σflat with arities k = ars(f) and ` = ard(f) we define
[f] : Nk → N, the translation of f, as [f] := 〈Xf〉 where 〈Xf〉 is the unique solution
for Xf of the following system of equations:
For all n1, . . . , nk ∈ N, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and n ∈ N:
Xf(n1, . . . , nk) = inf
{
Xf,?, Xf,1(n1), . . . , Xf,k(nk)
}
,
Xf,? =
{
inf
{
Xf,?,ρ | ρ a defining rule of f
}
if f is weakly guarded,
0 if f is unguarded,
Xf,i(n) =
{
inf
{
Xf,i,ρ(n) | ρ a defining rule of f
}
if f is weakly guarded,
0 if f is unguarded.
We write ~ui : σi for ui,1 : . . . : ui,p : σi, and |~ui| for p. For Xf,?,ρ and Xf,i,ρ we
distinguish the possible forms the rule ρ can have. If ρ is nesting, then Xf,?,ρ =∞, and Xf,i,ρ(n) = n for all n ∈ N. Otherwise, ρ is non-nesting and of the form:
f((~u1 : σ1), . . . , (~uk : σk), v1, . . . , v`)→ w1 : . . . :wm : s ,
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where either (a) s ≡ σj, or (b) s ≡ g(( ~u ′1 : σφ(1)), . . . , ( ~u ′k ′ : σφ(k ′)), v ′1, . . . , v ′` ′)
with k ′ = ars(g), ` ′ = ard(g), and φ : {1, . . . , k ′}→ {1, . . . , k}. Then we add:
Xf,?,ρ =
{∞ case (a)
m+ Xg,? case (b)
Xf,i,ρ(n) = let n ′ := n− |~ui|, if n ′ < 0 then 0 else
m+

n ′ case (a), i = j∞ case (a), i 6= j
inf
{
Xg,?, Xg,j(n
′ + | ~u ′j|) | j ∈ φ−1(i)
}
case (b) .
Proposition 22. Let T be a stream specification, and f ∈ Σfnest ⊇ Σflat a stream function
symbol with k = ars(f). The system of recursive equations described in Def. 21 has a
k-ary p-i function as its unique solution for Xf, which we denote by [f]. Furthermore,
the gate representation [f] of [f] can be computed.
Concerning non-nesting rules on which defining rules for friendly nesting
symbols depend via  , this translation uses the fact that their production is
bounded below by ’min’. These bounds are not necessarily optimal, but can be
used to show productivity of examples like Ex. 6.
Example 23. Consider a pure stream specification with the function layer:
f(x : σ)→ x : g(σ, σ, σ) ,
g(x : y : σ, τ, υ)→ x : g(y : τ, y : υ, y : σ) .
The translation of f is [f], the unique solution for Xf of the system:
Xf(n) = inf
{
Xf,?, Xf,1(n)
}
Xf,1(n) = let n ′ := n− 1
if n ′ < 0 then 0 else 1+ inf
{
Xg,?, Xg,1(n
′), Xg,2(n ′), Xg,3(n ′)
}
Xf,? = 1+ Xg,?
Xg,1(n) = let n ′ := n− 2, if n ′ < 0 then 0 else 1+ inf
{
Xg,?, Xg,3(1+ n
′)
}
Xg,2(n) = 1+ inf
{
Xg,?, Xg,1(1+ n)
}
Xg,3(n) = 1+ inf
{
Xg,?, Xg,2(1+ n)
}
Xg,? = 1+ Xf,?
An algorithm for solving such systems of equations is described in [2]; here we
solve the system directly. Note that Xf,? = Xg,? = ∞, and therefore Xg,3(n) =
1 + Xg,2(n + 1) = 2 + Xg,1(n + 2) = 3 + Xg,3(n), hence ∀n ∈ N. Xg,3(n) = ∞.
Likewise we obtain Xg,2(n) = ∞ if n ≥ 1 and 1 for n = 0, and Xg,1(n) = ∞ if
n ≥ 2 and 0 for n ≤ 1. Then if follows that [f](0) = 0, [f](1) = [f](2) = 1, and
[f](n) = ∞ for all n ≥ 2, represented by the gate [f] = gate(−+−−+). The gate
corresponding to g is [g] = gate(−−+,+−+,+).
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Example 24. Consider a flat stream function specification with the following
rules which use pattern matching on the data constructors 0 and 1:
f(0 : σ)→ g(σ) f(1 : x : σ)→ x : g(σ) g(x : y : σ)→ x : y : g(σ)
denoted ρ f0 , ρ f1 , and ρg, respectively. Then, [f] is the solution for Xf,1 of:
Xf(n) = inf
{
Xf,?, Xf,1(n)
}
Xf,1(n) = inf
{
Xf,1,ρ f0
(n), Xf,1,ρ f1 (n)
}
Xf,1,ρ f0
(n) = let n ′ := n− 1, if n ′ < 0 then 0 else
{
Xg,?, Xg,1(n
′)
}
Xf,1,ρ f1
(n) = let n ′ := n− 2, if n ′ < 0 then 0 else 1+
{
Xg,?, Xg,1(n
′)
}
Xf,? = inf
{
Xg,?, 1+ Xg,?
}
Xg,1(n) = let n ′ := n− 2, if n ′ < 0 then 0 else 2+
{
Xg,?, Xg,1(n
′)
}
Xg,? = 2+ Xg,? .
As solution we obtain an overlapping of both traces [f]1,ρ f0 and [f]1,ρ f1 , that is,
[f]1(n) = n .− 2 represented by the gate [f] = gate(−−−+).
The following lemma states that the translation [f] of a flat stream function
symbol f (as defined in Def. 21) is the d-o lower bound on the production functi-
on of f. For friendly nesting stream symbols f it states that [f] pointwisely bounds
from below the d-o lower bound on the production function of f.
Lemma 25. Let T be a stream specification, and let f ∈ Σfnest ⊇ Σflat.
(i) If f is flat, then: [f] = doT (f). Hence, doT (f) is periodically increasing.
(ii) If f is friendly nesting, then it holds: [f] ≤ doT (f) (pointwise inequality).
5.2 Translation of Stream Constants
In the second step, we now define a translation of stream constants in a flat or
friendly nesting stream specification into production terms under the assump-
tion that gate translations for the stream functions are given. Here the idea is
that the recursive definition of a stream constant M is unfolded step by step; the
terms thus arising are translated according to their structure using gate transla-
tions of the stream function symbols from a given family of gates; whenever a
stream constant is met that has been unfolded before, the translation stops after
establishing a binding to a µ-binder created earlier.
Definition 26. Let T be a stream specification, M ∈ Σscon, and F = {γ f}f∈Σsfun a
family of gates. The translation [M]F ∈ P of M with respect to F is defined by
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[M]F := [M]F∅, where, for every M ∈ Σscon and every α ⊆ Σscon we define:
[M(~u)]Fα := [M]
F
α :=
{
µM.min {[r]Fα∪{M} | M(~v)→ r ∈ R} if M 6∈ α
M if M ∈ α
[u : s]Fα := +−+([s]
F
α )
[f(s1, . . . , sars(f), u1, . . . , uard(f))]
F
α := γ f([s1]
F
α , . . . , [sars(f)]
F
α )
Example 27. As an example we translate Pascal’s triangle, see Fig. 7.2. The
translation of the stream function symbols is F = {[f] = gate(−−+)}, cf. pa-
ge 217. Hence we obtain [P]F = µP.+−+(+−+(−−+(P))) as the translation of
P.
The following lemma is the basis of our main results in Sec. 6. It entails that
if we use gates that represent d-o optimal lower bounds on the production of the
stream functions, then the translation of a stream constant M yields a production
term that rewrites to the d-o lower bound of the production of M.
Lemma 28. Let T = 〈Σ, R〉 be a stream specification, and F = {γ f}f∈Σsfun a family of
gates. If Jγ fK = doT (f) for all f ∈ Σsfun, then for all M ∈ Σscon: J[M]FK = doT (M).
Hence, T is d-o productive if and only if J[M0]FK =∞.
If Jγ fK ≤ doT (f) for all f ∈ Σsfun, then for all M ∈ Σscon: J[M]FK ≤ doT (M).
Consequently, T is d-o productive if J[M0]FK =∞.
6 Deciding Data-Oblivious Productivity
In this section we assemble our results concerning decision of d-o productivity,
and automatable recognition of productivity. We define methods:
(DOP) for deciding d-o productivity of flat stream specifications,
(DP) for deciding productivity of pure stream specifications, and
(RP) for recognising productivity of friendly nesting stream specifications,
that proceed in the following steps:
(i) Take as input a (DOP) flat, (DP) pure, or (RP) friendly nesting stream speci-
fication T = 〈Σ, R〉.
(ii) Translate the stream function symbols into gates F := {[f]}f∈Σsfun (Def. 21).
(iii) Construct the production term [M0]F with respect to F (Def. 26).
(iv) Compute the production k of [M0]F using→R (Def. 17).
(v) Give the following output:
(DOP) ’ ’T is d-o productive” if k =∞, else ’ ’T is not d-o productive”.
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(DP) ’ ’T is productive” if k =∞, else ’ ’T is not productive”.
(RP) ’ ’T is productive” if k =∞, else ’ ’don’t know”.
Note that all of these steps are automatable (cf. our productivity tool, Sec. 7).
Our main result states that d-o productivity is decidable for flat stream spe-
cifications. Since d-o productivity implies productivity (Prop. 10), we obtain a
computable, d-o optimal, sufficient condition for productivity of flat stream spe-
cifications, which cannot be improved by any other d-o analysis. Second, since
for pure stream specifications d-o productivity and productivity are the same,
we get that productivity is decidable for them.
Theorem 29. (i) DOP decides d-o productivity of flat stream specifications,
(ii) DP decides productivity of pure stream specifications.
Bewijs. Let k be the production of the term [M0]F ∈ P in step (iv) of DOP/DP.
(i) By Lem. 25 (i), Lem. 28, and Thm. 18 we find: k = doT (M0).
(ii) For pure specifications we additionally note: ΠT (M0) = doT (M0).
Third, we obtain a computable, sufficient condition for productivity of friend-
ly nesting stream specifications.
Theorem 30. A friendly nesting (flat) stream specification T is productive if the algo-
rithm RP(DOP) recognizes T as productive.
Bewijs. By Lem. 25 (ii), Lem. 28, and Thm. 18: k ≤ doT (M0) ≤ ΠT (M0).
Example 31. We illustrate the decision of d-o productivity by means of Pascal’s
triangle, Fig. 7.2. We reduce [P]F , the translation of P, to→R-normal form:
[P]F = µP.+−+(+−+(−−+(P)))→∗R µP.++−−+(P)→R ∞
Hence doT (P) =∞, and P is d-o productive and therefore productive.
7 Conclusion and Further Work
In order to formalize quantitative approaches for recognizing productivity of
stream specifications, we defined the notion of d-o rewriting and investigated
d-o productivity. For the syntactic class of flat stream specifications (that employ
pattern matching on data), we devised a decision algorithm for d-o productivi-
ty. In this way we settled the productivity recognition problem for flat stream
specifications from a d-o perspective. For the even larger class including friend-
ly nesting stream function rules, we obtained a computable sufficient condition
for productivity. For the subclass of pure stream specifications (a substantial
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extension of the class given in [3]) we showed that productivity and d-o pro-
ductivity coincide, and thereby obtained a decision algorithm for productivity
of pure specifications.
We have implemented in Haskell the decision algorithm for d-o producti-
vity. This tool, together with more information including a manual, examples,
our related papers, and a comparison of our criteria with those of [4, 7, 1] can
be found at our web page http://infinity.few.vu.nl/productivity. The
reader is invited to experiment with our tool.
It is not possible to obtain a d-o optimal criterion for non-productivity of flat
specifications in an analogous way to how we established such a criterion for
productivity. This is because the d-o upper bound doT (f) on the production of a
stream function f in flat stream specifications is not in general a periodically in-
creasing function. For example, for the following stream function specification:
f(x : σ, τ)→ x : f(σ, τ) , f(σ, y : τ)→ y : f(σ, τ) ,
it holds that do(f)(n1, n2) = n1 + n2, which is not p-i. While this example is not
orthogonal, do(f) is also not p-i for the following similar orthogonal example:
f(0 : x : σ, y : τ)→ x : f(σ, τ) , f(1 : σ, x : y : τ)→ y : f(σ, τ) .
Currently we are developing a method that goes beyond a d-o analysis, one
that would, e.g., prove productivity of the example B given in the introduction.
Moreover, we study a refined production calculus that accounts for the delay
of evaluation of stream elements, in order to obtain a faithful modelling of la-
zy evaluation, needed for example for S on page 208, where the first element
depends on a ’future’ expansion of S.
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Abstract We investigate the notion of ’infinitary strong normalization’ (SN∞),
introduced in [6], the analogue of termination when rewriting infinite terms.
A (possibly infinite) term is SN∞ if along every rewrite sequence each fixed
position is rewritten only finitely often. In [9], SN∞ has been investigated
as a system-wide property, i.e. SN∞ for all terms of a given rewrite sys-
tem. This global property frequently fails for trivial reasons. For example,
in the presence of the collapsing rule tail(x : σ) → σ, the infinite term
t = tail(0 : t) rewrites to itself only. Moreover, in practice one usually
is interested in SN∞ of a certain set of initial terms. We give a complete
characterization of this (more general) ’local version’ of SN∞ using inter-
pretations into weakly monotone algebras (as employed in [9]). Actually,
we strengthen this notion to continuous weakly monotone algebras (some-
what akin to [5]). We show that tree automata can be used as an automata-
ble instance of our framework; an actual implementation is made available
along with this paper.
1 Introduction
In first-order term rewriting a major concern is how to prove termination, or in
another terminology, originating in the tradition of the λ-calculus, how to prove
strong normalization (SN), i.e. the property that all rewrite sequences must end
eventually in a normal form. Numerous advanced techniques and tools have
been developed to prove SN, including interpretations of terms in monotone
algebras [7, 8] and in weakly monotone algebras [4].
Another development in term rewriting, in line with the increased attention
for coalgebraic and coinductive notions and techniques, was concerned with the
generalization of finitary to infinitary rewriting, where normal forms are infinite
objects such as streams or infinite trees. Such trees need not be well-founded.
At first sight, termination is then no longer an issue. But a notion analogous to
strong normalization emerges, bearing in mind the same goal of reaching nor-
mal forms. This is infinitary normalization, SN∞, stating that eventually always
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a normal form will be reached, although, depending on the chosen rewriting
strategy, this may take an infinite or even a transfinitely infinite number of steps.
The property SN∞ has been investigated in Klop and de Vrijer [6], where it is
shown that it can be rephrased as: all transfinite rewrite sequences converge, or,
equivalently, along every transfinite rewrite sequence each fixed term position
is rewritten only finitely often.
Zantema [9] initiated the development of proof methods for infinitary nor-
malization by adapting the weakly monotone algebras to the infinitary setting.
As a matter of fact, Zantema also studies a weaker notion than SN∞, which he
calls SNω, and which states that all rewrite sequences of length ω are conver-
gent, in the sense that throughout the infinite reduction any position is rewritten
at most finitely often. We deviate from the notation in [9] and call this weaker
propertyω-convergence, denoted by CVω, since it does not imply that inωmany
steps a normal form will always be reached (see Remark 5).
The properties SN∞ and CVω can be viewed locally, as properties of indivi-
dual terms or of sets of terms in a TRS, or globally: the entire TRS is SN∞ (or
CVω) if all its terms are. In [9] only the global versions are investigated, obtai-
ning characterization theorems for the global properties CVω and SN∞.
The first objective of this paper is to adapt the method of weakly monotone
algebras for proving local versions of SN∞ and CVω, which means that we can
parametrize these properties to arbitrary sets S of finite or infinite terms. The
gain is that the global system-wide version may fail, whereas the local version
for a set S of intended terms may still succeed. Thus we are able to fine-tune the
infinitary termination result for just the terms we want, removing the spoiling
effect of unintended terms. Note that the global properties are special cases of
the local ones. In that sense our results generalize those of [9].
The characterization theorems in [9] impose a certain continuity requirement
on the algebras. However, we found that for the characterization of the stron-
ger property SN∞ that requirement does not suffice. In order to obtain a full
characterization of SN∞ we will strengthen the requirement to what we call be-
low continuous weakly monotone algebras. They appear to be connected to an
early study of continuous algebraic semantics by Goguen et al. [5].
The second contribution of this paper is the employment of tree automata
to actually prove SN∞ for a set S of infinite terms. Here the tree automaton
T plays a double role: first, it specifies the set S of intended terms, namely
as those infinite terms generated by T , and second, it provides a ’termination
certificate’ for S. Moreover, and here is the bridge between this second part and
the first part described above, the tree automaton T gives rise to a continuous
weakly monotone algebra that guarantees the property SN∞ for S. Thus the tree
automata method is an ’instance’ of the general set-up using continuous weakly
monotone algebras.
An explicit goal of our study is finding automatable methods to establish
infinitary normalization properties. Indeed, finding such a tree automaton can
be automated, and we provide and discuss the actual implementation of the
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search process using SAT solvers. The implementation is available via the web
page: http://infinity.few.vu.nl/sni/.
2 Infinitary Rewriting
We will consider a finite or infinite term as a function on a prefix-closed subset of
N∗ taking values in a first-order signature. A signature Σ is a finite set of symbols
each having a fixed arity ](f) ∈ N. We use Σn := {f ∈ Σ | ](f) = n} for the set of
n-ary function symbols.
Let X be a set of symbols, called variables, such that X ∩ Σ = ∅. Then, a term
over Σ is a partial map t : N∗ → Σ ∪ X such that the root is defined, t() ∈ Σ∪X ,
and for all p ∈ N∗ and all i ∈ N we have t(pi) ∈ Σ ∪ X if and only if t(p) ∈ Σn
for some n ∈ N and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The set of (not necessarily well-founded) terms
over Σ and X is denoted by Ter∞(Σ,X ). Usually we will write Ter∞(Σ) for the
set of terms over Σ and a countably infinite set of variables, which is assumed
to be fixed as underlying the definition of terms.
The set of positions Pos(t) of a term t ∈ Ter∞(Σ) is the domain of t, that is, the
set of values p ∈ N∗ such that t(p) is defined: Pos(t) := {p ∈ N∗ | t(p) ∈ Σ ∪ X }.
Note that, by the definition of terms, the set Pos(t) is prefix closed. A term
t is called finite if the set Pos(t) is finite. We write Ter(Σ) for the set of finite
terms. For positions p ∈ Pos(t) we use t|p to denote the subterm of t at position
p, defined by t|p(q) := t(pq) for all q ∈ N∗.
For f ∈ Σn and terms t1, . . . , tn ∈ Ter∞(Σ) we write f(t1, . . . , tn) to denote
the term t defined by t() = f, and t(ip) = ti(p) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and p ∈ N∗.
For constants c ∈ Σ0 we simply write c instead of c(). We use x, y, z, . . . to range
over variables. We write s ≡ t for syntactic equivalence of terms s and t, that is, if
∀p ∈ N∗. s(p) = t(p) and s ≡≤n t for syntactic equivalence up to depth n, that is, if
for all positions p with length |p| ≤ n we have s(p) = t(p). We write Var(t) for
the set of variables occurring in the term t.
A substitution is a map σ : X → Ter∞(Σ,X ). For terms t ∈ Ter∞(Σ,X ) and
substitutions σ we define tσ as the result of replacing each x ∈ X in t by σ(x).
Formally, tσ is defined, for all p ∈ N∗, by: tσ(p) = σ(t(p0))(p1) if there exist
p0, p1 ∈ N∗ such that p = p0p1 and t(p0) ∈ X , and tσ(p) = t(p), otherwise.
Let
e
be a fresh symbol,
e 6∈ Σ ∪ X . A context C is a term from Ter∞(Σ,X ∪ {e})
containing precisely one occurrence of
e
. By C[s] we denote the term Cσ where
σ(
e
) = s and σ(x) = x for all x ∈ X .
Dropping in the definition of terms the requirement that the number of sub-
terms coincides with the arity of the symbols, we obtain the general notion of
ordered, labelled trees. For trees we reuse the notation introduced above for terms.
Definition 1. An infinitary term rewrite system (TRS) is a set R of rewrite rules
over a first-order signature Σ (and a set of variables X ): a rewrite rule is a pair
〈`, r〉 of terms `, r ∈ Ter∞(Σ), usually written as `→ r, such that for left-hand side
` and right-hand side rwe have `() 6∈ X and Var(r) ⊆ Var(`).
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Restriction. In this paper we restrict attention to TRSs R in which for all rules
`→ r ∈ R both ` and r are finite terms.
Definition 2. On the set of terms Ter∞(Σ) we define a metric d by d(s, t) = 0
whenever s ≡ t, and d(s, t) = 2−k otherwise, where k ∈ N is the least length of
all positions p ∈ N∗ such that s(p) 6= t(p).
Definition 3. Let R be a TRS over Σ. For terms s, t ∈ Ter∞(Σ) and p ∈ N∗ we
write s →R,p t if there exist ` → r ∈ R, a substitution σ and a context C with
C(p) =
e
such that s ≡ C[`σ] and t ≡ C[rσ]. A step s→R, t is called a root step.
We write s→R t if there exists a position p such that s→R,p t.
A transfinite rewrite sequence (of ordinal length α) is a sequence of rewrite
steps (tβ →R,pβ tβ+1)β<α such that for every limit ordinal λ < α we have that
if β approaches λ from below (i) the distance d(tβ, tλ) tends to 0 and, moreover,
(ii) the depth of the rewrite action, i.e. the length of the position pβ, tends to
infinity. The sequence is called strongly convergent if the conditions (i) and (ii) are
fulfilled for every limit ordinal λ ≤ α. In this case we write t0  R tα, or t0 →α
tα to explicitly indicate the length α of the sequence. Note that this ordinal will
always be countable (see [6, 7]). In the sequel we will use the familiar fact that
countable limit ordinals have cofinalityω.
A transfinite rewrite sequence that is not strongly convergent will be called
divergent. Note that all proper initial segments of a divergent reduction are yet
strongly convergent.
Definition 4. A TRS R is infinitary strongly normalizing on S ⊆ Ter∞(Σ), denoted
SN∞R (S), if every rewrite sequence starting from a term t ∈ S is strongly conver-
gent. We write CVωR (S) if all rewrite sequences of length ≤ ω starting from a
term t ∈ S are strongly convergent. We write SN∞R shortly for SN∞R (Ter∞(Σ)),
that is, infinitary normalization on all terms. Likewise CVωR . Furthermore, the
subscript Rmay be suppressed if it is clear from the context.
Remark 5. The notion CVω was introduced in [9]. Note that it does not imply
that every reduction of length ω converges to a normal form, as exemplified by
a reduction f(a, b)→ω f(gω, gω) in the TRS {a→ g(a), b→ g(b), f(x, x)→ c}.
For the TRS R obtained by adding the extra rewrite rule c → c we even have
CVωR without WN
∞
R (infinitary weak normalization), that is, a normal form is
not even reachable in transfinitely many steps. For this reason the terminology
SNω used in [9] seems a bit deceptive. We prefer to call itω-convergence (CVω).
For rewrite systems with rules that are left-linear and have finite left-hand sides
the notions CVω and SN∞ coincide.
Infinitary strong normalization is related to root termination, as follows.
Definition 6. Let R be a TRS over Σ and S ⊆ Ter∞(Σ). The ω-family FωR (S) of S
is the set of all subterms of R-reducts of terms t ∈ S. Likewise the ∞-family
F∞R (S) of S is the set of all subterms of R-reducts of terms t ∈ S. We suppress
the subscript Rwhenver R is clear from the context.
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Definition 7. We call a term t ∈ Ter∞(Σ) root terminating if t admits no rewrite
sequence of length ≤ ω which contains infinitely many root steps. Likewise, t
is called∞-root terminating if t does not admit a transfinite reduction containing
infinitely many root steps.
We obtain the following lemma, a refinement of Theorem 2 in [6].
Lemma 8. A set of terms S ⊆ Ter∞(Σ) is SN∞R (S) if and only if all∞-family members
t ∈ F∞(S) are ∞-root terminating. Likewise we have CVωR (S) if and only if all ω-
family members t ∈ Fω(S) are root terminating.
Bewijs. For the ’only if’-direction, assume there exists a term t ∈ F∞(S) which
admits a rewrite sequence t containing infinitely many root steps. Then there
exists a divergent rewrite sequence s C[t] for some s ∈ S.
For the ’if’-direction, assume that SN∞R (S) does not hold. Then there exists
a rewrite sequence σ : s  for some s ∈ S which is not strongly convergent.
Then for some depth d ∈ N there are infinitely many rewrite steps at depth d in
σ; let d be minimal with this property. There are only finitely many steps above
depth d and therefore σ factors into σ : s  s ′  such that after s ′ there are
no rewrite steps above depth d (but infinitely many steps at depth d). The term
s ′ has only finitely many subterms at depth d, and by the Pigeonhole Principle
one of these subterms admits a rewrite sequence containing infinitely many root
steps. Hence there exists a term t ∈ F∞(S) which is not root terminating.
The proof for CVωR (S) proceeds analogously.
3 Characterizations of Local CVω and Local SN∞
We give a complete characterization of the local version of SN∞, based on an
extension of the monotone algebra approach of [9].
Definition 9. A Σ-algebra 〈A, [·]〉 consists of a non-empty set A and for each
n-ary f ∈ Σ a function [f] : An → A, the interpretation of f.
LetA = 〈A, [·]〉 be a Σ-algebra, and α : X → A be an assignment of variables.
The interpretation of finite terms t ∈ Ter(Σ) is inductively defined as follows:
[x]α := α(x) [f(t1, . . . , tn)]
α := [f]([t1]
α, . . . , [tn]
α)
For ground terms t ∈ Ter(Σ,∅) we write [t] for short, since the interpretation
does not depend on α. We define the interpretation [t] of infinite terms t as the
limit of the interpretations of finite terms converging towards t. In the sequel
we assume (without loss of generality) that the signature Σ contains at least one
constant symbol; in case it does not, we add one. This ensures that every infinite
term is indeed the limit of a sequence of finite terms.
Let Ai, A be sets equipped with metrics. A function f : A1 × . . . × An → A
is called continuous if whenever for i = 1, . . . , n the sequence ai,1, ai,2, . . . in
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Ai converges with limit ai, then limj→∞ f(a1,j, . . . , an,j) exists and is equal to
f(a1, . . . , an).
Definition 10. A Σ-algebra 〈A, [·], d〉 equipped with a metric d : A×A→ R+0 is
called continuous if:
(i) for every f ∈ Σ the function [f] is continuous, and
(ii) for every sequence {ti}i∈N of finite ground terms ti ∈ Ter(Σ,∅) that is con-
vergent in Ter∞(Σ,∅), the sequence {[ti]}i∈N is convergent.
Note that clause (ii) of Definition 10 is a necessary and sufficient condition for
the existence of a unique continuous extension [·] : Ter∞(Σ) → A to (possibly)
infinite terms of the interpretation [·] : Ter(Σ) → A. As a matter of fact this
observation motivates the definition.
Lemma 11. Let A = 〈A, [·]〉 be a continuous Σ-algebra. Let t ∈ Ter(Σ,X ) be a finite
term, and σ : X → Ter∞(Σ,∅) a ground substitution. We define the map α : X → A
for all x ∈ X by α(x) = [σ(x)]. Then we have [tσ] = [t]α.
Bewijs. We use induction on the term structure of t. The case of t being a varia-
ble is trivial, hence assume t = f(t1, . . . , tn). For i = 1, . . . , n let {ti,j}j∈N be a
sequence of finite terms converging towards tiσ. Then we have:
[tσ] = limj→∞[f(t1,j, . . . , tn,j)] by continuity of [·]
= [f](limj→∞[t1,j], . . . , limj→∞[tn,j]) by continuity of f
= [f]([t1σ], . . . , [tnσ]) = [f]([t1]
α, . . . , [tn]
α) = [t]α by IH
Let R be a binary relation on A. A function f : An → A is monotone with
respect to R if a R b implies f(. . . , a, . . .) R f(. . . , b, . . .) for every a, b ∈ A.
Definition 12. A weakly monotone Σ-algebra A = 〈A, [·],,w〉 is a Σ-algebra
〈A, [·]〉where  is a strict partial order, and w a quasi-order, on A such that:
(i)  is well-founded,
(ii) ∀xyz. (x  y w z⇒ x  z) and ∀xy. (x  y⇒ x w y) (compatibility), and
(iii) for every symbol f ∈ Σ the function [f] is monotone with respect to w.
A weakly monotone Σ-algebra with undefined elements is a weakly monotone Σ-
algebra A = 〈A, [·],,w〉with a setΩ ⊆ A of undefined elements for which:
(iv) for every b ∈ Ω and a ∈ A \Ωwe have b  a (maximality), and
(v) for every f ∈ Σ and b ∈ Ωwe have [f](. . . , b, . . .) ∈ Ω (strictness).
All of the results in this paper remain valid if instead of requiring  to be
a strict partial order and w a quasi-order we allow arbitrary binary relations
fulfilling conditions (i)–(v) of Definition 12.
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Remark 13. The reason to consider weakly monotone algebras with more than
just one undefined element is the following. For every TRS R, we want to be
able to build a continuous weakly monotone algebra from the term algebra with
carrier-set Ter∞(Σ) by interpreting the terms t with SN∞R ({t}) by themselves,
and the other terms by suitably chosen undefined objects. However, by just
dropping the terms t that are not SN∞R , and replacing them by a single undefined
element the algebra obtained is usually not continuous.
For example, let Σ = {I, J, c}, where I, J are unary function symbols and
c a constant. Let R be the (orthogonal) TRS over Σ with the rules I(x) → x
and J(x) → x. Here the terms t ∈ Ter∞(Σ) with SN∞R ({t}) are precisely the
finite terms, the terms t ∈ Ter(Σ). Now suppose that A = 〈A, [·], dA,,w〉 is
a continuous, weakly monotone algebra with A ⊇ Ter(Σ), an interpretation [·] :
Σ→ Awith the property that [f]([t1], . . . , [tn]) = [f(t1, . . . , tn)] for all f ∈ Ter(Σ),
and dA an extension of the metric in Definition 2. Then we find that A \ Ter(Σ)
contains more than one element (and in fact uncountably many elements). Note
that for the induced interpretation function [·] : Ter∞(Σ)→ A it holds that [t] = t
for all t ∈ Ter(Σ). We find that [Iω] = [I(I(I(. . .)))] = [lim In(x)] = lim[In(x)] =
lim In(x) ∈ A \ Ter(Σ), and similarly, [Jω] = lim Jn(x) ∈ A \ Ter(Σ). From this
we conclude that the interpretations [Iω] and [Jω] of the infinite terms Iω and Jω
are different elements in A \ Ter∞(Σ): [Iω] 6= [Jω] follows from dA([Iω], [Jω]) =
dA(lim In(x), lim Jn(x)) = limdA(In(x), Jn(x)) = limd(In(x), Jn(x)) = 1.
Definition 14. Let A = 〈A, [·],,w〉 be a weakly monotone Σ-algebra with un-
defined elementsΩ.
(i) A set S ⊆ Ter∞(Σ,∅) is called defined w.r.t.Ω if, for all s ∈ S, [s] /∈ Ω.
(ii) A TRS R over Σ is called (weakly) decreasing w.r.t. Ω if for all `→ r ∈ R and
every assignment α : X → A, [`]α 6∈ Ω implies [`]α  [r]α ([`]α w [r]α).
Theorem 15. Let R be a TRS over Σ, and S ⊆ Ter∞(Σ,∅). Then the following state-
ments are equivalent:
(i) CVωR (S).
(ii) There exists a continuous weakly monotone Σ-algebra A = 〈A, [·], d,,w〉 with
a set Ω of undefined elements such that S is defined w.r.t. Ω, and R is decreasing
with respect toΩ.
Bewijs. For (i) ⇒ (ii) assume that CVωR (S) holds. We define A := 〈A, [·], d,,w〉
with A := Ter∞(Σ,∅), equipped with the metric d on A from Definition 2, and
let Ω := A \ Fω(S) be the set of undefined elements. We define the relations
 := (→R, ·→∗) ∩ (Fω(S) × Fω(S)) and w := →∗, extended by s  t for all
s ∈ Ω, t ∈ Fω(S) and s w t for all s ∈ Ω, t ∈ A. The interpretation [·] is defined
for all f ∈ Σ by [f](t1, . . . , tn) = f(t1, . . . , tn).
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Clearly A is a continuous Σ-algebra; we check that A is a weakly monoto-
ne Σ-algebra with undefined elements Ω. Assume that  would not be well-
founded. Then there exists a term t ∈ Fω(S) admitting an ω-rewrite sequence
containing infinitely many root steps, contradicting CVωR (S). The compatibility
 · w ⊆  and  ⊆ w holds by definition. For every b ∈ Ω and a ∈ A \ Ω
we have b  a by definition. Furthermore b ∈ Ω implies [f](. . . , b, . . .) =
f(. . . , b, . . .) ∈ Ω, since the family Fω(S) is closed under subterms. For mo-
notonicity with respect to w, we consider f ∈ Σ and s, t ∈ A with s w t. If
s ∈ Ω then [f](. . . , s, . . .) ∈ Ω w [f](. . . , t, . . .). If s ∈ Fω(S), then [f](. . . , s, . . .) w
[f](. . . , t, . . .) as a consequence of the closure of rewriting→∗ under contexts.
We check the remaining requirements of the theorem. For all s ∈ S we have
[s] 6∈ Ω by definition. Consider `→ r ∈ R and α : X → AI such that [`]α 6∈ Ω.
Then [`]α ∈ Fω(S) and hence α(x) ∈ Fω(S) for all x ∈ Var(`). Therefore we
obtain [`]α ≡ `α→R, rα ≡ [r]α and [r]α ∈ Fω(S), hence [`]α  [r]α.
For (ii)⇒ (i) assume thatA := 〈A, [·],,w〉 andΩ fulfilling the requirements
of the theorem are given. We show the following auxiliary lemmas:
∀s, t ∈ Ter∞(Σ). [s] 6∈ Ω∧ s→ t⇒ [t] 6∈ Ω∧ [s] w [t] (∗)
∀s. [s] 6∈ Ω⇒ ∀t ∈ Fω(s). [t] 6∈ Ω (∗∗)
Let s, t ∈ Ter∞(Σ) with [s] 6∈ Ω and s → t. There exist a context C, a rule
` → r ∈ R and a substitution σ such that s ≡ C[`σ] → C[rσ] ≡ t. By Lemma 11
together with the assumptions we obtain [`σ] = [`]α  [r]α = [rσ] where the
map α : X → A is defined by α(x) = [σ(x)] for all x ∈ X . Since  ⊆ w and [f] is
monotone with respect to w for f ∈ Σ, we obtain [s] w [t]. Furthermore [t] 6∈ Ω,
otherwise [t] ∈ Ω  [s] w [t] and hence [t]  [t], contradicting well-foundedness
of . We obtain (∗∗) by induction together with ’monotonicity’ ofΩ.
Assume CVωR (S)would not hold. By Lemma 8 there exists a term t0 ∈ Fω(S)
which admits an ω-reduction t0 → t1 → . . . containing infinitely many root
steps. Then t0 ∈ Fω(s) for some s ∈ S and by assumption [s] 6∈ Ω, hence by
(∗∗) we obtain ti 6∈ Ω for all i ∈ N. Furthermore by (∗) if follows [ti] w [ti+1] for
all i ∈ N. Moreover for root steps ti →R, ti+1 we get [ti]  [ti+1] since then the
context C in the proof of (∗) is empty. As a consequence we have infinitely often
a strict decrease  in the sequence [t0] w [t1] . . ., and by applying  · w ⊆ we
can remove allw between them; giving rise to an infinite decreasing-sequence,
contradicting well-foundedness of .
Remark 16. A close inspection of the above proof yields that for Theorem 15
the requirement on the algebra to be continuous can be weakened. It suffices to
require that for every infinite ground term t the sequence [trunc(t, n)] converges
for n→∞. Here trunc(t, n) stands for the truncation of t at depth n defined for all
p ∈ N∗ by trunc(t, n)(p) is t(p) if |p| < n, ⊥ if |p| = n, and undefined, otherwise;
where ⊥ is an arbitrary, fixed constant symbol from the signature Σ.
However, we emphasise that for the characterization of SN∞R (S) this weaker
condition is not sufficient. Continuity of [·] : Ter∞(Σ) → A is essential for the
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correctness of Theorem 18. It guarantees that for the limit steps in transfinite re-
write sequences, the limit of the interpretations coincides with the interpretation
of the limit term.
We note that the weaker continuity condition used in [9, Theorem 3] does
not suffice; see Example 17. Strengthening the condition to full continuity of the
interpretation mapping would validate the theorem.
Example 17. We consider a TRS R which is CVω but not SN∞. Interestingly,
although the TRS is CVω, we display a term of which a normal form cannot be
reached inωmany steps. Let R be the TRS consisting of the following rules:
f(x, x)→ f(A,B) A→ s(A) B→ s(B) .
It is not difficult to verify that R is indeed CVω, but SN∞ does not hold:
f(A,B)→ f(s(A), B)→ f(s(A), s(B)) f(sω, sω)→ f(A,B)→ . . . .
Note that the TRS R forms a counterexample to [9, Theorem 3], as the fol-
lowing Σ-algebra A fulfills all requirements of the theorem, but SN∞ does not
hold. We choose the Σ-algebra A = {A,B, F, a, b, f} with A  a, B  b, F  f and
w :=  ∪ =. The interpretation [·] is defined as follows:
[A] = A
[B] = B
[s](A | a) = a [s](B | b) = b [s](F | f) = f
[f](A | a, B | b) = f [f](otherwise) = F
where | denotes ’or’ and as truncation symbol c we chose c := A. Furthermore,
for the metric we choose d(x, y) = 0 if x = y and 1 otherwise. Then for all
variable interpretations α : X → Awe have:
[f(x, x)]α = F > f = [f(A,B)]α
[A]α = A > a = [s(A)]α
[B]α = B > b = [s(B)]α .
Thus all rules are strictly decreasing. It is straightforward to verify that all func-
tions [g] are continuous, for every infinite ground term t the sequence [trunc(t, n)]
converges (with limit in A) for n → ∞, and for every descending sequence
a1 w a2 w · · · for which limn→∞ ai exists we have a1 w limn→∞ ai.
Let A be a set equipped with a metric d and let w be a binary relation on
A. We call the relation w compatible with limits if for every converging sequence
{ai}i∈N with a0 w a1 w . . . we have a0 w limi→∞ ai.
Theorem 18. Let R be a TRS over Σ and S ⊆ Ter∞(Σ,∅). Then the following state-
ments are equivalent:
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(i) SN∞R (S).
(ii) There exists a continuous weakly monotone Σ-algebra A = 〈A, [·], d,,w〉 with
a set Ω of undefined elements such that S is defined w.r.t. Ω, R is decreasing with
respect toΩ, and w is compatible with limits.
Bewijs. We give the crucial steps for both directions. The remainder of the proof
proceeds analogously to the proof of Theorem 15.
For (i)⇒ (ii) assume that SN∞R (S) holds. We defineA := 〈A, [·], d,,w〉with
A := Ter∞(Σ,∅), d the metric from Definition 2, andΩ := A \F∞(S); we define
the relations  := (→R, · )∩ (F∞(S)×F∞(S)), w := ∩ (F∞(S)×F∞(S)),
extended by s  t for all s ∈ Ω, t ∈ F∞(S) and s w t for all s ∈ Ω, t ∈ A.
The interpretation [·] is defined for all f ∈ Σ by [f](t1, . . . , tn) = f(t1, . . . , tn).
Consider a sequence a0 w a1 w . . . with a0 ∈ F∞(S). Then a0  a1  . . .
by definition and by SN∞R (S) we obtain that a := limi→∞ ai exists, a0  a and
a0 w a. Hence w is compatible with limits.
For the implication (ii) ⇒ (i), the crucial step is to show that s  t implies
s w t. We use induction on the length of the rewrite sequence s→α t. Note that
the length α of a reduction is a countable ordinal, c.f. [6]. For α = β+1we obtain
s w t by induction hypothesis together with (∗) from the proof of Theorem 15.
Assume that α is a (countable) limit ordinal. Then there exists a non-decreasing
sequence {βi}i∈N of ordinals βi < α such that α = limi→∞ βi. Let sγ denote
the term before the γ-th rewrite step in s →α t. Then s  sβ1  sβ2 . . . and
t = limi→∞ sβi . Hence by induction hypothesis s w sβ1 w sβ2 . . .; and by
compatibility of w with limits we obtain s w t. This gives us a handle for limit
steps; the rest of the proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 15.
Finally, we generalize the Theorems 15 and 18 together with the concept of
’root termination’ allowing for simpler, stepwise proofs of SN∞R (S). This facili-
ty is incorporated in our tool. The following definition and theorem allow for
modular proofs of SN∞ and root termination of infinite terms. This is reminis-
cent to modular proofs of finitary root termination [1] (the dependency pairs
method).
Definition 19. Let R1 and R2 be TRS over Σ, and S ⊆ Ter∞(Σ). We say that R1
is∞-root terminating relative to R2 on S, denoted RT∞R1/R2(S), if no s ∈ S admits a→R1, ∪→R2 -reduction containing infinitely many→R1,-steps.
We say R1 is root terminating relative to R2 on S, denoted RT
ω
R1/R2
(S), if the
condition holds for rewrite sequences of length ≤ ω.
The following lemma is a direct consequence of Lemma 8 and Definition 19.
Lemma 20. (i) SN∞R (S)⇔ RT∞R/R(F∞(S)); (ii) CVωR (S)⇔ RTωR/R(Fω(S)).
For proving SN∞R (S) using Theorem 18 we have to make all rules in R decrea-
sing at once. For practical purposes it is desirable to prove SN∞R (S) stepwise, by
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repeatedly removing rules until no top-rules remain, and then RT∞∅/R(F∞(S))
trivially holds. The following theorem enables us to do this, we can remove all
decreasing rules, as long as the remaining rules are weakly decreasing.
Theorem 21. Let R1 ⊆ R2, R ′1 ⊆ R2 be TRS over Σ, and S ⊆ Ter∞(Σ,∅). Let A =
〈A, [·], d,,w〉 be a continuous weakly monotone Σ-algebra with a set Ω of undefined
elements such that S is defined w.r.t.Ω and it holds:
(i) R1 ∪ R2 is weakly decreasing with respect toΩ, and
(ii) R ′1 is decreasing with respect toΩ.
Then RTωR1/R2(FωR2(S)) implies RTω(R1∪R ′1)/R2(FωR2(S)). If additionally w is compati-
ble with limits, then RT∞R1/R2(F∞R2(S)) implies RT∞(R1∪R ′1)/R2(F∞R2(S)).
Bewijs. Minor modification of the proofs of Theorem 15 and 18, respectively.
4 Tree Automata
We now come to the second contribution of our note, consisting of an appli-
cation of tree automata to prove infinitary strong normalization, SN∞, and a
connection of tree automata with the algebraic framework treated above. For
the notion of tree automata the reader is referred to [2]. We repeat the main
definitions, for the sake of completeness, and to fix notations.
Definition 22. A (finite nondeterministic top-down) tree automaton T over a signa-
ture Σ is a tuple T = 〈Q,Σ, I, ∆〉 where Q is a finite set of states, disjoint from Σ;
I ⊆ Q is a set of initial states, and ∆ ⊆ Ter(Σ ∪Q,∅)2 is a ground term rewriting
system over Σ ∪Qwith rules, or transitions, of the form:
q→ f(q1, . . . , qn)
for n-ary f ∈ Σ, n ≥ 0, and q, q1, . . . , qn ∈ Q.
We define the notion of ’run’ of an automaton on a term. For terms contai-
ning variables, we assume that a map α : X → 2Q is given, so that each variable
x ∈ X can be generated by any state from α(x).
Definition 23. Let T = 〈Q,Σ, I, ∆〉 be a tree automaton. Let t ∈ Ter∞(Σ,X ) be a
term, α : Var(t)→ 2Q a map from variables to sets of states, and q ∈ Q. Then a
q-run of T on t with respect to α is a tree ρ : Pos(t)→ Q such that:
(i) ρ() = q, and
(ii) ρ(p)→ t(p)(ρ(p1), . . . , ρ(pn)) ∈ ∆ for all p ∈ Pos(t) with t(p) ∈ Σn, and
(iii) ρ(p) ∈ α(t(p)) for all p ∈ Pos(t) with t(p) ∈ X .
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We define Qα(t) := {q ∈ Q | there exists a q-run of T on twith respect to α} .
For ground terms t the above notions are independent of α. Then we say T
has a q-run on a term t and write Q(t) in place of Qα(t). Moreover, we say that
an automaton T generates a ground term t if T has a q-run on t such that q ∈ I.
The language of an automaton is the set of ground terms it generates.
Definition 24. The language L(T ) of a tree automaton T is defined by:
L(T ) := {t ∈ Ter∞(Σ,∅) | Q(t) ∩ I 6= ∅} .
T is called complete if it generates all ground terms, i.e. if L(T ) = Ter∞(Σ,∅).
Example 25. Consider the tree automaton T = 〈Q,Σ, I, ∆〉with Q := {0, 1},
0 1
c
a
a
b I := {0}, and with ∆ consisting of the rules:
0→ a(1) | c 1→ a(0) | b(1)
where `→ r1 | . . . | rn is shorthand for rules (`→ ri)1≤i≤n.
The language of T is L(T ) = (a b∗a)∗c | (a b∗a)ω | (a b∗a)∗a bω.
The following lemma states a continuity property of tree automata.
Lemma 26. Let T = 〈Q,Σ, I, ∆〉 be a tree automaton, q ∈ Q, and t ∈ Ter∞(Σ). Then
q ∈ Q(t) if and only if for all n ∈ N exists tn with q ∈ Q(tn) and t ≡≤n tn.
Bewijs. The ’only if’-direction is trivial, take tn := t for all n ∈ N.
For the ’if’-direction, we prove q ∈ Q(t) by constructing a q-run ρ : Pos(t)→ Q
of T on t. For ever i ∈ N there exists a q-run ρti of T on ti by assumption. Defi-
ne T0 := {ti | i ∈ N}. In case T0 is finite, then it follows that t ∈ T0 and q ∈ Q(t).
Hence assume that T0 is infinite.
First we define a decreasing sequence T0 ⊇ T1 ⊇ T2 ⊇ . . . of infinite subsets
of T0 by induction as follows. Assume that Ti has already been obtained. By the
Pigeonhole Principle there exists an infinite subset Ti+1 ⊆ Ti such that for all
v1, v2 ∈ Ti+1 we have v1 ≡≤i v2 and ρv1 ≡≤i ρv2 .
We define the q-run ρ on t as follows. For each i ∈ N we pick a term si ∈
Ti+1 and define ρ(p) := ρsi(p) for all p ∈ Pos(t) with |p| = i. Note that the
definition of ρ does not depend no the choice of si. Furthermore note that for
every i ∈ N the term si coincides with the term si+1 on all positions p ∈ Pos(t)
with |p| = i + 1. Therefore the condition ρ(p)→ t(p)(ρ(p1), . . . , ρ(pn)) ∈ ∆ for
every p ∈ Pos(t) follows from s|p| fulfilling this condition. Hence ρ is a q-run
on t and q ∈ Q(t).
Lemma 27. Each of the following properties imply completeness of a tree automaton
T = 〈Q,Σ, I, ∆〉:
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(i) there exists a single core state qc ∈ I such that:
∀n ∈ N. ∀f ∈ Σn. qc → f(qc, . . . , qc) ∈ ∆ ;
(ii) there exists a set of core statesQc ∩ I 6= ∅ such that for all core inputs q ∈ Qc
there exist a tuple of core outputs q1, . . . , qn ∈ Qc:
∀n ∈ N. ∀f ∈ Σn. ∀q ∈ Qc. ∃q1, . . . , qn ∈ Qc. q→ f(q1, . . . , qn) ∈ ∆ ;
(iii) there exists a set of core states Qc ⊆ I such that for all tuples of core outputs
q1, . . . , qn ∈ Qc there exists a core input q ∈ Qc:
∀n ∈ N. ∀f ∈ Σn. ∀q1, . . . , qn ∈ Qc. ∃q ∈ Qc. q→ f(q1, . . . , qn) ∈ ∆ .
Bewijs. Note that (i) is an instance of (ii). For (ii) let ∆ ′ ⊆ ∆ be such that the set
∆ ′ contains for every q ∈ Q exactly one transition of the form 〈q, f(q1, . . . , qn)〉.
We define ρ(t, q) coinductively: ρ(f(t1, . . . , tn), q) := q(ρ(t1, q1), . . . , ρ(tn, qn))
where 〈q, f(q1, . . . , qn)〉 ∈ ∆ ′. By construction ρ(t, q) is a q-run on t. For (iii) it
follows by induction that for every finite term t ∈ Ter(Σ,∅) has a q-run for some
q ∈ Qc. For infinite terms t take a sequence {ti}i∈N of finite terms converging
towards t. By the Pigeonhole Principle there exists q ∈ Qc and a subsequence
{si}i∈N of {ti}i∈N such that every si has a q-run. Then by Lemma 26 we conclude
that t has a q-run.
5 Tree Automata as Certificates for SN∞
We are now ready to use tree automata as ’certificates’ for SN∞.
Definition 28. Let R be a TRS over Σ, and let S ⊆ Ter∞(Σ). A certificate for
SN∞R (S) is a tree automaton T = 〈Q,Σ, I, ∆〉 such that:
(i) T generates S, i.e. S ⊆ L(T ), and
(ii) Qα(`) ( Qα(r) if Qα(`) 6= ∅, for all `→ r ∈ R, and α : Var(`)→ 2Q.
Theorem 29. Let R be a TRS over Σ, and S ⊆ Ter∞(Σ). Then SN∞R (S) holds if there
exists a certificate for SN∞R (S).
The proof will be based on Theorem 18, the characterization of SN∞ in terms
of interpretability in a continuous algebra. For this purpose we establish a brid-
ge between tree automata certificates and continuous algebras. This bridge may
need some intuitive explanation first. This concerns our use of tree automata
states q decorated with a real numbers r ∈ [0, 1] = {r ∈ R | 0 ≤ r ≤ 1}, to be per-
ceived as the degree of accuracy with which q can generate a certain term. Here
’accuracy’ refers to the distance d in Definition 2. An example may be helpful.
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Example 30. Consider the tree automaton T with the transitions
0→ a 1→ b 0→ c(0) 1→ c(1)
First we consider the ’run’-semanticsQ(·) from Definition 22. Then for all n ∈ N
we have Q(cn(a)) = {0}, meaning that cn(a) can be generated by state 0, and
likewiseQ(cn(b)) = {1}. However,Q(cω) = {0, 1}, and since cω is both the limit
of cn(a) and cn(b), we face a problem if we aim at a continuous interpretation.
We redo this example, now with the accuracies r mentioned as superscripts
of states 0, 1. More precisely, we use the continuous Σ-algebra AT defined be-
low. Then [cn(a)] = {01, 11−2
−n
}, meaning that cn(a) can be generated from
state 1 with accuracy 1, and also from state 0 but only with accuracy 1 − 2−n.
Likewise, [cn(b)] = {01−2
−n
, 11}. Furthermore [cω] = {01, 11}, which is indeed
the limit of both {01, 11−2
−n
} and {01−2
−n
, 11}, thereby resolving the clash with
the continuity requirement.
Definition 31. Let T = 〈Q,Σ, I, ∆〉 be a tree automaton. We define a continuous
weakly monotone Σ-algebraAT = 〈A, [·], d,,w〉 as follows. We letA := {γ | γ :
Q→ [0, 1]} with undefined elementsΩT := {γ ∈ A | ∀q ∈ Q. γ(q) < 1}.
For every f ∈ Σwith arity nwe define the interpretation [f] by:
[f](γ1, . . . , γn) := λq. sup
{
0.5+ 0.5 ·min(γ1(q1), . . . , γn(qn)) |
q→ f(q1, . . . , qn) ∈ ∆}
where sup∅ := 0.
For γ ∈ A defineQ(γ) := {q ∈ Q | γ(q) = 1}. Then  and w on A are defined
by: γ1  γ2 := Q(γ1) ( Q(γ2) and γ1 w γ2 := Q(γ1) ⊆ Q(γ2). As the metric d
on Awe choose d(γ1, γ2) := max{|γ1(q) − γ2(q)| | q ∈ Q}.
The definition gives rise to a natural, continuous semantics associated with
tree automata.
Lemma 32. The algebra AT from Definition 31 is a continuous weakly monotone Σ-
algebra with undefined elementsΩ.
Bewijs. We have  · w ⊆ , and  is well-founded since Q is finite. Consider a
state q ∈ Q for which [f](γ1, . . . , γn)(q) = 1, then there is q→ f(q1, . . . , qn) ∈ ∆
such that γ1(q1) = 1,. . . ,γn(qn) = 1. Whenever additionally γj w γ ′j for some
1 ≤ j ≤ n, then γ ′j(qj) = 1 and therefore [f](. . . , γ ′j, . . .)(q) = 1. Hence [f] is
monotone with respect to w for all f ∈ Σ. Using the same reasoning it follows
that Ω fulfills both requirements imposed on undefined elements. Hence AT is
a weakly monotone Σ-algebra with undefine elementsΩ.
For every f ∈ Σwith arity n and every γ1, γ ′1, . . . , γn, γ ′n ∈ Awe have
d([f](γ1, . . . , γn), [f](γ
′
1, . . . , γ
′
n)) ≤ 0.5 ·max {d(γi, γ ′i) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} .
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As a consequence, for the interpretation [·] : Ter(Σ,∅) → A of finite terms for
all s, t ∈ Ter(Σ,∅) we have d([s], [t]) ≤ d(s, t). As a uniformly continuous map
on the metric space 〈Ter(Σ,∅), d〉, this interpretation can be extended to a con-
tinuous function [·] : Ter∞(Σ,∅) → A on the completion space 〈Ter∞(Σ,∅), d〉.
Hence AT is a continuous Σ-algebra.
The following lemma connects the standard semantics of tree automata with
the continuous algebra AT . Roughly, in the continuous algebra the automaton
can be found back, when considering only states with ’accuracy’ 1 (γ(q) = 1).
Lemma 33. Let AT = 〈A, [·], d,,w〉 be the Σ-algebra as in Definition 31. Then
for all t ∈ Ter∞(Σ,∅), and α : Var(t) → 2Q, β : Var(t) → A such that ∀x ∈
Var(t). α(x) = Q(β(x)), it holds Qα(t) = Q([t]β).
Bewijs. For the case t ∈ X , there is nothing to be shown. Thus let t ≡ f(t1, . . . , tn).
For ’⊇’, assume q ∈ Q([t]β). Then there exists q → f(q1, . . . , qn) ∈ ∆ such that
for i = 1, . . . , n we have qi ∈ Q([ti]β). Applying this argument (coinductively)
to the subterms ti we obtain a q-run ρ := q(ρ1, . . . , ρn) of T on t (with respect
to α) where ρi is a qi-run of T on ti for i = 1, . . . , n. For ’⊆’, we show that
[t]β(q) ≥ 1− 0.5d for all t ∈ Ter∞(Σ), d ∈ N and q ∈ Qwith q ∈ Qα(t). Assume
contrary this claim would not hold. Consider a counterexample with minimal
d ∈ N. Since q ∈ Qα(t) there exists q→ f(q1, . . . , qn) ∈ ∆ such that qi ∈ Qα(ti)
for i = 1, . . . , n. This implies d ≥ 1 and from minimality of d we obtain
∀i. [ti]β(qi) ≥ 1−0.5d−1. But then [t]β(q) ≥ 0.5+0.5 ·min([ti]β(qi)) ≥ 1−0.5d,
contradicting the assumption. Hence [t]β(q) = 1, and q ∈ Q([t]β).
Using AT we now give the proof of Theorem 29.
Theorem 29. Let T = 〈Q,Σ, I, ∆〉 be a certificate for SN∞R (S). AT = 〈A, [·], d,,w〉
and Ω as defined in Definition 31. According to Lemma 32 AT is a continuous
weakly monotone Σ-algebra with undefined elements Ω. We prove that AT
fulfills the requirements of Theorem 18.
As a consequence of Lemma 33 we obtain that [s] 6∈ Ω for all s ∈ S, since by
assumption S ⊆ L(T ); and [`]α 6∈ Ω implies [`]α  [r]α, for all rules `→ r ∈ R
and every α : X → A. Finally, we check compatibility of w with limits. Let
{γi}i∈N be a converging sequence with γ0 w γ1 w . . ., and define γ := limi→∞ γi.
Note that Q(γi) ⊆ Q(γi+1) for all i ∈ N. For every q ∈ Q with γ0(q) = 1 we
have γi(q) = 1 for all i ∈ N and therefore γ(q) = 1. Hence γ0 w γ.
The algebraAT fulfills all requirements of Theorem 18, hence SN∞R (S) holds.
Example 34. Let Σ := {a,b, c} and R := {a(c) → a(b(c)), b(b(c)) → c} where a
and b are unary symbols, and c is a constant. We are interested in SN∞R , that is, in
infinitary normalization of R on the set of all (possibly infinite) terms. Consider
the tree automaton T = 〈Q,Σ, I, ∆〉 depicted below:
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where Q := {0, 1, 2}, I := Q and ∆ consists of the following rules:
0→ a(1) | c 1→ a(0) | a(1) | a(2) | b(0) | b(2) 2→ b(1) | c
We show that T is a certificate for SN∞R , by checking the conditions of Definiti-
on 28. Completeness of T follows from Lemma 27 (iii), take Qc = Q. Second, as
both rules of R have no variables, we do not have to consider assignments α. We
verify that Q(`) ( Q(r) for both rules. For the rule a(c) → a(b(c)) we compute
Q(a(c)) = {1}, for only from state 1 we can generate a(c): 1 → a(2) → a(c) (or
1→ a(0)→ a(c)). From state 2 there is no ’a-transition’, and from state 0 we get
stuck at a(1), for there is no rule 1 → c. Similarly we find Q(a(b(c))) = {0, 1},
henceQ(a(c)) ( Q(a(b(c))). For the second rule of Rwe findQ(b(b(c))) = {2} (
{0, 2} = Q(c). Thus we have shown T to be a certificate, and by Theorem 29 we
may conclude SN∞R .
6 Improving Efficiency: Strict Certificates
The second requirement for an automaton to be a certificate for SN∞ (item (ii) of
Definition 28) is computationally expensive to check, since there are 2|Q|·|Var(`)|
different maps α : Var(`) → 2Q, leading to an exponential explosion in the
number of states when searching for such an automaton.
Remark 35. For Theorem 29 it is not sufficient to check that the second condition
holds for maps from variables to single states, that is, maps α : Var(`)→ 2Q with
|α(x)| = 1 for all x ∈ X .
To see this, consider the TRS R := {f(x) → f(a(x))} with the tree automaton
T = 〈Q,Σ, I, ∆〉 where Q := I := {0, 1} and ∆ consists of 0 → f(0), 1 → f(1),
0 → a(0), 0 → a(1), 1 → a(0), and 1 → a(1). Then L(T ) = Ter∞(Σ) and for
every map α := x 7→ {q} with q ∈ Q we get Qα(`) = {q} ( Q = Qα(r). Both
conditions seem to be fulfilled, however SN∞R does not hold, since R admits an
infinite root rewrite sequence f(aω)→R, f(aω)→R, . . ..
For the purpose of efficient implementations and the envisaged SAT enco-
ding, we define the notion of ’strict certificates’, and show that they have the
same theoretical strength while being easier to check.
Definition 36. Let R be a TRS over Σ, and S ⊆ Ter∞(Σ). A strict certificate for
SN∞R (S) is a tree automaton T = 〈Q,Σ, I, ∆〉 with a strict total order < ⊆ Q×Q
such that:
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(i) S ⊆ L(T ), and
(ii) for every ` → r ∈ R and α : Var(`) → 2Q with 1 ≤ |α(x)| ≤ #x(`), for all
x ∈ Var(`), where #x(`) ∈ N the number of occurrences of x in `, it holds:
Qα(`) 6= ∅ =⇒ Qα(`) ⊆ Qα(r) and
∀q ∈ Qα(`). ∃q ′ ∈ Qα(r). q ′ < q .
That strict certificates are certificates, the next theorem, will be proved below.
Theorem 37. Let R be a TRS over Σ, and S ⊆ Ter∞(Σ). Then every strict certificate
for SN∞R (S) is a certificate for SN∞R (S).
In the search for certificates, the computational complexity is improved when
restricting the search to strict certicates, because the number of maps α which
have to be considered is reduced to:∏
x∈Var(`)(
∑#x(`)
i=1
(
|Q|
i
)
)
which is polynomial in the number of states |Q|. In particular if ` is linear then
we need to consider |Q||Var(`)| maps α.
Remark 38. Note that, in the definition of strict certificates, we cannot replace
the condition 1 ≤ |α(x)| ≤ #x(`) by |α(x)| = 1. To see this, we consider the non-
left-linear TRS R := {f(x, x) → f(a(x),a(x))} together with the tree automaton
T = 〈Q,Σ, I, ∆〉 where Q := I := {0, 1} and ∆ consists of 1 → f(q, q), 0 → f(q, q)
and q→ a(q ′) for all q, q ′ ∈ Q where q = 1 − q. Then L(T ) = Ter∞(Σ) and for
every map α := x 7→ {q} with q ∈ Q we get Qα(`) = {1} and Qα(r) = {0, 1}; thus
Qα(`) ⊆ Qα(r) and 0 < 1 with 0 ∈ Qα(r). However R admits an infinite root
rewrite sequence f(aω,aω)→R, f(aω,aω)→R, . . ..
Note that the theorem holds even if one allows a partial order < in the de-
finition of strict certificates. However, that would not make the notion of strict
certificates more general, because such a partial order can always be extended
to a total order. The advantage of the definition as it stands is that we get the
order for free. For every strict certificate with n states there exists an isomorphic
automaton with statesQ := {1, . . . , n} and< being the natural order on integers.
Thus, we can narrow the search for certificates to such automata.
Lemma 39. Let T = 〈Q,Σ, I, ∆〉 be a tree automaton, s ∈ Ter∞(Σ) and α : Var(s)→
2Q. Let B consist of all maps β : Var(s) → 2Q with β(x) ⊆ α(x) and 1 ≤ |β(x)| ≤
#x(s) for all x ∈ Var(s). Then Qα(s) =
⋃
β∈BQβ(s).
Bewijs. The part ’⊇’ is trivial, all maps β ∈ B are a restriction of α. For ’⊆’ let ρ
be a q-run with respect to α on s. Let β := λx.{ρ(p) | p ∈ Pos(s) with s(p) = x},
then ρ is also a q-run with respect to β and ∀x ∈ Var(s). 1 ≤ |β(x)| ≤ #x(s).
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Now we prove Theorem 37.
Theorem 37. Let R be a TRS overΣ, S ⊆ Ter∞(Σ) a set of terms, and T = 〈Q,Σ, I, ∆〉
a strict certificate for SN∞R (S) with a strict total order < on the states. We show
that T satisfies the conditions of Definition 28. Let ` → r ∈ R and α : Var(`) →
2Q with Qα(`) 6= ∅. Let B consist of all maps β : Var(`)→ 2Q with β(x) ⊆ α(x)
and 1 ≤ |β(x)| ≤ #x(`) for all x ∈ Var(`). Then Qα(`) =
⋃
β∈BQβ(`) and
Qα(r) =
⋃
β∈BQβ(r) by Lemma 39. Note that we have Qβ(`) ⊆ Qβ(r) for
all β ∈ B by assumption, hence Qα(`) ⊆ Qα(r). Take the least q ∈ Qα(`)
with respect to <. Then there exists β ∈ B with q ∈ Qβ(`) and by assumption
∃q ′ ∈ Qβ(r). q ′ < q. Hence q ′ ∈ Qα(r) and Qα(`) ( Qα(r).
The additional requirement of an ordering< on the states is not a weakening.
Indeed, we can show that any certificate can be transformed into a strict one.
Lemma 40. Let R be a TRS over Σ, and S ⊆ Ter∞(Σ). If there is a certificate for
SN∞R (S) then there is a strict certificate for SN∞R (S).
Bewijs. Let R be a TRS over Σ, S ⊆ Ter∞(Σ), and T = 〈Q,Σ, I, ∆〉 a certificate
for SN∞R (S). We construct a tree automaton T ′ = 〈Q ′, Σ, I ′, ∆ ′〉 and show that it
meets the requirements of Definition 36. LetQ ′ := 2Q, and I ′ := {QI ⊆ Q | QI ∩
I 6= ∅}. We define ∆ ′ to consist of all transitions of the formQ0 → f(Q1, . . . , Qn)
with f ∈ Σ, Q0, . . . , Qn ⊆ Q such that ∅ 6= Q0 ⊆ Q ′0 where
Q ′0 := {q ∈ Q | exists q→ f(q1, . . . , qn) ∈ ∆ such that ∀i. qi ∈ Qi} .
Note that the construction is similar to the construction for making tree automa-
ta deterministic [2]. The main difference concerns the set Q0, which is not uni-
quely defined asQ0 := Q ′0 in our setting (we allow subsetsQ0 ⊆ Q ′0). Therefore
the automaton T ′ will in general not be deterministic. For all terms s ∈ Ter(Σ)
and maps α ′ : Var(s)→ 2Q ′ we have:
Q ′α ′(s) = {Q
′
0 ⊆ Qα(s) | α : Var(s)→ 2Q with ∀x. α(x) ∈ α ′(x)} (∗)
This follows from the above-mentioned analogy; we refer to [2] for a proof.
From (∗) it immediately follows that L(T ) = L(T ′).
We define the strict order > on Q ′ as (, arbitrarily extended to a total order.
Let ` → r ∈ R and α ′ : Var(`) → 2Q ′ such that Q ′α ′(`) 6= ∅. We know that for
every α : Var(s) → 2Q it holds Qα(`) ( Qα(r) by assumption. Then together
with (∗) it follows thatQ ′α ′(`) ⊆ Q ′α ′(r). Finally letQ ′0 be the least element with
respect to > from Q ′α ′(`). Then there exists a map α : Var(s) → 2Q such that
∀x.α(x) ∈ α ′(x) andQ ′0 ⊆ Qα(`), evenQ ′0 = Qα(`), since otherwiseQ ′0 > Qα(`)
would contradict minimality ofQ ′0. Then we haveQα(`) ( Qα(r) and therefore
Qα(r) ∈ Q ′α ′(r) with ∀q ′ ∈ Q ′α ′(`). Qα(r) < q ′.
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7 Examples and Tool
Here we consider a few illustrating examples. We have implemented our me-
thod into a tool that aims at proving SN∞R (S) automatically. Actually, all cer-
tificates in this section have been found fully automatically by our tool. The
program is available via
http://infinity.few.vu.nl/sni/,
it may be used to try examples online. The tool shows the interpretation of
all symbols and rules (with respect to all variable assignments) in the form of
transition tables such that decreasingness can be recognized easily. The start
language S can be specified by providing a tree automaton T that generates S;
the program then searches an extension of T which fulfills the requirements of
Theorem 37.
Example 41. Consider the following TRS R defining the sequence morse:
morse→ cons(0, zip(inv(morse), tail(morse)))
zip(cons(x, y), z)→ cons(x, zip(z, y))
inv(cons(0, x))→ cons(1, inv(x))
inv(cons(1, x))→ cons(0, inv(x))
tail(cons(x, y))→ y
Our tool proves SN∞R ({morse}) fully automatically. First it instantiates y in the
rule
tail(cons(x, y))→ y
with non-variable terms covering all ground instances, and then it finds the
tree automaton T = 〈Q,Σ, I, ∆〉 with I = Q = {0, 1, 2} where the set ∆ consists
of: 2 → morse, 1 | 2 → 0, 1 | 2 → 1, 2 → tail(0 | 2), 1 | 2 → inv(1 | 2),
0 | 1 | 2 → cons(1, 1), 1 | 2 → zip(1 | 2, 1), and 1 | 2 → zip(1, 2). Note that
with the productivity tool of [3] we could already prove productivity of this
specification fully automatically.
Example 42. Consider the term rewriting system R consisting of the rules:
c→ f(a(b(c))) f(a(x))→ f(x) f(b(x))→ b(f(x))
and the tree automaton T = 〈Q,Σ, I, ∆〉 with (initial) states I = Q = {0, 1, 2, 3}
over the signature Σ = {c,a,b, f} where the set ∆ of transition rules is given by:
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We show that T is a strict certificate for SN∞R ({c}). Clearly, we have {c} ⊆ L(T ).
To verify condition (ii) of Definition 36 for the first rule of R, observe thatQ(c) =
{3} ( {2, 3} = Q(f(a(b(c)))), and 2 < 3. For the second rule, we only have to
consider the map α given by α(x) = {2}, for only then Qα(f(a(x))) 6= ∅. We
observe Qα(f(a(x))) = {2, 3} ( {1, 2, 3} = Qα(f(x)). For the third rule of R we
have to consider two assignments: α1 that maps x to {1}, and α3 that maps x to
{3}. We get that Qα1(f(b(x))) = {1, 2, 3} ( Q = Qα1(b(f(x))) (and 0 < q for all
q ∈ {1, 2, 3}), and Qα3(f(b(x))) = {1, 2} ( Q = Qα3(b(f(x))) (and 0 < 1, 2).
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Abstract In functional programming languages the use of infinite struc-
tures is common practice. For total correctness of programs dealing with
infinite structures one must guarantee that every finite part of the result
can be evaluated in finitely many steps. This is known as productivity. For
programming with infinite structures, productivity is what termination in
well-defined results is for programming with finite structures.
Fractran is a simple Turing-complete programming language invented by
Conway. We prove that the question whether a Fractran program halts on
all positive integers is Π02-complete. In functional programming, produc-
tivity typically is a property of individual terms with respect to the inbuilt
evaluation strategy. By encoding Fractran programs as specifications of
infinite lists, we establish that this notion of productivity is Π02-complete
even for some of the most simple specifications. Therefore it is harder than
termination of individual terms. In addition, we explore generalisations of
the notion of productivity, and prove that their computational complexi-
ty is in the analytical hierarchy, thus exceeding the expressive power of
first-order logic.
1 Introduction
For programming with infinite structures, productivity is what termination is
for programming with finite structures. In lazy functional programming langu-
ages like Haskell, Miranda or Clean the use of data structures, whose intended
semantics is an infinite structure, is common practice. Programs dealing with
such infinite structures can very well be terminating. For example, consider the
Haskell program implementing a version of Eratosthenes’ sieve:
prime n = primes !! (n-1)
primes = sieve [2..]
sieve (n:xs) = n:(sieve
(filter (\m -> m ‘mod‘ n /= 0) xs))
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where prime n returns the n-th prime number for every n ≥ 1. The func-
tion prime is terminating, despite the fact that it contains a call to the non-
terminating function primes which, in the limit, rewrites to the infinite list of
prime numbers in ascending order. To make this possible, the strategy with
respect to which the terms are evaluated is crucial. Obviously, we cannot fully
evaluate primes before extracting the n-th element. For this reason, lazy func-
tional languages typically use a form of outermost-needed rewriting where only
needed, finite parts of the infinite structure are evaluated, see for example [14].
Productivity captures the intuitive notion of unlimited progress, of ’working’
programs producing values indefinitely, programs immune to livelock and dead-
lock, like primes above. A recursive specification is called productive if not on-
ly can the specification be evaluated continually to build up an infinite normal
form, but this infinite expression is also meaningful in the sense that it repre-
sents an infinite object from the intended domain. The study of productivity
(of stream specifications in particular) was pioneered by Sijtsma [16]. More re-
cently, a decision algorithm for productivity of stream specifications from an
expressive syntactic format has been developed [7] and implemented [5].
We consider various variants of the notion of productivity and pinpoint their
computational complexity in the arithmetical and analytical hierarchy. In functi-
onal programming, expressions are evaluated according to an inbuilt evaluation
strategy. This gives rise to productivity with respect to an evaluation strategy. We
show that this property is Π02-complete (for individual terms) using a standard
encoding of Turing machines into term rewriting systems. Next, we explore two
generalisations of this concept: strong and weak productivity. Strong productivity
requires every outermost-fair rewrite sequence to ’end in’ a constructor normal
form, whereas weak productivity demands only the existence of a rewrite se-
quence to a constructor normal form. As it turns out, these properties are of
analytical complexity: Π11 and Σ
1
1-complete, respectively.
Finally, we encode Fractran programs into stream specifications. In contrast
to the encoding of Turing machines, the resulting specifications are of a very
simple form and do not involve any computation on the elements of the stream.
We show that the uniform halting problem of Fractran programs isΠ02-complete.
(Although Turing-completeness of Fractran is folklore, the exact complexity has
not yet been investigated before.) Consequently we obtain a strengthening of
the earlier mentioned Π02-completeness result for productivity.
Fractran [2] is a remarkably simple Turing-complete programming language
invented by the mathematician John Horton Conway. A Fractran program is a
finite list of fractions p1q1 , . . . ,
pk
qk
. Starting with a positive integer n0, the algo-
rithm successively calculates ni+1 by multiplying ni with the first fraction that
yields an integer again. The algorithm halts if there is no such fraction.
To illustrate the algorithm we consider an example of Conway from [2]:
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We start with n0 = 2. The leftmost fraction which yields an integer product is
15
2 , and so n1 = 2 · 152 = 15. Then we get n2 = 15 · 551 = 825, etcetera. By succes-
sive application of the algorithm, we obtain the following infinite sequence:
2, 15, 825, 725, 1925, 2275, 425, 390, 330, 290, 770, . . .
Apart from 21, the powers of 2 occurring in this infinite sequence are
22, 23, 25, 27, 211, 213, 217, 219, . . . ,
where the exponents form the sequence of primes.
We translate Fractran programs to streams specifications in such a way that
the specification is productive if and only if the program halts on all n0 > 1.
Let us define the target format of this translation: the lazy stream format (LSF).
LSF consists of stream specifications of the form M→ C[M] where C is a context
built solely from: one data element •, the stream constructor ’:’, the functions
head(x : σ) → x and tail(x : σ) → σ, unary stream functions modn, and k-ary
stream functions zipk with the following defining rules, for every n, k ≥ 1:
modn(σ)→ head(σ) : modn(tailn(σ))
zipk(σ1, σ2 . . . , σk)→ head(σ1) : zipk(σ2, . . . , σk, tail(σ1)) (LSF)
By reducing the uniform halting problem of Fractran programs to productivity
of LSF, we get that productivity for LSF is Π02-complete.
This undecidability result stands in sharp contrast to the decidability of pro-
ductivity for the pure stream format (PSF, [7]). Let us elaborate on the difference
between these two formats. Examples of specifications in PSF are:
J→ 0 : 1 : even(J) and Z→ 0 : zip(even(Z),odd(Z)) ,
including the defining rules for the stream functions involved:
even(x : σ)→ x : odd(σ) , odd(x : σ)→ even(σ) , zip(x : σ, τ)→ x : zip(τ, σ) ,
where zip ’zips’ two streams alternatingly into one, and even (odd) returns a
stream consisting of the elements at its even (odd) positions. The specification
for Z produces the stream 0 : 0 : 0 : . . . of zeros, whereas the infinite normal form
of J is 0 : 1 : 0 : 0 : evenω, which is not a constructor normal form.
Excluded from PSF is the observation function on streams head(x : σ) → x.
This is for a good reason, as we shall see shortly. PSF is essentially layered: da-
ta terms (terms of sort data) cannot be built using stream terms (terms of sort
stream). As soon as stream dependent data functions are admitted, the com-
plexity of the productivity problem of such an extended format is increased.
Indeed, as our Fractran translation shows, productivity of even the most simple
stream specifications is undecidable and Π02-hard. The problem with stream de-
pendent data functions is that they possibly create ’look-ahead’: the evaluation
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of the ’current’ stream element may depend on the evaluation of ’future’ stream
elements. To see this, consider an example from [16]:
Sn → 0 : Sn(n) : Sn
where for a term t of sort stream and n ∈ N, we write t(n) as a shorthand
for head(tailn(t)). If we take n to be an even number, then Sn is productive,
whereas it is unproductive for odd n.
A hint for the fact that it is Π02-hard to decide whether a lazy specification
is productive already comes from a simple encoding of the Collatz conjecture
(also known as the ’3x+1-problem’ [13]) into a productivity problem. Without
proof we state: the Collatz conjecture is true if and if only the following specification
produces the infinite chain • : • : • : . . . of data elements •:
collatz→ • : zip2(collatz,mod6(tail9(collatz))) (9.1)
In order to understand the operational difference between rules in PSF and rules
in LSF, consider the following two rules:
read(σ)→ head(σ) : read(tail(σ)) (9.2)
read ′(x : σ)→ x : read ′(σ) (9.3)
The functions defined by these rules are extensionally equivalent: they both
implement the identity function on fully developed streams. However, intensi-
onally, or operationally, there is a difference. A term read ′(s) is a redex only in
case s is of the form u : t, whereas read(s) constitutes a redex for every stream
term s, and so head(s) can be undefined. The ’lazy’ rule (9.2) postpones pattern
matching. Although in PSF we can define functions mod ′n and zip
′
k extensional-
ly equivalent to modn and zipk, a pure version collatz
′ of collatz in (9.1) above
(using mod ′6 and zip
′
2 instead) can easily be seen to be not productive (it produ-
ces two data elements only), and to have no bearing on the Collatz conjecture.
Contribution and Overview. In Section 2 we show that the uniform halting pro-
blem of Fractran programs is Π02-complete. This is the problem of determining
whether a program terminates on all positive integers. Turing-completeness of
a computational model does not imply that the uniform halting problem in the
strong sense of termination on all configurations is Π02-complete. For example,
assume that we extend Turing machines with a special non-terminating state.
Then the computational model obtained can still compute every recursive func-
tion. However, the uniform halting problem becomes trivial.
Our result is a strengthening of the result in [12] where it has been shown
that the generalised Collatz problem (GCP) is Π02-complete. This is because eve-
ry Fractran program P can easily be translated into a Collatz function f such that
the uniform halting problem for P is equivalent to the GCP for f. The other di-
rection is not immediate, since Fractran programs form a strict subset of Collatz
functions. We discuss this in more detail in Section 2.
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In Section 3 we explore alternative definitions of productivity and make
them precise in the framework of term rewriting. These can be highly undecida-
ble: ’strong productivity’ turns out to be Π11-complete and ’weak productivity’
is Σ11-complete. Productivity of individual terms with respect to a computable
strategy, which is the notion used in functional programming, is Π02-complete.
In Section 4 we prove that productivity Π02-complete even for specifications
of the restricted LSF format. The new proof uses a simple encoding of Frac-
tran programs P into stream specifications of the form MP → C[MP], in such a
way that MP is productive if and only if the program P halts on all inputs. The
resulting stream specifications are very simple compared to the ones resulting
from encoding of Turing machines employed in Section 3. Whereas the Turing
machine encoding essentially uses calculations on the elements of the list, the
specifications obtained from the Fractran encoding contain no operations on the
list elements. In particular, the domain of data elements is a singleton.
Related Work. In [3, 4] undecidability of different properties of first-order
TRSs is analysed. While the standard properties of TRSs turn out to be either
Σ01- or Π
0
2-complete, the complexity of the dependency pair problems [1] is es-
sentially analytical: it is shown to be Π11-complete. We employ the latter result
as a basis for our Π11- and Σ
1
1-completeness results for productivity.
Ros¸u [15] shows that equality of stream specifications is Π02-complete. We
remark that this result can be obtained as a corollary of our translation of Frac-
tran programs P to stream specifications MP. Stream specifications MP have the
stream • : • : . . . as unique solutions if and only if they are productive. Thus Π02-
completeness of productivity of these specifications implies Π02-completeness of
the stream equality problem MP = • : • : . . ..
One of the reviewers pointed us to recent work [8] of Grue Simonsen (not
available at the time of writing) where Π02-completeness of productivity of or-
thogonal stream specifications is shown. Theorem 13 below can be seen as a
sharpening of that result in that we consider general TRSs and productivity with
respect to arbitrary evaluation strategies. For orthogonal systems the evaluation
strategy is irrelevant as long as it is outermost-fair. Moreover we further streng-
then the result on orthogonal stream specifications by restricting the format to
LSF.
2 Fractran
The one step computation of a Fractran program is a partial function.
Definition 1. Let P = p1q1 , . . . ,
pk
qk
be a Fractran program. The partial function
fP : N⇀ N is defined for all n ∈ N by:
fP(n) =
{
n · piqi where
pi
qi
is the first fraction of P such that n · piqi ∈ N,
undefined if no such fraction exists.
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We say that P halts on n ∈ N if there exists i ∈ N such that fiP(n) = undefined.
For n,m ∈ N we write n→P mwheneverm = fP(n).
The Fractran program for generating prime numbers, that we discussed in
the introduction, is non-terminating for all starting values n0, because the pro-
duct of any integer with 551 is an integer again. However, in general, termination
of Fractran programs is undecidable.
Theorem 2. The uniform halting problem for Fractran programs, that is, deciding
whether a program halts for every starting value n0 ∈ N>0, is Π02-complete.
A related result is obtained in [12] where it is shown that the generalised
Collatz problem (GCP) is Π02-complete, that is, the problem of deciding for a
Collatz function f whether for every integer x > 0 there exists i ∈ N such that
fi(x) = 1. A Collatz function f is a function f : N→ N of the form:
f(n) =

a0 · n+ b0, if n ≡ 0 (mod p)
...
...
ap−1 · n+ bp−1, if n ≡ p− 1 (mod p)
for some p ∈ N and rational numbers ai, bi such that f(n) ∈ N for all n ∈ N.
The result of [12] is an immediate corollary of Theorem 2. Every Fractran
program P is a Collatz function f ′P where f
′
P is obtained from fP (see Defini-
tion 1) by replacing undefined with 1. We obtain the above representation of
Collatz functions simply by choosing for p the least common multiple of the de-
nominators of the fractions of P. We call a Fractran program P trivially immortal
if P contains a fraction with denominator 1 (an integer). Then for all not trivially
immortal P, P halts on all inputs if and only for all x > 0 there exists i ∈ N such
that fiP(x) = 1. Using our result, this implies that GCP is Π
0
2-hard.
Theorem 2 is a strengthening of the result in [12] since Fractran programs
are a strict subset of Collatz functions. If Fractran programs are represented as
Collatz functions directly, for all 0 ≤ i < p it holds either bi = 0, or ai = 0 and
bi = 1. Via such a translation Fractran programs are, e.g., not able to implement
the famous Collatz function C(2n) = n and C(2n + 1) = 6n + 4 (for all n ∈ N),
nor an easy function like f(2n) = 2n+ 1 and f(2n+ 1) = 2n (for all n ∈ N).
For the proof of Theorem 2 we devise a translation from Turing machines
to Fractran programs ([12] uses register machines) such that the resulting Frac-
tran program halts on all positive integers (n0 ≥ 1) if and only if the Turing
machine is terminating on all configurations. That is, we reduce the uniform
halting problem of Turing machines to the uniform halting problem of Fractran
programs.
We briefly explain why we employ the uniform halting problem instead
of the problem of totality (termination on all inputs) of Turing machines, also
known as the initialised uniform halting problem. When translating a Turing
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machine M to a Fractran program PM, start configurations (initialised configu-
rations) are mapped to a subset IM ⊆ N of Fractran inputs. Then from Π02-
hardness of the totality problem one can conclude Π02-hardness of the question
whether PM terminates on all numbers from IM. But this does not imply that
the uniform halting problem for Fractran programs is Π02-hard (termination on
all natural numbers n ∈ N). The numbers not in the target of the translation
could make the problem both harder as well as easier. A situation where exten-
ding the domain of inputs makes the problem easier is: local confluence of TRSs
is Π02-complete for the set of ground terms, but only Σ
0
1-complete for the set of
all terms [3].
To keep the translation as simple we restrict to unary Turing machines ha-
ving only two symbols {0, 1} in their tape alphabet, 0 being the blank symbol.
Definition 3. A unary Turing machineM is a triple 〈Q,q0, δ〉, whereQ is a finite
set of states, q0 ∈ Q the initial state, and δ : Q × {0, 1} ⇀ Q × {0, 1} × {L, R} a
(partial) transition function. A configuration ofM is a pair 〈q, tape〉 consisting of a
state q ∈ Q and the tape content tape : Z → {0, 1} such that the support {n ∈ Z |
tape(n) 6= 0} is finite. The set of all configurations is denoted by ConfM. We define
the relation →M on the set of configurations ConfM as follows: 〈q, tape〉 →M
〈q ′, tape ′〉whenever:
• δ(q, tape(0)) = 〈q ′, f, L〉, tape ′(1) = f and ∀n 6= 0. tape ′(n+ 1) = tape(n), or
• δ(q, tape(0)) = 〈q ′, f, R〉, tape ′(−1) = f and ∀n 6= 0. tape ′(n− 1) = tape(n).
We say that M halts (or terminates) on a configuration 〈q, tape〉 if the configuration
〈q, tape〉 does not admit infinite→M rewrite sequences.
The uniform halting problem of Turing machines is the problem of deciding
whether a given Turing machineM halts on all (initial or intermediate) configu-
rations. The following theorem is a result of [9]:
Theorem 4. The uniform halting problem for Turing machines is Π02-complete.
This result carries over to unary Turing machines using a simulation based
on a straightforward encoding of tape symbols as blocks of zeros and ones (of
equal length), which are admissible configurations of unary Turing machines.
We now give a translation of Turing machines to Fractran programs. Without
loss of generality we restrict in the sequel to Turing machines M = 〈Q,q0, δ〉
for which δ(q, x) = 〈q ′, s ′, d ′〉 implies q 6= q ′. In case M does not fulfil this
condition then we can find an equivalent Turing machineM ′ = 〈Q ∪Q#, q0, δ ′〉
where Q# = {q# | q ∈ Q} and δ ′ is defined by δ ′(q, x) = 〈p#, s, d〉 and δ ′(q#, x) =
〈p, s, d〉 for δ(q, x) = 〈p, s, d〉.
Definition 5. Let M = 〈Q,q0, δ〉 be a Turing machine. Let tape`, h, taper, tape ′`,
h ′, tape ′r, mL,x, mR,x, copyx and pq for every q ∈ Q and x ∈ {0, 1} be pairwise
distinct prime numbers. The intuition behind these primes is:
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• tape` and taper represent the tape left and right of the head, respectively,
• h is the tape symbol in the cell currently scanned by the tape head,
• tape ′`, h
′, tape ′r store temporary tape content (when moving the head),
• mL,x, mR,x execute a left or right move of the head on the tape, respecti-
vely,
• copyx copies the temporary tape content back to the primary tape, and
• pq represent the states of the Turing machine.
The subscript x ∈ {0, 1} is used to have two primes for every action: in case an
action p takes more than one calculation step we cannot write p·...p·... since then p
in numerator and denominator would cancel itself out. We define the Fractran
program PM to consist of the following fractions (listed in program order):
1
p · p ′
for every p, p ′ ∈ {mL,0, mL,1, mR,0, mR,1, copy0, copy1}
every p, p ′ ∈ {pq | q ∈ Q} and p, p ′ ∈ {h, h ′} (9.4)
to get rid of illegal configurations,
mL,1−x · tape ′`
mL,x · tape2`
mL,1−x · tape ′2r
mL,x · taper
mL,1−x · tape ′r
mL,x · h ′
mL,1−x · h
mL,x · tape`
copy0
mL,x
(9.5)
with x ∈ {0, 1}, for moving the head left on the tape,
mR,1−x · tape ′r
mR,x · tape2r
mR,1−x · tape ′2`
mR,x · tape`
mR,1−x · tape ′`
mR,x · h ′
mR,1−x · h
mR,x · taper
copy0
mR,x
(9.6)
with x ∈ {0, 1}, for moving the head right on the tape,
copy1−x · tape`
copyx · tape ′`
copy1−x · taper
copyx · tape ′r
1
copyx
(9.7)
with x ∈ {0, 1}, for copying the temporary tape back to the primary tape,
pq ′ · h ′s ′ ·md,0
pq · h whenever δ(q, 1) = 〈q
′, s ′, d〉 (9.8)
1
pq · h (for termination) for every q ∈ Q (9.9)
pq ′ · h ′s ′ ·md,0
pq
whenever δ(q, 0) = 〈q ′, s ′, d〉 (9.10)
for the transitions of the Turing machine. Whenever we use variables in the
rules, e.g. x ∈ {0, 1}, then it is to be understood that instances of the same rule
are immediate successors in the sequence of fractions (the order of the instances
among each other is not crucial).
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Example 6. Let M = 〈Q,a0, δ〉 be a Turing machine where Q = {a0, a1, b},
and the transition function is defined by δ(a0, 0) = 〈b, 1, R〉, δ(a1, 0) = 〈b, 1, R〉,
δ(a0, 1) = 〈a1, 0, R〉, δ(a1, 1) = 〈a0, 0, R〉, δ(b, 1) = 〈a0, 0, R〉, and we leave
δ(b, 0) undefined. That is, M moves to the right, converting zeros into ones
and vice versa, until it finds two consecutive zeros and terminates. Assume that
M is started on the configuration 1b1001, that is, the tape content 11001 in state
b with the head located on the second 1. In the Fractran program PM this cor-
responds to n0 = pb · tape1` · h1 · tape100r as the start value where we represent
the exponents in binary notation for better readability. Started on n0 we obtain
the following calculation in PM:
pb · tape1` · h1 · tape100r (configuration 1b1001)→(9.8) mR,0 · pa0 · tape1` · tape100r →2(9.6;1st) mR,0 · pa0 · tape1` · tape ′10r→(9.6;2nd) mR,1 · pa0 · tape ′10` · tape ′10r →(9.6;5th) copy0 · pa0 · tape ′10` · tape ′10r→2(9.7;1st)→2(9.7;2nd)→(9.7;3rd) pa0 · tape10` · tape10r (configuration 10a001)→(9.10) mR,0 · pb · tape10` · h ′1 · tape10r →(9.6;1st) mR,1 · pb · tape10` · h ′1 · tape ′1r→2(9.6;2nd) mR,1 · pb · tape ′100` · h ′1 · tape ′1r →(9.6;3rd+5th) copy0 · pb · tape ′101` · tape ′1r→5(9.7;1st)→(9.7;2nd)→(9.7;3rd) pb · tape101` · tape1r (configuration 101b01)
reaching a configuration where the Fractran program halts.
Definition 7. We translate configurations c = 〈q, tape〉 of Turing machines M =
〈Q,q0, δ〉 to natural numbers (input values for Fractran programs). We reuse
the notation of Definition 5 and define:
nc = tapeL` · pq · hH · tapeRr
L =
∞∑
i=0
2i · tape(−1− i) H = tape(0) R =
∞∑
i=0
2i · tape(1+ i)
Lemma 8. For every Turing machineM and configurations c1, c2 we have:
(i) if c1 →M c2 then nc1 →∗PM nc2 , and
(ii) if c1 is a→M normal form then nc1 →∗PM undefined.
Proofs of Lemma 8 and Theorem 2 can be found in [6].
3 What is Productivity?
A program is productive if it evaluates to a finite or infinite constructor nor-
mal form. This rather vague description leaves open several choices that can be
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made to obtain a more formal definition. We explore several definitions and de-
termine the degree of undecidability for each of them. See [7] for more pointers
to the literature on productivity.
The following is a productive specification of the (infinite) stream of zeros:
zeros→ 0 : zeros
Indeed, there exists only one maximal rewrite sequence from zeros and this
ends in the infinite constructor normal form 0 : 0 : 0 : . . .. Here and later we say
that a rewrite sequence ρ : t0 → t1 → t2 → . . . ends in a term s if either ρ is finite
with its last term being s, or ρ is infinite and then s is the limit of the sequence
of terms ti, i.e. s = limi→∞ ti. We consider only rewrite sequences starting from
finite terms, thus all terms occurring in ρ are finite. Nevertheless, the limit s of
the terms ti may be an infinite term. Note that, if ρ ends in a constructor normal
form, then every finite prefix will be evaluated after finitely many steps.
The following is a slightly modified specification of the stream of zeros:
zeros→ 0 : id(zeros) id(σ)→ σ
This specification is considered productive as well, although there are infini-
te rewrite sequences that do not even end in a normal form, let alone in a
constructor normal form: e.g. by unfolding zeros only we get the limit term
0 :id(0 :id(0 :id(. . .))). In general, normal forms can only be reached by outermost-
fair rewriting sequences. A rewrite sequence ρ : t0 → t1 → t2 → . . . is outermost-
fair [17] if there is no tn containing an outermost redex which remains an outer-
most redex infinitely long, and which is never contracted. For this reason it is
natural to consider productivity of terms with respect to outermost-fair strate-
gies.
What about stream specifications that admit rewrite sequences to constructor
normal forms, but that also have divergent rewrite sequences:
maybe→ 0 : maybe maybe→ sink sink→ sink
This example illustrates that, for non-orthogonal stream specifications, reacha-
bility of a constructor normal form depends on the evaluation strategy. The term
maybe is only productive with respect to strategies that always apply the first
rule.
For this reason we propose to think of productivity as a property of indi-
vidual terms with respect to a given rewrite strategy. This reflects the situation
in functional programming, where expressions are evaluated according to an in-
built strategy. These strategies are usually based on a form of outermost-needed
rewriting with a priority order on the rules.
3.1 Productivity with respect to Strategies
For term rewriting systems (TRSs) [17] we now fix definitions of the notions of
(history-free) strategy and history-aware strategy. Examples for the latter notion
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are outermost-fair strategies, which typically have to take history into account.
Definition 9. Let R be a TRS with rewrite relation→R.
A strategy for→R is a relation ⊆→R with the same normal forms as→R.
The history-aware rewrite relation→H,R for R is the binary relation on Ter(Σ)×
(R× N∗)∗ that is defined by:
〈s, hs〉→H,R 〈t, hs : 〈ρ, p〉〉⇐⇒ s→ t via rule ρ ∈ R at position p .
We identify t ∈ Ter(Σ) with 〈t, 〉, and for s, t ∈ Ter(Σ) we write s →H,R t
whenever 〈s, 〉 →H,R 〈t, h〉 for some history h ∈ (R × N∗)∗. A history-aware
strategy for R is a strategy for→H,R.
A strategy is deterministic if s  t and s  t ′ implies t = t ′. A strategy
 is computable if the function mapping a term (a term/history pair) to its set of
 -successors is a total recursive function, after coding into natural numbers.
Remark 10. Our definition of strategy for a rewrite relation follows [18]. For
abstract rewriting systems, in which rewrite steps are first-class citizens, a de-
finition of strategy is given in [17, Ch. 9]. There, history-aware strategies for a
TRS R are defined in terms of ’labellings’ for the ’abstract rewriting system’ un-
derlying R. While that approach is conceptually advantageous, our definition of
history-aware strategy is equally expressive.
Definition 11. A (TRS-indexed) family of strategies S is a function that assigns to
every TRS R a set S(R) of strategies for R. We call such a family S of strategies
admissible if S(R) is non-empty for every orthogonal TRS R.
Now we give the definition of productivity with respect to a strategy.
Definition 12. A term t is called productive with respect to a strategy if all maxi-
mal rewrite sequences starting from t end in a constructor normal form.
In the case of non-deterministic strategies we require here that all maximal
rewrite sequences end in a constructor normal form. Another possible choice
could be to require only the existence of one such rewrite sequence (see Sec-
tion 3.2). However, we think that productivity should be a practical notion.
Productivity of a term should entail that arbitrary finite parts of the constructor
normal form can indeed be evaluated. The mere requirement that a constructor
normal form exists leaves open the possibility that such a normal form cannot
be approximated to every finite precision in a computable way.
For orthogonal TRSs outermost-fair (or fair) rewrite strategies are the natural
choice for investigating productivity because they guarantee to find (the unique)
infinitary constructor normal form whenever it exists (see [17]).
Pairs and finite lists of natural numbers can be encoded using the well-
known Go¨del encoding. Likewise terms and finite TRSs over a countable set
of variables can be encoded. A TRS is called finite if its signature and set of rules
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are finite. In the sequel we restrict to (families of) computable strategies, and
assume that strategies are represented by appropriate encodings.
Now we define the productivity problem in TRSs with respect to families of
computable strategies, and prove a Π02-completeness result.
PRODUCTIVITY PROBLEM with respect to a family S of computable strategies
Instance: Encodings of a finite TRS R, a strategy ∈ S(R) and a term t.
Answer: ’Yes’ if t is productive with respect to , and ’No’, otherwise.
Theorem 13. For every family of admissible, computable strategies S, the productivity
problem with respect to S is Π02-complete.
Bewijs. A Turing machine is called total (encodes a total function N → N) if it
halts on all inputs encoding natural numbers. The problem of deciding whether
a Turing machine is total is well-known to be Π02-complete, see [10]. Let M be
an arbitrary Turing machine. Employing the encoding of Turing machines into
orthogonal TRSs from [11], we can define a TRS RM that simulates M such that
for every n ∈ N it holds: every reduct of the term M(sn(0)) contains at most
one redex occurrence, and the term M(sn(0)) rewrites to 0 if and only if the
Turing machine M halts on the input n. Note that the rewrite sequence starting
from M(sn(0)) is deterministic. We extend the TRS RM to a TRS R ′M with the
following rules:
go(0, x)→ 0 : go(M(x), s(x))
and choose the term t = go(0, 0). Then R ′M is orthogonal and by construction
every reduct of t contains at most one redex occurrence (consequently all stra-
tegies for R coincide on every reduct of t). The term t is productive if and only
if M(sn(0)) rewrites to 0 for every n ∈ N which in turn holds if and only if the
Turing machineM is total. This concludes Π02-hardness.
ForΠ02-completeness let S be a family of computable strategies, R a TRS, ∈
S(R) and t a term. Then productivity of t can be characterised as:
∀d ∈ N. ∃n ∈ N. every n-step -reducts of t
is a constructor normal form up to depth d
(?)
Since the strategy is computable and finitely branching, all n-step reducts of t
can be computed. Obviously, if the formula (?) holds, then t is productive w.r.t.
 . Conversely, assume that t is productive w.r.t. . For showing (?), let d ∈ N
be arbitrary. By productivity of t w.r.t. , on every path in the reduction graph
of t w.r.t.  eventually a term with a constructor normal form up to depth d
is encountered. Since reduction graphs in TRSs always are finitely branching,
Koenig’s lemma implies that there exists an n ∈ N such that all terms on depth
greater or equal to n in the reduction graph of t are constructor prefixes of depth
at least d. Since d was arbitrary, (?) has been established. Because (?) is a Π02-
formula, the productivity problem with respect to S also belongs to Π02.
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Theorem 13 implies that productivity is Π02-complete for orthogonal TRSs
with respect to outermost-fair rewriting. To see this, apply the theorem to the
family of strategies that assigns to every orthogonal TRS R the set of computable,
outermost-fair rewriting strategies for R, and ∅ to non-orthogonal TRSs.
The definition of productivity with respect to computable strategies reflects
the situation in functional programming. Nevertheless, we now investigate va-
riants of this notion, and determine their respective computational complexity.
3.2 Strong Productivity
As already discussed, only outermost-fair rewrite sequences can reach a con-
structor normal form. Dropping the fine tuning device ’strategies’, we obtain
the following stricter notion of productivity.
Definition 14. A term t is called strongly productive if all maximal outermost-fair
rewrite sequences starting from t end in a constructor normal form.
The definition requires all outermost-fair rewrite sequences to end in a con-
structor normal form, including non-computable rewrite sequences. This cata-
pults productivity into a much higher class of undecidability: Π11, a class of the
analytical hierarchy. The analytical hierarchy continues the classification of the
arithmetical hierarchy using second order formulas. The computational com-
plexity of strong productivity therefore exceeds the expressive power of first-
order logic to define sets from recursive sets.
A well-known result of recursion theory states that for a given computable
relation > ⊆ N × N it is Π11-hard to decide whether > is well-founded, see [10].
Our proof is based on a construction from [3]. There a translation from Turing
machines M to TRSs RootM (which we explain below) together with a term tM
is given such that: tM is root-terminating (i.e., tM admits no rewrite sequences
containing an infinite number of root steps) if and only if the binary relation>M
encoded by M is well-founded. The TRS RootM consists of rules for simulating
the Turing machineM such thatM(x, y)→∗ T iff x >M y holds (which basically
uses a standard encoding of Turing machines, see [11]), a rule:
run(T,ok(x),ok(y))→ run(M(x, y),ok(y),pickn)
and rules for randomly generating a natural number:
pickn→ c(pickn) pickn→ ok(0(.)) c(ok(x))→ ok(S(x)) .
The term tM = run(T,pickn,pickn) admits a rewrite sequence containing infi-
nitely many root steps if and only if >M is not well-founded. More precisely,
whenever there is an infinite decreasing sequence x1 >M x2 >M x3 >M . . .,
then tM admits a rewrite sequence
run(T,pickn,pickn)→∗ run(T,ok(x1),ok(x2))
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→ run(M(x1, x2),ok(x2),pickn)→∗ run(T,ok(x2),ok(x3))→∗ . . .
We further note that tM and all of its reducts contain exactly one occurrence of
the symbol run, namely at the root position.
Theorem 15. Strong productivity is Π11-complete.
Bewijs. For the proof of Π11-hardness, let M be a Turing machine. We extend
the TRS RootM from [3] with the rule run(x, y, z) → 0 : run(x, y, z). As a conse-
quence the term run(T,pickn,pickn) is strongly productive if and only if >M is
well-founded (which is Π11-hard to decide). If >M is not well-founded, then by
the result in [3] tM admits a rewrite sequence containing infinitely many root
steps which obviously does not end in a constructor normal form. On the other
hand if >M is well-founded, then tM admits only finitely many root steps with
respect to RootM, and thus by outermost-fairness the freshly added rule has to
be applied infinitely often. This concludes Π11-hardness.
Rewrite sequences of length ω can be represented by functions r : N → N
where r(n) represents the n-th term of the sequence together with the position
and rule applied in step n. Then for all r (one universal ∀r function quantifier)
we have to check that r converges towards a constructor normal form whenever
r is outermost-fair; this can be checked by a first order formula. We refer to [3]
for the details of the encoding. Hence strong productivity is in Π11.
3.3 Weak Productivity
A natural counterpart to strong productivity is the notion of ’weak producti-
vity’: the existence of a rewrite sequence to a constructor normal form. Here
outermost-fairness does not need to be required, because rewrite sequences that
reach normal forms are always outermost-fair.
Definition 16. A term t is called weakly productive if there exists a rewrite se-
quence starting from t that ends in a constructor normal form.
For non-orthogonal TRSs the practical relevance of this definition is questio-
nable since, in the absence of a computable strategy to reach normal forms, mere
knowledge that a term t is productive does typically not help to find a construc-
tor normal form of t. For orthogonal TRSs computable, normalising strategies
exist, but then also all of the variants of productivity coincide (see Section 3.4).
Theorem 17. Weak productivity is Σ11-complete.
Bewijs. For the proof of Σ11-hardness, let M be a Turing machine. We exchan-
ge the rule run(T,ok(x),ok(y)) → run(M(x, y),ok(y),pickn) in the TRS RootM
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from [3] by the rule run(T,ok(x),ok(y)) → 0 : run(M(x, y),ok(y),pickn). Then
we obtain that the term
run(T,pickn,pickn)
is weakly productive if and only if >M is not well-founded (which is Σ11-hard to
decide). This concludes Π11-hardness.
The remainder of the proof proceeds analogously to the proof of Theorem 15,
except that we now have an existential function quantifier ∃r to quantify over
all rewrite sequences of lengthω. Hence weak productivity is in Σ11.
3.4 Discussion
For orthogonal TRSs all of the variants of productivity coincide. That is, if we
restrict the first variant to computable outermost-fair strategies; as already dis-
cussed, other strategies are not very reasonable. For orthogonal TRSs there al-
ways exist computable outermost-fair strategies, and whenever for a term there
exists a constructor normal form, then it is unique and all outermost-fair rewrite
sequences will end in this unique constructor normal form.
This raises the question whether uniqueness of the constructor normal forms
should be part of the definition of productivity. We consider a specification of
the stream of random bits:
random→ 0 : random random→ 1 : random
Every rewrite sequence starting from random ends in a normal form. Howe-
ver, these normal forms are not unique. In fact, there are uncountably many of
them. We did not include uniqueness of normal forms into the definition of pro-
ductivity since non-uniqueness only arises in non-orthogonal TRSs when using
non-deterministic strategies. However, one might want to require uniqueness
of normal forms even in the case of non-orthogonal TRSs.
Theorem 18. The problem of determining, for TRSs R and terms t in R, whether t has
a unique (finite or infinite) normal form is Π11-complete.
Bewijs. For Π11-hardness, we extend the TRS constructed in the proof of The-
orem 17 by the rules: start → run(T,pickn,pickn), run(x, y, z) → run(x, y, z),
start→ ones, and ones→ 1 : ones. Then start has a unique normal form if and
only if >M is well-founded. For Π11-completeness, we observe that the proper-
ty can be characterised by a Π11-formula: we quantify over two infinite rewrite
sequences, and, in case both of them end in a normal form, we compare them.
Note that consecutive universal quantifiers can be compressed into one.
Let us consider the impact on computational complexity of taking up the
condition of uniqueness of normal forms into the definition of productivity. In-
cluding uniqueness of normal forms without considering the strategy would
increase the complexity of productivity with respect to a family of strategies
to Π11. However, we think that doing so would be contrary to the spirit of the
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notion of productivity. Uniqueness of normal forms should only be required
for the normal forms reachable by the given (non-deterministic) strategy. But
then the complexity of productivity remains unchanged,Π02-complete. The com-
plexity of strong productivity remains unaltered, Π11-complete, when including
uniqueness of normal forms. However, the degree of undecidability of weak
productivity increases. From the proofs of Theorems 17 and 18 it follows that
the property would then both be Σ11-hard and Π
1
1-hard, then being in ∆
1
1.
4 Productivity for Lazy Stream Specifications is Π02
In this section we strengthen the undecidability result of Theorem 13 by showing
that the productivity problem is Π02-complete already for a very simple format
of stream specifications, namely the lazy stream format (LSF) introduced on pa-
ge 253. We do so by giving a translation from Fractran programs into LSF and
applying Theorem 2.
Definition 19. Let P = p1q1 , . . . ,
pk
qk
be a Fractran program. Let d be the least
common multiple of the denominators of P, that is, d := lcm(q1, . . . , qk). Then
for n = 1, . . . , d define p ′n = pi · (d/qi) and bn = n · piqi where
pi
qi
is the first
fraction of P such that n · piqi is an integer, and we let p ′n and bn be undefined
if no such fraction exists. Then, the stream specification induced by P is a term
rewriting systemRP = 〈ΣP, RP〉with:
ΣP = {•, : ,head, tail, zipd,MP} ∪ {modp ′n | p ′n is defined}
and with RP consisting of the following rules:
MP → zipd(T1, . . . ,Td), where, for 1 ≤ n ≤ d, Tn is shorthand for:
Tn =
{
modp ′n(tail
bn−1(MP)) if p ′n is defined,
• : modd(tailn−1(MP)) if p ′n is undefined.
head(x : σ)→ x modk(σ)→ head(σ) : modk(tailk(σ))
tail(x : σ)→ σ zipd(σ1, σ2 . . . , σd)→ head(σ1) : zipd(σ2, . . . , σd, tail(σ1))
where x, σ, σi are variables.1
The rule for modn defines a stream function which takes from a given stream
σ all elements σ(i) with i ≡ 0 (mod n), and results in a stream consisting of
those elements in the original order. As we only need rules modp ′n whenever
p ′n is defined we need d such rules at most.
If p ′n is undefined then it should be understood thatm ·p ′n is undefined. For
n ∈ N let ϕ(n) denote the number from {1, . . . , d} with n ≡ ϕ(n) (mod d).
1Note that modd(tailn−1(zipd(T1, . . . ,Td))) equals Tn, and so, in case p
′
n is undefined, we
just have Tn = • : Tn. In order to have the simplest TRS possible (for the purpose at hand), we did
not want to use an extra symbol (•) and rule (•)→ • : (•).
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Lemma 20. For every n > 0 we have fP(n) = b(n− 1)/dc · p ′ϕ(n) + bϕ(n).
Bewijs. Let n > 0. For every i ∈ {1, . . . , k} we have n · piqi ∈ N if and only if
ϕ(n) · piqi ∈ N, since n ≡ ϕ(n) mod d and d is a multiple of qi. Assume that
fP(n) is defined. Then fP(n) = n ·p ′ϕ(n)/d = (b(n−1)/dc ·d+((n−1) mod d)+
1) · p ′ϕ(n)/d = b(n− 1)/dc · p ′ϕ(n) +ϕ(n) · pi/qi = b(n− 1)/dc · p ′ϕ(n) + bϕ(n).
Otherwise whenever fP(n) is undefined then p ′ϕ(n) is undefined.
Lemma 21. Let P be a Fractran program. Then RP is productive for MP if and only if
P is terminating on all integers n > 0.
Bewijs. Let σ(n) be shorthand for head(tailn(σ)). It suffices to show for all n ∈
N: MP(n)→∗ • if and only if P halts on n. For this purpose we show MP(n)→+
•whenever fP(n+1) is undefined, and MP(n)→+ MP(fP(n+1)−1), otherwise.
We have MP(n)→∗ Tϕ(n+1)(bn/dc).
Assume that fP(n + 1) is undefined. By Lemma 20 p ′ϕ(n+1) is undefined,
thus thus MP(n)→∗ •whenever bn/dc = 0, and otherwise we have:
MP(n)→∗ Tϕ(n+1)(bn/dc)→∗ modd(tailϕ(n+1)−1(MP))(bn/dc− 1)→∗ MP(n ′)
where n ′ = (bn/dc− 1) ·d+ϕ(n+ 1) − 1 = n−d. Clearly n ≡ n ′ (mod d), and
then MP(n)→∗ • follows by induction on n.
Assume that fP(n+ 1) is defined. By Lemma 20 p ′ϕ(n+1) is defined and:
MP(n)→∗ Tϕ(n+1)(bn/dc)→∗ modp ′ϕ(n+1)(tailbϕ(n+1)−1(MP))(bn/dc)
and hence MP(n) →+ MP(n ′) with n ′ = bn/dc · p ′ϕ(n+1) + bϕ(n+1) − 1. Then
we have n ′ = fP(n+ 1) − 1 by Lemma 20.
Theorem 22. The restriction of the productivity problem to stream specifications indu-
ced by Fractran programs and outermost-fair strategies is Π02-complete.
Bewijs. Since by Lemma 21 the uniform halting problem for Fractran programs
can be reduced to the problem here,Π02-hardness is a consequence of Theorem 2.
Π02-completeness follows from membership of the problem in Π
0
2, which can be
established analogously as in the proof of Theorem 13.
Note that Theorem 22 also gives rise to an alternative proof for the Π02-
hardness part of Theorem 13, the result concerning the computational complexi-
ty of productivity with respect to strategies.
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Samenvatting
Terminatie en Productiviteit
In dit proefschrift bestuderen we twee cruciale aspecten van programmacor-
rectheid: terminatie en productiviteit.
Een programma heet terminerend als de berekening na eindig aantal stap-
pen eindigt. Met andere woorden: de berekening stopt in eindige tijd. Meestal
verlangen we van programma’s dat ze terminerend zijn. Zelfs niet-terminerende
’control’ programma’s zoals Windows en Word bestaan voor een groot deel uit
terminerende functie-aanroepen; terminatie van deze functies is essentieel om-
dat ’control’ terug moet keren naar de hoofd ’control loop’, anders ’hangt’ het
programma.
Productiviteit daarentegen betreft niet-terminerende processen. Productivi-
teit belichaamt de intuitieve notie van onbegrensde voortgang, van werkende
programma’s die onbeperkt veel gedefinieerde waarden produceren. Bijvoor-
beeld, de bovengenoemde programma’s moeten productief zijn; ze moeten out-
put blijven produceren, dat will zeggen, ze moeten ontvankelijk blijven voor
inputs van de gebruiker. Bovendien is productiviteit belangrijk voor termine-
rende programma’s die werken met specificaties van oneindige structuren zoals
oneindige lijsten of bomen. Voor de correctheid van zulke programma’s moet
gegarandeerd zijn dat elk eindig deel van de oneindige structuur inderdaad kan
worden gee¨valueerd, dat wil zeggen, de specificatie van de structuur moet pro-
ductief zijn.
Met de toenemende complexiteit van computersystemen is programmave-
rificatie van centraal belang geworden in de informatica. Om de toenemen-
de complexiteit van software- en hardwaresystemen het hoofd te bieden, heb-
ben we automatische hulpmiddelen nodig die de verificatie ondersteunen van
’zekere’ aspecten van programmacorrectheid. In dit proefschrift ontwikkelen
we methoden voor de automatische analyse van terminatie en productiviteit.
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